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NARRATIVE OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
or THE PENNSYLVANIA FORESTRY

A.SSOCIATION

OFFICE OF THE ASSOCIATION. 714 COMMERCIAL TRUST BUILDING. PHILADELPHIA

THE Annual Meeting of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association was held in the Grey

Room of the Civic Club, 313 South Broad

Street, Philadelphia, Pa., on Monday, December

10, 1928, at 3 P. M. President Drinker in the

chair.

The Reports of the Council and the Treasurer

were read, accepted and ordered filed. They will

be found on other pages of this issue.

Dr. Henry S. Drinker, President, said that

every possible! effort was made to secure the en-

actmenti of the proposed forest bond issue which

would have put the Forestry Department in posi-

tion to obtain all the lands needed for State

Forests. At the last minute when there was every

chance of success, the Administration came out

against all the amendments which carried loans,

and they were all defeated. The fact that 415,000

votes were cast for the Forest Bond Issue gives

encouragement as showing the interest in for-

estry. While the amendment to the Constitution

failed to carry, the effort has spread a knowledge
of forestry among our citizens.

Mr. McCaleb presented the report of the Com-
mittee on Nominations, and Dr. H. A. Rothrock
and Edward Woolman were api>ointe<l tellers of

the election. After the ballots had been col-

lected Dr. Rothrock announced that the follow-

ing officers had been unanimously elected to serve
during the coming year

:

President, Samuel L. Smedley.
President Emeritus, Dr. Henry S. Drinker.
Vice-Presidents, Robert a Conklin.

W. B. McCaleb.
Samuel Rea.

Secretary and Treasurer, P. L. Bitler.

COUNCIL
Adams County, Miss Mira L. Dock.
Allegheny County, Frank J. Lanahan,

George M. Lehman,
Hon. Walter Lyon,
John E. Potter.

Beaver County, Robert W. Darragh
Bedford County, J. L. Tenley, Sr.
Berks County, Mrs. Edward Brooke,

Dr. Geo. G. Wenrlch.

Blair County, W. A. Silliman

Bradford County, Miss Margaret Stewart Maurice.

Bucks County, Mrs. Elizabeth F. James.
Henry C. Mercer.

Cambria County, P. L. Carpenter.

Cameron County, Josiah Howard.
Carbon County, A. C. NeumuUer.
Centre County, Theodore D. Boal,

Prof. J. A. Ferguson.

Chester County, Robert G. Kay,
Miss Esther G. Leggett,
Norman Ratchford,
Dr. H. A. Rothrock.

Clarion County, Hon. F. L. Harvey.

Clearfield County, W. F. Dague.

Clinton County, Henry W. Shoemaker.

Columbia County, C. R. Woodin.

Crawford County, E. O. Emerson, Jr.

Cumberland County, J. S. Illick.

Dauphin -County, W. Gard. Conklin,
George H. Wirt.

Delaware County, Herman Cope,
Miss Ethel A. Shrigley,
Dr. J. Clinton Starbuck.
Edward Woolman.

Erie County, Miss Dorothea K. Conrad,
George S. Ray, M.D.

Fayette County, C. L. Snowdon.

Franklin County, Edw. A. Ziegler,
John R. Williams.

Fulton County, W. L. Byers.

Greene County, M. E. Carroll.

Huntingdon County, Mrs. J. C. Blair.

Indiana County, Hon. Joseph O. Clark.

Jefferson County, W. N. Conrad.

Lackawanna County, Mrs. J. Benjamin Dimmick,
Hon. L. H. Watres.

Lancaster County, Hugh M. North, Jr.

Lebanon County, William C. Freeman.

Lehigh County, General Harry C. Trexler.

Luzerne County, Dr. Alexander Armstrong,
Cornelius B. Kunkle,
Alvan Markle,
William R. Ricketts,
Samuel D. Warriner.

Lycoming County, L. Clyde Smith.

Mercer County, George Rettig.

Mifflin County, F. W. Culbertson.

Monroe County, R. W. Stadden.

Montgomery County, Mrs. Albert C. Barnes,
C. P. Birkinbine,
Dr. H. M. Fisher.
Miss Mary K. Gibson.

Moniour County, H. T. Hecht.

Northampton County, J. Clarence Cranmer,
Prof. R. W. Hall.

Northumberland County, Charles Steele.

Philadelphia County, Dr. J. M. Anders,
Richard L. Austin,
Samuel N. Baxter,
Miss Mary Blakiston,
Owen M. Bruner,
Mrs. Brinton Coxe,
W. Warner Harper,
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John W. Harshberger,
J. Franklin Meehan,
J. Rodman Paul,
Harold Peirce,
Eli K. Price,
John H. Webster, Jr.,

Albert B. Weimer.
Pike County, Hon. Gifford Pinchot.

Potter County, Harry E. Elliott.

Schuylkill County, A. C. Silvius.

Somerset County, V. M. Bearer.

Sullivan County, E. F. Brouse.

Susquehanna County, Edgar A. Turrell.

Tioga County, Paul H. Mulford.

Union County, Raymond B. Winter.

Venango County, S. Y. Ramage.
Warren County, Walter W. Beaty.

Wayne County, Hon. Alonzo T. Searle.

Westmoreland County, Hon. D. J. Snyder.

York County, Samuel Small, Jr.

On motion a vote of thanks was unanimously
given to Dr. Drinker for his long service and his

keen interest in forestry.

A letter was read from Ex-Governor Brum-
baugh regretting his inability to be present, at the

meeting and conveying assurance of his continued
and increased interest in the forestry problem
of the Commonwealth.

Mr. Samuel L. Smedley was called to the chair

and called attention to the great work ahead of
the Association and expressed the hope that there
was some way to secure more members and have
increased attendance at the meetings.

Mr. Edward Woolman hoped that Dr. Drinker
would continue his work in interesting; educators
in the great forestry problems ahead of us.

Mr. Frank M. Zeller called attention to the de-
struction of the forests in Pennsylvania from
1880 onward, until now practically no forests
are left, and that the same thing has occur-
red in the) pineries of Minnesota and Wisconsin.
He remembered in 1880 when the hemlock
had been left on the side hills of Pennsylvania,
and that this timber which had previously
been left to rot, when the bark was taken for
the tanneries, was made into lumber which sold
at from $7.00 to $9.00 per thousand feet B. M.
He had seen 100,000 acres of the finest woodland
turned into a briar patch. In those days he had
cut down the forests, but he was now anxious to
see these waste acres reforested, so that there
might be a timber crop for the future generations.
Mr. W. B. McCaleb stated that he had seen the

Secretary of the Department of Forests and
Waters and he told him that the Governor had
said that he would recommend an appropriation
for the purchase of State Forests in the next
Biennium.

On motion adjourned sine die.

TREASURER'S REPORT FORESTRY AND AGRICULTURE

THE fiscal year of the Pennsylvania For-

estry Association ends on December 1st,

1928. The statement of finances on that

date was as follows:

Treasurer's Statement on December 1, 1928

Db.
To Balance on hand Dec. 1, 1927 $477.')!)

Cash, annual dues to Nov. 30, 1928 .... 1,649.00
Cash, donations and subscriptions 1,159.08
Cash, sale of Forest Leaves and adver-

tisements 125.33
Cash, interest on life membership and

Forest Leaves bonds and bank de-
deposits 649.90

Sale Badges 4.75
Cash, Life Membership fees 50.00

Total $4,116.05

Cb.

By Cash, office expenses, postage, etc $197.48
Office rent 720.00
Publication of Forest Leaves 1,563.08
Assistant" Secretary's salary 600.00
Expenses of meetings 119.07
Life Membership Fund 50.00
Forest Leaves tSind 52.00
Membership in Pennsylvania Conserva-

tion Council 25.00
Badges io!oO

Balance on hand Dec. 1, 1928 779.42

Total $4,116.05

Forest Leave:s Fund
Invested $2,281.42
In bank 182.00

Total $2,463.42
Special bequest for Forest Leaves $500.00

Life Membership Fund
Invested $7,145.00
In banik 290.00

Total $7,435.00

General Fund
Bequests, etc., invested $6,118.38

F. L. Bitler, Treasurer.

A recent issue of "Canning Age" contained the

following article by C. M. Hilliard, of Paducah,
Kentucky

:

"Maple syrup, like many other good things, was
discovered by accident. An Indian squaw. Mocha
by name, was cooking moose. In another pot she
was preparing some maple sap to be used as a
flavor. She neglected her culinary duties and let

the sap cook almost dry. Result : Maple Syrup."

HON. W. M. JARDINE, the Secretary of

Agriculture, in his annual report says:

^<The importance of wood as a farm

product is seldom realized. Data on the forest

prodtrcts derived from farms of the United States

are gathered only once in ten years by the census.

In 1919 the reported value of such products

totaled nearly $395,000,000, as against slightly

more than $195,000,000 in 1909 and less than

$110,000,000 in 1899. What change from the 1919

figures those for 1929 may show is, of course,

wholly uncertain, especially since 1919 was a year

of abnormally high prices. Nevertheless, in the

long run undoubtedly wood will constitute an

increasingly valuable farm crop.

"It makes possible the productive use of much

farm land that otherwise could earn nothing and

adds to the value ol considerably more. It is a

crop which does not have to be harvested and dis-

posed of irrespective of market conditions each

season, but on thei contrary, can be left in place

to accumulate like money in a savings bank. It is

both a cash crop and a means of supplying eco-

nomically farm requirements that would otherwise

necessitate cash outlays; 55.2 per cent of the

reported 1919 farm-forest products value repre-

sented products sold or cut and held for sale and

44.8 per cent products for use on the farm as

building material, fence posts, poles, etc., and as

fuel—the latter the chief item. In total value the

farm-forest products of 1919 came to more than

three times that of sugar beets and sugar cane

combined, nine-tenths that of all orchard fruits,

approximately three times that of all citrus

fruits, not very far behind that of tobacco, and
more than four-fifths that of spring wheat.

''Relatively little of this value was obtained

through forest culture. The 1920 census reported

approximately 168,000,000 acres as the area of

woodland included in farms. Only 21 per cent of

this was classed as timberland ; that is, with trees

mostly of saw-log size. In part this timberland
IS land still under virgin forest. Other portions
are under second growth, that has succeeded the

original stand not as a result of any practice of
forestry but as a gift of nature. In small part
only do the saw-log stands represent a deliberate

purpose to grow timber. In some part they
doubtless occupy land which the owner expects
to clear. Likewise the 79 per cent of our farm
woodlands that does not have trees mostly of saw-
log size is largely in a wild-land condition.
"Of the total farm area of more than 950,000,-

000 acres at the time of the last decennial census
more than one acre out of every six was farm
woodlands, and in naturally forested regions the

proportion is of course much greater. While a
certain amount of this land will in time be
brought under tillage, other land not now occu-

pied by tree growth will be reforested, naturally

or artificially. In my report of two years ago I

pointed out how in some parts of the East the

amount of improved farm land began to lessen

well before the end of the last century, declining

between 1880 and 1920 in the North and Middle
Atlantic States by some 13,700,000 acres. The
reversion of once-cleared pasture and of lands

formerly cultivated to forest growth is a part of

the process of adjustment of land use to economic

conditions—an adjustment which, as I took oc-

casion to say in the earlier report, should be

hastened rather than delayed, in the interest of

greater agricultural stability. Farm forestry af-

fords a means in the timber-producing regions of

putting to its best use much of the poorer land

which, if cultivated, swells the crop surplusejs with-

out giving the farmer a fair return. The present

acreage of farm woodlands is approximately twice

that of the productive timberland in all the

national forests, and acre for acre can on the

average grow more wood. From every standpoint

there are strong reasons for developing and

making known to our farmers the methods where-

by this great aggregate of potentially timber-

producing land may be used most effectively and

most profitably to them.

^^This will be a very large task. Most farm

woodlands are in bad condition. Generally

si>eaking, the make-up of the forest growth has

been so altered through fires, through overgrazing,

and through cutting without regard for, or

knowledge of, the consequences—through pro-

longed treatment! as wild lands, in other words,

and through lack of proper protection and care

—

that many years of well-directed, skillful hand-

ling will be necessary to rejuvenate them and con-

vert them into thrifty, well-stocked stands of the

best kinds of trees. They are much like ill-tended

gardens full mostly of weeds. But though

largely run down, they can be built up and re-

stored through use. Forestry is applied chiefly

in the process of cutting—by taking out what is

not wanted in the future forest and giving what

is left the best conditions for growth and repro-

duction. There is no reason why the farm wood-

lands should not keep on providing fuel, fence

posts, construction and repair material, and

salable products essentially as they are now doing
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and yet improve steadily in value and growing

power.
** Along with the process of working over the

wild-land form wood lots into well-conditioned

little forests will havo to go the process of de-

veloping suitable markets for their products.

There are cases in which the market is develop-

ing first and leading the way for the farmer. A
New England box manufacturer, for example,

employs a forester whose advice can be obtained

free of charge by farmers in the territory from

which the factory draws its raw material; and a

North Carolina paper mill is endeavoring to build

up a source of sustained supply of the pulp wood
which it consumes by interesting fai'mers in its

neighborhood in continuously growing suitable

wood and in cutting yearly the equivalent of the

annual increment.

^' There is, however, for most wood-lot owners

as yet no ready- means for selling to advantage a

small yearly output of material for industrial use;

and this is doubtless one reason why the wood lots

do not produce relatively more of such material

as against firewood and other products of scrub

forests.

**The only way that the latent possibilities of

timber growing as a means of utilizing the por-

tions of farms better suited to wood crops than

field crops or pasturage can be developed within

a reasonable time is through public encourage-

ment. For this there is ample ground. There is

greater danger of a shortage of timber supplies

within the next fifty years than there is of a

shortage of food supplies; and both from the

standpoint of the promotion of general prosperity

and from that of the promotion of rural welfare,

intelligent, skillful use of the enormous total

acreage which should be utilized for timber gi-ow-

ing is of prime importance.

**For such public encouragement the way is

already blazed. The Clarke-McNary law, passed
in 1924, authorized and directed the Secretary of

Agriculture to cooperate with the various States

in producing and distributing material for plant-

ing portions of farms needing artificial foresta-

tion or reforestation. It also authorized and di-

rected cooperation with State officials or other

suitable agencies in assisting farmers to estab-

lish, improve, grow and renew useful timber
crops, windbreaks and shelter belts. And the Mc-
Sweeney-McNary law, enacted last spring, author-

ized the inauguration of a far-reaching program
of Federal research in forestry which for the

first time affords the prospect that the basic

knowledge essential for skillful timber growing

will be progressively obtained at a rate commen-

surate with its importance.

^^The cooperative work designed to assist

farmers to grow timber crops is organized! as a

part of the agi'icultural extension work of the

department. It is indeed fortunate that this great

educational agency for disseminating knowledge

of desirable practices as they are worked out and

for promoting their adoption is available to hasten

progress. The educational task to be performed,

however, is gi-eater than any single agency can be

expected to carry out entirely. It must enlist all

the agencies that can be utilized to incorporate

forestry in the practice and transmitted lore of

agriculture. It must give us forest-minded farm-

ers, must develop for their observation and in-

struction multitudinous practical examples of ap-

plied silviculture, and must permeate our agricul-

tural colleges and high schools, our agricultural

press and literature, and our agricultural leader-

ship, national and local, with sound conceptions."

AMERICA'S FRIENDSHIP TREE

THE friendship of three great American

patriots, cemented during the stirring days

of the Revolutionary War, when they

fought together in the cause of liberty, still lives

in a venerable Horse-chestnut tree at Bath, Penn-

sylvania. It stands on the old Brown estate for-

merly the home of General Robert Brown, now

the property of the Lehigh Portland Cement

Company.
Its histoid is unique. It is one of the most

imjwrtant trees in America today.

Of the three friends, the nam© of Washington

will stand for patriotism as long as the world

stands. The second friend was General Henry

\jee, popularly known as '4jight Horse Harry"

Lee, of Westmoreland County, Virginia. A grad-

uate of Princeton, he entered the Continental

army and his cavalry troop was selected by Wash-

ington as his body-guard.

In his famous eulogy delivered in Congress at

the time of Washington's death in 1799, Lee

uttered the words that will ring down the ages:

''First in war, first in peace, and first in the

hearts of his countrymen.''

The third friend. General Robert Brown, «

native of Northampton County, Pennsylvania,

was one of Washington's trusted aides. He was

an officer in that corps of Pennsylvania troops

called the ''Flying Camp," when he was taken

by the enemy, a prisoner of war on Long Island.

Later he was elevated to the rank of Brigadier-

general in the militia of Pennsylvania.

It was in 1785 that this now famous tree, a

symbol of the friendship between the three

patriots, began to make history.

It was on April 13th of that year that General

"Light Horse Harry" Lee presented Washington

with twelve Horse-chestnut saplings as a friend-

ship gift. Washington planted four of them by

the Serpentine Walk in his famous garden at

Mount Vernon. Two of the others he presented

to General Robert Brown, his guest, also as a

friendship gift.

) General Brown carried the tender young sap-

lings on horseback over the mountains and into

Pemisylvania, where they were planted at his

home near Bath. But only the one in front of

the house survived. It was probably the largest

Horse-chestnut tree in the TTnitedj States.

As recorded by the American Forestry Asso-

ciation, its measurements in 1921 were as follows:

Circumference at base, 20 feet 6 inches; six

feet above the ground the girth is 17 feet, 6

inches; the broad symmetrical spread of its

branches is 85 feet, and its height is 70 feet.

A storm in January, 1921, wrecked this great

tree, the entire left portion crashing upon the

house in which General Brown had lived. Today
the tree is a ruin, and the Lehigh Portland

Cement Company, at the suggestion of Mr. Daniel

E. Ritter, vice-president, is removing the his-

toric old stone house, beautifying the grounds sur-

rounding the tree, and have engaged the services

of Mr. Solan L. Parkes, a well known tree ex-

pert, to treat it and prolong its life.

Strangely enough, it had an unusually fine crop
of nuts in 1928, that were delivered to Barbara
Bayne, the Tree Historian of America, who con-
ceived the plan of distributing them as tokens of
friendship throughout America and its posses-
sions as a symbol of the unity which binds the
States and Territories into one Nation. It is par-
ticularly fitting and timely that these seeds should
be used in the forming of Friendship shrines in
the various states and dependencies that owe
their existence to the valor and patriotism of
the three great men whose friendship the
tree perpetuated. It is the living token of their
friendship.

PENNSYLVANIA TREE GARDENS AND
ARBORETUMS

Sixty-eight million B. F. of lumber, mostly
|>onglas fir, were used in the construction of the
Broad Street Subway in Philadelphia in 1927
and 1928,

NO state is richer than Pennsylvania in tree

gardens and arboretums, many of them
started more than one hundred years ago.

The interest that manifests itself in the col-

lections of trees and shrubs from many climes,

including foreign countries, may be traced in

large measure to the early botanists of Philadel-

phia and southeastern Pennsylvania. To them
belongs the distinction of having first described,

and even (^scovered, numerous si>ecies of plants

and trees, and introducing many new and now
widely planted kinds, into this country. Some of

the oldest, largest, most beautiful and interesting

specimens of trees planted in the State, are to be

found growing today in the gardens established

by these practical botanists.

Bartram Arboretum and Park on the west

bank of the Schuylkill near its junction with the

Delaware; the Woodlands adjoining the Campus
of the University of Pennsylvania; John Evans
Arboretum along Ithan Creek, below Bryn Mawr,
Delaware County; Aldie Arboretum at Aldie

near Doylestown; Pierce Arboretum at Long-

wood, Chester County, near Kennett Square;

Marshall Arboretum at Marshallton ; Fairmount

Park, Philadephia; Painter Arboretum near

Lima, Delaware County; and the Arboretum at

Lehigh University, Bethlehem.

Most famous of these Pennsylvania gardens,

and one of the oldest, is the Bartram Garden

dating back to 1731. Here Bartram ^s interest

in plant life was awakened soon after he lo-

cated on the Schuylkill, building a large stone

house, and assemblino: trees, shrubs and other

plants, collected in his journeys of exploration

through the American colonies, or sent to him by

his European correspondents. Among the sur-

viving trees are the gingko, yellowwood, silver

bell. Eraser's magnolia, and yellow and red buck-

eyes. The celebrated Lady Petre pear tree, one

of the three pear trees for which this section

of the State is noted, was planted in Bartram 's

Garden! in 1765 and has borne fruit ever since.

The Bartram gingko tree is probably the first of

its kind planted in America.

The Marshall Arboretum was established in

1773 by Humphry Marshall, a cousin of John

Bartram. He had been a collector of native

plants and seeds for shipment to Europe and

decided to establish an arboretum on his own
farm. Some of the finest trees were cut down in

1894, but there remained large specimens of the
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Kentucky coffee tree, sweet gnm, hackberry, black

locust, honey locust, Tree of Heaven, white pine,

hemlock, chestnut, black birch and white poplar.

The Painter Arboretum, laid out by the Min-

shall Brothers and Jacob Painter, early in the

nineteenth century is celebrated for its fine trees

and shrubs. Here grow the tIJedar of Lebanon.

Cryptomeria, maidenhair tree, California red-

wood, balsam fir, papaw, yellowwood, silver bell,

varnish tree, sweet gum and several magnolias.

The Pierce Arboretum in Chester County was
established in 1800. Here are assembled more
than 100 different kinds of tree|^ including

Canadian spruce, bald cypress, horse chestnut,

holly, beech and magnolias. The trees were

planted in long rows forming several avenues.

After passing through several hands the estate

was acquired by Pierre S. duF^ont undtfr whose
direction it was greatly enlarged. A million

dollar green house was erected in 1921, and great

formal gardens now stand in rich contrast with

the old arboretum started by Pierce Brothers.

The Woodlands, started in Washington's
time, was celebrated for its tree and flower gar-

dens. Michaux, famous French botanist and early

American explorer, to whom forestry in Penn-
sylvania is indebted for much of its early

progress, spoke of the collection of foreign

species as immense and remarkable. The estate

in 1840 was acquired by the Woodland Cemetery
Company of Philadelphia.

Fairmount Park, pleasure ground for the

people of Philadelphia since 1812, has long been
noted for its beautiful trees. Here General
Lafayette planted a black walnut at Belmont in

1824 and Washington planted a Spanish chestnut
tree near the old Judge Peters mansion by in-

serting it in a hole made by his cane. The
Micheaux Grove, established with funds be-

queathed to the American Philosophical Society,

stands near Centennial Hall, erected in 1876.

The Aldie Arboretum on the estate of Mr.
William R. Mercer, boasts many fine trees ar-

ranged in the style of an English landscape,
planted about 1870.

The Compton Arboretum is beautifullv situ-

ated along Wissahickon Creek and is rich in

native trees and shrubs as well as new introduc-
tions from China and Japan. The Japanese sec-
tion of the garden covers a knoll with pools and
waterfalls over which varied-colored maples hang
their branches. Artificial features consist of sun
dials, bird baths, playing fountains, a log cabin,
Greek temple, terraces, steps, balustrades and
large garden vases.

Another interesting tree place is the Boxly

Arboretum at Chestnut Hill, on land given by

William Penn to Francis David Pastorius, who
came to America in 1683. In 1803 it came into

possession of John Du Barry, a Frenchman, who
laid out the grounds in French style. Du Barry

was interested in silviculture and planted white

mulberry trees, still standing, with the intention

of raising silk worms. The apple trees still found

in the garden were brought by him from, France

and there are also celebrated box borders planted

by him.

One of the newer but most interesting arbore-

tums is that at Lehigh University, for it con- •

tains all the native trees of Pennsylvania. Dr. J.

T. Rothrock, Father of Forestry in Pennsylvania,

and Mr. S. B. Elliott, also of the State Forest

Commission^ were instrumental in the establish-

ment of this arboretum and since their passing,

active interest in its development has been taken

by State Forester Joseph S. lUick of Pennsyl-

vania, and Dr. Henry S. Drinker, President

Emeritus of the Pennsylvania Forestry Associ-

ation, and former member of the State Forest

Commission.

FRENCH FOREST FIRES

Forest fires are a problem in France as well as

in the United States, according to United States

Forest Service reports. In the ^'Department des

Alj>es-Maritimes ^
' last year, 4.8 per cent of the

forest area was burned in 104 fires, of which 43

were between 25 and 250 acres, and 6 were more

than 250 acres. In the ** Department du Var,"

68 fires blamed over 635,000 acres, or 8.4 per cent

of the forest area. Of the 68 fires, 15 were more

than 250 acres. The causes of these fires are

much the same as those in this country. Care-

lessness with fire is placed first, smoking being

given top rank, followed by campers. '* Troops

on maneuver '^ is a new; cause brought to light.

Woodsworkers, railroads, and incendiaries also

were troublesome.

The Statistical Bulletin of the Philippine

Islands for the year 1927 has just been issued. In

these islands practically all of the timber cut

comes from public forests and is cut under gov-

ernmental rules. This industry in the past live

years has shown a great advance from a cut of

660,399 cubic meters in 1923 to 1,140,664 cubic

meters in 1927. The total cut on both public and

private forests rose from 661,796 cubic meters in

1923 to 1,155,509 cubic meters in 1927.
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FIRE DANGER STUDIES AIMED AT MORE
EFFICIENT FOREST PROTECTION

MEASURING forest fire danger so that

forest protection agencies can have

advanced warning of bad fire condi-

tions and can increase or decrease their pro-

tective activities in accordance with variations

in fire risk will aid in giving efficient and eco-

nomical fire protection, according to H. T. Gis-

borne. Associate Silviculturist of the Northern

Rocky Mountain Forest Experiment Station,

Forest Service, United States Department of

Agriculture.

To make possible more accurate forecasts of

forest fire danger, Mr. Gisbome has made a de-

tailed study of the effects of rainfall, humidity,

temperature, wind, and other weather factors on

the inflammability of forest materials in northern

Idaho. The most important natural control, he

found, is the amount of moisture in the duff,

or litter, on the forest floor, since this affects

the ease of ignition and the rate of burning. The

moisture content of the duff can be measured

with an instrument known as the ^'duff hygro-

meter. *
*

Of all the weather elements, rainfall alone will

make the forests non-inflammable during the fire

season. As a general rule, about two inches of

rain per month is necessary to allay fire danger in

northern Idaho. Relative humidity has also been

proved as an important factor in controlling

inflammability. Although rain produces the most

lasting relief from| fire danger, a high relative

humidity is capable of bringing relief for shorter

periods. Over 70 per cent relative humidity is

generally safe; 46 to 70 per cent, slightly danger-

ous; 26 to 45, dangerous; and 25 per cent or less,

extremely dangerous. Temperature also affects

the degree of inflammability, the fire danger be-

ing relatively low when the temperature is below

55 degrees F., and extremely high when it is

above 85 degrees. Wind velocity influences duff

moisture content by affecting the rate of evapora-

tion. High winds also increase the rate of spread
of fire.

Forecasts of fire danger can be made at least

24 hours in advance. If the danger is to be pre-

dicted accurately, the moisture content of the

important fuels must be known, and the weather
forecasts obtained.

**In the northern Rocky Mountains, as in othtr
regions, fire makes idle land and costly timber,"
says Mr. Gisborne. **The intense heat of slash
fires following logging destroys the duff or forest

litter in which seeds are stored. Fire following

logging kills the trees that have escaped the axe

and consumes the seed in the cones. Fire, by the

destruction of the ,humus, renders the soil more

liable to washing, leaching and erosion. Fire

turns cut-over but producing land into dead, idle

land producing nothing and promising nothing for

years to come. If the principal object of the

practice of forestry is the production of timber,

thei^ the greatest enemy of forestry and of lum-

bering is fire.*'

The results of Mr. Gisborne *s investigations

have been published by the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture as Miscellaneous Publica-

tion No. 29-M, ** Measuring Forest-Fire Danger

in Northern Idaho.'* Copies of the bulletin may
be obtained by writing to the Forest Service,

Washington, D. C.

INVITATION TO JOIN FORESTERS TO
TOUR EUROPEAN FORESTS

A GROUP of foresters, lumbermen, and for-

est school men are planning to make an

intensive study of European type forests

during April and May under the direction of

that experienced guide, Dr. C. A. Schenck. The

party will sail between April 10th and 15th, and

return June 9th.

The itinerary will include afforestation of

waste land in Holland; hardwood coppice under

standards, selection hardwoods, turpentine and

rosin production from planted maritime pine for-

ests and famous afforestation work in France;

coppice and high forest hardwood and high forest

conifers in communal, state and private forests

of Switzerland. The famous Black Forest of

Germany, the Spessart Oaks, the pineries of

the Rhine Valley and the pine plains near Ber-

lin. The trip will show successful forests de-

veloped from natural seeding and frorf! planting

by the various silvicultural methods of our text

books. It will show forests owned by states,

cities and villages, as well as successful private

forests. Many of Europe's best foresters will

guide the party with full information and records

to show the business side of forestry. Economy

in utilization will also be demonstrated. Over

20 different organized forests will be visited,

giving a long look ahead that American For-

esters can secure in no other way.

If a group can be made up, a side trip will

be made into Sweden and Finland.

The spring months are selected as winter log-

ging is still in progress, and spring silvicultural

\
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work in full swing on the forests. (And the

party will be back for the summer field season

at home.

Forest School men, lumbermen, state foresters,

and Forestry Commission members, as well as

others interested in technical forestry, are invited

to correspond. Some sightseeing will, of course,

be woven in for those visiting Europe for the
first time.

Expenses will be kept at a minimum (about

$580). Dr. E. A. Ziegler, Pennsylvania State
Forest School, Mont Alto, Pennsylvania, handles
the details, and party make-up. This is the
sixth annual tour made up under this manage-
ment with Dr. Schenck as guide and director.

THE REPORT OF THE U. S. FORESTER

MAJOR ROBERT Y. STUART U. S. For-
ester, has presented his report for the
year ending June 30, 1928. It contains

valuable information in regard to our National
Forests, their uses, scientific researches that are
being made, etc., and our members should write
for a copy.

From it the following data has been excerpted

:

The ultimate goal of the forestry movement is

the best use of all forest lands in the United
States.

In some quarters the impression is gaining
ground that our forest problem has in the main
been solved, or will work itself out. A great
further public effort must be made. In chief part
it must be made in the East. In very large part
it must be made by States and local com-
munities in the East. The eastern half of the so-
called continental United States—that is, ex-
clusive of Alaska—contains three-fourths of the
forest land, six-sevenths of the population, and
five-sixths of the land in harvested crops ; but less
than two-^fths of the standing saw timber.

Less than one-sixth of its forests are virgin,
and it is now drawing upon the virgin stands of
the West for more than one-fifth of its annual
consumption of lumber.
The West is an entirely different situation. Of

Its forest land, three-fourths is in public owner-
ship, and the future of this land is virtually as-
sured. It will nearly all remain publicly owned
and continuously productive. The Federal Gov-
ernment alone owns more than 70 per cent of the
forest land in the West, while States and munici-
palities own 3 per cent. In the East, on the other
hand, the Federal Gpvernment owns less than 2

per cent and the States and municipalities less

than 3 per cent.

The United States can not afford to let things
drift, to wait passively for economic forces to

work out the problem in their slow way. In time
those forces alone would largely accomplish what
needs to be done. Gradually private landowners
will come to grow timber crops on a larger and
larger part of the 336,000,000 acres of eastern
forest land which they now own. Gradually they
will abandon a larger and larger part of the land
which they can not make pay enough to meet its

tax bills; and gi-adually forced public ownership
of these abandoned and wrecked lands, brought
about through a process of automatic land classi-

fication, will lead to policies of public administra-
tion and reclamatory exj>enditures.

A study brought out that of the more than
1,230,000 square miles, in the Mississippi Basin
289,000 square miles, in round numbers, are em-
braced in what may be termed ** critical areas ^'—

that is, areas on which the vegetative cover exer-
cises such an influence on the character of the
run-off or on soil erosion as to be important
from the standpoint of flood control. These criti-

cal areas embrace about 150,000 square miles of
forest land out of a total of about 244,000 square
miles of forest land in the entire basin.
The only forest lands on critical areas that are

now contributing full service from the standpoint
of flood control are those embraced in public
forests and parks.

The beginning of forestry is fire control. Until
fire is systematically kept out of the woods all

attempts at permanent use of land for timber
growing must be abortive.

But merely stopping forest fires is not enough.
To become fully productive, forests must be
skillfully managed, not merely as wild lands.
The Federal Government has been cooperating

with the States for 17 years in the prevention
and suppression of forest fires, largely to stimu-
late and make profitable the growing of timber by
private owners.

During the fiscal year 1928 the State of Penn-
sylvania spent $205,519 for fire protection, and
the Federal aid given to it was $37,628.
The total number of forest fires in the United

States in 1928 were 158,438, burning over 38,-

531,800 acres, the total damage being $33,385,600.
The salient facts regarding the forest problem

of the country indicate on their face the main
features of the public program that should be
pursued. It should give full recognition to the

M!
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conditions in the eastern half of the country,

where by far the acutest phase of the problem is

found and where almost all the forest land is

privately owned. There plainly two major pur-

poses need to be pursued. One of them is to

hasten the economic process by which, in time,

probably the major fraction of the present pri-

vate forest land in the eastern half of the country

—and for that matter in the West, too—will come

to be used for timber growing by its owners, as a

paying private enterprise. The other is to adopt

public policies of forest-land acquisition and ad-

ministration on a scale that will bring the East,

without too long delay, into a situation more

nearly comparable with) that of the West and of

every great nation of the civilized world having

extensive forest resources.

Farmers throughout the country are becoming

steadily more appreciative of the desirability of

keeping their woodlands fully stocked and of

making their idle acres produce timber crops.

Last year they planted with young trees over

30,000 acres of farm lands, and the cooperating

States distributed to them nearly 28,000,000 trees

to plant, while additional stock was purchased by
farmers from private nurseries.

The gross area of the national forests on June
30, 1928, was 184,403,819 acres, of which 24,922,-

963 acres! was not owned by the United States.

The net area was therefore 159,480,856 acres.

The gross area increased 465,713 acres, the net

area 680,432 acres.

By Exective orders, 169,502 acres of military

reservations, administration of which as national

forests was found impracticable under the plans
of the War Department, were removed from
national forest status.

In the? 1926 Report of the Forester a purchase
program was outlined which proposed the acqui-
sition of 4,000,000 acres more to complete the

Weeks law forests and of approximately 2,500,000
aeres in the Lake States and 2,500,000 in the
southern pine States, in response to the broad-
ened objectives set up by the Clarke-McNary law.
After further study the Forest Service has
formulated and the National Forest Reservation
Commission has approved a revised and more
specific program. It adds to the proposals set

forth above the purchase of 600,000 acres in parts
of the East where forest eniA watershed protec-
tion is urgently needed, but where no national
torest now exists. Particular consideration will
oe given to the desirability of purchase units in
Kentucky and Vermont to meet this need.
While regionally the contemplated purchases

conform with the above totals, the revised pro-

gram recasts thol statement in new specifications,

which in substance are as follows: (1) For the

consolidation of national forests heretofore ap-

proved by the National Forest Reservation Com-
mission and situated on the headwaters of navi-

gable streams, 4,000,000 acres; (2) for the estab-

lishment of new forests necessary for the pro-

tection of headwaters of navigable streams and
the reduction of floods thereon, approximately

2,000,000 acres; (3) for the <M>nsolidation of

national-forest units on watersheds and navi-

gable streams in Michigan and Minnesota,

already approved by the commission, primarily

to aid in timber production and to demonstrate
forestry practice, approximately 1,100,000 acres;

and (4) for the creation of new forests in the

southern) pine region and northern Lake States,

primarily to aid in timber production and to

demonstrate forestry practice, approximately

2,500,000 acres; total, 9,600,000 acres. This pro-

gram is exclusive of areas which, through the

present study of the Mississippi flood situation,

may prove to be desirable features of a flood-

control program on that drainage basin.

The cut of national forest timber, although

only about one-sixth of what it may be ultimately,

has increased from 138,666,000 board-feet in 1906

to 1,000,000,000 feet annually.

Planting is a necessary step in keeping forest

land productive wherever past fires or other de-

structive agencies have denuded the land to such

an extent that the timber will not reproduce

naturally. The national forests include over

2,100,000 acres which should be growing timber

but are not doing so.

VANISHING FORESTS

The Editor Forest Leaves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Sir: For the past decade and more the

essential fact about the forest situation in

America has been winked at or overlooked in

most public discussions of the subject. This fact

is that our forests are disappearing at a rate that

involves most serious danger to the future pros-

perity of our country, and that little or nothing

that counts is being done about it.

Out of 822,000,000 acres of virgin forest only

about one-eighth remains. Half of that remain-

in,Q^ eighth, roughly speaking, is held by the

Government and is safe from devastation. The
rest is being cut and burned with terrible speed.

And there is nowhere in the world anything like
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a sufficient supply of the kinds of timber we use

to take the place of what we have destroyed.

The foregoing statement is taken from the in-

troduction to a pamphlet by Major George P.

Ahem, entitled '* Devastated America." Major

Ahem established the Philippine Forest Ser-

vice, organized the protection and utilization of

forty million acres of public timberlands, and not

only laid the basis for a perpetual succession of

timber crops, but earned cash enough to pay all

the expenses of administration, all the expenses

of the Philippine Forest School (which he

founded), and four million dollars to boot for the

public treasury.

This outstanding success in forest conserva-

tion in the Philippines was built on Government

control of lumbering. That is and always has

been the foundation of such success throughout

the world. And throughout the world the right

of the Government to exercise such control in the

public interest is recognized. Forest devastation

in the United States can not be stopped with-

out it.

Forest fires are steadily growing worse in

America, and fire prevention is absolutely in-

dispensable. But the axe carelessly used is the

mother of forest fires. The axe and not fire is

our greatest danger. Until the axe is controlled

there can be no solution of the fire problem, or of

the problem of forest devastation.

Over the National Forests, which cover one-

fifth of our ultimate possible timber-growing

area, we have established Government control of

the axe. These forests are safe, they are well

handled, and they will produce larger and larger

crops of timber as time goes on. Over the other

four-fifths ofl our forest land the axe holds un-

regulated sway.

Either we must control the axe on these

privately owned lands or the forests that are

left will follow the road of those that are gone

already.

The lumber industry is spending millio-ns of

dollars on propaganda in the effort to forestall or

delay the public control of lumbering, which is

the only measure capable of putting an end to

forest devastation in America. It is trying to fool

the American people into believing that the

industry is regulating itself and has given up the

practice of forest devastation. That is not true,

and Major Ahern has proved it beyond question

in his most valuable paper. We are still sowing

the wind, and the whirlwind is not far off.

Sincerely yours^

Gifford Pinchot.

WOODED AREAS OF VARIOUS COUNTRIES

THE International Institute of Agriculture,

Bureau of Silviculture, at Rome, Italy, has

prepared a circular, giving the standards of

timber measurements in the* various countries of

the world in the endeavor to secure a general

scheme of standardization. In this circular^ is an

interesting table giving the woodland areas of the

different countries as follows:

Exparting Countries.

Hectares*

Canada 250,000,000

United States 187,000,000

Russia and Ukraine 157,000,000

Japan 30,262,000

Finland 25,263,000

Sweden 21,390,000

Poland 8,943,762

Jugoslavia 7,500,000

Rumania 7,248,000

Norway 6,911,000

Czechoslovakia 4,662,000

Austria 3,076,700

Latvia 1,820,000

Lithuania 831,028

Importing Countries.

Germany 13,107,823

France 10,200,000

Italy 5,585,400

Spain 5,000,000

Bulgaria 2,568,000

Portugal 1,965,490

Great Britain 1,242,000

Switzerland 974,791

Greece 840,036

Belgium 535,000

Denmark 347,386

Netherlands 247,785

*A hectare is 2.47 acres.

The total forest area of the above countries is

754,521,201 hectares.

Mr. A. E. Buzzell, of West Virginia, recently

visited the George Wagner forest tree plantations

in Monroe county. Mr. Wagner has devoted a

considerable area ta the raising of Christmas trees.

Mr. Buzzell became interested in this project and

upon his return to West Virg^inia organized t

Christmas tree plantation program covering 500

acres and is backing it with $15,000 on a corpora-

tion basis.
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GOVERNOR FISHER ON FORESTRY

I
N his biennial message to the Legislature,

Governor John S. Fisher, makes the follow-

ing reference to forestry in Pennsyl-

vania :

** Until within a year the purchase of lands

for reforestation had been in suspension over

a considerable period. For more than a decade

little morp was done than to superintend the

forestry lands already in possession and to en-

courage reforestation by private enterprise. At

the last session a renewal of activities was made
possible by the appropriation of $500,000 from

the General Fund, to be ^ expended for new pur-

chases by the Department of Forests and Waters.

This action was encouraged by the proposal of the

representatives of the sportsmen of the State to

make a small addition of 75 cents to each hunt-

er's license fee, to be used exclusively in acquir-

ing and managing game refuges. These small

beginnings have accomplished much. The De-

partment haS; lacquered approximately 160,000

acres at an average cost of about $2.81 per acre

and still hasi enough of its appropriation in re-

serve to cover the incidental costs of title ex-

amining, engineering, and conveyancing. The
lands acquired have been carefully selected with

regard to their adaptability to rapid tree growth
and their influence in conserving and protecting

water supply. Not a cent that we know of was
spent for commissions.

^'The Board of Game Commissioners used its

resources equally wisely and effectively. The
revenues from the increase in licenses amounted
to $378,5a5.75 in the year beginning June 1, 1927,
and ending May 31, 1928. By estimate the pres-

ent fiscal year will yield about the same. It is

apparent that the Commission has at its dis-

posal in this biennium more than three-quarters
of a million dollars, most of which is being ex-

pended upon the purchase of game refuge lands.
To date more than 84,000 acres have been bought
and the acreage under negotiations for purchase
will make the total over 100,000. Whether pur-
chased for reforestation or for game refuges, the
same public purpose is served because wild life

will propagate in the forest possessions, and
trees will grow on the game preserves.

*'In addition, $450,000 was appropriated for
the purchase of the Cook Forest, on condition
of additional contributions from private sources
in the amount of $200,000. This transaction is,

(*This transaction is now completed.—Ed.)

or very shortly will be, completed.* The tract is

designed more particularly for" recreational pur-

poses, but is included in the State's forestry

lands.

^^From experience it has been learned that

there are physical and business considerations, to

be reckoned with in taking up these public lands.

If the programme is urged too rapidly prices

will naturally be affected. On the other hand,
much time must be consumed in negotiations, title

examination, engineering work, and other like

matters which make it impossible to proceed be-

yond a certain speed limit. The transactions to

which I have referred practically all occurred in

1928. Judging by what has been done, I feel

warranted in saying that we can continue pur-
chases on as great, or perhaps a considerably
greater scale in the ensuing biennium without
seriously clogging the machinery of the Depart-
ment or affecting prices. A great public interest

is to be served by continuing reforestation as
rapidly as circumstances and prudence will per-

mit. ''

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OF THE
PENNSYLVANIA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION

IN the Fall of this year forestry in Pennsyl-
vania received its worst setback in the defeat
of the proposed $25,000,000 forest loan, which

went down at the election together with the four
other proposed loans. This bill which passed
two sucessive Legislatures, was approved by a
referendum vote of the Pennsylvania State
Chamber of Commerce, the State Grange of Penn-
sylvania, the Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation, the State Federation of Pennsylvania
Women, American Legion—Department of Penn-
sylvania, the Conservation Council of Pennsyl-
vania, Pennsylvania Division—Izaak Walton
League of America, Wild Life League, United
Sportsmen, and over 150 clubs and other associa-

tions as well as persons in all walks of life.

The reason for asking this loan was to secure
for a series of years an adequate sum for the

purchase of wild lands for State Forests. From
1919 to 1927 there had been no appropriations
for the purchase of lands for State Forests, and
the enabling Act was so drawn that not more than
$2,500,000 could be spent in any one year, the
bonds only being issued as the money was needed.
This to all intents made it a continuing appro-
priation, something which is quite desirable, and
which under the present law it is impossible to
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secure. As under the present law the maximum

price which can be paid per acre is $10, so only

low pri<5e land could have been purchased. In

addition any land offered is carefully investi-

gated and appraised so that the State should re-

ceive full value for its money, and the titles are

approved before payment is made. The sinkinj?

fund was so arranged that the maximum amount

which could be outstanding at any one time

would have been but $17,000,000 and probably

much less, thus reducing interest to a minimum.

In spite of the carefully thought out plan for this

splendid State investment, an unexpected eleventh

hour opposition by the State Administration de-

velop>ed, causing its defeat.

It now remains to be seen whether the adminis-

tration will appropriate the five million dollars

which State Treasurer Lewis said can be taken

from the present surplus for the purchase of wild

lands for State Forests.

The Department of Forests and Waters has

made considerable progress during the past year.

Secretary Dorworth stated that under the

$500,000 appropriation for forest land acquisition

made by the last Legislature, approximately

160,000 acres of forest land, comprising 63 tracts,

have been purchased at an average price of $2.81

per acre. Surveys were completed on 115,768

acres during the past summer. Title work on

about 100,000 acres was completed December 1, at

which time practically all purchases under the

half-million dollar appropriation were consum-

mated. The total area of State Forests purchased

or in process of acquisition is 1,290,990.

The following table lists forest lands acquired

and in, process of acquisition, in the 18 counties

where this appropriation is making possible the

extension of the State Forests

:

County Acreage

Bedford 2,829

Cambria 15

Cameron 12,008

Centre 13,818

Clearfield 3,924

Clinton 32,294-

Cumberland 362

Elk 14,382

Franklin 1,081

Fulton 3,252

Jefferson 3,286

Lycoming 1 ,278

Perry 2,143

Potter 52,453

Snyder 5,324

Somerset 5,391

Tioga 3,895

Union 204

157,939

The road and trail program initiated on the

State Forests last year, with allotments of

$100,000 each by the Forestry and State High-

way Departments for this purpose has -progressed

energetically. The budget for the present fiscal

year, June 1, 1928, to May 31, 1929, calls for an

additional $100,000 for road and trail work by the

Department and the Secretary of Highways

authorized the expenditure of another $100,000

for forest roads on the State Forests. In July

Mir. Robert H. Vought was appointed engineer

in charge of roads for the Department. He will

have charge of the construction and maintenance

of all State Forest roads and trails. Mr. Vought

is a graduate of State College and was with the

Highway Department since 1919.

A large Eimount of road equipment was pur-

chased. New road machinery, particularly trac-

tors, has been supplied to the Sinnemahoning,

Tuscarora, Rothrock, Moshannon, Logan and

Forbes forests. Graders have been purchased for

the Elk, Rothrock, Tuscarora, Forbes and Mont

Alto forests. Atterbury trucks (lV2-ton) with

open express bodies, were furnished to the Mont

Alto and Susquehannock forests and 1-ton dump

trucks to the Buchanan, Logan, Bald Eagle,

Sproul, Sinnemahoning and Tiadaghton forests.

Five 1-ton trucks with enclosed cabins and ex-

press bodies were purchased for the Tioga, Forbes,

Delaware and Mont Alto forests and the State

Forest School.

Special attention was given during the past

year to regional meetings of the forest person-

nel. Regional Schools for Inspectors of the

forest protection organization, the first in the

history of the Department, were held in Febru-

ary and March. Fire Warden Wirt spoke at the

meetings, also attended by the District Foresters

of the regions covered. All problems of the in-

spectors* work were fully considered and freely

discussed by those present. A special double

issue of the Forest Warden News summarized

many points of interest and thus made the infor-

mation available to the 4,200 forest fire wardens

in the State.

Equally valuable were the two-day meetings of

the Forest Ranger schools held at Clearfield,

July 19-20, Huntingdon, August 2-3. and Jersey
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Shore, August 9-10. Pre-arranged schedules

were worked out in detail for automobile tours

of inspection, beginning at 8 A. M., lasting all

day^ and filled with observation stops of interest

and value. Inspections covered roads, trails, tele-

phone lines, plantations, demonstration forests,

deer damage, towers, camp sites, public camp
grounds, nurseries, seed storage and other build-

ings, safety strips, sawmills, road machinery and

other equipment.

There is ample evidence of the good results de-

rived from these meetings and the increased

interest and efficiency of the personnel, in their

work. Each District Forester also, during the

past year, has spent several days in another

forest district, thereby receiving great oppor-

tunity for exchange of view point, breadth of

understanding and more efficient solution and
coordination of field and office problems. The
Department made plans lor the summer meeting

and itinerary of the Allegheny Section of the

Society of American Foresters held at Clearfield

July 26-27. Many foresters of the Department
attended the meeting. The first day was spent

in the Moshannon Forest and, the second day on

a tour of private plantations and forest opera-

tions in the district, especially those of the Clear-

field Bituminous Coal Corporation. The corpora-

tion has more than 3,000 acres of plantations.

They have their own forest tree nursery also an
electrically operated sawmill, a planing mill and
a wood treating plant for mine timbers. One
hundred copies of a special booklet, mimeographed
in green, giving a detailed story of the forest,

illustrated by photographs of its development and
supplemented with data covering progress on all

the State Forests, was prepared. A similar book-
let was gotten up for members of the tour of the

Minnesota Reforestation Commission, which in-

spected the State Forests of southern Pennsyl-
vania during May.
During the year 925,649 forest trees were

planted on the State Forests, the largest number
since 1919. New planting covered 537 acres and
reinforcements of previous plantations amounted
to 482 acres. The cost of new planting per acre
was $14.31. A total of 9,882,310 trees from the
State nurseries were distributed to 2254 planters
for reforestation of privately owned forest lands.
As formerly, private planters represent every
county, for reforestation is now an accepted
practice by land owners in all parts of the State.
State forest plantations now aggregate 24,077
acres planted at an average cost of $9.71 per
acre. Private reforestation, with trees supplied

from State nurseries since 1910 amounts to

74,494,206 trees.

The Department's plan for the sale of forest

tree seedlings for the fall planting season of 1928

and the spring planting season of 1929 has been
changed so that henceforth the minimum ship-

ment from the State Forest tree nurseries will

consist of 1,000 trees, and the minimum of one
kind of forest trees will be 500. This will enable

forest tree planters to set out as small a tract

as three-fifths of an acre by planting two kinds

of trees in a mixture 5x5 feet apart, and almost

an entire acre if the trees are spaced 6x6 feet

apart. The planting of trees on smaller sized

tracts cannot be considered a reforestation

project under the 1927 ''Tree Sales Act.''

In an effort to encourage interest int reforesta-

tion in, the public schools, trees were furnished

free of cost, except for transportation charges,

wherever the pupils helped with the planting.

Collection ot seed for Department nurseries is

in progress in accordance with the Department's
plan to collect as much of the seed requirements

as possible from local sources. The year's pro-

gram of seed collection for seed to be sown during
the fall of 1928 and the spring of 1929 calls for

100 pounds of pitch pine, 150 pounds of white

ash, 120 pounds of black locust, 25 pounds of

tulip poplar, 100 bushels of red oak acorns and 100

bushels of black walnuts. Seed purchased this

fall comprises 100 pounds of Japanese larch, 25

pounds Norway spruce and 10 pounds of orna-

mental species. Due to the Department's aggres-

sive program of seed collection and extraction,

which received gi-eat impetus last year, almost

1,000 pounds of white pine seed are on hand at

the seed extraction and storage plants. Other
seed in storage include 288 pounds of red pine,

32 pounds of Norway spruce and 12 pounds of

pitch, pine.

Progi-ess was made in the development of

demonstration forest areas. Measurements com-
pleted in the 22-year-old Caledonia White Pine
plantations, along the Lincoln Highway between
Gettysburg and Chambersburg, indicate that these

trees are not only growing thriftily, but laying on
wood at a rapid rate.

The trees at Caledonia were set out in 1907 and
planted close to keep them from becoming limby
and to produce tall, straight trees and knot free

lumber. Close planting requires early thinning,

and accordingly this stand has been twice thinned,

in 1923 and again in 1928. The second thinning

has left 1,300 trees per acre, with an average
height of 32 feet and a diameter breast high of
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five inches. The wood volume is 2,500 cubic feet

per acre, or 1.92 cubic feet per tree. The average

growth of this plantation during the first 22 years

of its life has therefore been 114 cubic feet—ap-

proximately one and one-third cords—per acre.

This plantation is now entering the period of

its most rapid growth and is an objeet lesson

viewed with great interest by the thousands of

people who see it annually. Should its present

average growth be no more than maintained and

the stand properly thinned from time to time,

it will contain 5,700 cubic feet at the age of 50

years and easily cut 35,000 board feet of high

grade lumber. The thinnings that are secured

from the twenty-fifth to the fiftieth years will

provide an added source of revenue.

During the spring forest fire season 2,248 fires

burned 107,879 acres. The size of the average

fire was 48 acres. Since June 1, during the fall

forest tire season, only 196 fires have been re-

ported, covering 1505 acres, an average of 7.6

acres per fire. Progress in forest fire control

since detailed records have been kept by the De-

partment is summarized in the following tabu-

lation :

Average number Acres burned Average acres

Period fires per year per year per fire

1913-17 1,222 203,306 248

1918-22 2,043 226,226 111

1923-27 2,452 171,725 70

1928* 2,248 107,879 48

•Preliminary spring fires only.

Seven new steel towers, each 80 feet in height,

were erected during the year. These towers and

their sites are as follows: Tri-County tower, on

Tussey Mountain, near junction of Bedford, Hunt-
ingdon and Blair Counties; Washington Springs

tower, on knob by this name in southern Fayette

County; Lee tower, near Lycoming-Tioga Toiinry

boundary* line; Big Shiney tower, on mountain by

this name in southern Lackawanna County; Old

Towne tower near Clearfield ; Strattonville tower,

Clarion County, and Tionesta tower. Forest

County. The Old Town tower is on State Forest

land. Sites for the Strattonville and Tionesta

towers were donated to the State. The Lee tower
covers territory formerly taken care of by the

Goodal tower, but stands on a more satisfactory

site than the Goodal tower which it displaces.

The State-wide tower system now comprises 123
tower sites. There are 832 miles of telephone
lines and approximately 4,300 forest fire wardens.
Thorough investigations by Dr. W. A. McCub-

bin. Chief Pathologist of the Bureau of Plant
Industry, show* that the white pine blister rust is

now widely distributed in Pennsylvania. Owing to

the prevalence of the blister rust precautionary

measures have been adopted to prevent the spread

of this( disease to all State forest tree nurseries.

Whereas in 1924 all Ribes were removed sur-

rounding nurseries for a distance of 600 feet, and

in 1927 for 900 feet from nurseries, this distance

during the past yeai* was increased to 1,500 feet.

The Department is using every precaution to

prevent nursery trees from becoming infested and

to control the disease on the State Forests. Blis-

ter rust is present in the Cook Forest, and as

soon as the title to this forest passes to the State,

prompt measures will be taken for the eradication

of the disease.

The virulent Woodgate rust, discovered in 1927

in Scotch pine plantations in New York State

prompted examination of specimens of a rust in

the Scotch pine plantation at Caledonia. The

Federal offiice of Forest Pathology found this to

be the ordinary rust, peridesmium cerebrum,

which is not uncommon on Scotch Pine. It is

considered fortunate that these specimens are less

harmful species, since the Woodgate rust

promises to be troublesome and serious in Scotch

pine where it becomes established.

Revisions in the boundary lines of several of

the eastern forest districts were made. Head-

quarters for the Valley Forge District were

opened at Norristown, in charge of E. F. Brouse,

formerly District Forester of the Wyoming
Forest District. Mr. Brouse was succeeded by W.
S. Swingler and the headquarters were moved

southward from Dushore to Bloomsburg. Brad-

ford County, previously in the northern part of

the Wyoming District, was included in the Tioga

Forest District in charge of District Forester

Paul H. Mulford, and the northern part of the

Weiser District was added to the Wyoming Dis-

trict so that all of ithe counties of Northumber-

land, Montour and Columbia are now within that

district. The Weiser District will henceforth be

made up of the counties of Schuylkill and Carbon,

the southern part of Luzerne and northern sec-

tions of Berks and Lehigh, in charge of District

Forester H. E. Clepper, formerly Assistant to

the District Forester, H. A. Smith, who accepted

a position as Assistant State Forester of Florida.

Mr. Clepper will be assisted by Mr. J. C. Middour,

formerly associated with the Philadelphia and

Reading Coal and Iron Company. Headquarters

for the district remain at Pottsville. The counties

of Ijebanon and Dauphin, formerly divided be-

tween the Weiser and Valley Forge districts, and

the northern portions of York and Cumberland

Counties, formerly in the Michaux and Tuscarora

districts, will be handled from Harrisburg by

Mr. Rowland.

During 1928 there were printed 261,000 copies

of bulletins and posters. New bulletins include

<'The Beech, Birch, Maple Forest Type in Penn-

sylvania,
*' the ** Clearfield State Forest Tree

Nursery,'' ** Brush Burning in Pennsylvania,''

and ''The Proceedings of the Railroad Forest

Protection Conference." A vastly improved edi-

tion of ''In Penn's Woods," 50,000 copies, was

published, a new catalogue of the State Forest

School, and a revised edition of Circular No. 31

"Forest Trees to Plant in Pennsylvania." A re-

print of "Pennsylvania Trees," covering ap-

proximately 15,000 copies, to replace losses in the

State Printery fire of May, 1927, was received in

November and is being distributed. Outside of

individual requests on file for this publication,

numbering several thousand, it is being dis-

tributed to publie schools, colleges, libraries, Boy
and Girl Scout leaders, Y. M. C. A's and other

organizations where it is calculated to be of

widest use to the greatest number. A new publi-

cation on "School Life at Mont Alto," distinct

from and more elaborate than the usual State

Forest School catalogue, is being prepared, as

well as a circular on "How to Plant Little For-

est Trees."

The bulletin on Beech, Birch and Maple, deal-

ing with one of the major forest types of the

State and applicable to more than half of the

State's entire forest area, results from a two-year

project and intensive field studies in all parts of

the region covered. It is the most comprehensive
of its kind to be completed and summarized in

bulletin form by the Department. Other tree

studies that received special study during the

year are pitch pine, black walnut, deer damage
to plantations, and success of private forest tree

plantations with planting stock distributed by
the Department.

The Sign Committee thoroughly considered
State Forest signs, their style, purpose and post-
ing, resulting in standardization of direction and
placement signs on the State Forests. The Per-
manent Camp Site Committee has made progress
toward the development of a well co-ordinated

permanent camp site program. Every Perma-
nent camp site is being examined from the Har-
risburg office with a view to making detailed
studies of the types, values, condition and position
of camp sites with respect to other forest develop-
nients and future forest management. The ma-
jority of the more than 2,000 camp sites have

already been examined.

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the State

Forest School was observed in June. The largest

number of alumni in the history of the school

assembled at the celebration, for which special

plans had been made.
During the year numerous other Forestry Asso-

ciations, Game and Fish Societies, Universities

and Colleges, the State Grange, women's clubs,

the public press, and various corporations, com-
panies and private citizens, as well as educational

institutions have aided in forwarding interest in

forestry.

Spring and Fall Arbor Days, as well as Amer-
ican Forest Week have been instrumental in

bringing this important subject before the

younger generation, as well as their parents.

Additions have also been made from time to

time in the Allegheny National Forest in War-
ren, McKean, Forest and Elk Counties on the

headwaters of the Allegheny River. There has

been purchased or approved for purchase to date

314,130 acres.

The Game Commission of Pennsylvania now
holds title to 105,654 acres. There are leased

lands amounting to 111,055 acres, and there is

now under contract for purchase 84,693 acres, or

a total of 301,402. They also have refuges on

State Forests, both primary and auxiliary of

52,192 acres.

The Summer Meeting of the Association was

held at Mont Alto, Pa., on June 28th and 29th,

with a session for the presentation of interesting

papers on various phases of forestry which was
held in the new Forest School Building on the

evening of June 28th.

The meeting was particularly attractive with

motor trips through the Michaux State Forest

consisting of the old Pine Grove Furnace and

Caledonia tracts, and the Mont Alto Forest, the

latter being one of the first large purchases made
by the State. All three of these tracts were the

sources of wood supply for the old charcoal iron

industry, and stretch in practically an unbroken

line from near Carlisle, almost to the boundary line

between Maryland) and Pennsylvania. They have

been under the control of the State for a term of

years, and it was most interesting to see the

progress which has been made in the conservation

of these large tracts. The original plans which

were laid out were upset by the chestnut tree

blight, which has destroyed this valuable tree

which was one of the principal stands in this

section. However other and more valuable trees

are taking the place of the chestnut.

I
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To anyone who, desires to survey the different

aspects ofl forestry, nothing could be finer than

to i>ay a visit to this section, and our members

were impressed by the splendid advance in the

growth of the timber in the State Forests, the

numerous tree plantations, the tree nurseries, the

State Forest School, the fine roads and trails,

the splendid streams which are used for water

supplies, the fire protection system, provision

for campers and others, also* Boy and Girl Scout

Camps, etc.

The visit closed with a trip to« the High Rock

and Mt. Quirauk fire towers. The last mentioned

tower is manned by the representatives of the

Pennsylvania Department of Forests and Waters,

The Maryland Forest Service, and the U. S.

Forest Service, and from it a magnificent pano-

rama can be secured of the Cumberland Valley.

At the close of 1927 the total membership of

the Association was 1,064. Since then the Asho-

ciation has suffered severely by the death of many
influential members, including Samuel Marshall,

General Secretary; Vice Presidents J. F.

Hendricks and Mrs. David Reeves and the follow-

ing members of Council: Miss Mary A. Bum-
ham, A. J. Hazeltine and Hon. William C.

Sproul. During the year nine new members have

joined, while the losses through deaths, resigna-

tions and those dropped leave the present mem-
bership 1,033. It is hoped that there will be an

earnest effort on the part of our membership to

add to the roll of the Association.

F. L. Bitler,

Secretary.

NEW PUBLICATIONS

"Our Forests—A National Problem"—By Ben
J. Rohan, Superintendent of the City Schools

of Appleton, Wis. 12vo. 190 pages, illus-

trated, bound in cloth. C. C. Nelson Publish-

ing Company, Appleton, Wis.

This book is one of a series on Explorations in

Science, edited by Dr. Calvin 0. Davis. Superin-

tendent Rohan has prepared this brochure for the

use particularly of students in the Junior High
School, and it supplies excellent supplementary
reading material. It should also interest busi-

ness men for there are many enterprises which
are entirely dependent upon the perpetuation
of our forests. Pupils like subject matter which
they can read and understand, and fit the infor-

mation into their lives. It serves as a guidance
program, which is one of the objectives of
education.

t

This book is an exploration of the field of

forestry in easily understood language. It

stresses the social and economic imi>ortance of

forests, and awakens a forest consciousness. It

helps the student to realize how intimately the

forests enter into daily life, making clear their

great importance. It also points out the problems

we are facing because our forests are disap-

pearing.

It weaves together the view of the forests as

the furnisher of our modern houses; our daily

paper; important parts of our railroads in ties

and cars; as well as the host of remaining indus-

trial wood products. It weaves in the forests in

relation to our home life, industry, water supply,

floods, fertile soil, pure air and temperature,

birds, and our insect fight, and recreation. It

portrays the ill effects of our present migrating

forest industry, wood waste and land desolation.

It shows our forests past and present and sets

forth the established forest policy of other older

nations.

It gives word lists, question lists, and helpful

readings. It is one of those helpful books that

correctly orients our young people in their en-

vironment.

It will find a very useful place in school work
and the young folks reading shelf. But grown
ups will find it well worth while also.

There is a foreword contributed by Prof. 0. T.

Dana Desan, School of Forestry and Conserva-

tion, University of Michigan.

CORRESPONDENCE

Department of Agriculture

Washington, D. C.

January 3, 1929.

Mr. F. L. Bitler, Secretary,

Pennsylvania Forestry Association,

130 S. Fifteenth Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Mr. Bitler

:

Those who are engaged in preserving, increas-

ing, and utilizing our forest resources are engaged
in a long-time work, and each year is used as a

unit to measure your progress. I want to as-

sure you* at the beginning of another new year

that what you are doing is greatly appreciated
by the Department of Agriculture, and without
question the public's gratitude will increase with
the years.

With kindest wishes and hearty greetings^

I am.

Sincerely yours,

W. W. Jardine,

Secretary.

'=->yi OF FORESTRY
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EDITORIALS

SAMUEL REA

IN
the death of Mr. Rea the Institute has lost

a devoted and most valued member. Though

occupied with great and engrossing duties as

President of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company,

he had and showed a deep and real interest in

forestry. This was not a mere dilettante or

amateur interest. It was his desire and his

steady and constant endeavor to give active and

genuine aid to the forestry movement, and his

support and backing were of the greatest value

and importance, particularly in the recent cam-

paign for the adoption of the forestry amend-

ment to the Constitution, which was so regret-

tably defeated in the recent election. He was a

member of our Forestry Advisory Committee in

that campaign, and was a Vice-President of the

Association and a member of the Council.

Mr. Rea was a great man, great in his success-

ful and remarkable railroad career, and notable

in that in addition to his business ability he had

a love of nature that was manifested in his love

of forestry and of the woods.

Our readers will be pleased to know that the

National Forest Reservation Commission at its

meeting on February 21, 1929, approved the pur-

chase of 16,209 acres from the Wheeler & Dusen-

bury Company. This tract is located in Warren
and Forest Counties and includes the 100 acre

Heart's Content tract. Through this action the

Federal Government will secure title to this very

valuable tract of virgin pine and hemlock timber

land.

We regret to announce the death of Mr. J.

Clarence Cranmer on Tuesday, February 12th,

from heart disease.

Mr. Cranmer was very much interested in

forestry and has been a member of the Council

of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association since

1917.

He was Superintendent of the grounds at Le-
high University for 22 years, having charge of

the arboretum covering about 60 acres which

contains specimens of several hundred species

of representative trees and shrubs. Most of the

trees and shrubs are native to America, but mixed

with them are a few foreign species. He also

superintended **The Demloriistration Planta-

tions,'* which were established in 1915. This

is a series of forest tree demonstration planta-

tions for the purpose of ascertaining the funda-

mental facts about the growth and behavior of

twenty-two different kinds of native forest trees

in the effort to solve the great economic problem

of reforestation. These plantations have been

most instructive and were started by the late

Dr. J. T. Rothrock and S. B. Elliott, pioneers in

the forestry movement in Pennsylvania.

Mr. Cranmer took great interest in these pro-

jects as well as looking after the campus and

other ground owned by Lehigh University.* The

Association mourns his loss.

SPRING ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION

Whereias, The economic and aesthetic values of

our forest and bird life are matters of concern

to every citizen in the state. The birds not only

charm us with their songs and beautiful plumage,

but are invaluable protectors to the farmers. The

forests purify our water supply, protect the

streams and lakes, provide shelter and food for

birds, animals and human beings, supply recrea-

tion centers for our citizens and furnish shade

and ornamentation on the hillsides, along the

highways and around the homes.

Whereas, Pennsylvania belongs to its people.

Arbor and Bird days are a challenge to every

citizen to propagate forests, conserve bird and

wild life, and make Pennsylvania a more beauti-

ful, bountiful state in which to live. These an-

nual celebrations are occasions when men, women
and children should take part in a constructive

way by planting shade, fruit, nut and ornamental

trees; by reforesting barren hillside or vacant

plots; by beautifying school grounds and homes

*See article entitled "Lehigh University's Forest Planta-
tion, Arboretum and Tree Nursery," by J. Clarence Cran-
mer, February, 1928, issue of Forest Leaves, page 107,

et teq.
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with shrubs, vines and flowers, and by providing

food trees, shelters and water fountains for

birds.

Now, Therefore, I, John S. Fisher, Governor of

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do hereby

designate and proclaim Friday, April 12, as Arbor

Day and April 26 as Bird Day.

Let the coming Arbor and Bird days be of

such outstanding action on the part of the schools,

communities and citizens generally that our ef-

forts will be rewarded with renewed forest life

and added beauty to our hillsides, highways,

school plants and homes; and that such attention

be given to bird life as will lead to a more inti-

mate and sympathetic understanding and a larger

measure of care and protection of these little

denizens of the air who do so much to help us

and cheer us with their merry songs.

Given under my hand and the Great Seal of

the Commonwealth, at the City of Harrisburg,

this eighteenth day of March, in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine,

and of the Commonwealth the one hundred and

fifty-third.

By the Governor,

John S. Fisher.

Charles Johnson,
Secretary of the Commonwealth,

THE ABBORETTJM AT WESTTOWN SCHOOL

By Albert L. Bally, Jr.

AN arboretum usually attracts its widest at-

tention after its founders are dead. In

fact, some people say that tree planting

is a sign of old age, that it is a mortal's grasp

toward immortality. It is true that today the

names of a number of Philadelphia's older botan-

ists are remembered by the trees they planted.

Fortunately a number of their gardens have so

far survived the rising price of real estate.

There seems to have been a revival of interest

in tree collections in recent years, largely through

the influence of garden clubs and the forestry

movement. Among those more recently estab-

lished arboretums is the one at Westtown School,

Chester County, Pa. Its history dates back i

1896 when a collection of oaks was attempted.

Oak Lane, at Westtown today boasts eighteen

species. In 1906 an effort was made to increase

the arboretum, and a tract of several acres of

cut-over land was planted with some fifty species

of American trees. The^ results of this planting

were largely lost through lack of proper care,

following the death of the school botanist. It

was not until 1921 that interest in the Westtown
arboretum was again aroused and since that time

a great deal of work has been done largely

through the interest of an alumnus of the school

and one of the teaching staff.

Those interested knew that they could not

hope to establish a full botanical garden; both

land and funds were limited. It was decided to

make no particular effort to collect shrubs, as

shrubs need more care than trees. Since the ob-

ject of the. arboretum was scientific rather than

aesthetic it was decided to put no emphasis on •

horticultural varieties. Family groups were

planned, lists compiled, catalogs examined, speci-

mens collected, and today a very interesting col-

lection of trees, mostly young, of course, invites

the botanist's inspection.

A recent census of the arboretum gives the

following data:

In the arboretum itself:

Conifers 76 species

Broad leaved trees 168 species

Shrubs 48 species

In the nursery

:

Conifers 18 species

Broad leaved trees 25 species

Shrubs 6 species

Additional species about the grounds 10

Total, exclusive of horticultural varie-

ties in ornamental planting 351 species

We believe that few tree collections can show

a total equalling this.

A few of the more interesting groups, includ-

ing specimens still in the nursery, are:

Pines, 26 si>ecies

Sprucesl^ ijL8 spedies, irtcltidling several new
Chinese species.

Firs, 11 species.

Birches, 9 species, mostly good-sized trees now.

Oaks, 19 species.

Crabapples and i>ears, 28 species (young trees).

Ijegumes, 18 species, a few of which are shrubs.

Maples, 17 species.

Lindens, 7 species.

Dogwoods, 12 species.

Ashes, 7 species.

Among individual trees of more than ordinary

interest are:

Ptera styrax hispida.

Castor Aralia.

Gordonia Altamaha.

Java Sumac.
Cedrella.

,

Japanese Prickly Ash.
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Cork Trees of China.

Mimosa.

Maacia Amurensis.

Hardy Rubber Tree (Eucommia).

Large Leafed Magnolia.

Zelkova.

Corkwood of the Mississippi Swamps.

Incense Cedar.

Umbrella Pine.

California Big Tree.

Lebanon Cedar.

Golden Larch.

Mexican White Pine.

Coulter Pine.

A word should be said of the 35 to 40 acres of

forest plantings now 25 years old, on the north

end of the school farm. These are very fine and

well worth a visit. Botanists, horticulturists,

foresters, and tree lovers in general are always

welcome at Westtown, where someone can usually

be found to escort visitors through the Arboretum

and the Pine Forest. Please consider this article

a personal invitation to visit us. The school can

be reached by following the West Chester Pike

to Milltown, then turning south over the new

road to Westtown.

PLANT OONITERS ON THE ALLEGHENY
NATIONAL FOREST

A
SMALL beginning was made in a big job

on the Allegheny National Forest laat

Spring. Two hundred or three hundred

acres were planted with various conifers in an at-

tempt to learn what would be the best species and

the best method of planting.

The United States Forest Service says that

there are 50,000 acres of burned-over land on the

Allegheny National Forest in need of planting,

and that, at the present rate, it will require 250

years. This is because the Federal appropria-

tions for planting are entirely inadequate and

must be spread over a tremendous area on all of

the National Forests. There seems to be no

hope of increasing the rate of planting much be-

yond the 200 or 300 acres per year already men-
tioned, unless the planting appropriation is in-

creased.

This is a situation which would seem to re-

quire some action unless a tremendous area on
this National Forest is to remain unproductive.

There is not much use for the American people to

buy burned-over land and put it in a National

Forest if it is to remain in that condition, and

unless additional funds are made available, that

is what promises to happen in this case.

The Allegheny Forest is located in a district

where the market for timber products is excel-

lent. The area seems to be exceptionally suited

to the growth of conifers and these are much

easier planted than are hardwoods. The prox-

imity of a large pulp and paper industry seems

to indicate that spruce is the most profitable tree

to plant. jqhjj y, Preston.

4 ITREE PLANTING''

By Luke Smeltz

(The winning essay in a contest conducted in the

Huhley Township High School, Schuylkill County,

in the Weiser Forest District)

TREE planting is the process of replenishing

forests and woodlands for future use. There

is a great demand for wood, as the popu-

lation increases, and there are so few forests that

there is not enough wood to furnish the lumber for

houses. The timber is rapidly decreasing and

measures must be taken to plant trees to replace

those that are destroyed. I think that the method

of the state is very appropriate, because if the

state does not show an interest in it, who willt

No one! Because the masses are not interested to

a great extent.

There are different motives for planting trees.

They are planted for personal gain. People who
plant trees always receive good returns for their

labor in later years. They are also planted to con-

serve water. Trees conserve water by storing it

during rainy periods and by releasing it during

dry periods. If trees are planted along hillsides,

they will prevent landslides by binding the soil

together. Trees planted in rows along places of

residence serve as a windbreak and a barricade for

snow and storm.

Tree planting is a well-directed problem, ])e-

cause trees were wasted just to clear land in years

past. The people are beginning to realize the

value and necessity of planting trees.

There are different kinds of trees which are

profitable to plant: White pine is a very profit-

able tree to plant. It offers a good opportunity

in later years, and will grow up quickly. It should

be planted where there is fertile soil, or on a gravel

hillside. Red pine and pitch pine should be planted

in deep loam and on dry slopes. There are dif-

ferent kinds of trees as red oak, spruce and larch

which can be planted in medium fertile soil and

sand. There is a disease which attacks white pine
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trees. It is called the "Blister Rust." I think

that everyone who plants white pine trees should

take the utmost precaution to prevent this.

I think it is very appropriate and fitting to plant

trees because (1) They will give personal gain;

(2) They will give a benefit by providing for

future uses; (3) The State also receives a benefit,

because it will preserve the game and the water.

I think that the greatest reason for planting trees

is in order that there may be a supply of wood for

the coming generations.

I think that care should be taken to save the

small trees when the large ones are cut, so that

they are not killed. Waste is another problem

which should be looked into. Much timber is

wasted because of carelessness.

So in conclusion I think that all people who

have idle land should plant trees for the reasons

I have stated. Also the State should try to in-

fluence the people to such measures.

CHARCOAL AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR
GASOLINE

By Prof. George S. Perry

FORESTERS and forest owners almost the

world over have always bewailed the fact

that it is nearly, or quite impossible to find

a market demand for their lowest grade products,

the tops and branches, wood cut from small and

crooked trees. All such material can be made into

charcoal and ever since the outbreak of the World
War, well organized and heavily subsidized re-

search has been under way in several European

countries, in an effort to find a method of adapt-

ing charcoal or some derivative to serve as motor

fuel.

The January issue of ^^Skogen," a Swedish

forestry journal, recites the results of experiments

with charcoal as a power source for motor traffic.

Most of the facts below are from this article.

It is- plain that for all lands where oil and
mineral hydrocarbons must be imported, the perr

fection of a method whereby any wood derivative

can be cheaply adapted to substitute for gasoline,

would be a great boon in time of peace and pos-

sibly salvation in case of war. Sweden imports

annually $8,000,000 worth of gasoline, while the

bills for Italy, Germany, France and England are

respectively about 2, 4, 10 and 15 times as great.

In Germany and England investigators have been
occupied largely with the study of coal derivatives,

but Italy and Scandinavia have no coal, while
France recalls how quickly her coal fields were

lost in 1914. In these countries real progress has

been achieved in driving modem internal com-

bustion motors with gas from charcoal. The most

notable results are reported from France where

a firm in Paris is now manufacturing and selling

charcoal-driven motor trucks. A number of these

trucks are being used by the French Army and

it is believed that in case of war, military opera-

tions would not be seriously hampered by a block-

ade that would cut off gasoline imports.

In Italy motor trucks are also being successfully

driven with charcoal. There, as in France, the

principle followed, is to develop generator gas

from the charcoal and use this in ordinary motors

with but very minimal changes. Purifying the gas

from carbon particles and tar is the greatest prob-

lem to be solved. Such hardwoods as beech and

oak yield charcoal from which quite pure gas can

be derived and are to be preferred; but recently

a French truck ran from Stockholm to Oslo, the

capital of Norway, on spruce and pine charcoal;

requiring 125 pounds of this fuel per 100 miles

for a truck of 2^2 tons capacity.

Almost every year in France and Belgium prizes

are offered for the best charcoal-driven truck haul-

ing a load over a given course. In 1928, the course

in such a contest covered a distance of 1300 miles.

The French truck which won in this contest had a

charcoal requirement of 3% oz. per ton mile.

Many of the charcoal-driven motors have been slow

to start after standing some time, for example

over night. But the above prize-winning truck re-

quired on the average less than ten minutes, which

is a performance that would make the owner of

an old Model-T turn green with envy on a cold

morning.

In Italy heavy trucks have ^)een perfected

which cost only about 50 per cent as much to

operate on charcoal fuel per ton mile as do gaso-

line-driven trucks on the same roads. This type of

truck got about as much power from 11 lbs. of

charcoal as gasoline-driven trucks get from a gal-

lon of gas.

The Swedish Academy of Engineering Science

is working on the principle that by subjecting

wood to a process of reduction and hydrogenation

under pressure, it may be possible to derive volatile

oils or similar products that will serve as fuel for

internal combustion engines.

Regardless of what oil magnates and interna-

tional bankers or statesmen may wish, the prayers

of most foresters and motorists will rise in behalf

of the scientific efforts now exerted for discovery

of a great and constantly expanding new field of

usefulness for offal from the forest.
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WHY MORE PUBLICLY OWNED FORESTS
IN THE EAST

By Dr. E. A. Ziegler

THERE are about 469,000,000 acres of forest

land (much cut over and devastated) in the

United States, exclusive of Alaska. There

is owned out of this, just about one hundred mill-

ion acres or 21 per cent, by nation and states,

counties and municipalities.* That sounds like a

big dent in our great problem of reforestation.

It must be pointed out, however, that by far the

largest part of this government owned forest is

federal owned and lies in the Rocky Mountain and

Pacific Coast regions. It is generally below the

average in productivity for those regions. It is

so remote from our region of dense population

(east of the Mississippi) that its economic sig-

nificance for the future is further much reduced

below the point its 21 per cent area would sug-

gest.

A more important view of our situation may be

seen in the statement that only about thirteen mil-

lion acres out of the three hundred and fifty mil-

lion acres of forest in the east and south are

publicly owned—^that is less than 4 per cent.

These eastern forest lands are the ones that for

our second crop, must take the greater economic

significance. They lie close to nine-tenths of our

population. After the virgin cut of the Pacific

Coast is through its sacrifice sale (a matter of

thirty or forty years), our great eastern popula-

tion must look to the home forest lands. The East

Coast will no longer be flooded with the high

grade lumber from nature^s 400 to 3000 year tim-

ber "hoard" on the Pacific Coast.

Well, you say, can't we look to the private for-

est owner who holds these 95 per cent forest lands

in the east to meet the developing situation?

These lands are now almost entirely (84 per cent)

cut over and still hardly a beginning of private

forestry is made. If the forest land owner who had
the income from the virgin timber stand was un-

willing or financially unable to reinvest the needed

amount to bring about reforestation and a con-

tinuous timber production, when income was com-
ing in from the land, how much less willing or

financially unable must the holders of the present

cut over lands be to make the needed investment

with no reimbursement in sight for thirty to sixty

and more years? (Small areas of rapid growing
southern pines that may be turpentined, will pro-

duce substantial earlier returns).

/Table 3, U. S. Department of Agriculture Statistical Bui.
Nq. 21,

*^

That private forestry is making excessively slow

progress was shown by the writer** by the fact

that of almost two thousand forestry trained men,

only 5 per cent were employed by private forest

owners growing timber (exclusive of mere market-

ing work). This condition still persists as shown

by the last five classes graduating from the Penn-

sylvania State Forest School, from which only 13

of 78 graduates, or 17 per cent have gone into

forestry on private lands, including lumbering and

pure utilization work.

The U. S. Forest Service is attacking this situ-

ation along the following lines:

(1) Cooperative fire protection with the states

to furnish the safety basic to private for-

estry.

(2) Tax investigation looking toward encourag-

ing the states to adopt more or less uniform

measures, relieving private forest land

owners from advancing annual taxes for

many years before a money income can be

realized. (Pennsylvania's Auxiliary For-

est Reserve Laws do this.)

(3) A more active research policy (McSweeny-

McNary Law) to furnish the requisite data

to make forest practice more than a guess.

(4) The speeding up of national forest land

purchase begun under the Weeks Law in

1911 and now continued under the Mc-

Nary-Woodruff Law, authorizing the ap-

propriation of two million dollars each in

1930 and 1931. The program at present

seeks about nine and one-half million acres

more for national forest management.

The above federal program is manifestly ex-

cellent, but is far, far from even an approach to

solving the problem of forest management on these

eastern three hundred and fifty million acres of

largely cut over lands. Ex-Governor Pinchot de-

mands that the federal government go further and

force control of cutting and forest management.

This would be particularly effective in the west

coast private forests in preventing them from

being put in the same difficult shape as the eastern

forests, after the virgin timber is gone, if it can

be worked out fairly. It would also react on pres-

ent eastern forests and through reduced western

cut-throat competition, establish the ecenomic

basis necessary for private forest practice in the

east.

Other foresters would limit federal effort to en-

couraging (by cooperative appropriation) the

states to undertake this control of private cutting

through their police powers.

•Journal of Forestry—No. 8, Dec. \92Z,

ll
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Both sides axe agreed, however, that state for-

est ownership must be one of the main develop-

ments to solve the reforestation "stale-mate" on

these 337,000,000 acres of private forest lands in

the east. It is claimed 127,000,000 acres are at-

tached to farms. It has been shown that not

nearly all of these "farm woodlands" aie wood

lots proper, but large areas are wild untended for-

est, since the census classified as "farms" any

holding on which five acres or more was culti-

vated.

Schenck claims that private forests will not be

profitable on a stumpage basis unless (1) there

is a large manufacturing industry carrying the

investment, such as a paper company, a turpen-

tine industry, mining company, etc., producing

its own raw materials; or (2) the government

somehow makes cheap money (3 per cent) avail-

able. His argument is based on European exper-

ience and the American business man's demand
for 6 per cent compound interest.

While waiting for further crystallization on

some of the above-mooted questions, it is clear

that the states must move aggressively in the

acquisition and management of forest lands. They
must acquire ultimately not less than 100,000,000

of the 363,000,000 acres of eastern forest land,

except as municipal forestry may lessen this. The
ownership would then stand:

Federal Program — National

Forests 15,000,000 acres

State Forest Program (some

Municipal) ^ 100,000,000 acres

Farm wood lots proper 100,000,000 acres

Corporations and Private Own-
ers 148,000,000 acres

Total 363,000,000 acres

Such a government program is not fanciful. It

provides for government ownership of only a little

over 30 per cent of the forest land in the east.

Some states may have difficulty in financing their

proportionate share. Accepting the statement of
those in authority that a bond issue is not re-

quired in Pennsylvania but that current revenues
are sufficient, the public is looking to the Legisla-

ture with confidence that a fair appropriation will

be made to continue the excellent start made two
years ago.—Service Letter P. D. F. & W.

Ninety million Americans live in frame houses.
Forty per cent of our industrial plants use wood
as a primary r^w material.

HUNGARIAN FORESTS AND FOREST
PLANTING

THE forests of Hungary cover 2,920,000

acres. The State owns 115,000 acres and

the municipalities 430,000 acres, leaving

78 per cent of the total forest area in private

ownership. The oak timber forest includes 930,-

000 acres, the oak tannin forest 620,000 acres,

beech forests 1,250,000 acres, and pine the re-

maining 120,000 acres. About 300,000 acres of

waste lands, including scrubs and barrens, not

included in the above figures, are in need of

planting. Since 1920 a total of 39,040,000 t^ees

have been planted on 16,800 a«res of land. Of

this planting 70 per eent has been on forest lands

denuded by cutting and fire, and the rest on the

so-called ** waste lands.'*

Hungary is divided into 6 regional districts,

to which are assigned 27 forest inspectors. Each

of the 82 forest stations (forests) is supervised

by a technical forester and has a corps of rangers

and guards. Each official in charge of a forest

unit is a graduate of the Royal Hungarian Forest

College. Forest rangers must pass an examina-

tion at a training school maintained by the State.

Owners of large forests are required by law

to employ expert foresters, and owners of small

forests may do so jointly.—The Forest Worker.

PUBLIC FORESTS IN BULGARIA

IN Bulgaria half the forested land is in com-

munity forests and one-third is owned by

the Government, so that more than 80 per

cent of the total is in some kind of public owner-

ship. As in the United States, the Federal forest

lands are situated principally in the mountain

regions The community forests are chiefly in

those portions of the country that are least heav-

ily forested and where presumably the communi-
ties feel most acutely the need for timber. For

many of the communities in the south and east

the community forests are the principal source

of timber, and in some cases they are practically

the only source.
^

Among the most important species in the Bul-

garian forests, which total some 3,000,000 hec-

tares, are the hardwoods, oak, beech, ash, elm,

maples, linden, birch, jwplars, alders, and willows,

and the conifers Scotch pine, spruce, fir, and

Nepaul pine. About 85 per cent of the species

are hard woods, of which the oak is about half.

(From an article by Th. Z^chariefif in the Swisg
Forestry Journal),
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LARGE CAROLINA POPLAR TREES

FOREST RANGER H. H. SMITH, of the

Tioga Forest District, submits an inter-

esting report concerning some large Caro-

lina poplar trees which he discovered near the

village of Kenneyville, Tioga County

:

'< While at Kenneyville on February 9th on

the old homestead of Mt. Joseph Redfield, now

occupied by Mr. Byron Churchill, I found two

trees which had been cut in the front yard due

to too much shade. Inquiries proved that about

22 years ago an apple tree salesman sold many

Carolina poplars in this vicinity for shade trees,

and these, among others, were bought and set out.

The trees when cut were about 100 feet high.

One measured 30% inches across the stump

about 30 inches from the ground level, the

other 31 inches at the same point. Eaxjh

tree cut about 0^4 <5ords of wood. There re-

main 5 trees of the same species and type, the

largest measured 8 feet 2 inches around at 3 feet

from the ground. The soil upon which these trees

grew is a loam and only about 3 feet to the water

table under ground. In and around Kenneyville

many of these trees were planted as shade trees

and average from 18 inches to 33 inches in dia-

meter. All were planted about the same time.

** Kenneyville is a small village of a hundred

or so inhabitants, situated about 10 miles from

Wellsboro on P. D. H. route 249. It lies at an

altitude of about 1,200 feet above sea^level in a

small valley which wasi the result of glacial for-

mation. '

'

LONG-TIME EXPERIMENT SHOWS HOW
TO GROW PULPWOOD

AFORESTRY experiment under way for

more than twenty years now has demon-
strated an effective means of increasing

the growth of pulpwood, says the Forest Service,

United States Department of Agriculture.

As a result of the far-sightedness of the for-

ester who started this experiment in 1907, pulp-

wood operators in the Northeast now can have
some preliminary information on the yields to

be expected through the practice of girdlinv?

hardwoods which are overtopping the spruce.

It takes time to get results in forest research,
says the Forest Service. In his forestry experi-

ments, the forester frequently deals in decades.

Twenty-two years ago at Corbin Park, New
Hamshire, the Forest Service established three
sample plots in a stand of old hardwoods. Under

these hardwoods young red spruces about the size

of small Christmas trees were struggling for ex-

istence. Spruce is a valuable tree in New Eng-

land, since it is the principal wood used by the

paper mills. One of the plots was left intact as

a check, but on the other two the hardwoods were

killed by girdling in order to give the young

spruces more light and growing space. Every

five years since, the trees have been measured to

determine the rate of growth.

The Northeastern Forest Experiment Station

has just completed an analysis of the growth on

these plots. It was found that volume growth on

the heavily girdled plot has been more than five

times as rapid as on the plot which was not

girdled. On the moderately girdled plot growth

was three times as rapid. The heavily girdled

plot has produced approximately 10 cords of

pulpwood per acre in 22 years.

It will take another 25 years, however, before

the timber crop on these plots are ready for har-

vest, and the experiment is completed by still

another generation of foresters.

OAK TREES FAVORED FOR ROADSIDE

OAK trees, of which there are species native

to nearly all parts of the country, are more
generally used for roadside planting than

any other kind of tree, says the Bureau of Public

Roads of the United States Department of Agri-

culture.

Maples are next in importance for a large part

of the country, but as the most-used species are

not well adapted for the purpose, the selection

must be carefully made.

For the cooler dry regions the most promising

trees are the green ash, common locust, hackberry,

thomless honey-locust, and poplars, with boxelder,

willows, and poplars for the extremes of cold and
drought.

In warm, dry climates the eucalyptus, or gums,

the palms, the Jerusalem thorn, and the mesquite

are good.

Only thrifty, vigorous trees, with healthy foli-

age, look well on country roads. To secure this

type for any location it is usually best to select

native varieties, although trees from localities with

similar growing conditions are frequently satis-

factory.

Poland contains 21,000,000 acres of forest land,

of which one-third is owned by the State. On
the remaining two-thirds the State has definite

and specific control of cutting, protection, and
utilization.
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THE FORESTS OF CORSICA

By Prof. John W. Harshberger, Ph.D., University

of Pennsylvania

THE island of Corsica lies in that part of the

Mediterranean Sea known as the Tyrrhen-

ian Sea between the western coast of Italy

on the one hand and the southern coast of France

on the other. It is 183 kilometers (114 miles) long

from north to south (Cap Corse to Cap Boni-

facio) and 85 kilometers (53 miles) in greatest

width from east and west and is separated from

the Island of Sardinia lying to the south by a nar-

row strait. The area of Corsica is 871,053 hec-

tares (3,367 square miles). It is extremely moun-

tainous and the mountain ranges do not seem to

run in any definite direction being apparently

jumbled together in the utmost confusion. Yet the

principal chain of mountains commences in the

peninsula of Cap Corse and extends south parallel

to the west coast to a point a little south of Monte

Cinto, the highest peak of the island, when it turns

to the eastward, and terminates finally at the Gulf

of Porto-Vecchio. Many of the summits are

covered with snow during the greater part of the

year on account of their elevation. The principal

peaks are Monte Cinto, 2710 meters (8890 feet),

Monte Rotondo 2625 meters (8610 feet), Monte
d'Oro 2391 meters (7842 feet), and others. From
the principal chain outlying rangesi are detached,

which run toward the western seacoast. Conse-

quently between the mountains are deep valleys

which have cultivable land when they broaden out

with flat valley floors. The orography of the

island has been introduced, because it has a de-

cided bearing upon the distribution of the plant

life, particularly upon the forest trees. In conse-

quence of the considerable elevation of the moun-
tains, 2710 meters (8890 feet), several belts of

vegetation are encountered in ascending from the

seacoast to the summits of the highest peaks. Rikli

distinguishes three regions, as follows: (1) The
culture region from sea level to 900 meters; (2)

the mountain region from 900 meters to 1800
meters, and (3) the alpine region from 1800
meters to 2710 meters. On the other hand. Bri-

quet makes four belts (etages) : (1) The inferior

lowland belt, 1-600 meters; (2) the mountain belt,

600-1200 meters; (3) the subalpine belt, 1200-

1800 meters; (4) the alpine belt, 1800-2710
meters. The writer is inclined to follow Briquet,

who in his "Prodrome de la Flore Corse" (1910)
has essayed to make a detailed analysis of the
plant life of the island. The non-agreement of
these two botanists is not due to lack of knowledge

of the flora, but is due to a different interpreta-

tion of the facts in the case.

Lower Belt (1-600 meters).—This belt is the

one where the plants of the coast, of the lower val-

leys, and of the foothills of the mountains are

found. The sand dunes of the coast are covered

with forests of maritime pine (Pinus pinaster)

used for telegraph poles and the extraction of

crude turpentine by the approved French methods.

The valleys are largely under cultivation and so

are the lower hills, where the soil is good and

responds to agricultural treatment. It was esti-

mated in 1903 that 27 per cent of the total Corsi-

can land surface was used for economic crops.

Here there are extensive orchards and vineyards,

such as are found in the Valley of Patrimonio.

The best citrons of the world are raised in the

Corsican lowlands. Barley is raised as the most

important cereal, as also wheat, maize and oats.

The tall reed grass {Arundo donax) is planted in

rows as a windbreak, and for use in the manu-
facture of mats, and as a roof thatch. Figs and

mulberries have local use and the yellow-flowered

tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) is adventitious, as a

small tree derived from Mexico. Tomatoes, beans,

peas und potatoes are raised. The columnar

cypress (Ciipressus sempervirens) with the stone,

or umbrella, pine (Pmus pinea) and alleppo pine

{Pinus halepensis) are trees which are integral ele-

ments of the Corsican landscape. Of the conspicu-

ous introduced plants, the Australian eucalypti,

the flg cactus (Opuntia fiats-indica) are prom-
inent.

If the lower region is divided into subre^ions,

the olive characterizes one of them, for the olive

plantations imparts to the landscape a gray, dusty,

melancholy ground tone. As a result of the ex-

tensive groves of olive trees, the export of olive

oil is very large from the island. Another im-

portant tree of the olive subregion is the cork oak
(Quercus suher) from which the cork-yielding

bark is stripped. Above the sub-region of cork-

oak, olive and vine are found the wonderful chest-

nut groves, which reach into the submountain belt

and blend with the real forests of the island com-
posed of native trees. Some of the chestnut trees

reach large size and their rugged trunks are

covered at the base Avith lichens and mosses. The
base of one large tree was green with the develop-
ment of numerous latent buds from which grew at

least two small green leaves. Some of the larger
trees have branches close to the ground, and pro-
duced akimbo, they are almost as large as the
main trunk, or bole. The yield of nuts is very
considerable, and where not consumed in local

use, they arQ exported to foreign lands.
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The uncultivated land of the lower belt is covered

with scrub vegetation which is found in two forms

:

garigue and macchia. Garigne is usually an open

association of dwarf, evergreen shrubs that thrive

during the summer under semi-arid conditions. It

usually covers the limestone areas, where the rocky

strata outcrop. Macchia is an association of simi-

lar physiognomic aspect as garigue consisting of

low evergreen shrubs with associated species, but

it occurs in denser growths on siliceous, or non-

calcareous rocks, with soils derived from them.

Many of the herbs, shrubs and trees which com-

pose the scrub vegetation have fragrant leaves,

branches and flowers and their abundance has led

to Corsica being called "the scented isle." It is

said that Napoleon knew of his approach to Cor-

sica by the odor of the scented plants, and the

writer was able to confirm that belief about Na-

poleon, as he left the island for Nice, for a strong

odor of the scented plants was wafted to the ship

by the breeze that blew offshore. Locally the

plants of the macchia are used for firewood and

for the manufacture of charcoal, which is piled

high on some of the wharves for shipment abroad.

Donkeys loaded with faggots are frequently met

on the Corsican highways.

Mountain Belt (600-1200 meters).—The moun-
tain belt is that part of upland Corsica covered

with forests. The surprise to the enlightened visi-

tor to Corsica is that the forests have such a vir-

gin character. This impression is intensified as

one becomes better acquainted with the vegetation

of the island. Unspoiled Corsica is a term which
can be applied unhesitatingly. One is led to be-

lieve that with these magnificent forests and other

noteworthy agricultural, horticultural and mineral

products, that Corsica is self- supportive, indepen-

dent of the outside world for fuel, building ma-
terials, oils, products of the fields and gardens,

fishes, crustaceans and shell fishes and materials

suitable for clothing and other amenities of a com-
fortable life. The native Corsican with his forest-

covered island, its grand scenery, its sequestration
from the outside world and its wonderful climate

should be a happy man indeed.

The tree which is characteristic of the lower por-
tions of the mountain belt is the evergreen holly
oak {Quercus ilex). In the macchia, it has a
stunted character (2-4 meters high), but in the

mountain regions it becomes a tree, which forms
open forests. The leaves of the young trees are
much relished by cattle as browse, and this con-
stant nibbling also keeps the tree in a suppressed
condition. The maritime pine {Pinus phmster)
IS a tree which forms forest groves between 400
and 900 meters, rarely it ascends as an individual

tree to 1600 meters. The chief adornment of the

mountains of Corsica are the forests of Corsican

pine (Pinus laricio var. Poiretiana, or P. nigra

var. Poiretiana). A pure forest of Corsican pine

is an imposing sight with tall (40 meters), straight

tnmks 6 to 9 decimeters (two to three feet) in

diameter. Outlined on the top of some mountain

ridge, against the deep, blue sky, or against some

granite precipice its true grandeur is revealed.

The beech (Fagus silvatica) forms pure forests

above the pine between 1200 and 1800 meters. At

its lower limits the beech reaches large size, but

as one approaches the summit of the higher cols

the beech becomes dwarfed and forms low thickets.

This distribution of the beech forest above the

coniferous forest is a reversal of the distribution

of these trees in the Alps, and is due to the fact

that the pines will grow under more arid con-

ditions than the beech which is a moisture-loving

tree. The higher slopes of the Corsican moun-

tains are moister than the lower slopes and are

therefore favorable to the beeches. This distri-

bution is paralleled in the more western part of

the northwestern Carpathian mountains of

Czecho-Slovakia, where the forest limit is formed

by beeches, and where the taller beech forest passes

into scrubby beech formation of contorted trees

with twisted trunks and limbs with a more or less

prostrate habit, according to Dr. Karel Domin.*

Above the beech limit in Corsica is found the

sub-alpine belt characterized by four shrubs:

Alnus suaveolens, Astragalus sirnicus, Berberis

aetnensis and Juniperus nana. Above the subal-

pine belt is the alpine belt.

The forests of Corsica are designated by par-

ticular names. From north to south the principal

forests occupy the central part of the island. They

are Bois du Lamajo, Bois de Pineto near Ponte-

Leccia, Foret de Tartagine, Foret de Bonifatto,

Foret de Filosorma, Foret de Luccio, Foret de

Tetti, Foret de Perticato, Foret de Carozzica, Bois

de Lonca, Foret de Valdoniello, Foret de Campo-

tile, Foret de Tavignano, Foret de Fonca, Foret

de Restonica, Bois de Piana, Foret d'Aitone, Foret

de Cavella, Foret de Sorbon, Foret de Vizzavona,

Foret de Bocagno, Foret de Reamano, Foret de

Punta Vielle, Bois de Valle Longo, Bois de Tova,

Bois de Sambuco, Foret d'Albarello, Foret de Bar-

ocaggio-Marchiese, Bois de Tacca, Foret de Valle-

mala. The largest of these forests are Foret de

Tavignano, Foret de Cavella, Foret de Vizzavona,

Foret de Bocagno, Foret de Reamano, Foret de

*Domin, Dr. Karel: A phytogeographical Outline of the

Zonal Division in the Western Carpathians besides some
General Remarks on the main Forest Trees, Publications de

la f'aculte Sciences de TUnivcrsite Charles, 1923.
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ValdanieUo and Foret de Vallemala. Two forests

were visited and studied by the writer, viz., Foret

de Vizzavona and Foret de Bocagno.

The Corsican pine, which forms such an im-

portant element of the above-mentioned forests

reaches majestic proportions and the straight

trunks without lower limbs produce leafy crowns

40 to 45 meters above the open forest floor. Where

a road has been cut through the virgin forest of

such large pine trees, a vista is produced which

recalls the columns of the naves of Cologne and

York cathedrals. In Corsica the pine forests of

the upper mountains are open-air cathedrals and

the lover of trees enters them with a worshipful

spirit.

The straight pine logs, either dressed or un-

dressed, are conveyed to the seaports where they

are shipped to France and Italy, where they are

in great demand for naval construction, for the

manufacture of furniture and in carpentry.

Walks through the beech and pine forests at an

elevation of 1500 meters (4920 feet) beneath the

dense shade of the dominant trees are extremely

refreshing to one who haa been baked with the

summer heat of the coastal towns of Corsica. Viz-

zavona is a summer resort much frequented by

English visitors and native Corsicans, who retire

to the mountains during the protracted heat of the

summer months. The hotels at Vizzavona are

within sight of Monte d'Oro up the slopes of

which the beech forest climbs until the climatic

conditions become so severe as to dwarf the trees.

These mountain forests are attractive at all times

during the open, growing season after the snows

of winter disappear. In March the forest is often

a mass of mauve crocus, the first flowers to appear

after the winter snows. Later come the spring

cyclamens, some of which are found flowering in

sheltered places in June. In June columbines are

in flower and a number of terrestrial orchids, while

foxgloves grow along the turbulent mountain

streams in flat sandy places, and asphodels stand

in swaying ranks under the trees and up the

slopes. Wild strawberries, which ripen in July,

carpet the ground and large stream boulders are

adorned with green mats of polypody fern (Poly-

podium vulgare). The large deeply-cleft leaves

of the Corsican hellebore (Hellehorus corsicus) are

conspicuous in the forest in August after the

flowers have disappeared. Ferns, buttercups,

geraniums, saxifrages, heaths, mints and compo-

sitous herbs carpet the g^-ound in scattered fami-

lies in the beech forest.

There are plenty of birds of all sorts in the for-

ests of Corsica, including doves, jays, nut hatches,

golden crested wrens, woodpeckers (green, black

and white), owls, nightjars and hawks. In the

summer, the hoopoe arrives from lower altitudes.

The squirrels are most charming of a dark-gray

color with ruby eyes and of small size. The moun-

tain streams of the island are full of trout. All

of these natural features make walks through the

forests delightful.

The forests and woods of Corsica are extensive

and dense, covering 157,000 hectares, and if ad-

ministered properly, they should be replenished,

as fast as the saleable trees are removed, for much

of the forested land of Corsica is mountainous and

not amenable to cultivation. The exploitation of

the forest resources of the island should yield con-

siderable revenue, but the use of the forests as

health resorts and for the pleasure of visitors, who

may find respite in their cool depths from the

summer heat of Italy and France and elsewhere,

should be encouraged. Another important object

is subserved in their preservation. The mountain

slopes of Corsica are so steep that the removal of

the forests and the denudation of the slopes will

end in serious erosion and landslides. The clear

trout streams will be filled with detritus and dur-

ing early spring will be in dangerous flood. In

other words the forests should be kept in

Corsica to equalize and regulate the flow of the

streams upon which the welfare of the Corsican

people so intimately depends.

PENNSYLVANIA PINE PLANTATION SOLD
AT A PROFIT

In a recent sale of farm property near Taren-

tum, Allegheny County, Pa., $800 was paid for a

plantation of northern white pine established

seven years ago on about 6 acres of land unsuit-

able for agricultural crops. The sellers, Fred

Mathia, according to report to the Forest Service,

United States Department of Agriculture, estab-

lished the plantation in 1921 with 5,000 2-year-

old and 2,000 3-year-old seedlings from the State

nurseries. Ninety per cent of the trees have

survived, and some of them have reached a height

of 9 feet. It cost Mr. Mathia not more than $75

to make the plantation. Thus his gross profit,

seven years after the planting, is $725.

Trees shipped from Department nurseries for

reforestation purposes during 1928 totaled 11,-

395,580, of which 925,649 were planted on the

State Forests, the largest number of trees planted

on State land in any one year since 1919. On
February 1, 1929, orders for 6,617,400 trees had

been received for planting during the coming

spring.
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SILVICS OF THE LARCHES

By Prof. George S. Perry, Pennsylvania State

Porest School

THE time of year is here when foresters are

laying plans for the spring planting season.

They may also be called upon to advise or

assist in planning private planting operations. In

either case, the best past experience and fullest

information on the tree species available for the

work must be con-elated with the soil and growth

conditions of the area to be treated; for the for-

ester goes far toward insuring the success of the

plantation by virtue of the wide choice of species

he may make.

In Pennsylvania we have just rounded out a

quarter century of forest planting. One of the

definite lessons that can be drawn from the work

attempted during this period, is the wisdom of

mixed planting in general, and for rather exacting

trees in particular. It is rare to find successful

walnut, ash or locust plantings on the State For-

ests. One reason for this is the lack of suitable

planting sites, but the fact that early plantings

were usually made pure is another cause of fail-

ure.

Larch planting has not been very extensive in

Pennsylvania to date, and only within the past

few years have special efforts been made to pro-

duce these trees in quantity in the State Forest

nurseries. But experience with trees of this genus

is sufficient to commend their virtues to every

land owner. Rapid growth, straight bole and

durable wood make a combination worth while. It

remains then for us as foresters to indicate clearly

just how and where these trees may be grown

with best success.

All species of larch are rather exacting in soil

demands and subject to rather serious insect and

fungous pests. Such facts as these signify that

the trees are not adapted to grow in pure stands

but in mixture. Some facts from the homelands

of the larches are of interest and may be helpful

in our efforts to cultivate them.

The Eastern U. S. larch native in Pennsylvania

is a swamp tree almost everywhere in its range

and occurs in pure stands occasionally. However,
such pure stands have been the propagating cen-

ters where saw-fly epidemics originated and from
which they spread, often destroying all the larger

growth of the species over thousands of square

miles.

All the other larches of the world commonly
occur at their best in mixture with some other

conifer. Only in Switzerland has the writer had

opportunity to see an important exotic larch for

Pennsylvania in its native habitat. The European

larch is widiely^ planted throughout north and

central Europe but can scarcely be said to be

naturalized, since the hand of man is almost every-

where needed to protect it against its enemies and

regenerate it artificially. In the high Engadine

Alps of southeast Switzerland around St. Moritz,

famous for winter sports and summer mountain

climbing, this larch is found native as the most

important tree in the community owned forests.

Typical stands are met about 5500 feet above sea

level. Some small areas show nearly pure stands

of larch and in these occasionally all trees are de-

foliated by the same sort of dirty gray saw-fly

larvae which is know in America. The tree is at

its best, however, in mixture with the stone pine

(Finns cemhra)^ and up near timberline with

Norway spruce and mountain pine (P. Montana).

This is the natural forest condition for the larch

undoubtedly. The pure larch stands probably

came in on areas at one time denuded by an

avalanche or forest fire. Where some such calam-

ity does not intervene the larch is restricted in

numbers by reason of its strong light demands.

Undter the careful selection systent of cutting

which prevails, it is difficult to get enough young

larch in the new growth even if it does grow two

or three times as rapidly as its competitors. One

of the causes of the trouble is the fact that larch

only bears seed at this high elevation at intervals

of 7 or 8 years. In Pennsylvania it would seem

that about four years will usually elapse between

seed years of this tree. The incidence of late

spring frosts and saw-fly plagues have much to

do with its seeding.

Oberforster Guidon, in charge of a considerable

forest area here in 1925; believes however that

he has solved the problem of larch natural seed

regeneration. He says the tree has only two re-

quirements in its native mountain home: (1)

Mineral soil to receive the seed and, (2) overhead

open sunlight for the seedling. In Pennsylvania

we should add (3) cool and moist or naturally

fertile soil. Latitude as well as altitude are

lower here than in the native range of any larch

except one species found in the Himalayan moun-

tains where elevation compensates for southerly

occurrence.

Nearly all the important species of larch in

the world are at their best in mixture with a half-

tolerant coniferous associate, in most instances

very like our white pine in silvical requirements.

Even the "black sheep" of the genus, our East

American larch is a good tree when it has op-

i
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portunity to grow on well drained soil along with

spruce and balsam fir.

The western larch (Larix occidentaUs) thrives

in mixed stands with Douglas fir and silver pine;

both silvically very similar to our white pine.

The Swiss stone pine and Norway spruce of

Europe, the commonest natural associates of Euro-

pean larch, are half tolerant trees similar in foil-

age, soil and climatic requirements to white pine.

The usual associates of Siberian larch are stone

pine (P. sihirica) and Siberian fir (Abies pichta).

The first of these is a 5-needle soft pine and both

are about half-tolerant.

Japanese larch grows well on somewhat warmer

and drier soils than other species mentioned, but

it is found native in mixed stands or rather toler-

ant conifers characteristic of high elevations

(Abies veitchii, Tsuga diversifolia and Picea

hondoensis being examples). This larch is mak-

ing especially vigorous growth on dry limestone

ridge soil in the Cumberland Valley of southern

Pennsylvania. The soils of its volcanic moun-

tain homeland are also rich in lime and subject to

drying out in summer, where the shade of more

dense-crowned species fails to supplement the thin

foliage of the larch.

The foregoing review fully justifies the recom-

mendation of District Foreslteo* Metzger that

white pine and larch be planted in mixture, but

I do not believe this should be a temporary one

exactly. No doubt the larch is better suited than

pine to be harvested early, as small size thin-

nings. It is an excellent source of posts, poles,

mine timbers and railroad ties, while white pine

must be big to be really valuable. Yet it would

be well to retain ten or more of the choicest larch

trees per acre; (1) to help seed up the area at

the end of the rotation, and (2) because of the

good effect of larch needles and litter upon the

productivity of the soil. It is just now being

realized most emphatically in Central Europe

that, after all, permanent success in forestry

depends upon the soil. A little lime must be

present in the forest humus and upper soil layer,

otherwise the biology, as well as chemical and

physical conditions of the soil become unsuitable

for the rapid and thrifty growth of all trees.

Such degeneration of a forest soil is always ac-

companied by increased acidity, so that huckle-

berries, laurels, azaleas, wintergreen and sweet

fern take possession of the ground. The occur-

rence of these plants in large numbers in the for-

est should be considered a disgrace to the past

management of the area.

Prof. J. T. (Auten, head of the Forest School Soils

Department, considers soil acidity as primarily

due to an absence of soluble basic compounds

rather than the presence of great quantities of

organic and humic acids. He shows moreover

by actual computation that the presence of a

quite small amount of soluble lime or other basic

compounds, per acre in the upper 6 inches of

soil, would be capable of pushing the soil reac-

tion very noticeably in the direction of neutrality.

It is just here that larch can render its greatest

service in forestry, since chemical analyses of

its leaves and twigs show them to be higher in

lime content than those of any other conifer, and

only surpassed in this respect by a few hard-

woods such as the birches, slippery elm, basswood

and locust. It is obvious then that the larch will

add every autumn to the surface soil of the

forest a contribution of lime, largely gathered

at lower depths, which will replace that which •

drainage water tends to constantly leach out and

carry down as it seeps through the soil.

The writer does not agree that larch trees

are necessarily strict shallow-rooters. They tend

to be so on certain areas due to the tropism of

their roots, but are actually very adaptable in

rooting. If the soil is well drained and in good

physical condition, larch roots will penetrate to

a depth of four feet or more. In April, 1925, I

saw the famous Siberian larch forest at Raivola

in southeast Finland; planted by command of

Czar Peter the Great of Russia to supply masts

and timbers for the navy yard planned for the

future in the neighborhood of his salt-water capi-

tal, St. Petersburg (Leningrad). That forest

was in part over 180 years old then and had been

visited in October, 1924, by torrential rains for

a week, followed by a windstomL This over-

threw several hundred of the giant trees and per-

mitted easy study of their root systems. The

most striking feature was their variation as to

depth and extent. It was also notable that little

or no evidence of decay could be found in the

roots of these trees when approaching the end

of their second century.

This forest of larch is a splendid example of

what the genus can do under favorable circum-

stances. On one sample plot a volume of 25,740

solid cubic feet of wood and bark is present per

acre. The dominant trees exceed 130 feet in

height and are usually clear of limbs for 75 or

80 feet. Their average diameter is 12 inches at

B. H. The wood of these windthrown trees was

sold for dock and wharf construction at a price

of 12 finmarks j>er cubic foot, or about 30c f. o. b.

I at current exchange rates. This means that cer-
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tain acres of this larch forest have produced a

money yield in excess of $6,000.00 in 180 years

at market prices for special sizes.

This planted stand owes much of its thrift to

an understory of 100-year-old Norway spruce

which helps to keep the soil shaded and moist

at all times.

The world over, wherever larch is growing nat-

urally or introduced as a planted crop, the unani-

mous conclusion may be drawn that it is a some-

,what exacting tree but capable of excellent re-

turns when grown in mixed stands with suitable

species on medium to good sites. Even in Penn-

sylvania we may already find results that con-

demn pure planting of larch. One of the oldest

stands is) near Ansonia, Tioga County. It dates

back to about 1910 and made very good growth

for 14 years. Then it fell off rapidly and has

every appearance now of premature senility. In

October, 1927, the writer and District Forester

Mulford investigated this stand and every tree

examined showed rapidly narowing rings during

the last 4 or 5 years with greatly reduced height

growth compared to earlier years.

Let us therefore plant larch, but with judg-

ment and always in mixture. These trees have

a future. They build the soil while they grow

upon it. Mixed with white pine, they will de-

fend it against the weevil better than any other

tree can, and will themselves profit by the cover

the pine casts over their roots. We may well

say larches want their crowns out open in the

sun, but their feet covered.

TREES OF THE HOLY LAND

ARTiriCIAL COAL FROM WOOD

NEW uses for wood are constantly being dis-

covered. Cellulose and lignin, the two

principal constituents of wood, have been

converted into artificial coal, identical with natural

coal, according to an announcement made by Dr.

Friedrich Bergius, of Heidelberg, Germany. In

1926 Dr. Bergius told how he had made synthetic

gasoline, oil and other products out of coal, and
since then the German Dye Trust has utilized his

process for producing commercially thousands of

tons of synthetic motor fuel. Chemical analysis

and conversion of the artificial coal into products

similar to those produced from natural coal have
convinced Dr. Bergius that the substance made
from wood elements is real coal.

The making of coal from wood and the produc-
tion of oil from coal provide hints of the processes
leading to the formation of these substances in

nature.

By H. B. PhiUipfl

TWENTY centuries have come to pass since

the Wise Men, with their gifts of gold

and frankincense and myrrh, came wor-

shipping at the cradle of the Christ Child. And
the trees were not without their gifts, for the

fragrant resin frankincense comes from trees of

the Balsam family, and myrrh is obtained from
other balsamic trees and shrubs of the East, in-

cluding the Balm of Gilead. The observant Pliny

noted that, * * The tree which beareth frankincense

hath a trunk or body writhen about, and putteth

forth boughs and branches, like for all the world

to the maple of Pontus.'*

The trees of the Holy Land, curious as it may
seem, range all the way from alpine to tropical

kinds. As in Pennsylvania, both conifers and
hardwoods are represented. Among the truly

tropical trees, the date palm is characteristic and
common. Most of the trees mentioned in the

Bible are still to be found in Palestine.

The important coniferous trees of Palestine

are the pine—called fir in the Bible, and cedar

—

the ** Cedar of Lebanon.*' Incidentally, it is of

interest to note that a fine specimen of Cedar of

Lebanon is growing in Pennsylvania, in the old

Painter Arboretum near Philadelphia. It was
planted there years ago, and is now sixty feet

tall and two and a half feet in diameter, with

a girth of eighti and a half feet near the base.

Other specimens occur throughout the State, but

this is the oldest and largest. A hardy stock was
introduced by the Arnold Arboretum about

twenty-five years ago, and the Cedar of Lebanon,
for planting in the northeastern states, is now
growi^ by private nurseries.

Fruit and nut trees have always held a prom-
inent place in Palestine. They are well repre-

sented and contribute much to the food supply

and toward local industry. Among them are the

olive, fig, pomegranate, pistachio, walnut, almond,
apple, chestnut, orange, lemon, and citron. The
peach has been introduced, probably from Asia.

The pear grows wild in Galilee. Olive produc-
tion, both for fruit and oil, is one of the chief

industries. Olive orchards abound and typify

the landscape. The oldest olive trees known are

at Gethsemane. The almond clothes the slopes

of the Mount of Olives, and mingles with the

peach near Shechem. Aaron's rod was made of

I

almond wood. The fig is indigenous to Syria
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and is cultivated the country over. A **cake of

dried figs'* known as ^^deljelah** (I Samuel

XXV: 18) was stored for winter use in olden

times. The walnut is found on the lower slopes

of Lebanon and Hermon and is cultivated in

Galilee.

Scented trees are characteristic of the Holy

Land, taking their fragrance from the flowers,

leaves, bark, or fruit. Among them may be

noted the acacias> resembling our black and honey

locusts; thd cedar and the Terebinth or turpen-

tine tree ; the storax, source of commercial storax

balsam: the orange, lemon, citron, myrtle, bay,

henna, and mahogany. The orange, lemon and

citron are largely grown in Jaffa, Jericho, and

other places.

Other interesting" trees and tree products are

the spico-bearing cassia, supplying an inferior

cinnamon or cassia bark; the frankincense tree;

gopher (the tree from which the Ark was made)

;

the Balm of Gilead (Gen. 37:25 and Jeremiah

8: 22), and the shittah tree, from which came the

shittim wood used in the Tabernacle. The lat-

tei' tree is supposed to have been an acacia, and

is the only timber tree of any size occurring in

the Desert of Arabia.

Although Palestine has many kinds of trees,

it is not now a country whose forests are ex-

tensive or productive in the timber sense. That

it was originally well wooded is an accepted fact,

except in the dry regions and on the drier lime-

stone soils where the forest was probably more

or less open. By the eleventh century before

Christ, the forests had vanished to a large ex-

tent, especially in the neighborhood of the thriv-

ing cities. Building timber for the temples of

Tyre and Sidon had to be brought long distances

from Mount Lebanon, whose wealth of cedar fur-

nished quantities of wood for ship building and

other structural purposes.

To those of us who regard forestry as a really

new art or business, it is surprising to know
that in Palestine the regulation of the cutting

of timber on Mount Lebanon was attempted as

long ago as 465 B., C. by King Artaxerxes I. But
by 333 B. C. Alexander the Great found the

southern slopes of this mountain exhausted and
almost woodless. At last deforestation rendered

this particular forest region a dejwpulated and
practically desert place; just as the wasteful,

transient, short-sighted methods of forest ex-

ploitation experienced in many parts of our own
State, left in their wake the scattered, depopu-

lated! ruins of once thriving settlemeats, such as

Norwich, Roulette, and Cross Fork.

Destruction by ax and fire of the celebrated

forests of Sharon, Carmel, and Bashan is the

theme of the Prophet Isai«ah, writing about 590

B. C. The widespread devastation of large for-

est areas during the Jewish wars is related by

the famous Jewish historian Josephus.

In other parts of the Holy Land, as in the

nearby island of Cyprus, visited by the. Apostle

Paul, the original dense woods, while exploited

and losing much of their wealth during Cleo-

patra's time, through the impetus given mining

and metallurgy, ship building and farm clearing,

was in the long run fairly well) protected by the

Kings, so that a respectable forest cover exists

to this day.

In Cypress and Lebanon the kings were the

exclusive owners of all public forests. But al-

together the forests of Palestine were left to

the free and unrestricted use of the Israelites.

With the coming of the Romans and other pagans

and their pantheistic ideas, holy groves were

frequently established; and these *^ emblems of

paganism" were as frequently eradicated, it is

said, by the Jews of that day.

But today things are different. The work of

afforestation, begun forty years ago when the

first Jewish settlements were founded, gained

great impetus after the World Wlar, under Brit-

ish mandate, when greater opportunities opened

up for Jewish development. The treeless slopes

and valleys are gradually being reforested. Dur-

ing the first four years that followed the World

War, nearly 3,000,000 trees and 1,000,000 vines

were planted in the Holy Land. There were set

out under direction of the Department of Agri-

culture 1,285,062 trees; 672,933 trees by the

Palestine Foundation Fund, affiliated agencies of

the World Zionist Organization; and 14,700 by

the Supreme Moslem Council; while the balance

were planted by individuals, mostly settlers of

agricultural colonies. Hence, here denuded for-

ests, largely attributed to Turkish misrule and

neglect, and resulting in the erosion of some of

the best soil from the hillsides and the accumu-

lation of malaria swamps in the valleys, besides

the woe of wood famine and all the want that

goes with forest abuse, are being repaired.

The star of hope has risen for the forests of

Palestine, and verily, here in the land where the

words were spoken centuries ago, the fulfillment

of a promise is taking place, and *'the desert

shall bloom as the rose.
'

'

1

1
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Snow for use in motion pictures haS been suc-

cessfully made from pine shavings.

TREE OHARAOTEBISTIOS

By James R. MeOonaghie, Landscape Architect,

Department of Internal Affairs

MAN has conceived and carried out ideas

that astound us. He has planned and

built so that we marvel. He has investi-

gated and discovered so that we more fully un-

derstand. But in spite of all this nature remains

supreme and will continue to do so throughout

all time in her ability to create an awe and rev-

erence that man-made features can never do.

Down deep within him is that age-old call to

associate with nature and if he cannot answer,

something necessary to a fuller life is left out.

No finer offering of nature can be found than

the tree.

Shrubs may be said to perform to a lesser de-

gree the functions of a tree and certainly have a

place in the creation of a bower. Using the term

arbor literally we may go further and include

another of nature's embellishments—the flowers.

What else is needed to create a bower than trees,

shrubs and flowers.

An artist can create practically any shape, color

or texture he desires, being limited by only the

material with which he works. The man work-

ing with the landscape, when he designs, must use

existing shapes, textures and colors. A further

limit is set for him in the fact that each of his

elements will retain its own individuality and he

must know this particular characteristic if he is

to treat successfully. Also his elements are not

fixed but are living units and we find them ap-

pearing differently, not only within the year but

throughout the years. Thus he must have an

acquaintance with the appearance of his medium
through the cycle of seasonal change and also

during the whole growth. The forms of our

units, trees, shrubs and flowers exist in great

variety. Hence it follows that whatever we say

in the way of classification will of necessity be

only general. A brief survey of our units will

show us at least one common characteristic, that

of balance. Such a factor allows us quite a bit

of leeway, for we know that as far as shape goes

each individual unit will be a self sufficient ob-

ject in the composition.

Every landscape planting plan presents certain

definite requirements. In selecting the type of

trees to be used, form is usually the first consid-

eration. There are those trees of conical shape.

As we look at such a tree our eye is at once

drawn to the pointed top, which seems to present

the expression of the whole tree. Here we have

a particularly individualistic form and care must

be used in placing it. It may be used as an in-

dividual specimen, or with other like specimens

arranged in informal order. So we may list such

trees as specimen or accent forms. A list of

such trees would include red cedar, arbor vitae,

pyramidal poplar, and pyramidal maple. A pyra-

midal or columnar form may be necessary to solve

a landscape problem, as, for example, a high

dense screen or background must be created in

a comparatively narrow space. Again excessive

horizontality may call for a columnar form to

break the effect or we may have certain points

calling for accent, such as an entrance. There

is a very definite use for the conical form, but it

must be remembered that such a form is one of

the hardest to handle.

We have those trees with a vase or foantain

shape. The classical elm, for example. The ex-

pression of growth may be said to be the chief

characteristic. This form is excellent where

high growing trees giving a diffused shade, for

boundary planting, or enframement of a com-

position is required. Where a feeling of extent

is desired such trees planted as specimens in an

open area will not block the view and the shadow

they cast on the" ground will add to this feeling.

There are those trees of a weeping or pendulas

habit, such as weeping birch and willow. Such

a growth directs the eye downward in contrast

to the conical forms mentioned above. Such

trees are especially valuable around water. This

form is also valuable as a unit used to tie a high

growing form to the ground. Then we have those

trees of a dense rounded habit. For example,

Norway or sugar maple and the beech. The at-

tention is drawn at once to the mass. Such forms

may be used as individual specimens, when they

should be so planted as to allow plenty of room

for growth. They may be used to create a defi-

nite massed background. Or they may be used

effectively to bolster up the corners of an area.

We have those trees of a Icfw dense or recum-

bent habit, like the creeping juniper, Mugho pine

or Tom Thumb arbor vitae. Such forms may be

used as low specimen growths, as ground covers,

as transitional units from a higher growing form

to the ground, or may be used in place of shrub-

bery.

And finally, we have those forms in which are

combined the characteristics of the forms already

mentioned. We may have the triangular form

of the pin oak or American linden, giving us a

mass and semi-conical form; we may have the
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indeterminate form of the Gingko, which may
give us a perfect conical shape or a definite

rounded mass, or a combination of the two.

One fact which must be remembered in land-

scape planting is that deciduous t;rees often mani-

fest their character more plainly when not cov-

ered with their summer foliage. Trunk and

branch will show very clearly their particular

manner of growth. The conical form of the

evergreen stands out more strongly in winter

than in summer. So when' making a landscape

planting plan do not forget the winter outline.

THE WILUAMSPORT LOG BOOM

By District Forester Homer S. Metzger

THE first saw mill in Lycoming County of

which we have any account was built on
Lycoming Creek, about four miles from its

mouth, in 1792. The mill was a primitive affair,

but it furnished the lumber for many of the first

houses in Williamsport.

When Williamsport began to grow, it soon
became apparent that, owing to its location on the

river, it could be made a great lumber market.
Its location on the river and contiguity to the

vast forests of pine and hemlock that lined the

eastern slopes of the Allegheny Mountains war-
ranted this conclusion. The river could be made
the contributing artery to supply the mills with
logs if some means could be devised to hold them
safely until manufactured. It was this idea that
gave birth to the boom project. Without some
arrangement of this kind to secure the logs until

manufactured, it would be useless to build mills.

What few logs were floated down the river had
to be watched all the time, and even then many
escaped. In those early days the method of se-

curing logs was by means of small boats, which
the men fastened together in small rafts. To
prevent these floating logs from escaping in the
night time, these pioneer lumbermen had re-

course to a simple expedient. Large fires were
built along the bank of the river, and other fires

were built on the flat boats anchored in the mid-
dle of the stream, and men were stationed at sev-
eral points to catch the logs as they came down
the river. The work was hard and dangerous.
This was the method employed until about 1849,
at which date two temporary booms were erected
in the river at Williamsport. The flood of 1849
subjected these structures to a very severe test,

but they stood it well enough to convince all

skeptical lumbermen that a boom could be built.

A number of boom companies were formed, and
several small booms were constructed. Trouble

soon arose between these companies, the most
important cause of which was the charge im-

posed by the upper boom company upon the logs

of the lower, which passed into their boom. Dif-

ficulties continued until the winter of 1857-58,

when the boom companies consolidated into what
was known as the Susquehanna Boom Company.
During the season of 1866 the company erected

their boom at Linden by connecting the two
islands at that place. Other repairs and exten-

sions were made from time to time, one of the

most important of which was the rebuilding of

the Linden boom in 1873 by putting in forty-one

new cribs.

The boom was nearly six miles in length, and
held 300,000,000 board feet. The average annual
expense of keeping it in repair was $40,000. Dur-
ing the life of the boom, the cost of repairs and
rebuilding exceeded $1,500,000. The company
received $1.00 per thousand feet on all logs rafted

out and turned over to the owners. Logs were
designated by certain marks adopted by the

owners and stamped in the end by a marking
iron. This mark was put on the log when cut in

the woods, and a facsimile registered in the

oflftces of the company and the Prothonotary of

the County. These marks made it easy to select

the logs belonging to each manufacturer when
the work of rafting out and assorting was in

progress. During the season of eight months, in

1873, the number of men and boys employed on

the boom averaged one hundred and fifty, with

an average pay of $1.50 per day, making the out-

lay for wages nearly $50,000. During the period

from 1862 to 1891, 31,606,557 logs passed through
the boom, sawing a total of 5,545,298,406 board
feet of lumber. All this lumber was manufac-
tured in the mills in Williamsport.

Many of the mills were large and filled with
expensive machinery. Every modem improve-
ment was introduced by the manufacturers until

the mills of Williamsport came to be recognized
as taking rank among the largest, finest and best

equipped in the United States. One of the mills

ranked with the largest in the world, having a

cutting capacity of 30,000,000 feet annually.
There were twenty-five mills in Williamsport.
The operation of these mills gave employment to

fully two thousand men eight months in the year.

Over $9,000,000 was invested in mills and their

product was estimated at nearly $7,000,000 an-
nually.

*
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EDITORIAL

WE regret to chronicle the sudden death, on

April 27th, 1929, of Dr. John W. Harsh-

berger, in his 61st year. He had served

as a member of the Council of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association for over 16 years.

Dr. Harshberger was Professor of Botany at the

University of Pennsylvania. In the interest of

botany he has traveled extensively, not only in this

country, but also in Europe, South America, Mex-

ico, and the Mediterranean coast of Africa. Dur-

ing the present Summer it had been his intention

to visit Australia and some of the islands of

Oceania.

He was a former President and Treasurer of

the Botanical Society of Pennsylvania, was Presi-

dent of the Philadelphia Natural History Society

and a Director of the Geographical Society of

Pennsylvania. He was also a member of the

American Philosophical Society, Academy of

Natural Sciences, the Finnish Forestry Association,

Botanical Society of America, American Forestry

Association, and was President of the Ecological

Society of America and of the Pennsylvania Chap-

ter of the Wild Flower Preservation Society. He
was also a fellow of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science.

He was a prolific writer being author of more
than a dozen books and over 300 papers on bo-

tanical subjects. The readers of Forest Leaves
will recall the admirable illustrated article on "The
Forests of Corsica," which he prepared for the

April, 1929, issue. Our members will mourn his loss.

THB BETHLEHEM-ALLENTOWK SUMMER
MEETING

THE Summer Meeting of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association will be held at Bethle-

hem and Allentown, June 25th, 26th and
27th, 1929.

The meeting will open at 8.30 P. M., Tuesday,
June 25th, with a meeting in Hotel Bethlehem, at

which there will be interesting addresses on for-
estry.

On Wednesday morning, June 26th, members

will visit the Lehigh University Forest plantation,

Arboretum and Tree Nursery laid out by Dr.

Rothrock and State Senator Elliott. In the after-

noon there will be a visit under the direction of Dr.

Paul de Schweinitz, Secretary of the Moravian

Missions to the old Moravian Church and Archives,

and to the old Graveyard as well as other interest-

ing features.

At 8.30 P. M. there will be a session at the

Moravian Seminary and College for Women at

which there will be addresses on various forestry

topics.

On Thursday, June 27th, members of the As-

sociation will leave the Hotel Bethlehem at 9.00

A. M., by auto, for AUentown, where they will be

the guests of General Harry C. Trexler, visiting

his Big Game Preserve, farms, trout hatchery, etc.,

with a luncheon tendered by General Trexler.

Members who expect to attend should promptly

advise F. L. Bitler, Secretary Pennsylvania For-

estry Association, 714 Commercial Trust Building,

Philadelphia, so that arrangements for their en-

tertainment can be made.

The official headquarters will be at Hotel Beth-

lehem, Bethlehem, Pa., where members should

make their reservations.

NEW PENNSYLVANIA FORESTRY
LEGISLATION

OUR readers will be interested to learn of the

legislation relating to forestry in Pennsyl-

vania which was enacted by the Legisla-

ture of 1929 and has been approved by the Gov-

ernor. A synopsis of this is as follows :

'

Act op April 3, 1929~No. 137.

This Act enables the Department of Forests and

Waters to collect from the person responsible for

a forest fire, expenses incurred by the Depart-

ment on account of such fire. It enables the De-

partment of Justice acting in behalf of the De-

partment of Forests and Waters to sue for such

expenses.

Act op April 9, 1929—No. 175.

This Act known as the Administrative Code of

1929 is a substitute for the previous Administra-

tive Code. An important change embodied in this

code provides for a cooperative agreement with
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any State educational institution for the joint

use of the facilities of the Pennsylvania State

Forest School at Mont Alto.

Act of April 11, 1929—No. 219.

This Act codifies the existing law relative to

forest fire hazards being public nuisances. It

enables the Chief Forest Fire Warden through

his agent, after declaring a certain condition to

be a nuisance, to abate such nuisance, upon failure

of the responsible party to do so, and to collect

from him the cost incurred in the abatement of

the nuisance.

Act op May 15, 1929—No. 329-A.

Makes an appropriation to the Department of

Property and Supplies to enable it to purchase or

condemn additional lands for the Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania, setting aside the sum of $150,000

for the obtaining of additional land for State

parks.

Act op May 17, 1929—No. 590.

Amends the law of 1921, P. L. 1034, relative to

payment of money to school districts, the taxes

of which are reduced by acquisition of lands by

the Commonwealth for the conservation of water

and enlargement of forest reserves.

Act op May 17, 1929—No. 591.

Provides a fixed charge of one cent per acre for

county and two cents each per acre for road and

school purposes in lieu of taxes by the State and

Federal governments on forest reserves in Penn-

sylvania. These^ charges payable on national for-

ests are only to continue until such time as the

amount paid by the United States shall equal or

exceed the amount paid by the Commonwealth in

lieu of taxes.

X In the General Revenue Act there was also

approved an appropriation of $1,000,000 for the

purchase of wild land for State Forests.

The bill introduced in the Senate appropriat-

ing $5,000,000 for the purchase of lands for State

Forests failed to pass. ^

CONSOLIDATION OF FOREST SCHOOLS

THE following has been received from Secre-

tary Dorworth's office : "Secretary Charles E.

Dorworth announces that a cooperative agree-

ment has been entered into by the State Depart-
ment of Forests and Waters and the Pennsylvania
State College for consolidating the two forest

schools now operated by the State, that at Mont
Alto, in Franklin County, and the other at State

College." In making this announcement. Secretary
Dorworth said:

"Plans for consolidation have been under con-

sideration for more than 10 years. The joining of

efforts of the two State agencies in forest educa-

tional work will effect substantial economies, en-

large professional and practical opportunities for

the faculties and students, and open the way to

develop one strong outstanding forest school in

Pennsylvania instead of two schools. This will

greatly enlarge the usefulness of the practical

equipment at Mont Alto, and assures better train-

ing in forestry and greater opportunity for gradu-

ates in all lines of forestry work, whose activities

have unavoidably involved duplication of efforts.

"It is my sincere belief that out of this con-

solidation will be afforded opportunity for de-

veloping one of the best forest schools in Amer-
y>

ica.

President Hetzel, of the Pennsylvania State

College, expressed satisfaction with the successful

culmination of the negotiations.

"I am convinced," said Doctor Hetzell, "that the

arrangement agreed upon, by which the degree

courses will be given under the immediate direc-

tion of the State College, but with the advantage of

the advice of the State forestry experts, and such

use of the Mont Alto plant as may seem most help-

ful, will be to the advantage of forestry manage-

ment, forestry education, and public economy."

The State Forest School at Mont Alto was es-

tablished in 1903. It is the next to the oldest ex-

isting forest school in America. The forest school

at State College was established in 1908. In addi-

tion to the forestry courses given heretofore, spec-

ial forest ranger courses will be provided at Mont
Alto. The new plan also calls for the enlarge-

ment of special forest research studies now urgent-

ly needed in the forestry work of the State.

The commencement exercises will be held on June
12th, Dr. Ralph D. Hetzel will deliver the com-

mencement address.

DISABLED VETERANS USE STATE
FOEESTS

THE State of Pennsylvania and The Ameri-
can Legion have joined hands in a project

that will not only help care for its more than
one million acres of public timberland but will

also help rehabilitate certain classes of disabled

World War veterans.

Two cabins have been built as the first of a

number among the high altitudes of the Pennsyl-
vania State forest land in which disabled veterans

who have arrested eases of tuberculosis may live.

These veterans will spend their time caring for

the trees in the great public forest domain.
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There are two thousand World War veterans in

Pennsylvania fighting tuberculosis, an enemy as

deadly as any they faced in Flanders field. Charles

E. Dorworth, Secretary of the Department of For-

est and Waters, acted as liaison officer between the

Legion and State in working out the plan for these

veterans to aid in the preservation of the forest.

The program has barely begun, and may spread

to other States. Two cabins have been erected on

sites in the forest where Indians held undisputed

sway before the days of William Penn. One of

these cabins is located at Peck's Pond in the Dela-

ware forest in the heart of the Pocono mountains.

The other is at the far-famed "Ole Bull Site" in

the Tioga forest, thirty-five miles below Couders-

port.

Questionnaires were mailed throughout the State

by the Legion to tabulate veterans suffering from

tuberculosis.. A medical committee selected those

whose recovery has progressed to such an extent

that they are able to work on the trees.

SHALL WE HAVE A STATE TREE AND A
STATE FLOWER?

THIS has been much discussed and a resolu-

tion was passed by the Pennsylvania Acad-

emy of Science at its annual meeting held at

Pennsylvania State College March 29th and 30th,

1929, endorsing the flower of the tulip tree and
the tree (Liriodendron tulipifera) as the Pennsyl-

vania State Flower and Tree.

Whereas, The tulip tree (Liriodendron ttilipi-

fera) of the Magnolia Family is a native tree of

Pennsylvania and found throughout the State as

a forest and cultivated shade tree, and
Whereas, It is an important timber tree of the

State, its wood being used in cabinet work, in-

terior finish, boat building, wooden pumps, wooden
bowls, and as a substitute for Cuban Cedar in the

manufacture of cigar boxes, and
Whereas, Its beautiful tulip-like flowers, buds,

leaves and fruits are easily conventionalized for

artistic use and suitable for decorative purposes,

and

Whereas, The leaf resembles a keystone in

shape and is, therefore, a fitting emblem and sym-
bol for the Keystone State, the arch in the thir-

teen original colonies, and
Whereas, It is found in full bloom the latter

part of May when we wish to commemorate with
floral emblems the brave deeds of our soldiers of
the Civil, Spanish-American, and Great World
Wars, and
Whereas, It has been selected by an over-

whelming plurality vote of approximately forty

societies in the State, that are interested in secur-

ing a flower to represent the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania,

Therefore, Be it recommended that the flower

of the tulip tree and the tree {Liriodendron tulipi-

fera L.) be adopted by choice as the State flower

and State tree of Pennsylvania, and that the citi-

zens of the State and the children of the public

schools be instructed to call the flower of the tulip

tree the State flower and the tree the State tree

of Pennsylvania, and that they shall be taught

the identifying characters of the tree and flower

and the correct methods of planting and caring for

the same in private and public grounds and along

our highways.

This subject has come up quite frequently dur-

ing the last few years and was considered by the

State Legislature during the session of 1927. The

discussion became rather extended and finally the

proposal of the tulip poplar tree was not acted on.

There are a number of things to keep in mind,

namely: that the tulip poplar tree is not uni-

formly distributed throughout the State, for there

are considerable areas in the northern part, where

it is very rare and in many places it is absent;

furthermore, the flowers on the trees may be rela-

tively inconspicuous and consequently few people

know the flower. Another factor that is very im-

portant to consider is the fact that the transplant-

ing of this tree has thus far not been very suc-

cessful. A very prominent nurseryman has said

that "he has seen very few trees over one and a

half inches in diameter that have been success-

fully transplanted."

VOLUME OF SOLID WOOD IN A CORD OF
MAPLE

MEASUREMENTS made by foresters of

the Lake States Forest Experiment Sta-

tion on hard maple cordwood cut near

Ruse, Mich., showed that a standard cord made up

of round sticks of different diameters contained,

on the average, the equivalent of 80 cubic feet of

solid wood if the bark had not been removed from

the sticks and the equivalent of 65 cubic feet of

solid wood if the bark had been removed. The

average content of a single cord made up of

round sticks having a middle diameter of 5 inches

was found to be 50 cubic feet if the bark had been

left on the sticks, and 39 cubic feet if the bark had

been removed. The corresponding figures for a

cord made up of round sticks with a middle

diameter of 20 inches were 88 cubic feet and 73

cubic feet.
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OLIMATIO OYOLES AND TREE GROWTH

By G. A. Pearson, United States Forest Service

AE. DOUGLASS* investigations of tree

growth in relation to cycles of rainfall

• have great interest for foresters because

of their promise of a means of long-range weather

forecasting. His early investigations, the results

of which he reported in a series of publications

dating from 1909, pointed to more or less definite

cycles in the occurrence of wide and narrow growth

rings and to a correspondence of these cycles with

variations in rainfall as shown by the available

records of precipitation. Confirmation of such

periodicity and correlation would make it possible

to read climatic history in cross-sections of tree

trunks and, by projecting established cycles into

the future, to predict the coming of wet and dry

periods. The present work, based upon a greatly

increased volume of tree material collected over a

wide range of territory, tends to corroborate and

amplify the earlier findings.

The author describes in considerable detail his

methods of collecting material and technique of

measuring, recording, and analyzing the widths of

annual rings. Due consideration is given to the

many factors other than the climatic that may tem-

porarily retard growth, such as competition, dis-

ease, insect injury, and fire. To a certain degree

these factors are automatically taken into account

;

for the measurements are made on large and very

old trees which, in order to attain such size

and age, must have been dominant and relatively

free from disturbing influences. Two instruments

called the "plotting micrometer" and the "longi-

tudinal plotter" transfer the ring records, on a

magnified scale, to a strip of paper, in order to

facilitate accurate measurement and analysis. A
third instrument called the "cyclograph" is em-

ployed to detect periodicity in the occurrence of

maxima in graphs of annual diameter growth.

Radial sections of western yellow pine from 10

western mountain States were studied. Individual

trees in a given locality were found to correspond

closely in periodicity, but trees of different regions

were often found not to correspond. Comparison
of smoothed curves revealed three western regions

within which the curves are homogeneous. These

are the Pacific coast region, centering in the Sierra

Nevada ; the Arizona region, centering in Flagstaff

;

and the Rocky Mountain region, centering in Pikes

Peak. Cycles of 11 and 14 years appear to domi-
nate on the coast, cycles of 14 and 21 years in Ari-

zona, and cycles of 10 and 11 (or 23) years in the

Rocky Mountains. When curves were plotted for

points between these three regions, mixed effects

were obtained.

The Flagstaff tree record, extending from 1300

to 1925, shows in addition to the 14 and 21 year

cycles an 11.3-year cycle, interrupted from 1630 to

1850, that corresponds with the known sun-spot

record. This cycle appears also, with interrup-

tions, in the Sequoia record, which extends back to

300 B. C. For certain periods Flagstaff trees show

also a 7 and a 9.4 year cycle. Growth maxima, and

presumably rainfall maxima, correspond with sun-

spot minima. The dry years in the Flagstaff

record analyze best on 14 and and 21 year cycles,

with major droughts at intervals of about 150

years and minor droughts at intervals of 40 or 50

years. In the Flagstaff area the projection of

cycles observed to have occurred in the past 200

years would indicate large growth of. trees in the

1930^8 and 1950's, with depressions in the early

and late 1940^8.

It should be explained that much remains to be

learned about climatic cycles before the desired ap-

plication of these studies becomes possible. If

the precipitation cur\'e rises and falls in regular

waves, as many have assumed that it does, all

should be simple. But it seems that the curve is

far from regular. Instead of a single cycle operat-

ing uniformly through centuries, it appears that

there are cycles of 7, 9, 11, 14, and 21 years, each

operating with varying intensity. Sometimes two

or more cycles may coincide with exaggerated ef-

fect, and again they may partially or wholly neu-

tralize each other. Before the observations thus

far made in this field can be applied in long-range

weather forecasting, more must be learned about

the causes behind each cycle.

(A. E. Douglass: Climatic Cycles and Tree

Growth, Vol. II. A Study of Annual Rings of

Trees in Relation to Climatic and Solar Activity.

Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1928.)

According to the report of the National Forest

Reservation Commission for the year ending June

30, 1928 there had been approved for purchase

in 1928, in the Allegheny National Forest in

Pennsylvania, 21,861 acres at an average price of

$5.22 per acre, bringing the total approved for

purchase up to 314,130 acres at an average cost of

$4.23 per acre, or a total of $1,329,441. Of this

total 251,568 acres has already been acquired. The
total gross area which it was desired to secure was
739,277 acres, but it was questionable if this could

all be obtained.
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STATE AND FEDERAL ACQUISITION OF
FOREST LANDS IN THE EAST*

By F. W. Beeley, State Forester of Maryland

IT
IS freely admitted that under private owner-

ship much of the forest land of the United

States ha3 been devastated and that little at-

tempt is being made to bring it back to productive-

ness. As to the remedy, however, we are far from

agreement. Under our constitutional guarantees

the private owner cannot be dispossessed of his

property or restricted in the use of it without

proper compensation. It therefore follows that

the private individual must be compensated by

some form of subsidy, if he is required to manage

his property for the public interest, or if the pub-

lic insists on the exercise of complete control, it

must purchase the property at a fair price and

asisume entire responsibility. The public in this

case may be either the State or the Federal gov-

ernment.

The only excuse for public control is to safe-

guard public interests which under private control

are suffering, or will suffer. Under present con-

ditions timber growing is profitable to the private

owner only on the more favorable sites, and wher-

ever there is a reasonable prospect of the private

owner working out the problem within a reasonable

time, it is far better that he be undisturbed in his

rights than be subject to Federal or State domi-

nation.

On the other hand, there are large areas of for-

est lands on mountain watersheds where timber is

the only crop that can be grown, but upon which,

under present conditions, timber growing is not

profitable and therefore not practicable for the

private owner. These lands frequently have values

for watershed protection and for recreation—pub-
lic benefits upon which the private owner cannot
realize, but which are of sufficient value to the pub-
lic, in addition to timber growing, to justify pub-
lic ownership purely as an economic measure.
Such areas do not, in the aggregate, represent

a very large part of the total forest acreage, and
with the rapid advance of private and industrial
forestry (practice the areas over which public
ownership is necessary can be very much reduced
over the estimates made some years ago. In fact,
if adequate fire protection and fair taxation, both
of which are a public function, where provided,
much of the non-productive forest land in private
ownershp would become productive and the for-

•Presented at the annual meeting of the Society of Ameri-
can Foresters, New York, Pecembcr ^9, 1928.

estry problem, to a considerable extent, solved

without public ownership.

If we must have public ownership what form is

best? Should it be Federal or State, or a com-
bination f Back in 1911, foresters and public offici-

als concerned in securing Federal forestry ap-

propriations were extravagant in their claims of

results that would follow the passage of the Weeks
Law. It would provide a timber supply, protect

watersheds, reduce floods, improve low water

stages, prevent erosion, and what not. The coun-

try was stampeded into the enactment of this law,

authorizing the Federal government to acquire

lands on the watersheds of navigable streams. It

also authorized the expenditure of Federal funds,

in cooperation with the State's, for the protection

of such lands from fire. This acquisition program
was based on the premise that navigable streams

are open to the use of everybody and are mainly

interstate, and therefore the protection of their

watersheds presented a national rather than a State

problem.

Up to 1924 the Federal government, under the

Weeks Law, had acquired about 2 1-3 million acres

in national forests in the East. Under the Clarke-

McNary Law of 1924, the provisions of the Weeks
Law in regard to Federal acquisition of lands were

reenacted with this difference In the Weeks Law,
acquisition is limited to the headwaters of naviga-

ble streams, whereas in the Clarke-McNary Act,

the term headwaters is eliminated and the scope

of acquisition extended "to forests or forest lands

within the watersheds of navigable streams." This

act is being interpreted as giving authority for the

acquisition of lands on any watershed of any navi-

gable stream; in other words, there is practically

no limit. It is even doubted by some whether a

State Enabling Act is a necessary prerequisite, al-

though any attempt to disregard it would be

strongly protested.

Up to the end of the fiscal year 1927, 2,892,741

acres had been acquired, extending all the way from
Maine to Arkansas, with, however, some notable

gaps in the chain. In the meantime, what were the

States doing on their own account in the acquisition

of State forests. Many of the forestry depart-

ments in the East were created prior to the pass-

age of the Weeks Law in 1911, and in most, if not

all, of the States the organic act which created the

forestry departments provided for State forests.

The entrance of the Federal government into land

acquisition, therefore, raised the issue in practi-

cally every Eastern State as between National for-

ests and State forests. The Federal government
set up, in States where acquisition was possible,
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certain areas embracing the best of the cheap for-

est lands that could be secured most advantage-

ously and in large units, capable of economic ad-

ministration. It was exactly the kind of land that

would be most suitable for State forests.

What has been the result? In States where

State forest acquisition programs were under way,

and forest policies were sufficiently developed, the

Federal government found the door locked against

it. On the other hand, in States which either

had not yet organized forestry departments or

where such departments were weak and struggling

to build up an organization, having not yet

reached a point where they could develop acquisi-

tion programs, the Federal government was able

to enter and set up national forests. The owner-

ship and control of State forests gives any for-

estry department a measure of stability, initiative,

and strength that it could not otherwise attain.

It is a notable fact that the States which have

gone the farthest in the acquisition of State for-

ests are today occupying positions of progressive

leadership, while the States having National for-

ests within their borders are struggling against

heavy odds, and having great difficulty in making
progress. This is not altogether due to the pres-

ence of National forests, but such a condition is, I

believe, a strong contributing factor.

It must be remembered that Colonel Greeley was
representing the Federal government and willing

to go as far in Federal control as the public

would stand for. While this statement referred to

regulation on private land, it has a direct bear-

ing on this question of responsibility for forestry

practice and policy within a State.

It is an admission on the part of the State of its

inability to discharge its own responsibilities in

handling its forest lands for the benefit of its own
people when it asks the Federal government to

come in and take over the ownership and ad-

ministration of the lands, not alone for the special

benefit of the people of the State in which the

lands lie but for the benefit of other States.

It is not fair that a State which in its weakness
and perhaps lack of vision allowed the . Federal
government to entrench itself as a forest owner
should later, having become sufficiently wealthy
and having developed a forestry department able
to handle its forestry matters, be excluded from
doing so because, years ago, some short-sighted
official permitted the Federal government to alien-

ate its forest lands.

If the reason for Federal acquisition of its lands
was to help the State solve its forestry problems,
as it so often stated, then provision should be

made whereby a State, which has arrived at a

point where it is able to satisfactorily administer

its own forest lands, be empowered to repossess

these lands at net cost to the Federal govern-

ment. This would not divert the land from public

ownership but would simply carry out in good

faith the purpose of helping a State protect its

forest resources and turn them back to the State

when the State itself had developed its organiza-'

tion and demonstrated its ability to care for the

public interests and to provide the government

against financial loss. It is like holding an estate

in trust for a minor heir until he shall arrive at

the age of discretion. He is the rightful owner
but cannot exercise his ownership until the con-

ditions of the trust have been fulfilled.

HAM, CHOPS AND STEAKS FROM WASTE
WOOD

By Prof. George S. Perry

SINCE the dawn of history, wood has on oc-

casion served as food for man as well as

domestic animals. The human race prior

to recent centuries has had frequent bitter exper-

ience with actual starvation. Only the develop-

ment of transportation and communication guar-

antees the modem world against famine in times

of more or less local calamity. It is, therefore, not

strange that the white race, developing in the

forest,ed regions of Europe and western Asia with

severe winter conditions and climatic extremes,

should have been at times forced to resort to wood
as food in order to preserve the lives of tribes and
families that suffered misfortune.

The wood used under such conditions was usual-

ly from roots and twigs. Buds and inner bark of

trees were also often eaten. During the recent

World War, in many localities of Europe, the in-

ner bark of pine and spruce trees, along with
birch twigs and buds, were roasted or dried until

they became brittle; then mixed with rye, barley
or dried potatoes and milled into a dark flour for

war-bread; thus helping to prolong the food sup-
ply and yielding a certain amount of nutriment to

those possessed of good digestive powers. The so-

called reindeer moss and other lichens were pre-
pared and eaten in the same way, and also by
boiling into soups or gruel.

So far as chemical analyses go, the twigs and
bark of most trees stand high in food compounds,
but only goats and sheep or porcupines seem capa-
ble of digesting such material as a steady diet.

The writer recalls seeing farmers in northern
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Pennsylvania cut down and haul home brushwood

of the birches, elms and sugar maple to feed their

sheep and young cattle in late winter when snow

persisted long and the forage supply was near

exhaustion.

Some years ago the Forest Akademie at Thar-

andt, Germany, published a table giving the an-

alyses of twigs one-quarter inch in diameter and

less for numerous trees and shrubs, in comparison

to rough farm forage. The below data are from

these studies and demonstrate why cattle and other

animals browse so gladly on most trees and

shrubs

:

Composition of Tree Twigs in Late Summer
(Computed on Absolute Dry Basis)

Crude Mineral Raw Starch Crude

*Species Protein Ash Oils Sugar, Fibre

& Fats Etc.

Black Elderberry 24.07%

Elm 18.44

Black Alder 15.11

Norway Maple 14.44

White Oak 14.40

White Birch 13.46

Beech 11.08

Meadow Hay 10.70

Hackberry Bushes 8.13

Oats Straw 4.55

Wheat Straw 3.60

11.49%
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SALVAGE VALUES OF WIND-THROWN
TIMBER

LOGGING of wind-thrown timber has some-

thing of the nature of a race between the

loggers and the destructive forces of nature,

according to a study made by J. S. Boyce, former-

ly of the Bureau of Plant Industry, United States

Department of Agriculture, in connection with the

great area of forest more or less completely blown

down on the Olympic Peninsula of Washington in

the violent windstorm of January 29, 1921. The
logging is also likely to be more expensive than

when the trees are cut in the usual manner. The
salvage value of timber will depend on the varie-

ties present in the forest and on the speed with

which they may be removed.

Mr. Boyce reports his observations, which cover

a five-year period, in Technical Bulletin 104-T, De-

terioration of Wind-Thrown Timber on the Olym-
pic Peninsula, Washington, just published by the

United States Department of Agriculture. He re-

calls the facts of the storm which damaged the

forest in a strip 60 miles long and from 15 to 20

miles in width. The wind attained a recorded

velocity of 140 miles per hour before the measur-

ing instruments were disabled. This storm fol-

lowed a long period of exceptionally heavy rain-

fall which softened the ground and so limited the

anchorage capacity of the roots. The wind-fallen

timber was variously estimated at from 3.5 to 9.5

billion feet.

Mr. Boyce examined the forest the following

August, for signs of deterioration and decay.

There were further examinations of selected areas

in 1922, 1923, 1924, and a final survey of de-

terioration in 1926 when the timber had been
down for 5 years. The principal forest trees were
western red cedar, Douglas fir, Sitka spruce, silver

fir and western hemlock.

Mr. Boyce summarizing his studies says it was
found that "western hemlock and silver fir had de-

teriorated very rapidly, followed by Sitka spruce,

whereas Douglas fir and particularly western red
cedar had deteriorated slowly. For the first three

seasons most of the loss was occasioned by am-
brosia beetles and blue stain in the sapwood. From
the fourth season on, decay became important, so

that by the summer of 1926 the sapwood of all

species had been virtually destroyed and in addi-

tion considerable heartwood of Sitka spruce, sil-

ver fir and western hemlock had been rotted. De-
cay was retarded by the high moisture content of

the wood in the down trees, resultant from the

normal heavy rainfall in the region,"

The total loss estimated in the summer of 1926

as based on the board-foot volume had amounted

to 26.6 per cent in western red cedar, to 34.5 per

cent in Douglas fir, to 43.6 per cent in Sitka

spruce, to 73.5 per cent in silver fir, and to 91.9

per cent in western hemlock. The loss is also cal-

culated on the basis of cubic-foot volume.

"In addition to the loss caused by decay," says

Mr. Boyce, "this loss consisted of timber broken

in falling and lost in stumps, which in many cases

had to be left much longer than if the trees had

been standing. However, except in western red

cedar and Douglas fir, by far the most of the

total loss had resulted from decay. From the

standpoint of utilization, western hemlock and

silver fir were already complete losses, and Sitka

spruce, with the exception of the very large trees,

would be so in three or four years more, whereas

Douglas fir and western red cedar would contain

merchantable values for a long time."

One large logging company found that it actual-

ly cost 14 to 17 per cent more to log the down
timber than the standing timber, "and this in-

creased cost," says Mr. Boyce, "was mostly charge-

able to the greater difficulty of bucking. Many of

the trees were merely held down by others lying

on them, and when released sprang back into a

semi-upright position. These badly beaten trunks

then had to be felled, just like normal trees, and
felling a leaning tree is difficult and expensive.

The second factor adding to the cost was the awk-
ward positions from which many of the trees had
to be bucked. Another cause of increased logging

costs, harder to evaluate, is the smaller amount of

merchantable volume obtained from a unit of area

after the timber is partially or completely wind
thrown, particularly if it has had several years

to deteriorate. Finally, there must be some loss

in the process of manufacture due to breaks not

previously visible."

Technical Bulletin 104-T may be obtained free

while the supply lasts upon application to the

United States Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Burned or burning cigarettes are discarded at

the rate of 170,000 a minute—90,000,000,000 a
year—in the United States, according to the best

figures available. Everyone of these which is not

thoroughly put out before it is thrown away is

a potential source of fire. In ignition tests it

was found that burning cigarette butts, with a

wind velocity of 3 to 4 miles per hour would start

fires in 90 per cent of the cases.
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NEW STUDIES IN FQEEST ECONOMIGS

WITH funds provided by the first formal

appropriation recognizing" the general

field of forest economics, three new re-

search projects will be launched by the Forest

Service, United States Department of Agriculture,

during the next fiscal year, which begins July 1st.

The new undertakings will be: A comprehens-

ive survey of the nation's forest resources and re-

quirements; a study of the financial aspects of

private forestry practice; and an investigation of

forest insurance.

Although plans are still in the preliminary

stages, it is intended to expand the forest econom-
ics work under the regional experiment station

scheme of organization; and, as far as possible,

men at work on economic projects will be assigned

to the various experiment station staffs.

Forest Survey.—^The forest survey project is de-

signed to secure reliable data on : (1) Present and
prospective requirements for forest products of

all kinds; (2) the amount removed annually from
the forests by cutting, and through losses by fire,

disease, and insects; (3) the present gro^vth on
the nation's forests under existing conditions and
the growth which might be secured under various
land policies or intensities of forestry practice;

(4) the area of forest lands classified according to

their location and character of stand, and the vol-

ume of merchantable timber now available; and
(5) certain phases of the distribution of forest

products and of other economic relationships.

"The country needs much more specific data for
building adequate policies and plans for the utili-

zation of forest lands and for the practice of for-
estry," according to R. E. Marsh, in charge of
Forest Economics in the Forest Service. "Our
present situation is much like that of a big busi-
ness which lacks specific knowledge of its re-
sources, its income, and its outgo. The forest sur-
vey is designed to determine what should be done
about the situation by the National Government,
the States, and various industries. Many States
and counties are currently struggling with land
problems, the solution of which needs the basic
information to be secured by the forest survey.
The information is needed also by countless wood-
using industries which are at a loss to foresee
future markets for their products or continued
supplies of raw material.

"Altogether, the forest survey is one of the big-
gest and most far-reaching undertakings in the
development of forestry yet initiated, and it can

be made the foundation for a large part of all

future forest activities. It is a comprehensive ap-
praisal of the existing forest conditions and re-

quirements and of present and future trends, all

of which properly coordinated will point out the

action needed for striking a balance in our nation-

al timber budget."

It is proposed to initiate the forest survey pro-

ject in the Pacific Northwest, and later extend it

to all forest regions as funds are made available.

Financial Aspects of Private Forestry.—The
study of the financial aspects of private forestry

practice will be undertaken to determine the eco-

nomic factors upon which commercial timber
growing can be soundly based. It will involve

investigations of local timber supplies, consump-
tion of forest products, transportation factors,

trend of timber values, and the probable costs and
returns from forestry^ practice. The study will

eventually cover all the important regions of the

United States, but will be concentrated at the

start in the southern pine region.

Forest Insura/nce.—Subject t8 a preliminary
period of exploration, the forest insurance study
will be concentrated in one region—probably the

Pacific Northwest—before expansion to a nation-

wide basis. Fire hazard will probably be one of
the first problems in this study. The investiga-

tion will give the foundation for zoning forest

areas so that appropriate insurance rates can be
applied. The problem of damage appraisal also

will be studied.

Aside from a few specific projects in land

classification and statistics, the only comprehensive
investigation in forest economics now under way
in the Forest Service is the forest taxation in-

quiry which has been going on for the last three

years under the direction of Dr. Fred R. Fair-

child. Forest economics is the major field of

forest research in which the least work has been
done, according to the Forest Service.

The agricultural appropriation bill recently en-

acted provides $65,000 for the forest survey and
private forestry studies during the next fiscal year
under the authorization of the McSweeney-McNary
Act of 1928. This act authorizes a maximum ap-

propriation of $3,000,000 in all for the forest sur-

vey, to be expended at a maximum rate of $250,-

000 a year. The first yearns appropriation will

permit the organization of a skeleton force, and
the actual initiation of field and office work.

An additional $10,000 from the appropriation

will be allottc . to the forest insurance study, under

authorization of the Clarke-McNary Act of 1924.

•'t f
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4 <MASONITE it < (EXPLODED WOOD ft

i iiy /T ASONITE" is a trade name adopted

\/l by the Masonite Corporation of

Laurel, Miss., for products made
from sawmill wood waste by a process which,

through the use of saturated steam at high tem-

perature and pressure, explodes the wood chips

and produces a resultant wood pulp consisting of

long fibres encrusted with the original wood lig-

nins. This has permitted the development of an

entirely new commercial product, "Presdwood," an
extremely hard and durable board of great tensile

strength, in which, by means of compression at a

predetermined temperature, the wood lignins are

made to serve as a binder to reweld the fibres into

a compact mass.

A second commercial process, that has been

developed for using this exploded pulp, is the

manufacture of an insulating board, which fol-

lows the same process of manufacture as "Presd-

wood" up to the drying stage. Here it is handled
in a hydraulic press and by a variation in tem-

perature and pressure from that used for the

"Presdwood," is given a hard compact surface on
either side, with the insulating qualities preserved
in the central mass.

By the use of the steam exploding process,

the high power cost; the laceration of fibers, en-

tailed in the mechanical grinding process; and
the loss of 40 to 60 per cent of the material, which
results from the chemical pulp process, are avoid-
ed. The proper combination of degree and dura-
tion of temperature results in virtually complete
separation of the wood fibers without noticeable

deterioration.

The material goes into a hog where it is cut
into chips, and afterwards screened to substantial-

ly the same size as used in an ordinary paper
mill; the chips are fed into the guns, of which
there are eight, each having a capacity of 200
pounds of green chips. The charging valve is

closed and the high pressure steam valve opened
until the pressure in the gun is about 200 pounds.
This is held about 15 seconds when the full

steam pressure of 1,000 pounds is turned on; in

4 or 5 seconds, the discharge valve is opened and
the chips are forced out and exploded into fiber

as they pass the ports. The steam escaping at
high velocity, estimated at 4,000 feet per second,
carries the fiber to the cyclone separator and es-
capes to the atmosphere. The fiber drops into
a stock chest.

Steam for exploding the chips is generated in
a 400 horse-power Babcock and Wilcox boilet.

The tubes are 2 inches diameter and 3/8 inch

thick. The drum is made from a solid steel gun
forging 4 feet in diameter and 4 inches thick. The
heads are placed in the drum and then each end

is drawn down bottle shape, until the opening is

18 inches, and it is impossible to remgve the man-
heads while the boiler is under pressure.

Water is added to the fiber in the stock chest

and it is then refined or beaten. The refined stock

passes to a special fourdrinier, which is 5 feet

wide and 36 feet long, with three pairs of press

rolls. The sheet is formed on the wire and is

about 2 inches thick. In passing through the

press rolls, this is reduced to about 3/4 inch thick.

Then it is automatically cut into twelve-foot lengths

and is fed by tipple feed to the racks. Each rack

holds 20 sheets, or about 1,000 square feet. These

racks are on wheels and are pushed to position at

one end of a press.

A large number of presses arc required to

handle the product. Each press contains twenty-

one steam heated platens. The wet sheets are

dra^vn in between the platens on wire cloth, and

the press closed. These presses are operated by

three hydraulic rams 50 inches in diameter and

each press is capable of exerting a pressure of

2,000 tons. When formed on the fourdrinier, the

board may be made into either a 7/16-inch thick

insulating board, or 1/8-inch "Presdwood," de-

pending on the process of handling in the presses.

Each charge of a press produces approximately

1,000 square feet of board, and when the press is

discharged back into the empty rack, the boards

are finished, except for cooling and trimming.

It is not necessary to refer here to the uses of

^'Masonite" structural insulation. "Masonite
Presdwood," however, possesses some very un-

usual qualities which have already won for it a

wide variety of uses. Its great denseness, strength,

stiffness and hardness may be cited. While sub-

ject in a limited degree to absorption of moisture,

being a wood product, its resistance is such that

the small absorption that does take place does not

affect its hardness appreciably. It has a tensile

strength of from 4,000 to 5,000 pounds per square

inch, equal to many woods with the grain. Since

this product, however, has no grain, the fibers

being indiscriminately mixed, its tensile strength

is equal in all directions, whereas in ordinary

wood, the strength across the grain is only about

one-tenth as much.
One of its biggest uses at present is in automo-

bile bodies, and for desk tops, radio cabinets,

wall-board and paneling, concrete forms, boats,

signs, tiling and other specialized lines. It. comes

>
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from the hydraulic press with one side smooth and

polished, and can take any finish that can be ap-

plied to ordinary wood. There are other pros-

pective uses for the raw material from which

these products are made, and experiments are now
being conducted to establish them on a commercial

basis.

Mr. W. H. Mason, the inventor of the processes

which have been described originally used only

pine wood but since then he has tested over twenty

different species of wood, both hard and soft, and

finds that all of them can be used without any

difficulty. He has found that hard woods are

easier to explode than soft wood and the original

color of the wood has no effect upon the color of

the product, as it comes out about the same shade.

Sawdust, however, cannot be used, due to the

fact that the fibres are broken into very small

fragments.

Originally the mill was built to make 100,000

feet of "Masonite" a day. Its capacity is now over

300,000 a day and in a few months will be up to

500,000. The latter figure represents approxi-

mately the use of about 500 tons of green wood per

day which is the available waste from over 1,000,-

000 board feet of lumber.

There is a market for all of the products which
the mill can turn out.

Mr. W. H. Mason was presented with the

"John Price Wetherill" medal by the Franklin In-

stitute of Philadelphia on May 15, 1929, for the

development of his process for the successful use

of wood waste.

rOREST FIGURES OF NORTH PACIFIC
DISTRICT

\
POOREST figures for the North Pacific Dis-

trict, comprising the States of Oregon and
Washington, have just been made available

with the publication of a new statistical bulletin

by the United States Department of Agriculture.

The North Pacific District (Forest Service Dis-
trict No. 6) administers 22 national forests, with
a total area of 22,921,771 acres. Some 217 billion

feet of standing timber is contained within the
national forests of the district. In the new bul-
letin are 50 tables giving detailed figures of na-
tional forest areas, standing timber, and of na-
tional forest activities, such as timber sales, graz-
ing, recreation, planting and special uses. The
bulletin also gives information on glaciers, thermal
springs, and highest peaks, and historical data on
the forests. Statistics of national forest receipts
and distribution of the 25 per cent-of-receipts

fund to the counties in Oregon and Washington
are included.

The figures were compiled by forest officers of

District No. 6. Copies of the bulletin may be
obtained by writing to the District Forester, Post
Office Building, Portland, Oregon.

FALLACIES ON WOODS BURNING EXPOSED

SOME popular fallacies which are responsible

for a lot of woods burning in the South at

this time of year are exposed by the Forest

Service, United States Department of Agricul-

ture.

One such notion is that burning the range will

get rid of cattle ticks. This has been fully in-

vestigated by scientists, who state that no pasture

has ever been cleaned by burning. The only

method known for eradicating ticks is systematic

dipping.

Burning the woods to get rid of boll weevils,

says the Forest Service, is like burning the bam
to get rid of rats. Boll weevils winter mostly in

crack, holes, and Spanish moss, and cannot be

effectually controlled by woods fires. The fires

do more damage than could possibly be done bj'^

the few weevils the flames destroy.

Woods burning will often "green up the grass"

somewhat earlier in the spring, but such valuable

forage plants as switch cane, lespedeza, and carpet

grass are run out by repeated fires.

In most cases any possible benefits from burn-

ing over the woods are more than offset by the

damage to young tree growth. Timber trees are

the most valuable money crop that can be grown
on thousands of acres in the South.

THE Chamber of Commerce of the United

States, at its annual meeting on May 3,

1929, passed the following resolution in

regard to forest resources:

"Recognition of the national interest in the for-

est resources of the country appears in the pro-

gram approved last year by Congress for investi-

gation, research, and experimentation with re-

spect to forestry problems. There are many im-

portant and urgent forestry problems, toward the

solution of which the activities of the federal gov-

ernment contemplated under the program which
has been adopted would greatly contribute. This

program should accordingly be placed in effect at

once, through substantial appropriations.''

4til
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REDUCING WASTE BY IMPROVEMENT OF
DESIGN AND USE OF WOODWORK-

ING SAWS AND KNIVES

^^HE A. S. M. E. Special Research Committee

on Saws and Knives has found it difficult to

obtain a comprehensive grasp of the prob-

lem presented to it, so great is its magnitude, and
so far-reaching are the possible beneficial results.

The investigations of all members of the com-

mittee have brought out forcefully the undeniable

fact that the saw user has frequently demanded
saws built to a tradition or for an unreasonably

wide diversity of purposes, or to '*get by'^ effect-

ively with an antiquated piece of equipment.

Hence the lack of generally approved standards

must be charged fully as much against the user

as against the makers of saws. Undoubtedly the

saw manufacturers have reserves of knowledge of

bcientific saw-designing principles that they would
like to use, providing their customers were ac-

quainted with the effective use of scientifically de-

signed and operated saws.

There are many reasons why standardization is

essential in the various arts that comprise mechani-
cal engineering, but for the purpose of this report,

special emphasis will be placed on three factors.

1. Economic utilization of lumber, or the re-

duction of wastage in sawdust and shavings to a
minimum point consistent with the cutting apart
of the pieces of lumber and the machining to the

desired shapes and sizes.

2. Conservation of power, or the reduction of
the power factor in the operation of saws and
knives to a minimum requirement. This involves
speed of operation, quality of material from which
saws and knives are made, as well as shape and
position of the cutting edge of the saw or knife in

service.

3. The selection and classification of the most
effective types, sizes, and shapes of tools to pro-
duce the above results. Such selection and classi-

fication, when adopted as standard, should reduce
the varieties to be manufactured, to be carried in
stock, to be used, and to be maintained by those
engaged in the woodworking arts and crafts.

According to the statistics of the Bureau of
Census of the United States Department of Com-
merce of the latest available date (1925), we find
that the amount of lumber sawed for commercial
purposes in the principal species is as follows

:

Soft woods Thousands of feet
Yellow pine 13,235,936
Douglas fir 8,154,373
Western yellow pine 3,127,208

Hemlock 2,139,631

White pine 1,521,128

Cypress 902,590

Spruce 751,276

Redwood 510,639

Cedar 372,162

White fir 336,887

Sugar pine 306,992

Larch 306,991

Other (less than 100,000) .

.

44,665

31,710,478

Hard woods
Oak 2,129,181

Red gum 1,100,648

Maple 921,566

Birch 412,229
Yellow poplar 375,662

Chestnut 308,091
Tupelo 220,219
Elm 190,632
Beech 180,585
Basswood 179,642
Ash 179,032
Cottonwood 142,113
Other (less than 100,000) .

.

288,563

6,628,163

Total 38,338,641

The varieties of sawing are as follows

:

Thousands of feet

Circular saws Band saws
Hard woods 2,223,036 4,405,127
Soft woods 11,224,617 20,485,861

Total 13,447,653 24,890,988
The band saw is the most economical producer,

but unfortunately nearly one-third of all lumber
sawed is still produced by the circular saw with

its excessive waste.

. Customary sawmill practice results in an average
saw kerf, from circular saws, of approximately
1/4 in., and from band saws, of an average of

3/16 in. If by efficient standardization this saw
kerf should be lessened 1/16 in., and if it is as-

sumed that the average of all lumber sawed is 6/4
in. thick, the resulting saving would be practically

4 per cent of the total lumber sawed or one and
one-half billion feet of lumber. Using an aggre-

gate average value of twenty dollars per thousand
feet of lumber (board measure) the saving would
amount to thirty-million dollars annually.
The above saving is in what might be termed

the primary production field, or the conversion of

logs into lumber (timber or boards), and is a defi-

nite saving in this initial operation, but still sub-

1
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ject to subsequent savings in the re-manufacturing

of lumber into such products as house trim, sash

and doors, furniture, caskets, musical instruments,

and a wide variety of other wood products.

When we consider this secondary production

field of re-manufacturing, we find another series of

wastages due to the dimensioning of the board into

the finished product, as well as the smoothing and

truing of surfaces and edges to proper final sizes

and such surface quality that can be painted,

stained, lacquered, or varnished as may be re-

quired.

It is undoubtedly a reasonable assumption that

every square foot of lumber re-manufactured will

have three saw cuts with resulting sawdust ; if 1/16
in. can be saved in each of these saw kerfs it would

result in a saving of 2 1/4 sq. in. per board foot

or 1 1/2 per cent.

The saving of lumber in re-manufacturing is not

measured by reducing saw kerf alone. In re-rip-

ping lumber often we get an extra usable rip which

would be almost entirely wasted if cut 1/16 in.

scant. For example: A band saw makes a cut

1/16 in. wide and a circular saw 1/8 in. wide. We
are ripping wide stock to 2 3/8 in. A band saw
makes two pieces from a 4 13/16 in. board; a

f circular saw makes one piece and an edging. The
band saw will make three pieces from a 7 1/8 in.

board; the circular saw two and an edg^ing; and
so on, the saving more marked for wider boards.

Suppose there are on an average four such rips

per board. Then there will be 25 per cent more
rips from about 10 per cent of the lumber where
the width runs close to a multiple of the rips de-

sired. This is another net saving of about 2 per
cent in addition to the kerf. The point is that

the kerf saved does not equal the total saving. In
order to be conservative it is reasonable to assume
that this saving in ripping would apply to only
half of the re-manufactured lumber, or 1 per cent
on all of the re-manufactured lumber.

It is an equally reasonable assumption that the
proper standardization of saws and sawmill equip-
ment, the development of dry-kiln process for
efficient drying of green lumber, as well as the

standardization of saws and knives in re-manufac-
turing, will eventually reduce the standard thick-
nesses of sawed merchantable lumber by a substan-
tial amount. The smoother sawing of the green
wood will also reduce the required amount of sub-
sequent surfacing. Considering the aggregate of
these thickness savings (part in primary conver-
sion and part in re-manufacturing) as 1/32 in.,

it will total approximately 3 per cent of the cubic
content of one board foot of lumber. These re-

coverable re-manufacturing losses, therefore, ag-

gregate 5 1/2 per cent. This saving cannot be

applied to the entire lumber production, since a

considerable amount is used rough for structural

purposes and not re-manufactured. It is a con-

servative estimate to say that one-half of the lum-

ber is re-manufactured and that its value per

thousand feet is considerably greater than the aver-

age previously used. A conservative estimate

would indicate that twenty billion feet of lumber
valued at thirty dollars per thousand is re-manu-

factured. A saving of 5 1/2 per cent would re-

sult in the conservation of approximately thirty-

three million dollars annually.

The savings in power-consumption reductions

are not easy to estimate, but the narrower saw
cuts and the shallower surface cuts obviously re-

duces power demand substantially. It is a con-

sidered conservative to estimate this saving an-

nually, as follows:

40,000,000,000 ft. primary sawing at 10

cents per M $4,000,000

20,000,000,000 ft. re-manufacture saw-

ing at 10 cents per M 2,000,000

20,000,000,000 ft. re-manufacture plan-

ing at 10 cents per M 2,000,000

$8,000,000

If we use only half of this saving in our final

tabulation of potential savings below

:

Waste recovered, sawing logs into lum-

ber $30,000,000

Waste recovered, re-manufacturing. . . . 33,000,000

Power conservation (one-half) 4,000,000

$67,000,000

It is felt by the members of the committee that

this total of sixty-seven million dollars of avail-

able annual saving is much less than can be actual-

ly accomplished, but it seems wise to state these

figures a.s conservatively as possible.

It is obvious, therefore, that this research pro-

ject is one of vast potentialities for the conserva-

tion of our timber supply and its more economic

utilization by industry.

Yearly burnings in the Southern States cover

about 20,000,000 acres of forest and cut-over land,

or about four-fifths of the total forest area burned

in the United States. This represents a loss run-

ning into many millions of dollars.

;
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WOOD UTILIZATION IN RELATION TO THE
IfATIONAL FORESTRY PROGRAM

MAJOR R. Y. STUART, Chief of Forest

Service, at Annual Meeting of National

Committee on Wood Utilization, Wash-
ington, D. C, April 29, 1929, made an address

from which the following abstracts are taken

:

The great variety of types of forest stands from
which we draw our raw material has an immense
influence on the methods of harvesting and manu-
facturing and hence on the problems of utilization.

Whereas Europe has, for example, only about 7

or 8 different species of trees which are of first

commercial importance, the United States has
about 65. The great differences in climate, eleva-

tion and topography in such an immense territory

and the vast extent and complexity of the forest

industries themselves intensify the difficulties of

standardizing and simplifying processes and
methods of utilization or of using in one operation
what has proved helpful in another. Demanding
first consideration as the basis for any permanent
solution of all the other problems—is the problem
of the productive use of forest lands. Timber and
all its products, the timber that we are using now
and the timber that we may grow for future use,

come from the soil.

Of all the wastes incident to our use of wood, by
far the greatest is in the absence of adjustment
of utilization to the ultimate source of supply—the
land and the soil. That waste is not felt very pro-
nouncedly as yet, because we are still in the era of
utilization adjusted to extensive natural stands of
material ready for use.

It is essential to economic prosperity, both na-
tional and regional, that ways be found to employ
our vast areas of forest land. They will not pro-
duce the same kinds of material that nature, with
abundant time, made ready for us. We do not
know fully what it will be best to have them pro-
duce, from the standpoint of utilization possibili-
ties and requirements. There must be an adjust-
ment of utilization to production. It can come
about wastefully, by the painful process of trial -

and error, or it can be guided by foresight and
wise planning.

As we extend forest management to our enor-
mous area of cut-over and second-growth lands we
will be confronted with the problem of utilizing
profitably the thinnings and low-grade material or
species that now are not in industrial demand—
the material that must be weeded out of the grow-
ing forest to improve its condition.
More efficient utilization is a help in the solu-

tion of the national forestry problem in a number
of otherways. One of the features of that problem
is going to be how to bridge the gap between the

old supplies of timber and the new. The direct

saving that can be made of our present forest sup-

plies is very large. The proportion of each tree

cut that gets into the finished product is small

enough to leave a large margin for savings through

better methods of logging and milling, better mar-
keting, and the development of new uses for ma-
terial that would otherwise be waste. This margin
has been whittled down somewhat but undoubtedly

it still represents close to two-thirds of what the

soil produces.

Better utilization will have an important influ-

ence on forest perpetuation by making timber

growing more profitable. Not only will it mean
increased return from the more efficient use of the

contents of the tree, but it will tend to make possi-

ble, as I have already suggested, the profitable use

of inferior species intermingled with the more valu-

able species, as for instance hemlock intermingled

with western white pine. In an extreme case it

may mean the difference between deriving returns

from only one-third of the stand and from all the

species of the stand. This difference may be the

deciding factor in whether or not a tract can be

profitably managed for continuous timber produc-
tion.

The protection of young growth is beginning to

get more consideration along with the protection of

merchantable timber. In a similar way plans for

converting the product of the forest will inevitably

come to include consideration of the use of all

species in the stand, of as large a proportion of

the tree as possible, and of harvesting the mature
timber in sucU a way an to maintain the full pro-

ductive capacity of the land.

We must bear in mind that unless this last point

is taken care of—unless our forest land is made
and kept productive, unless intensive utilization is

linked with intensive forest protection and man-
agement—the benefits of intensive utilization in it-

self will be short-lived. Utilization is mighty close

in China. Even twigs and bark are collected,

baled, and carried long distances on men's backs
to be sold for fuel. Compared with America, you
may say that there is practically no waste of tim-

ber in China.

Forest utilization must be coordinated with for-

est protection and forest management. Such a de-

velopment will require cooperation by public and
private agencies on a larger scale than any hitherto
attempted in this field, in order to overcome the
many technical and economic difficulties in the way
of forest perpetuation.
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While striving for the very substantial benefits

to be derived from improved utilization practices,

let us not lose sight of the necessity for keeping

our forest land productive. Let us keep constant-

ly raising our sights as the weight of the work in

hand tends to pull them down and point them too

steadily on the things near at hand.

To meet the situation in the matter of handling

our present forest supplies will require our utmost

efforts in the further improvement of utilization

methods. Of even greater lasting importance to

the industry and to the Nation is the application fef

those utilization practices which go back to the

forest and result in the better treatment and man-
agement of the forest itself.

MUST LEARN TO LIVE WITH JAPANESE
BEETLE

THE Japanese beetle is now firmly estab-

lished in Pennsylvania and the people of the

Commonwealth must learn to live with it,

entomologists of the Bureau of Plant Industry,

Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture, explain
in a recent publication on this insect.

The bulletin not only describes the beetle and
the damage it causes to crops and foliage of trees,

but also gives a coijfiplete discussion of effective

control measures.

In discussing traps, specialists of the Bureau
point out that this method is still somewhat in the
Nexperimental stage, stating further that during the
last few years considerable work has been done
by the Federal Department at Moorestown, N. J.,

in devising an efficient trap. One particular type
has been successful in capturing large numbers of
beetles.

"The Japanese beetle has various natural ene-
mies and several species of insect parasites have
been successfully established," the entomologists
explain. "The most promising species are certain
flies and small wasp-like insects and it is believed
that before long they will become an important
factor in beetle control."

In reference to birds as enemies of the beetle,
the bulletin states, "According to the Federal De-
partment of Agriculture, the purple grackle and
starling are probably our most important bird
enemies of the beetle. Remnants of beetles have
also been taken from the stomachs of the king
bird, cardinal, meadow lark, cat bird, quail, great
crested fly catcher, crow, red-winged black bird.
English sparrow, vesper sparrow, brown thrasher,
wood thrush and the robin. English pheasants
show a great liking for both dead and living
Japanese beetles.

"No record has been made of the feeding of
skunks on the Japanese beetle," the bulletin states,

"but it seems safe to assume that both the beetles

and the grubs would be devoured by these animals,
since many native species belonging to the same
group are eagerly sought by the skunk."

This new publication is entitled "The Japanese
Beetle in Pennsylvania," and can be secured by
any interested person by writing to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Harrisburg, Pa.

GAZOGENES

THE August, 1928, number of the Bulletin
of the Central Forestry Society of Bel-
gium, is given up entirely to a discussion

of gazogenes, or apparatus for extracting gas
from wood, charcoal, wood briquettes, etc., as a
substitute for gasoline in the operation of motors.
An article in this number by M. Alfred Theodor
contains a clear and interesting account of the
work that has been done in developing such ap-
paratus for use in automobiles, and, of the prob-
lems involved. This use of charcoal and wood
waste has been so far developed in France and
Belgium that in automobile shows it has become
customary to include a section for machines oper-
ated by gazogenes. The occasion for the special
number of the bulletin devoted to this subject
is an exposition covering methods and apparatus
for extracting and using gas from forest mater-
ials, held in September at Grand Espinette on the
road between Brussels and Waterloo. Over this

historic route according to the plans of a com-
mittee headed by the vice-president of the nation-
al forestry board, the gazogene trucks and auto-
mobiles of various makes contested for honors
and visitors to the fair were transported to and
from Brussels in gazogene autobusses.

That 28,000 carloads of non-utilized wood are
available annually at saw mills, planing mills,

and woodworking establishments in Virginia

—

suitable raw material for pulp mills, fiber fac-
tories, box plants, and similar industries—is the
startling information developed through a survey
made by the National Committee on Wood Util-

ization in co-operation with the Virginia State
Conservation aud Development Commission. The
results of this survey are set forth in a bulletin

now ready for distribution.

Detailed tables and a map show the character.
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kind, and location! of the material available. The
report ineludeSi also, information as to the trans-

portation facilities of the State and suggests

ways in which the non-utilized wood may be util-

ized. The booklet may be obtained at a cost of

20 cents from the Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, D. C, or from the Department's
District Offices.

UGHTNING AND PREHISTORIO FOREST
FIRES

LIGHTNING, unaccompanied by rain, has
been the chief cause of the disastrous forest

fires in the far West, according to the For-
est Service, United States Department of Agri-
culture, As a result many persons have asked why
the forests were not entirely destroyed in prehis-

toric times.

Lightning always has been an important cause
of forest fires, particularly in the West, where it

starts from a quarter to a half of the fires. For
the country as a whole, however, it causes only
about 10 per cent of the fires. Civilized man has
introduced two additional factors that have enor-
mously increased the destruction caused by forest
fires—carelessness and forest denudation. Lum-
bering has denuded large areas and left the ground
covered with rejected parts of trees. With the ad-
mission of sunlight, these cut-over areas grow up
densely to grass, weeds, and briers, which when
dried are easily ignited. Such fires may sweep into
merchantable timber and destroy it. Fires in dense
green forests usually leave many living trees.

When better handling of forests becomes com-
mon practice they will be only partly opened up to
sun and wind. This will probably mean either re-
moving only the larger trees, leaving the rest, or
where clear cutting is advisable clearing small
areas with intervening stretches of green forest.
The virgin forests before the white man came

were mostly dense, dark, damp, and cool. In dry
seasons lightning (and perhaps in some cases In-
dians) set fire to these forests, and there are evi-
dences of extensive prehistoric bums in some parte
of the country. Nevertheless, as a whole those
dark, humid forests were much less inflammable
than the modem denuded or thinned-out forests.
The fact that the primeval forests persisted for so
many ages and were so extensive and almost un-
broken proves that lightning fires, numerous as
they must have been, probably burned over only
an insignificant part of the total forest area.

HOLY CROSS NATIONAL MONUMENT
ESTABLISHED

THE famous cross of snow in the Holy Cross

National Forest of Colorado is to be pre-

served as a National Monument. A procla-

mation just issued by the President of the United
States has set apart as the Holy Cross National
Monument an area of approximately 1,392 acres

including this noted landmark.
The Monument takes its name from a gigantic

Greek cross formed by two snow-filled crevices on
the side of the mountain. The cross is visible for

miles around, and is an object of great public in-

terest. The area has been established as a National
Monument in order to prevent any disturbance of

the present unique natural conditions, and it will

be reserved from any location of mining claims

or other forms of appropriation under the public

land laws. So far as is known the lands contain

no valuable mineral deposits.

Under the jurisdiction of the Forest Service of

the United States Department of Agriculture, the

Holy Cross National Monument will be adminis-
tered for the use and enjoyment of the general

public for recreational and devotional purposes.
Special permits may be granted to any religioas

organizations for the erection of religious edifices

or the holding of devotional exercises, but no i*-

ligious denomination may be given exclusive right

to the use of the area.

The purchase by the Federal Govemment of a

total of 118,058 acres of land to be added to Na-
tional Forests in the Eastem and Great Lakes
States was approved May 15th by the National
Forest Reservation Commission.
The purchase program approved will represent

a total expenditure of $546,808.28, an average of

$4.63 per acre. The largest tract recommended
for acquisition was an area of 93,764 acres in the

new Osceola purchase unit in Florida. Eleven
other purchase units were included in the program
authorized.

The lands approved for purchase were con-

sidered desirable for inclusion under National
Forest administration because of their value for

watershed protection, for demonstration areas in

the growing of timber, or for other National For-
est purposes.
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THE SUMMER MEETING OF THE PENNSYL-
VANIA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION

THE Summer meeting of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association was held at Bethlehem
and Allentown, Pa., on June 25th-27th, in-

elusive. The meeting opened with a session for the

presentation of papers on forestry in the ball

room of the Hotel Bethlehem, on the evening of

Tuesday, June 25th, 1929.

The Hon. J. M. Yeakle, Mayor of Bethlehem,
made the Address of Welcome, and spoke briefly

of the religious, educational and industrial fea-

tures of the city, a.s well lus of the many historic

events which happened there. It was also the
home of the first water works in the United States,

which was built in 1754.

Dr. Henry S. Drinker, President Emeritus of
the Pennsylvania Forestry Association, made a
response which will be found on other pages of
this issue.

Then in turn followed addresses on:
"Our Land Purchase Program," by the Hon.

Chas. E. Dor^vorth, Secretarj^, Department of
Forests and Waters.
"The Arboretum and Tree Plantation of Le-

high University," by Dr. Natt M. Emery, Vice-
President and Comptroller, Lehigh University.
"Views and Visions," by George H. Wirt, Chief

Forest Fire Warden of Pennsylvania.
"Regional Forest Reserves," by Col. Samuel

Price Wetherill, Jr., Chairman of the Regional
Planning Federation.
The session closed with the presentation of two

foi-est motion pictures entitled, "The Forest and
Health," and "The Forests and Water."
On Wednesday, June 26th, there was an auto

trip at 9 A. M. to the Lehigh University's Forest
Plantation, Arboretum and Tree Nursery, which
were described in Dr. Emery's paper. These trees
are now doing very nicely, and form a fine object
lesson as to the success which can be obtained with
the more prominent native lumber trees of Penn-
sylvania when planted on a barren hillside, there
f>emg but few failures. There was a slight damage
Jione through a forest fire some years ago, but
^ne majority of the trees are growing nicely. A
visit was also paid to Sayre Park where the

visitors secured a beautiful view of the Lehigh
Valley. Several of the University buildings were
also inspected, after w^hich the party returned to

the hotel.

In the afternoon, under the direction and guid-
ance of Dr. Paul deSchweinitz, Secretary of the
Moravian Mission, our members were taken to the
old Moravian Church, the building of which
started in 1803; it was dedicated in 1806. With
the exception of the floor boards no nails were
used in its construction, the timber being care-
fully grooved and tenoned. The acoustic proper-
ties of this old church are superb, and care has
been taken in any changes made in modernizing
the building, to preserve this splendid auditorium
practically unchanged. The old archives of the
church, some of which date back nearly 190 years,
were then inspected; the reports of the old mis-
sionaries (the Moravian Church being the first

missionary society established in America) are
kept here in manuscript form.
A model of the first log house built in Bethlehem

on the site of what is now the Hotel Bethlehem,
was seen. The party then proceeded to the old
graveyard, where the ancient custom of consider-
ing all members of the church as being one large
family was explained by Dr. deSchweinitz. In
the earliest section one portion was devoted to the
graves of the men, and another to the women, all

being interred as they died in numerical order.
Here were also seen the graves of a number of
Indian converts. Each grave had a plain fiat

marker, bearing the name, age, place of birth, etc.,

of the occupant.

The next place visited was the Quadrangle. Here
were seen the first Girls' School established in
America, the Sister's House and the Brother's
House, each with their odd stone buttresses. In
the chapel, which forms a part of this Quadrangle,
the religious services were conducted until the
erection of the larger church. It is still used
occasionally for marriages and other services.

Here was also seen the second house erected in
Bethlehem in 1741, it being originally a log
structure, which has since been clapboarded.
The Moravian Seminary and College for Women

was then inspected. This has been famous for
over a century, and forms a historic feature of
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Bethlehem. In the auditorium was seen the well

known painting by C. Schussle, depicting the mis-

sionary, David Ziesberger, teaching the Indians.

This famous painting has been sent to several of

the large art exhibits.

In the evening there was another session for

addresses in the auditorium of the Moravian Semi-
nary and College for Women.

Interesting papers were presented and discussed

as follows:

"Progressive Trends in Pennsylvania Forestry/'
by Prof. Joseph S. Illick, State Forester of Penn-
sylvania.

"Forests and Pure Water," by Grover C. Lad-
ner, Esq., Past President of the Conservation
Council of Pennsylvania.

"Game and Trees," by Adolf Muller, Member of
the Board of Game Commissioners of Pennsyl-
vania.

"Forest Tree Planting in Southeastern Pennsyl-
vania," by E. F. Brouse, District Forester.

On Thursday, June 27th, at 9.30 A. M., the

party left by automobile for AUentown, where
they were the guests of our member, General
Harry C. Trexler. They were taken to a point
about 10 miles northwest of AUentown, and shown
his Game Preserve, which consists of 1800 acres of
land, established in 1910. Here within 13 miles
of high wire fence are found buffalo, elk, deer,

pheasants and quail which have multiplied undis-
turbed. The preserve consists of high wooded hills

and deep ravines, and is traversed by Jordan
Creek. The visitors had a splendid view of alK)ut

100 buffaloes (large bulls, cows and calves) which
roam here unmolested. There is also a large herd
of elk and some 300 white tailed Virginia deer.
At a high point a stop was made and Superin-

tendent P. S. Fenstermacher, on behalf of General
Trexler, explained the purcha.se of the large es-
tate. Old abandoned farms were secured, fenced
in and improved, the total acreage now being about
7,000. After passing through the beautiful park
with its pretty lake, peopled with ducks,' fine
peaeh, apple and cherry orchards conducted in the
most modem methods were seen, as well as fine
potato fields and a turkey fann, a stop being
made at the trout hatchery. Here, under the shade
of the old trees, a fine luncheon was tendered by
General Trexler. The trout hatchery was next in-
spected. It ha^ a capacity of 60,000 trout annual-
ly, the ponds (each inhabited by a different sized
trout) were seen, the visitors being especially in-
terested in an exhibition pond where some very
large brown and rainbow trout 20 to 24 inches
long, disported themselves. This ended one of the

best attended and most enjoyable of the Summer
meetings ever held by the Association.

ADDRESS OF HENRY S. DRINKER, LL.D.

President Emeritus of the Pennsylvania Forestry
Association

MR. MAYOR and friends of Bethlehem:
I thank you, on behalf of the Pennsyl-
vania Forestry Association, for your

kindly and cordial welcome to Bethlehem. In
coming here our Association has been, and is great-
ly impressed with the manifestation of active and
real interest in forestrj^, to the promotion of
which the Association is devoted. We are here to

urge on you to join us in the work of initiating?

and supporting measures for the reforestation of
our great State. Forestry has a power of in-

spiration that has constantly supported and
pressed on its advocates to exertion, and that has
borne fruit in the growth of forestry support
throughout our country. At first looked on as
largely a fiul of the nature lover, forestiy is to-

day recognized as a matter of great and vital

importance to our country, one of the very highest
economic and business questions before our peo-
ple. President Coolidge well expressed this when
he said to the American Forest Week gathering at

Chicago, some years ago: "It may be doubted if

any more important economic problem confronts
the country than the conservation, extension and
proper utilization of our forest wealth."

Think of this as a statement of national im-
portance from the President of the United States
to his fellow-citizens, and contrast it with the
stolid, set, indifference often encountered by the
Father of Forestry in the United States, Dr.
Rothrock, in his early exploitation and advocacy
of forestry, when, as Major Stuart (our fonner
State Forester) said in his address on Dr. Roth-
rock in the dedication of the Rothrock tablet in
the State Capitol in 1923:
"He taught and talked forestry wherever ho

found an audience willing to hear him. Then—
almost fifty years ago—it was difficult to interest
people in this subject, regarded by many as little

more than the hobby of sentimentalists.' In spite
of the small audiences that heard him, he made
many earnest advocates by his clear and convinc-
ing statements about the forest situation, and the
future timber supply in Pennsylvania."
The more our people are led to study and ap-

preciate the importance of forestrv, the more are
they brought to a realization of

"^

the great and
vaned service rendered to our land by our forests.
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Of course, to our business men the fact primar-

ily appealing is, that Pennsylvania has, since 1860,

dropped from first to over twentieth place in lum-

ber production, and that over 85 per cent of the

State's lumber, and over 70 per cent of our pulp

wood needs, are now imported. That yearly Penn-

sylvania's dependence upon outside wood resources

costs her people over $100,000,000. That the

freight bill on lumber imported into Pennsylvania

amounts annually to $25,000,000.

The early rise of the study cf forestry in our

State centered in the efforts of those ardent forest

students who, with our revered and lamented Dr.

Rothrock, assembled in Philadelphia in 1886, and
founded the Pennsylvania Forestry Association,

which has unceasingly during the years since then

labored in the cause of forestry, to ])ring home its

importance to the minds of our people. Under
Dr. Rothrock's constant effort, the State of Penn-
sylvania was moved, in the decade of the past

nineties, to take official steps looking to a State

forestry organization.

In 1893, Pennsylvania passed a law look-

ing to the water supply and timber interests of the

State; Dr. Rothrock was appointed Botanist, and
rendered in 1895 so convincing a report in re-

gav(\ to forest conditions in Pennsylvania that the

Legislature established a Division of Forestry in

the Department of Agriculture, and Dr. Rothrock
was appointed Commissioner of Forestr3\ In
1901 the State created a Department of Forestry,
of which Dr. Rothrock became the head, serving in

that capacity until 1904, when- he resigned as
Commissioner, but remained an active member
of the State Forest Commission until his death on
June 2nd, 1922, at the age of 83. Dr. Rothrock
was the founder of the State Forest School at
Mont Alto, and he also established there the State
Sanatorium, the first free sanatorium for the
open air treatment of tuberculosis, which has done
so much good.

Pennsylvania is today justly looked on in our
land as in the lead of State effort for forestry.

It is a notable fact in the growth of forest
knowle<lge and sentiment that in 1921 so im-
portant a body as the National Chamber of Com-
merce appointed a nation-wide committee of twelve
men to study and report on a National Forestry
Policy. I had the honor of being a member of
this committee. The committee met at points
throughout the country during the summer of
1921, holding meetings at New York, Chicago, and
^fmneapolis, to gain the views of persons inter-
^«ted in the East and Middle West, and then at
Pomts in the great lumber regions of the extreme

West in the States of Washington, Oregon and
California. Later in the year the committee held

meetings in Louisiana. Their report was favor-
ably received by the National Chamber of Com-
merce, and was considered by the committees of
Congress, who were also studying the matter, and
doubtless had effect in shaping and promoting the

National legislation subsequently enacted, calling

for cooperation between the States and the Na-
tional Government and lumbermen, in forestry
iuatters.

It should always be borne in mind in consider-
ing our forestry interests, that the promotion of
forestry does not mean the keeping of our trees

uncut. Thei-e is a clear distinction betAveen fores-

try proper, and the maintenance of our local State
and National parks, and the care of trees in them.
In our parks, the object is to preserve the great
trees to show our people demonstrations of what
the great forests originally covering our States
were composed—the forests that our predecessors
so recklessly cut down and used up, without mak-
ing provision for a renewal of the forest wealth
they appropriates!, Avithout heed for the future
needs of our country. Parks are for the preser-

vation and care of the trees therein for scenic and
aesthetic purposes, but their care does not come
under the term "Forestry," so far as the produc-
tion and use of wood for the needs of our peo-
ple is concerned, just as in a game preserve the

object is not to promote forestry, but to keep the

trees in a natural state a.s a cover for game, and
not to cut them when mature. Forestry comprises
the growing and cutting and use of our tree

growths when mature as lumber for the needs of
our people, but also looks to their continue<l rei>ro-

duction as a crop, and for this purpose large areas
have been set aside by the National and State

governments, and it is this policy of tree repro-
duction that it is so vitally necessary today for
our State and country to encourage and forward.
The virgin forests of New York and Pennsylvania
and largely of Ncav England have practically dis-

appeared. The exhaustion of nearby supplies of
standing timber has greatly increased freight

charges to many localities, especially to the large

industrial centers of the East and ^liddle West.
Xo commodity is of more universal use than wood,
and these freight charge increases, i)lace an added
expense on every citizen of the United States, be
he farmer, city dweller, home builder, or nmnufac-
turer. The nation as a whole is paying a tre-

mendous freight bill, a loss purely resulting from
exhausting nearby supplies of timber, with no pro-
vision for reproduction, and this freight bill will
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increase steadily. Today over 50 per cent of our
remaining timber supply lies beyond the Rocky
Mountains, and more and more the country is

obliged to turn to the Pacific Coast, with its long
hauls and higher freights. We cannot hope to
look abroad for timber supplies in perpetuity
when our own are exhausted; Canada and Europe
need them at home. We obviously must develop
our own supplies.

Bear in mind always, as above stated, that true
forestry does not mean keeping our woods uncut.
Of course, there are exceptional cases where the
public may desire, as in the case of the noted
Cook tract, that certain forest areas shall be pre-
served for scenic and educational effect, in parks,
but forestry proper means the cutting of our tim-
ber when it reaches maturity, and its use by the
public, with proper measures taken for reproduc-
tion.

Consen^ation of our natural resources was well
defined some years ago by Dr. C. W. Hayes, then
Chief Geologist of the United States Geological
Survey, in an address at the University of Chi-
cago, as, "Utilization with a maximum efficiency,
and a minimum waste."
Our State, Pennsylvania, stands todav in the

forefront in its treatment of the forestry problem
and we may justly feel that if Pennsylvania has]m the past, been negligent in the management and
reproduction of its forest resources, we are today
taking intelligent action in looking to their repro-
duction and care : our great natural resources in
coal, oil, and natural gas will be subject to ex-
haustion mthout the possibility of reproduction,
but our timber, when cut, and used, can be repro-
duced by a new growth. There is enough forest
land in Pennsylvania (that is, land not adapted
to agriculture, but fit for forest growth) to pro-
duce if properly handled, all the wood that our
people and industries need. It is our dutv to put
this forest land to work, and to keep it guarded
trom fire and in order. Pennsylvania has before
her the alternative of raising her timber produc-
tion, to meet her needs, or of adjusting her timber
consumption to a diminishing timber supplv, by
letting her forest lands stay barren.
Can there be any doubt that both our personal

and our patriotic duties in this case, are one, and
tHat it IS becommg daily more apparent that our
people are awakening to it, and are taking meas-
ures to meet it.

One of the best ways of keeping forest fires

OUR LAND PURCHASE PROGRAM

By Hon. Charles E. Dorworth, Secretary,
Department of Forests and Waters

ON their behalf I wish to extend felicitations
from the Department of Forests and
Waters, the Commonwealth, and the Gov-

ernor. The policy of the State Forest Commis-
sion in making land purchases for State Forests
is, for reasons of administrative economy, to
secure tracts of 5,000 acres or more, unless the
lands offered can readily be tied in to existing
forests. Some day, no doubt the Commission will
have to deal with smaller purchases. For a
period of over 10 years, very little land was ac-
quired for forests, but two years ago the Legisla-
ture appropriated $500,000 for this purpose. Ac-
cording to the law, no land can be bought at a
price of over $10 per acre. In connection with
securing additional State Forests, there has been
developed a purchasing bureau, a surveying de-
partment and a title department, as everything
had to be started anew.
The State Forest Commission, with this ap-

propriation secured 160,000 acres of land at an
average cost of $2.62 per acre. This brought the
total of State Forest holdings up to a total of
about one-tenth of the mountain land in Penn-
sylvania, or nearly 1,300,000 acres.
The last Legislature appropriated $1,000,000

for the purchase of additional lands for State
Forests and the Department went ahead with its
plans for the expenditure of money, and further
expansion of its purchasing, surveying and title
bureaus. Owners of tracts of land which they
desired to sell were listed, together with the
asking price. Then the method of purchasin"'
was to inspect the land offered, and see what il
was worth. Thus one man who wished to sell
his land at the maximum of $10 per acre, finally
came down to $2.75 per acre. One man does all

^^^,^^yp"""- This is Mr. Irvin W. Gleason,
ot VViUiamsiwrt, an old lumberman and wealthy,
who was drafted into the position which only
pays $4,000 per annum, and has saved the State
his salary many times over in his dealings with
the vendors. The Department makes up the
estimated worth and desirability of land and
then turns the data over to Mr. Gleason. The
purchasing department is one of the finest busi-
ness organizations in Pennsylvania.
As soon as the appropriation of $1,000,000

made by the last Legislature was a certainty,
preparations were at once started by the Depart-

ri
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ment, and there is now contracted for over 20,000

acres and about 10,000 practically so. We are

now working on about 80,000 acres more, thus

making up a total of about one-third of the

acreage which can be purchased, at an approxi-

mate cost of $3.00 per acre. Fifteen thousand

acres in Clinton which were very good were
bought at $4.00 per acre. Usually it is only

the State which can buy such large tracts.

The Department would be glad to have anyone
stop in their office at Harrisburg where there is

a large map showing the present State Forests,

the tracts of lands which have recently been pur-

chased, and those which are offered for sale,

some of which will be secured.

For the first time in the history of the Depart-
ment it also has a branch for road construction

and maintenance. Forest roads and trails are

the key to protection and general administration

of our forests. The Highway Department has
been authorized to spend $100,000 on forest road
construction, and the Department of Forests and
Waters has worked out a plan of co-operation

and will s|)end an additional $100,000. handled
in the way I have outlined. For the first time
in history we will handle the forest road con-

struction hei-etofore conducted by the Highway
Department, in addition to maintenance of such
roads. The construction work will be done by
our men and will be under constant supervision
by the Highway Department. With this $200,000
we believe that the Department of Forests and
Waters can secure better results than ever be-
fore. This aptly illustrates what can be accom-
plished with whole-hearted, unselfish inter-depart-
ment co-operation.

Germany lias no less than 1,500 town-owned for-
ests, 500 of which not only pay all the local ex-
penses, but return the surplus as a bonus to the
citizens. The recreational value is high, and in
the forests are usually esta})lished game refuges
and bird sanctuaries.

There are 35,000 towns or communities in
France, 11,000 of which own woodlands to the
total amount of 5,000,000 acres. The average size
of the French communal forest is 450 acres. IMost
of the Euroj)ean countries have more forests in
town ownership than in state and federal owner-
ship combined.

THE ARBORETUM AND TREE PLANTATION
OF LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

Dr. Natt M. Emery, Vice-Prefiident and Comp-
troller of Lehigh University

THE program for tomorrow morning's ses-

sion includes a visit to the Arboretum and
Demonstration Tree Plantation of Lehigh

University. In order that the members of the
Association may understand in advance just what
has been undertaken by the University I have
been asked to prepare a short, non-technical de-

scription of what you will see tomorrow.
Between 10 and 20 years ago, at the request of

a generous friend, the Trustees of the University
carefully considered matters relating to forestry
as one of the live issues connected with the
broader subject of the conservation of natural re-

sources. The Trustees of the University wisely
decided that the schools of forestry throughout
the country were graduating a sufficient number
of well-trained professional foresters to meet the
demand, and that the establishment of an addi-
tional school of forestry Was unjustifie<l econom-
ically and through duplication of effort would
involve an educational waste. The Trustees, how-
ever, did not decline to accept a special fund for
the establishment of an arboretum, for the plant-
ing of trees on the University grounds and for the
promotion of forestry.

A tract of about 11 acres adjacent to the Uni-
versity Park was secured and developed for the

purpose of exhibiting illustrative specimens of
indigenous trees. There were planted under favor-

able conditions about a thousand trees represent-
ing one hundred seventy-five varieties of Ameri-
can trees which can endure a Pennsylvania winter,

with the hope that two or three trees of each
variety would develop into typical specimens
growing in the open. Only selected stock was
used and each tree was examined for characteristic

traits. According to a report made about a year
ago by the late J. C. Cranmer, a member of the

Council of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association,

and former Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds of Lehigh University, there are in the Ar-
lK)retum 173 varieties of North American trees,

including 95 varieties of the 114 listed by Mr. II-

lick as native Pennsylvania trees. In the Ar-
boretum there are specimens of pine, larch,

spruce, hemlock, fir, juniper, cedar, cypress, yew,
willow, poplar, walnut, hickory, birch, hornbeam,
alder, hazlenut, chestnut, oak, elm, hackberry,

mulberry, magnolia, tulip, sassafras, witch hazel,

hazelnut, sweetgum, cherry, thorn, crab, ash, shad
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bush, coffee tree, locust, red bud, sycamore,
sumach, holly, maple, hercules club, horse chest-

nut, basswood, do^vood, black ^um, rhododen-
dron, sourwood, persimmon, fringe tree, viburnum,
catalpa, elderberry, and yellow wood. Many
families are represented by several varieties. Ad-
ditions are made from time to time and it is hoped
that the Arboretum will ultimately contain speci-

mens of every native Pennsylvania tree together
with a large number of other North American
trees which thrive in this climate. Such a re-

stricted but complete collection would in some re-

spects have a greater educational value than a
larger general arboretum of the type of the Arnold
Arboretum of Jamaica Plains, Mass.
The Tree Plantation of I^high University,

which occupies a tract of about seven acres ad-
jacent to the Arboretum, was planted in the spring
of 1915 as an exhibition of tree culture under
forest conditions. In the Arboretum proper the
purpose is to develop specimen exhibition trees.

In the Tree Plantation the object was to show
what can be done at reforestation under actual
forestry conditions, and by the comparison of the
growth of different species to determine which
trees are best suited for the purpose in Eastern
Pennsylvania.

The land acquired for this experimental planta-
tion is located on a gently sloping hillside of
somewhat less than 1000 feet elevation; at a few
places the soil is good, generally it is thin or
rocky. The land is entirely unsuitable for agri-
cultural or even grazing purposes and is typical
of thousands of acres of Pennsylvania mountain-
land waiting to be reclaimed by scientific refores-
tation. These features, together with the pre-
vailing winds and the relative position of the
highway, were taken into account by Dr. Rothrock
and Senator Elliott who developed the planting
plan at the request of President Drinker.
The tract is approximately in the fonn of a

triangle with the base, 411 feet, adjoining tlie

Arboretum; one side, 1034 feet, along the high-
way

;
and the other side, 947 feet, a continuation of

the Arboretum boundary line. The land is divided
into plots approximately 100 feet square, with a
16 foot driveway around the property and path-
ways 6 f(M»t wide separating any two adjoining
plots. In this way each block lends itself to ex-
perimentation as to the relative value of pure
and mixed stands. It seemed desirable to make the
experiment with a large number of both ever-
green and deciduous trees of recognized timber
value. The following trees were planted: 500
White Pine, 500 Pitch Pine, 400 lied Pine, 500

Jack Pine, 400 Short Leaved Pine, 400 Scotch
Pine, 100 Red Spruce, 500 Norway Spruce, 400
European Larch, 200 Bald Cypress, 100 Pin Oak,
400 Bun* Oak, 300 White Oak, 300 Black
Oak, 200 Scarlet Oak, 200 Cucumber, 600
Tulip Poplar, 300 Black Cherry, 300 Honey
Locust, 400 Sugar Maple, 600 Basswood, 700
White Ash, 100 Yellow Birch, 100 Elm, 100 Hem-
lock. Total, 8,600.

In order to make the experiment scientifically

valuable seedlings of the same age were secured,
most of them being funiished by the State nurser-
ies.

In the opinion of professional foresters the Le-
high University tree plantation is a valuable ex-
periment. Purposely no attempt has been made
to replace trees showing unfavorable development
since scientifically a negative result may be as
valuable as a positive result. The demonstration
plot shows the effects of a small fire, the de-
structive work of the cicada in 1919, the results
of weed competition, and the adaptation of dif-
ferent species to local soil and climate conditions.
At the time when the Chestnut blight wrought

such havoc in this section of the country, Sayre
Park, a part of the University grounds, was large-
ly covered by second growth chestnut trees, many
of them of large size. Over a period of years
they have been replaced by the planting of over
100,000 evergreen and hardwood seedlings, most
of which have thrived. The Sayre Park plantings
have been made purely for decorative value with
no utilitarian purpose in mind. For protection
the University Arboretum, Tree Plantation and
Sayre Park are surrounded by a fire-break which
to date has been effective.

The Swedish forestry journal Skogen for June
announces the union of the Tharandt Forst Akad-
amie of Saxony, Germany, with the "Technische
Hochschule," or university, of Dresden. This
change was effective April 1st, 1929. The forest
school will be a special department of the uni-
versity in the future. This independent school was
one of the oldest and most famous institutions of
forestry learning iu the world. The Pennsylvania
State Forest School at Mont Alto, Pa., was
modeled closely after it, hence it is a striking
coincidence that both should end their separate
status for the common reason of economy, at the
same time, and by honorable merger Avith larger
institutions of wide general infiuence.
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VIEWS AND VISIONS

By George H. Wirt, Chief Torest Fire Warden

BEING in a religious city, this subject might

make one think of a Biblical text, as
' ^ Here comes that dreamer, '

' or some other

equally applicable quotation. But my text may be

found in the story of two young men. **Do you

know the difference between sight and vision?"

said a young man to his friend. ^'Well, my
sweetheart is a vision, and yours is a sight."

The same idea applies in forestry. Things that

we are interested in are ^* visions," others are

sights.

Dr. Drinker spoke of some fundamentals of

forestry. The friends of forestry who founded

the Pennsylvania Forestry Association in 1886

hafl visions, but it is also true, that since the

beginning of this organization its policies have

been practical. It is good psychology perhaps

that things which are backed and maintained by

sentiment run to visions, and then the practical

attitude must be assumed to make them true.

Sentiment has played a big part in forestry.

Man will love trees as long as man exists, and
there nuist be sentiment back of visions. '* Where
there is no vision the i)eople perish. '

' Unfortunate-
ly there are a number of people in Pennsylvania
who have sentiment and visions in regard to for-

estry, and let themselves forget that to make
them real they must keep their feet on the

ground. Since 1880, with all that this Associ-

ation has done in bringing Pennsylvania to the

forefront, there are a number of people who lorr

get the fundamentals, and think that the forests

are for everything but forestry. Be careful of

visions brought by people under the general and
misunderstood idea of conservation. It is essen-

tial that we have a definite practical forestry pro-

gram in Pennsylvania, well rounded and well

balanced. It also must be a program more or less

permanent.

There was a time when the statement was
made, ** plant catalpa trees and in 10 years you
can cut two ties from a tree." You cannot
grow logs in 10 years or 20 years. It means time
and continuity, and for this the Association must
work.

Vision is power to real the signs of the times.

J)r. Rothrock had vision to see that the forests
in Pennsylvania would be a thing of the past and
that it was essential to bring these forests back
to our hills and mountains. Then, he and his

co-workers put their hands to the wheel and saw J

it progress. He preached to small audiences but

kept on persistently. We are not near the end
but have visions of the forests coming back to

our hills. People must also learn that forest

fires, the worst enemy of the forest, cannot be

overcome by publicity, but by hard work. And
so with other phases of forestry. Timber needs

cannot be met by fluent talk about beauty, recre-

ation, health and so on. The tree crop must be

raised on the ground and cut when needed. Then
all these other things will follow in consequence.

The Association has a glorious past of practical

accomplishment, and it has a glorious task still

ahead of it.

PROGRESSIVE TRENDS IN PENNSYLVANIA
FORESTRY

By Dr. Joseph S. Ulick, State Forester of

Pennsylvania

I
KNOW of no place where I would rather

talk on forestry than in my native county

of Northampton, where my forebears settled

in 1732—just three years short of the two cen-

tury mark. When a boy of 10, I asked my
father's permission to go to his nearby farm

and take up a little evergreen tree to plant on

the lawn of our home. He graciously gi'anted

this permission, and so I jn'oceeded to take up
a little red cedar tree from the farm woodlot

and plant it on the terrace in the front lawn of

our home. Red cedar was the only evergreen

tree that grew in that particular section of the

county. That was a ''red letter '* day in my
boy life. The tree is still giowing. I think of

it as my ''Inspiration tree.''

As I look at Pennsylvania forestry, I see a

background of meritorious achievements and a

foreground of great possibilities. Whenever I

look back I am inspired by the examples of un-

selfish services and constructive efforts, and as

I look forward, I see many things that need to

be done. During my short talk this evening I

purpose to look forward and discuss briefly a

few of the major progressive trends in Pennsyl-

vania forestry.

No phase of Pennsylvania forestry is making

more substantial progi*ess than the enlargement

of State-owned forest lands. During the past

two years approximately 160,000 acres have been

added to the State forest. In the last two months

60,000 additional acres have been contracted for

and during the last twenty-four hours negotia-
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tions have been completed for 4,000 additional

acres. The last Legislature appropriated $1,-

000,000 for the purchase of additional forest

land. On the basis of our land purchase ex-

perience, during: the last two years, it is quite

probable that 275,000 to 300,000 acres will be
added to the State forests of Pennsylvania dur-
ing the present biennium. In my opinion, this

land purchase progfram is the outstanding pro-
gressive trend in Pennsylvania forestry.

Another outstanding trend in Pennsylvania
forestry, is the extension of a comprehensive sys-

tem of roads and trails on the State-owned lands.

There are now approximately 2,200 miles of roads
and 2,800 miles of trails on the State forests.

At no time in the history of Pennsylvania for-

estry has so much attention been given to the
development of forest roads and trails. Forest
roads and trails are the keys to the opening up
and practical development of State-owned lands.
During the next two years, the most comprehens-
ive forest road and trail building program will

go forward ever undertaken by any Common-
wealth on her State-owned forest lands. This
program has the hearty approval of the people
of Pennsylvania and will be a big factor in pro-
tecting our forests from fires and in developing
them along practical lines.

The third progressive trend in Pennsylvania
forestry is the increased use of State-owned lands
for recreational purposes. During 1928 more
than 1,000,000 people used the State forests of
Pennsylvania. There are now 1,959 leased camp
sites on the State forests, which are made avail-
able at a nominal rental of $7.00 to $15.00 per
year. In addition, the State maintains State
forest parks. State forest camps and other recre-
ational places. These outdoor play places offer
great opportunities to the people of the State.
I am confident that during the next two years a
larger number of citizens of Pennsylvania will
use the State forests than ever before. These
enlarged outdoor opportunities are made avail-
able through the development of better roads dnd
trails, the erection of helpful direction signs, and
by making available to the public maps showing
the location of State-owned lands with their
roads, trails, towers, camping places, and other
things of interest.

There are many other progressive trends in
Pennsylvania forestry, but in my opinion, the
fourth outstanding trend is the increase in reli-
able knowledge about the trees and forests of
Pennsylvania. There are in Pennsylvania 110
native trees. To know their habits, peculiarities

and their relationship to each other, is a very
important study. We can comprehend the rela-

tive magnitude of this tree-study problem of
Pennsylvania when we think that there are only
three important forest trees in all of Sweden,
only tliree in Finland and thai the ivhole forestry
practice of Europe is built around less than fifty

iiuportar^* forest trees. It is very obvious that
with more rhf»n 100 native trees in Pennsylvania,
of which fifty to sixty are now classed as im-
portant timber trees, we have a big study problem
before us.

During thei past twenty years considerable
study has been made of the trees and forests of
Pennsylvania. To promote this study, in a more
effective and better coordinated way, there will
be opened early next fall a Forest Research In-
stitute at Mont Alto in Franklin County. Its
primary purpose will be the study and solution
of Pennsylvania forest problems, particularly
those affecting immediate forest administration.
In my opinion, the founding of this new school
is one of the biggest forward steps in Pennsyl-
vania foiestry. It is destined to play an im-
iwrtant role in Pennsylvania forestry.

Another progressive trend in Pennsylvania for-
estry, is the further development of a quality
reforestation program. In the early days of re-

forestation in Pennsylvania little attention was
given to the quality of seed used in the nurse-
ries. It was often necessary to buy the cheapest
seed and as a result seed of inferior quality was
often used. European experience has shown con-
clusively, the disadvantages of using inferior
seed. Since a forest crop takes from fifty to one
hundred years to mature, it is important that
only quality seed be used. The advantage of
quality seed has been demonstrated over and over
again, and the Pennsylvania Department of For-
ests and Waters in its nursery operations is now
committed to the use of quality seed. To this
end, a number of special ''Seed Supply Stations''
have already been established for the production
of quality seeds. These seed supply stations
comprise the best (piality trees that are avail-
able for seed ]>roduetion. One of these seed
supply stations, established in a Scotch pine
plantation on the Mont Alto State Forest, is be-
lieved to be the first of its kind on this side of
the Atlantic. I am confident that this quality
reforestation program will bring much good to
Pennsylvania forestry. It will result in the
production of quality baby trees that will de-
velop into quality mother trees. This quality
reforestation program merits favorable con-
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sideration, lor it will be productive of lasting

results to the people of Pennsylvania.

There are many more pro^essive trends in

Pennsylvania forestry, but I believe that the

five that I have described will suffice to show
the general progl•essi^'e trends in Pennsylvania
forestry. They show that Pennsylvania forestry

is a forward moving enterprise built on a sound
business basis, and that in its promotion careful

consideration is given to the best scientific in-

formation available in this country and in foreign

lands.

I hope my short statement on a few of the pro-

•rressive trends in Pennsylvania forestry may be
of some interest to you. But what I should

truly like you to do, is to visit the State Forests

of Pennsylvania, and there see for yourself the

many interesting forest projects now in opera-

tion. You are always welcome in Penn^s Woods.

FORESTS AND PURE WATER

Grover C. Ladner, Pa4rt President, Conservation
Council of Pennsylvania

THE question I have ]}een asked to speak
upon today is one of increasing importance,
though far too few people realize the direct

relation between forests and water supply. If I
^yere to ask you what the factor is which sets the
limit of population a country will support, you
would probably reply the amount of land avail-
able for cultivation, but that answer would be
wholly wrong. The ultimate limit of a country's
population is fixed by the amount of water avail-
able, not land.

Dr. McGee, of the United States Department of
Agriculture, some years ago went to a great deal
of trouble to figure out how much water was used
in this country. He calculated the gallons per
capita needed for various purposes, as e. g., the
amount of water required for the growth of a
pound of com and a pound of wheat, and the
other grains; the amount consumed by animals
necessary to produce food, leather, wool, etc. ; the
amount to develop power; the amount needed for
manufacturing purposes, etc. Having in this way
arrived at the average requirements for each unit
of human population, he then took the total an-
nual rainfall in United States and divided that
quantity by that unit requirement, and he thus
came to the conclusion that the ultimate limit of
population which this country could support was
one thousand million, i. e., sl billion of people and
no more. His calculation, however, is an ideal
one, and based upon the assumption that all of the

rainfall would be captured by the soil and stored
in the underground watercourses. Consequently,
his figures do not mean that this country can sup-
port a population of one billion people.

It is not the water that falls as rain which we
can rely on, but the water which finds its way
into the ground and is stored up in the sub-sur-
face watercourses to reappear as gently flowing
springs, keeping our rivers full.

Mr. Sherman, the Associate Forester of the
United States Department of Agriculture, in com-
menting on Dr. McGee's calculation, said: "We
must not forget that water in a sense is inde-
structible. Even in vegetated ground, its use is

almost entirely that of a circulating medium. Only
a negligible part of the water actually enters into

the texture of the plant, most of the materials for
which are drawn from air and soil." He then
likened water to a circulating medium, much like

money. When either money or water is used, it is

not actually consumed; it merely circulates and it

performs its work by this process of circulation..

Water, like money, if stored up and not used
means nothing; but used and circulated and re-

circulateil, it means everything.

From the time the rain falls, seeps into the

ground, works through the underground water-
courses, into small brooks, into the la^rger streams,
and finally passes out to sea, it is being constantly
evaporated and returned again as rainfall. This
continuous circulation is in a real sense the life

blood of us all; for even the human body is ap-
proximately two-thirds water. Like money, as Mr.
Sherman points out, water is really capital, the
real capital upon which the prosperity of the
country depends. And how will you use this

capital? Well, first, you want to increase it if

you can. One of the ways to increase it is by
using all of Nature's means to conserve the water,

and hold back or check its inevitable movement
to the sea. Now, whenever you check it in its

course, whether you check it by clothing the hill-

top with forest land, which serves to absorb it

and store it in the underground watercourses, or
whether you check it through an industrial appli-

cation by using it in your processes, and returning
it cleansed and clarified into the stream for some-
one else to use again, you are increasing your
available capital. But if you permit the water to

be taken from the stream, poisoned, and then re-

turned unfit for further use, you have impaired
your capital; which is as though you took thous-

ands of dollars worth of bills out of circulation,

tore them up and threw them into the fire. Mr.
Sherman is entirely correct in drawing the parallel

between water and money.
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The natural catch basin of the rainfall is, of

course, the forest lands. Therefore, to increase

this all-important water capital we must en-

courage reforestation, especially on the hilltops

and mountain ridges. Trees are the only crop

nature intended to be grown there. In years gone

by, we denuded our mountain forest lands, with

the light, complacent thought that after the tim-

ber had been cut off we could use the cleared

land for agriculture. What folly that was ! When
the trees were gone, there was nothing to hold the

soil. The rainfall, instead of finding its way into

the underground water-courses, simply huiTied on
its way to the sea. Not only do you, under such

circumstances, lose the water, but you also in-

crease the possibility of floods, by removing one

of Nature^s regulating influences on floods. In-

stead of water in your underground watercourses,

you have floods and the disaster that follows in the

wake of swollen streams until the crest of the flood

passes out to sea.

From the time the rain falls, from the time its

drops are first arrested by the leaves and branches

of the trees, and broken into smaller parts to fall

gently upon the ground, a forest is working to

check, preserve and store up water. You have
never walked through a forest without stepping on
a carpet of leaves, frequently ankle deep. Have
you ever reflected on the important part this leaf

mold or humus plays in consei-ving rainfall ? For-
estry experts show that, where this humus or
leaf mold under trees exists, as it alwavs does in

forests, it acts like a vast sponge, retaining prob-
ably as much as 85 per cent of the rain until it is

absorbed by the forest floor. Without this leaf

covering, 92 per cent of the rainfall is carried

away in disastrous floods. On the bare mountain
sides, rain water is not merely lost to us, but
does great harm by rushing down, tearing off the
soil to bedrock, and thereafter loosening and tear-

ing out the boulders. The water itself fills the
streams to overflowing, causing damage and dis-

aster until the excess is carried out to sea. In a
well-managed forest, it has been found that al-

most three inches of rainfall may occur in a single
day before it starts to run off as a surface flow.

In mountain regions where forests prevail, springs
are most numerous. A special study of our State
Department of Forests and Waters shows that,

twenty years ago on the timbered area of the
Oliver Estate near Wilkes-Barre, 17 springs were
present, one of which had a daily capacity of
250,000 gallons. The timber was removed. To-
day, only 7 springs remain, with a greatly di-

minished flow; the spring that had a flow of

250,000 gallons daily now has a daily flow of only

50,000 gallons.

Having, therefore, before us a rough rule of the

thumb, which will enable us to calculate how much
water can be conserved out of the normal rainfalls,

let us see how much of the one billion people which

all of the rainfall could support is available to us

in this country.

First of all we find that under the most favor-

able circumstances, as where rain falls upon forest

land, it is possible to catch and to hold 85 per

cent of the rainfall. Consequently, you see iiis

limit of population is immediately reduced to

850,000,000. Now on the other hand, if there

were no forest land to catch and store-up the rain-

fall, we have seen that as much as 90 per cent

of the rainfall would be carried away in disas-

trous floods, leaving but 10 per cent of the water

to find its way into the ground to replenish the

springs and under-surface watercourses. Were
that extreme to prevail, his estimate of one billion

people would be reduced by 90 per cent or to

100,000,000 people. So you see the limit of popu-

lation in this great country is somewhere between

100,000,000 people, if there were no forest land

at all, and 850,000,000 if it were all forest. Of

course, while we can't have all forest land, but it is

plain that we have far too little, for the present

indications show that the limit of population based

on water available, is much closer to the 100,000,-

000 than to the 850,000,000 mark—far too close

indeed for comfort. Farsighted citizens who are

alert to the signs of the time are beginning to

realize this as they never have before.

In April of this year, the speaker tried an in-

junction suit against the Philadelphia Suburban
Water Company, which planned to take ten mil-

lion gallons of the daily flow of the Perkiomen, the

most important tributary of the Schuylkill. Phila-

delphia challenged its right to take it. The city

cannot afford to lose ten million gallons a day

when the need of its future population is con-

sidered. Shortly thereafter. New York, having no

other place to go to augment its water supply, pro-

ceeded to divert the headwaters of the Delaware,

planning to ultimately take six hundred million

gallons of the water of that stream. This right

was immediately challenged by New Jersey, and a

bill in equity for an injunction filed in the United

States Supreme Court, which has original jurisdic-

tion in conflicts between States, and Pennsvlvania

very properly has joined in. A somewhat similar

situation has arisen in New England where Rhode
Island is challenging Connecticut's diversion of a

stream.

^
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All of these incidents are signs which enable

farsighted people to realize that the pinch of

water scarcity is not far distant and that we must
begin to take account of stock, increase our supply

of water and keep unpolluted what we have.

If, instead of increasing forest lands, we con-

tinue to level them, the day is not far distant

when this country will become a second China. It

is due to the leveling of China's forests more than

any other single cause which has brought that

countiy to the strait in which it now is,—a land

where they suffer alternately from terrible floods

Avhich continually scour the soil into the rivers,

then the population must laboriously restore it by
digging it out of the river beds and fertilizing it

with their own manure. Then come disease and
famine, until last year we had a spectacle of
25,000,000 Chinese abandoning their country and
starting on an immense migration to Manchuria;
a tragic sight, indeed, to see the trail of dead and
dying left behind them as they move toward
Northern Asia.

But I need not waste time telling you the im-
portance of reforestation. Your society demon-
strated its interest in this subject by the fight it

waged ^or the forestry bond issue, so unfortunate-
ly defeateil at the last election. It was not due to

any lack of api)reciation on your part of the
urgent need of a substantial fund which would
insure a i)r()gressive development of reforestation.

Three factors explain its defeat:

First: The grouping together of some fourteen
amendments by action for the voters at one elec-

tion, and that a presidential election.

Second: The paid propaganda emanating from
an organization known as the Taxpayers' Commit-
tee, composed of wealthy industrialists who op-
posed this and all other bond issues because of
groundless fear that it would unduly increase the
taxes. Tremendous sums of money enabled them
to fill the newspapers of the State with full page
advertisements artfully composed so as to impress
upon the people the fact that bond issues were
unnecessary because of an alleged surplus in the
treasury, so that all projects intended to be for-
warded by the bond issues could easily be paid out
of current funds. This propaganda infiuenced
many well meaning people to vote against all bond
i«sue amendments.
Third: The fiulure of the sportsmen to fight

for the amendment the way they should have. The
total vote against the amendment was approxi-
•nately 670,000. The total vote in favor of it
about 410,000. Now, the State issues annually
over 600,000 hunters' licenses to which may be

added 150,000 fishermen's licenses issued to fisher-

men who do not hunt, making a total of sports-

men in the State of, roughly, 750,000. Had every
licensee been a real sportsman and cast only their

own vote in favor of amendment No 3 it would
have received 750,000 votes. However, we should
not be discouraged. The people have had the need
of reforestation brought to their attention and we
friends of conservation have had confirmed Avhat

we suspected would be so : That honeyed promises
of politicians to appropriate sufficient money out
of current revenues are not to be relied on. In-

stead of the promised four millions we got a paltry

one million.

Let us introduce a resolution for a $25,000,000
bond issue at the next session of the Legislature.

It will be in ample time to come to a vote in 1933,

at which time we will be bound to win, not only
because of the excellent work that organizations

such as yours has done, but because by that time
the scarcity of water will make the demand for

reforestation irresistible.

Time forbids me from talking about the other

method of increasing our water capital, viz.: By
abating pollution of the streams. The subject is

suflftciently large for a paper by itself, but this we
should remember, that water pollution is not only

a growing menace to life, health and comfort, but
it is economically wrong and unsound. When in-

dustry takes water out of a stream, ruins it and
returns it in a filthv condition it thereby ends the

chance of another industry coming on the same
stream, for a stream with polluted water does not

offer any inducement to the location of new indus-

tries. The northeastern part of Philadelphia lost

a rayon industry because the engineers found the

Delaware River water not pure enough for its

processes. I have no doubt that if the industry

polluting the stream were closed the abundance of

pure water would result in attracting other in-

dustries greater in number and more important
than those displaced.

The failure to pass the McCrossin Pure Streams
Bill in the Legislature was due entirely to the

"Four Horsemen of Pollution," the mining indus-

try, the paper mill combine, the tanneries and the

oil refineries. The first three of them are ex-

ti-avagant users of water themselves and would bit-

terly object if some other industry of like char-

acter were to locate above them and ruin their

water. Yet they seem to care nothing for the

countless other manufacturing industries forced

to settle or clean out the polluter's filth before

using it in their manufacturing processes.

Don't therefore, make the mistake of believing
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this small but powerful coterie of polluters determ-

ine the future prosperity of Pennsylvania. Remem-
ber what happened to your forests. The lumber-

men came into the State, slashed down our for-

ests almost to the last stick. Small towns sprang
up in their wake, as for example, Williamsport,

in the central part of the State, which was one
largely dependent upon the lumber industry. After

these lumber men cut everything near and far they

packed their grips and sought new forests to con-

quer. They did not stay in Pennsylvania after

they had finished their destructive work, nor did

the town of Williamsport die. When the lumber
men went, new industries took its place, and to-

day Williamsport is as fine and prosperous a

manufacturing town as you will find anywhere in

the country.

So it vdW be with the ''Four Horsemen of Pol-

lution," who are even now riding on wings of

disaster. When they have ruined the streams until

they become even unfit for their purposes they

will no longer stay, so why listen to the false

philosophy which they advance that you must
choose between pure water and industry. There
is no such choice. I think it an insult to American
engineers to say that they cannot solve tlie prob-

lems of stream pollution. It is merely a question

of expenditure of money. Be this as it may, we
cannot temporize much longer as I have shown.
The pressing need of an increased population will

not permit it. Let the four principal polluters

heed the warning and change their ob<,tructive and
destructive tactics before it is too late. In this

way only can they save the country and them-
selves. Then they will have not only the satisfac-

tion of a duty well done, but also the greater satis-

faction of having helpe<l to save their country's
soul.

Reports received by the Department of Agricul-
ture show that during 1928 terraces and soil-sav-

ing dams were constructed on more than 45,000
farms, which prevented erosion of more than
1.349,000 acres, at a cost of $5 to $10 per acre.

Work was done in 31 States. Texas led with more
than 574,000 acres terraced, Mississippi was
second with 155,000 acres, and Alabama third with
151,000 acres. The farmers in the northern
and middle-western States are just beginning to
realize the losses they are suffering from soil

erosion, and rapid progress in control work can be
expected in those areas during the next few years.

GAME AND TREES

Adclf Muller, Member Board of Game Com-
missioners of Pemmiylvania

THE Game Commission as a Department of

our State Government is primarily interested

or engaged in maintaining a supply of game
for the pleasure of our people, not only for those

who go out in season to hunt, but also for those

who desire to see them in woods and fields, then,

too, the Game Commission protects our song and

insectivorous birds and other creatures that are

for specific reasons protected by law.

From my o^vn observations we are not suc-

ceeding in adding to the welfare of the Forestry

Department by increasing some of our game that

are to a degree destructive to the work of re-

forestation, but permit me to observe here, that the

Department of Forestry has been and is now most

tolerant and patient in working with the Depart-

ment of Game Administration, they realize our

difficulties, and are always courteous whenever our

troubles bring us togethef.

Civilization' has crept over our State very fast

since the time of William Penn when he came and

acquired the most beautiful wooded State in the

Union, a State that then supplied not only the

wood and timber in plenty, but also the meat in

plenty, and what a variety of meat there were,

deer in great herds everywhere, quail and turkey

in numbers the like we cannot hope to see again,

and yet when we consider how much man has

penetrated these forests, and taken away whole

forests, cultivated acres, and used up millions of

acres for still other purposes, it is a wonder that

we do have game in such large numbers as we

really have now.

It almost seems that wild game are keeping up

with civilization and that game is adjusting them-

selves to a degree at least with ever changing con-

ditions, but it cannot be said that game is being

educated to a degree of domestic usefulness.

The remarkable feature of all this presence of

game in this day and generation is, that we have

game at all, and the credit must be placed here to

the labor and management of the Game Conmiis-

sion that has been in operation for 34 years.

From the point of view of the Game Commis-
sion, our wild life is a valuable asset, we cannot

live on bread alone, nor can we live on trees alone

or anything alone, and here is where the whole

game and forestry management must ever hold

friendly hands together, because we cannot have

game without forests, and we admit game is not

a decided and beneficient ally of forests.
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Forests are the natural homos and harbors and

pantrys of game, and if we could teach game to

eat only that part of the forests that are un-

suited for the lumber market, most of our troubles

would be solved.

The growth that is on the floor of our forests

make an ideal food and bedding for the game
population, but some of our highly prized game
will at times seek out and eat what they should

leave alone.

If we could do as I have seen done and assisted

in doing in the Black Forest of Germany, we
could, of course, stop all deer depredations by
simply putting on the tips of each ne\vly planted

tree, some lime in paste form so it will stick, and
repeat this process till the trees are out of their

reach, but this, of course, is not practical here on

account of the cost, but then some other method
may yet be discovered that will be cheap enough
and be efficient.

In my own work we are up against the bad
habits of rabbits, they do not bother us as a rule

only when the snow is very deep and they cannot

possibly get any fooTi, they then proceed to fight

for their very lives and eat most any kind of bark,

preferring the bark of fruit trees.

Now there is some excuse for such behavior, but

at times a costly bill (I do not mean a pill) to

swallow, but they have an inquisitive streak in

their makeup that is hard to forgive, it seems
whenever we plant out a quantity of very costly

plants, they leave the best of vegetation less than
an hour after we leave our planting, and go
through the rows and cut down plants, not to eat,

but just because that is one of the ways of wild
life; now this sort of thing is a serious problem
for us, and we have solved it to our satisfaction

by simply making up a spray of Lysol water, some
soap and anything that comes handy and smells
bad and sticks for a few days, and we have never
had them come back a second time in places where
this kind of spraying was done.

Possibly some day we will find such a method
useful in correcting the depredations we now have
on our forest plantings and the very serious
damage done to fanners on their orchards as well
as on their crops; this to me is a serious problem
to solve, and I trust that a nmtual interest in
such experiments may be awakened to find the
remedy that will cause game to leave alone the
vegetation we must of necessity produce for our
own livelihood; we need to raise fniit, vegetables,
and we need equally as much trees and flowers to
gratify our desires and pleasure, and we need the
t-ompany of our wild life, whether they be

creatures on the hoof or on the wing, and while

we do certain things in groups, some of us seek

to advance the success of the forests, and some
of us seek to advance the success of game.

Forest and game conditions must be solved to-

gether, they both serve noble purposes, either or
both deserve the keenest study, and no end of
labor in order to keep them. We could not long
exist without forests and the wholesome influence

of trees we must have, our waters would soon cease

to travel from the mountain sides, were it not for
the forests; and the game we must have to inspire

young and old with that happy desire to go hunt-
ing.

I would as soon go to the hills and the woods
for a bit of recreation and relaxation as I would
to listen to a symphony orchestra playing a

masterpiece.

Forests are nature's architecture, producing ef-

fects of the most sublime beauty with harmony of
color that produce thoughts and give satisfaction

that nothing else can.

The wild life that inhabit our forests are neces-

sary for our esthetic satisfaction. We want botli

in abundance so that life may be sweet, and I am
glad to note the interest shown by so many groups
interested in game and forestry. We have in

this heritage a privilege and a duty to perform,
and that is to industriously and intelligently work
together to perpetuate our forests and perpetuate
our game. When we lK»come conscious of these

blessings we must also be conscious that we are
not to consume, but to taste and pass on for others

to enjoy.

A tiny insect, the southern pine beetle, is re-

sponsible for the destruction of more merchant-
able pine timber in the Southern States than any
other agency. During a single epidemic it has de-

stroyed timber valued at $2,000,000, and the pres-

ent stumpage value of pine killed since 1891 is

placed at about fifty million dollars. Healthy,
vigorous pines of practically all ages and species

are attacked and killed. The middle to upper por-
tions of the trees are the point of attack. The
beetle destroys the soft inner bark through which
the trees get their nourishment.

Weather conditions have much to do with the

abundance and destructiveness or the scarcity of
this beetle. Outbreaks seem to follow abnormally
dry weather, but when the drought is broken by
normal or heavy rainfall the insects disappear.
Low winter temperatures also check the l>eetle

outbreaks.—Farmer's liulletin 1586-F.
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FOREST TREE PLANTING IN SOUTH
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA

E. F. Brouse, District Forester

SOUTHEASTERN Pennsylvania is rich in

interestinf? tree places. Some of the most
outstanding: consist of planted forest trees.

Among these are the plantings of the Nolde Es-
tate, near Reading ; the Friends School, Westtown

;

Lehigh University, which were visited this morn-
ing; the Horst Estate, Reading; the Antietam
Reservoir which is owned and was reforested by
the City of Reading; the farm of E. P. Coho, Am-
hler; and many others which in time may be just
as outstanding. Each of these is a theme in it-

self and several are among the important tree

places so well described by State Forester Illick

in your magazine Fork«t Lkavks sometime ago.
Referring to the Lehigh plantings we read that
"As a result of the deep interest of Dr. Drinker
it was at his instance that auxiliaries to forestry'

and arboriculture were established at Lehigh Uni-
versity in 1909. Seven hundred fifty trees were
planted that year which was the beginning of what
later developed into an Arboretum containing al-

most two hundred different kinds of trees, the
forest tree plantations made up of more than
100,000 planted trees, the demonstration areas and
the forest tree nursery." Today we saw what
was once a vision developed into a most interest-
ing tree place. It commands our deepest admi-
ration.

Is there any wonder that with so many practical
examples of reforestation the people of south-
eastern Pennsylvania should become interested and
actively engaged in this work ? Who from the dis-
interested to the most appreciative can visit or
even casually pass any of these splendid planta-
tions and not be enthusiastic about tree planting
and forest conservation? They have offered for
years what is now regarded as necessary and
practical forestry advertising in the form of the
demonstration forest and undoubtedly furnished
the inspiration for many to l>egin i)Ianting. The
countryside in this section is dotted with*' young
plantings which in a few years will i)rove to be
equally as valuable and interesting.
The Department of Forests and Waters is in-

terested in stimulating reforestation in the State
consequently forest tree seedlings are made avail-
able at $2.00 a thousand, which is approximated
the cost of production. Rightfully there are cer-
tain restrictions to prevent the use or sale of these

trees as ornamentals or Christmas trees. It is

indicated that the trees be used primarily for
wood production or watershed protection. This is

indeed a liberal plan of distribution for the owner
of idle land and that it is accepted as such may be
attested by the large numbers that are planted
annually.

More than 10,600,000 forest trees have been
distributed by the Department to 3,541 private
planters in the Valley Forge Forest District which
is made up of Berks, Bucks, Chester, Delaware,
Lancaster, Lehigh, Montgomery and Philadelphia
Counties. This is approximately one-seventh of
the total number that were sent out by the Depart-
ment for planting in the entire State. The De-
partment first distributed trees in this district in

1910 when 6 persons set out 31,000 and in 1911
but 5,400 were sent out. Tree planting became
more popular as time went on and increased num-
bers were called for until in 1927 when the peak
was reached, 484 private planters received from
the Department 1,700,000 trees. This past Spring
1,012,000 forest trees were planted in the district

which, according to the records, has consistently
le<l all other forest districts in the State for the

past six years, in the number of trees made avail-

able to private planters.

The slightly decreased numbers planted in the

district in 1928 and 1929 was due to a change in

the distribution policy in that a charge of $2.00 a

thousand was made and later an increase in the

minimum number to a person from 500 to 1,000.

Then, too, a large number of cancellations were
made because it was evident in some cases that the

proposed planting did not conform entirely with
the intended use of the trees. Last year applica-
tions were refused for approximately 300,000
forest trees the most of which were to be planted
in the more thickly populated sections. A de^

termined attempt has been made to prevent the
sale of our forest trees for (»mamentals, Christmas
trees, hedges, potted trees, or plantings merely for
the purpose of beautifying the property and hap-
pily we are succeeding in doing this. The area in

the district that is urgently in need of planting
is so large that every effort is being directed to-

ward reforestation so that we must guard against
a sizable percentage of our supply being diverted
to a purpose in which the Department is not
directly interested.

Berks leads all other counties in the district in

the number of forest trees planted there having
been set out in that county a total of 4,711,000, or
almost one-half of all the trees that have been
planted in the district. Some of the finest private
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phmtings in the State are to be found in Berks

County.

Tree planting commenced in Lehigh County in

1915 and to date 216 persons and coi*porations

have planted 643,000. General Harry C. Trexler,

who is host of the Association tomorrow, is the

largest planter, he having planted on his farms

during the yeai-s 1927 and 1928, 105,000, some of

which we may see. This is approximately the

same number that are in the Lehigh University

plantings and represent the largest in this im-

mediate vicinity. Although the oldest of General

Trexler's have but three season's growth, they are

making substantial progress and they, too, may be

listed among the important forest tree plantations

in the Lehigh Valley.

Outstanding among the forest tree planting

projects now under way in this district as well

as the State is that of the City of Reading. Ac-

cording to the present phins more than two million

forest trees will be planted on their new Maiden

Creek Watershed. The work was begun this past

spring when 415,000 were set out and in a few

years this promises to be one of the show places

of the section. Probably the next largest project

is that of an individual in Chester County who
plans to plant 150 acres in forest trees. A definite

planting plan has been made up for the entire area

and it is the intention to complete the work in

three years. The Boyertown, Marietta and Potts-

town Water Companies are completing their pro-

grams and a host of individuals are beginning or

continuing their tree planting work. This is more
clearly demonstrated by the fact that applications

totaling more than 600,000 trees are now on file

for planting in this district in the Spring of 1930.

It is estimated that 300 planters will set out close

to 2,000,000 in this district next year.

Forest tree planting will undoubtedly become
increasingly important in this section. There is a
large acreage of abandoned farmland and waste
areas in Northern Bucks and Montgomery Coun-
ties, in sections of Berks and in Northern Chester

and also in the southern tip of Lancaster County.
It has been carefully calculated that there are ap-

proximately 100,000 acres in this District which
might well be planted in forest trees making the

ultimate forest area approximately 600,000 acres
as there are now about 500,000 acres of timber-
land in the eight counties in southeastern Pennsyl-
vania. An average of 860 acres were planted in

trees the past five years so that at the present
rate it will require many years to complete the
work. The program should somehow be speeded

"P and it is believed that it will be. The Depart-

ment is ever encouraging increased planting and
more time is devoted by representatives in the in-

terest of successful forest tree plantations than

ever before. An examination of the planting site

is usually made not for the sole purpose of in-

vestigating the applications but to make recom-

mendations as to kinds of trees to be used and
suggest the proper planting methods.

The Department's work is not finished when the

trees are shipped but rather by reason of furnish-

ing the planting stock at a low cost and giving

advice and recommendations the State as Avell as

the planter is making a substantial contribution,

therefore every effort is being made to insure ef-

fective results. This is a department of service;

its one function is to advance reforestation and
this extended cooperation will certainly be evi-

denced by a remarkably high percentage of suc-

cessful forest tree plantations.

FORESTRY IN SOVIET RUSSIA AFTER A
DECADE

By Prof. George S. Perry

AMERICA uses about as much wood and lum-

ber of coniferous trees as all the rest of the
^ world together. The forests which yield

softwoods in commercial quantity are practically

limited to the North Temperate Zone. The re-

serve of standing timber of this sort is being con-

stantly diminished and exhaustion of the visible

supplies can be forecasted definitely for every

region except the great but imperfectly known
forests of northeastern European Russia and Si-

beria. The United States may sometime be de-

pendent upon these forests for a considerable por-

tion of the construction lumber needful to our con-

tinued progress and development, unless we adopt

in earnest a broad and effective forestry program.

With the above background, it is obvious that

even Pennsylvania may have an interest in such

remote and othenvise irrelevant circumstances as

prevail in Russian forest management. Ivan Fal-

udi has just published in Sweden some of the

facts that follow:

The Soviet government has long looked upon its

extensive virgin forests as a means of meeting

obligations incurred by purchase of materials, ma-
chinery and equipment in foreign lands, as well

as to finance such international propaganda as

may promote the special brand of Utopia to which

it subscribes. Efforts toward increasing export

sales of lumber heretofore have been flat failures

'^'i
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due to poor organization and the strenuous sales

competition offered by the more efficient border
states such as Fiftland, Poland, Latvia and
Czecho-Slovakia. But now for 1929 the Soviets
report the sale of more than 82,000,000 cu. ft.

of lumber to British interests. This is a giant
transaction, as it is over twice the total lumber
export of the country for the preceding year.
The government has allotted 60,000,000 rubles

for financing delivery of the material and will
probably need all of this if it is to make good;
since Russia itself has had recently an annual
shortage of 122,000,000 cu. ft. of wood and lum-
ber as regards the domestic market, due to faulty
transportation facilities, inefficient government
operations and interference with private initiative.

The authorities recognize the difficulties to be met
and hope to "cut the Gordian knot" by unre-
stricted lumbering in the more accessible forests;
regardless of the vast hinterland of virgin growth
that would derive distinct benefit from regulated
operations. They justify such clear cutting l)y

stating that the forest rotation might require 120
to 150 years, while in such competing countries as
Sweden and Finland it rarely exceeds 80 to 90
years. Hence the government promises to con-
vert and devote these areas to food instead of
wood production. Such ideas seem paradoxical,
since there is now heavy overproduction of wheat
and rye with unlimited extents of open land avail-
able to the plow, while the present volume of for-
est products is only about 60 per cent of the pre-
war output.

The muddled status of forest utilization indus-
tries has been caused mainly by arbitrary price
fixing and restrictions upon the enterprises or in-
stitutions therein engaged. In the lower Volga
River valley the demand for lumber is especially
good, yet the biggest sawmill, operated by a gov-
ernment trust and employing 10,000 men, is run
at less than half its capacity because cutting is
only permitted on a certain area at present and
this chances to be deficient in trees of size for saw
purposes. Bureaucracy, red tape and the preval-
ence of bribery are serious obstacles to real
progress.

The stolid peasantry are everywhere almost ut-
terly indifferent to the common weal. This is es-
pecially true in Siberia where there exists a serious
fire menace during late summer and fall Their
attitude toward fires and the forest is expressed
by the author in the following fatalistic quotation:
It IS God^s will. The Government owns it all

anyhow. Let it bum."
There is no question but that fire is exacting- a

heavy toll in some of these forests. Decadence
and defects are serious in many localities, so it is

likely that the forests of Russia are over-esti-
mated as strongly today as were those of Canada
20 or 30 years ago.

America must be self-reliant. This is a senti-

ment that applies to forest products especially.
No tenable reason exists why anyone should trust
in Russia. A provident, prudent and practical
people will develop in perpetuity the productive
powers of their own idle lands.

FOREST PROTECTION FUNDS FOR STATES
ALLOTTED

THIRTY-EIGHT States will receive allot-

ments of Federal money to assist them in the

protection of forests from fire during the
fiscal year beginning July 1, 1929. Pennsylvania
will receive $49,350.

The total amount of Federal funds available for
co-operative forest fire protection Avork during the
fiscal year just starting is $1,400,000—an increase
of $200,000 over the appropriation for the preced-
ing year. Co-operation with the States in fire

protection is handled by the Forest Service of the
United States Department of Agriculture, under
the Clarke-McNary law of 1924. The work of
protection is done under the supervision of the
several State Forestry Departments under plans
carefully developed by them in co-operation with
field inspectors of the Forest Service, who repre-
sent the Federal Government in the projects. Costs
are met by a three-way division, the Federal Gov-
ernment, the States, and the private landowners
all bearing a share. Under the law the States must
spend at least as much as the Federal Government.
The total of State and private expenditures re-

ported by the 38 co-operating States for the cal-

endar 1928 was $2,700,000.

Co-operative fire protection under the Clarke-
McNary law is extended to State-owned and
privately-owned forest lands. The area of forest
land which was covered by some form of organ-
ized protection during 1928 was 237,292,650 acres,
out of a total of 416,147,700 acres needing such
protection.

Forest Fire Warden Jacob Jacobs, of Schuyl-
kill County, in the Weiser Forest District, was in-

stantly killed by a hit-and-run autoist on July 3rd,
while walking along the State highway near his
home.

DEPARTMENT Or FORESTRY
STATE COLLEGE
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FALL ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION

OFFICE OF THE ASSOCIATION, 714 COMMERCIAL TRUST BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

Whereas^ Pennsylvania has taken an advanced

place among the States in a proper appreciation

of forests, birds, trees, and shrubs; and

Whereas, In accordance with precedent and
custom, certain days have been set aside for the

planting of trees and the protection of bird life;

Notv, Therefore, I, John S. Fisher, Governor
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do hereby

designate and proclaim Friday, October 25, 1929,

as Fall Arbor and Bird Day.

These celebrations are intended to emphasize the

value of forests and birds, and to give opportunity

to the people to participate in their conservation.

Our forests should constitute a chief interest of

every citizen in the Commonwealth. Trees furnish

shade, lumber, food, medicine, and shelter. The
wooded areas are the people's great playground;
in them are found health, rest and recreation. A
barren hillside is ugly; it can be made attractive.

A treeless community lacks the friendly touch.

Inviting trees, well selected and cared for, are an
indication of the civic pride in any community.
Pennsylvania's State forests now comprise 1,-

500,000 acres; but the State ha.s 13,000,000 acres

of land suited to the growing of forest crops.

This means that about 45 per cent, of the area of
the Commonwealth is forest land. Let us give

thoughtful consideration to the improvement of
this land and the restoration of our forests. On
the coming Arbor Day let us plan to cover these

barren spots
; plant more trees for shade, for shel-

ter, for beauty, and as homes for the birds which
protect the farmer and attract us through their

beauty and song. Let us add to the beauty and
adornment of our public grounds, highways, and
homes. Let this Fall Arbor and IJird Day be one
of such outstanding action on the part of our
fichools and communities that our efforts will be
rewarded with renewed forest life, increased shel-
ter for our ])irds and a more beautiful Common-
wealth.

Given under my hand and the Great Seal of
the Commonwealth, at the city of Harrisburg, this

nmtb day of Sei)tember, in the year of our Lord

one thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine, and
of the Commonwealth the one hundred and fifty-

third.

By the Governor,

Robert R. Lewis, ^^^^ ^- Fisher.

Secretary of the Commonwealth.

STRENGTH OF NORTH AMERICAN WOODS
SHOWN IN REFERENCE TABLES

HANDY reference tables showing the strength

of 129 different species of woods grow-
ing in the United States have just been

issued by the Forest Service, United States De-
partment of Agriculture.

The term "strength" as applied to wood may
have a variety of meanings, depending on the use

to which the wood is to be put, says the Forest
Service. In these tables, the mechanical proper-
ties include strength in bending, strength in com-
pression parallel to grain and perpendicular to

grain, stiffness, hardness, shock resisting ability,

and shearing strength parallel to grain. The
weight per cubic foot, specific gravity (oven dry),

and shrinkage from green to oven dry condition

also are given. All the commercially important
hardwoods and conifers are included.

The strength of different species of wood varies

in general as their specific gravity or their dry
weight. Some si^ecies, however, have individual

characteristics which at times cause wide diver-

sion from this rule.

The tables, compiled by H. S. Betts, Senior

Engineer, are based on approximately 1.30,000

tests conducted by the Forest Products Labora-

tory of the Forest Service, Madison, Wisconsin,

over a period of some 15 years. They can be used

to compare the properties of the different woods,

to select woods for particular uses, and to estab-

lish approximate working stresses.

The tables have been published in booklet form
as Miscellaneous Publication 46-M, "The Strength

of North American Woods." Copies may be pro-

cured free while the supply lasts, from the Office

of Information, U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C.
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THE FIRE TOWER AND ITS RELATION TO
AIR NAVIGATION

By Assistant District Forester W. B. Segraves,
Moshannon State Forest District

THE drone of the airplane motor has put
Pennsylvania's wooded hills and valleys in a
new light to those of us who have thought

of them only in the sense of their beauty, practi-
cal value and recreational advantages. To the
man in the air, the extensive forest land, par-
ticularly in the Allegheny Mountains, offers no
suitable areas on which to land an airplane in an
emergency. A forced landing in such country
usually means a "crack-up," with resulting loss of
property and possibly of life.

The urgent necessity of protecting these forested
areas from fire has caused the addition of other
hazards to safe air navigation. In order to de-
tect the dreaded forest fires at their start, the
Pennsylvania Department of Forests and Waters
has erected 117 steel observation towers, 60 and 80
feet in height, on all the highest points in the
State. These towers, because of their height and
location, are obstructions feared by the aviator,
especially at night and in bad fiying weather.
The Department, at the suggestion of the Light-

house Service of the U. S. Department of Com-
merce, is planning to paint these towers to con-
form with airway standards. The top cabin and
upper section will be painted chrome yellow, the
following section black, the next two sections yel-
low, the following one black, and so on to the
bottom. Where this plan will leave a single yellow
section at the bottom, it will also be painted black.
This color scheme, which is used on all the air-
way beacon towers, makes the towers very con-
spicuous by day. The time will come when all the
fire towers will have to be obstacle lighted at night
At the present time, however, this is not neces-
sary as the majority of the night flying in Penn-
sylvania is done on the transcontinental air mail
route.

The mail on the 723 mile portion between New
York and Chicago is carried by the National Air
Transport, known in aviation circles by the in-
itials NAT. This company does more night flyin^
than any other aeronautical organization in th^
world. In 1928, on its two lines, New York to
Chicago, and Chicago to Dallas, 1,298,300 miles
wtere flown at night. The New York-Chicago
route IS flown each way twice daily, one of the
trips in each direction being made at night.

The lighting of this route where it crosses Penn-

sylvania is accomplished by 44 rotating beacons,
spaced approximately 10 miles apart. In addition^
there are 5 "blinkers" in the vicinity of Wood-
ward, Center County. All the lights and inter-
mediate landing fields between New York and Chi-
cago are maintained by the Lighthouse Service of
the U. S. Department of Commerce.
The most dangerous section of the New York-

Chicago route begins at Woodward and crosses the
Alleghenies via Bellefonte, Snowshoe, Kylertown,
Clearfield, Greenwood and DuBois, which terms its

new government intermediate field, "The Gate-
way to the Alleghenies." A pilot crossing the
mountains in this region is in grave danger should
he be forced to bring his plane to earth on any
of this extensive forested area. That this element
of danger is appreciated by NAT is shown in the
fact that the men who fiy from New York to
Cleveland and return are paid a higher rate per
mile than those who fly the western part of the
route.

It can therefore be readily seen why the erection
of the Old Town Tower at Clearfield was an event
of great significance to the air mail service. Built
on the knob at Hillsdale, directly east of Clearfield,
the tower is ideally located for the detection of
forest fires. However, it is right on the most dan-
gerous section of the route, and only a quarter
mile south of the Clearfield intermediate field and
rotating beacon. This condition alone would have
caused the tower to be classed as an obstruction;
but m this case the hazard was increased because
the 80 foot tower is built on a point more than
100 feet above the level of the field and beacon.
The need of some means of decreasing the haz-

ard was at once apparent and the "Pennsylvania
State Department of Forests and Waters, tempo-
rarily illuminated the tower by red lanterns.
The lanterns were at best inadequate, but they

were the only emergency measure available at the
time. A change was made early in December, and
two flood lights were placed at the foot of the
tower. Against the sky's dark background, the
tower at night resembled a huge silver pyramid.

It was inevitable, however, that the beacon light
should be mounted on top of the fire tower. At
the first opportunity plans were completed to make
the change. The tower roof was replaced by a flat
metal roof surmounted by a strong platform and
protective railing. Early in May, 1929, a 24-inch
revolving beacon, 2,000,000 candlepower, 6
R. P. M., 1,000 watt T-20 lamp, was placed in
operation on top of the fire tower.
The Old Town Tower is the first steel fire tower

in the State to be equipped with an airway beacon.
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Plans are now l)oing made to equip another of the

towers in the same manner. It is possible that in

the future air lines will be laid out in the State

using the fire towers as standards for the beacon

lights. The tower equipped with airway lights

truly exhibits its full measure of utility. By day
it gives protection to the valua))le forest land; by
night, it offers to the man who flies above these

lands a guide post to his goal.

The next addition to the lighting equipment on
the Old Town Tower made the tower even more
attractive to the layman, and of greater interest to

the airman.

When it was equipped with two yellow course

lights of 500 watt capacity, the flashing yeUow
lights clearly indicate that the rotating beacon is

on the air mail route. In the past, other white
lights were sometimes mistaken for the beacon.
Since a flashing red or yellow light is uncommon,
their use on the towers identifies the white light as

an airway beacon. Second, the characteristic flash

is the code number of the beacon, which in the
case of the Old Town Tower is 49, indicating that
the site is 490 east of Chicago. Third, their color,

yellow, means that there is an intermediate land-
ing field near the site. Where there is no field,

the course lights are red. Fourth, as the name im-
plies, the lights indicate the course to the next
beacon on either side of the Old Town Tower.
And thus it can be seen how the Old Town

Tower, at first a serious obstruction to safe air
navigation, has become an invaluable aid to the
men who fly the mail. To truly appreciate the
tower's place in the work, one should see it at
night when the mail plane passes overhead. On
the plane are three navigating lights—red, green
and white. On the ground are the white and green
lights bordering the landing field. And between
the two groups are the lights on the fire tower,
telling the pilot where he is, and ever pointing the
way ahead.

The botanist tells us that ''a tree is a woody
I>€rennial plant having a single main stem com-
monly excee<ling 10 feet in height and usually
devoid ot* branches below, but bearing a crown of
branches and foliage at the summit.'' This may
he a good descriptive definition of a tree, })ut it

does not really tell us what trees are. To really
l<no\v trees we must have a knowledge of more
than the length of their trunk, the position of
their crown, and the distinctive characteristics

J^f
their bark, bran<>hes, twigs, buds, leaves,

flowers, fruit and other structural features.—
l*'of. J. s. niick.

NEARLY 70 PER CENT. OF U. S. FOREST
LAND NOW HAS ORGANIZED

FIRE PROTECTION

ORGANIZED protection against forest fires

again demonstrated its effectiveness in hold-

ing down fire losses, according to a com-
pilation of fire figures just completed by the For-
est Service, United States Department of Agricul-
ture, for the calendar year 3928.

On the 389,498,960 acres of forest land under
protection last year, fires burned over a total of
4,428,500 acres, causing damage estimated at

$8,583,620. Of the 178,855,050 acres of unpro-
tected land 39,502,810 acres were burned over dur-
ing the year, the damage being placed at

$74,350,600.

Of the 568,354,010 acres of forest land in the
United States 68.5 per cent, last year had some
sort of organized protection, either by the Federal
Government, the private owners, or by Federal,
State, and private agencies cooperating under the
Clarke-McNary law. There were, however, 178,-

855,050 acres, or 31.5 per cent, of the total area,

still in need of protection. The fact that the fire

damage on the protected 681/2 per cent, of the
total forest area was less than one-eighth that on
the unprotected 31^2 per cent, is a striking

demonstration of the value of organized protec-
tion in saving forest values, says the Forest
Service.

Complete reports to the Forest Service show a
total of 177,362 forest fires in the United States
last year. Of these, 40,579 broke out on protected
lands, while 136,362 occurred on unprotected
areas.

Careless smokers were responsible for the larg-

est number of fires on protected forest lands, caus-
ing 8,346 fires, or 20.6 per cent, of the total. In-
cendiarism ranked next as a cause of fire, being
responsible for 7,276 fires, or 17.9 per cent.

Brush-burning was reported as the cause of 13.2
per cent, of the fires, lightning, 9.3 per cent., camp
fires 9.1 per cent., railroads, 8.9 per cent., lumber-
ing 3.9 per cent., miscellaneous 9.2 per cent., and
unknown 7.9 per cent. Reports as to causes of
fires on unprotected areas are too incomplete and
unreliable to warrant tabulation.

The Gulf group of States had the greatest num-
ber of fires in 1928 as well as in 1927. A total

of 99,120 fires on the unprotected area and 12,987
on protected lands were reported in 1928 in this

group of States. As against 1.14 per cent, for
the United States as a whole, the proportion of the
total protected forest land burned over in the Gulf
States last year was 5.60 per cent. In the Cen-
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tral States, 1.68 per cent of the protected area
was burned over; in the Pacific- Coast States, 1.64
per cent.

; in the Middle Atlantic States, 0.99 per
cent.; in the Southeastern group, 0.98 per cent.;
in the Lake States, 0.43 per cent. ; ir^ the North-
eastern group, 0.21 per cent.; and in the Rocky
Mountain group, 0.12 per cent.

Nearly 30,000,000 additional acres of land were
placed under systematic fire protection durint'
1928.

PRODUCTION or LUMBER, LATH AND
SHINGLES IN 1928 IN THE U. S.

THE Department of Commerce announces
that, according to data collected at the an-
nual canvass of forest products for 1928, the

production of lumber, lath, and shingles in the
United States was as follows: Lumber, 34,142,-
123 thousand feet, board measure, a decrease of
1.1 per cent, as compared with 34,532,420 thou-
sand feet in 1927; lath, 1,903,859 thousand, a de-
crease of 19.7 per cent, as compared with 2,372,-
333 thousand in 1927; and shingles, 5,603,690
thousand, a decrease of 13 per cent, as compared
with 6,443,868 thousand in 1927.
Of the 46 States reporting the production of

lumber for 1928, 28 show decreases and 18 show
increases as compared with the output for 1927.
The greatest increase was indicated for Oregon
and the greatest decrease for Alabama. Each of
ten States shows a production of more than 1,000 -

000 thousand feet for 1928.
'

Each of six kinds of wood contributed more
than 1,000,000 thousand feet to the total cut for
1928, as against seven for 1927. The leading
woods, as in previous years, were yellow pine and
Douglas fir, which contributed 31.1 per cent, and
J4.8 per cent., respectively, of the total production
tor 1928, as against 31.5 per cent, and 24.5 per
cent., respectively, of that for 1927. Of the six
woods of chief importance, only two showed de-
creases for 1928 as compared with 1927. The
largest decrease was shown for yellow pine

235"6irorST'v^
''''^ ''' '""^^ p^^*^"^-^

'-uu^J ^*- ^- ^'> ^^ compared with 589 mills
in J 927 producing 277,722,000 feet, a falling off
of 14.1 per cent.

^

The agriculturist who impoverishes his farm by
taking off the crops year after year without fur-
nishing any fertility to the soil, is no less foolish
than the man who cuts down his crop of timber
without making any provision for the future crop

IMPROVED FORESTS HELP FLOOD CON-
TROL, FORESTER REPORTS TO

CONGRESS

THAT the forests of the Mississippi drainage
basin, under proper protection and care, will
store immense quantities of rain water, re-

duce the rapidity of run-off, and thus assist in re-
ducing floods is shown by a detailed report on the
relation of forestry to flood control issued by di-
rection of the Committee on Flood Control of the
House of Representatives. The report, prepared
by the Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agri-
culture, recommends strongly that the improve-
ment of forest conditions throughout the basin
should have a part in the flood prevention pro-
gram as a necessary supplement to engineering
works.

The report indicates the way in which the for-
ests may be made to do their part in supplement-
ing and protecting engineering operations de-
signed to prevent Mississippi floods. It was pre-
pared under the direction of Associate Forester
E. A. Sherman, and transmitted to Congress by
the President in compliance with section 10 of the
flood control act of May 15, 1928, which called for
further data on the relation of forestry practice to
flood control. Representing a study of large pro-
portions, the investigation includes detailed re-
ports on every important drainage area in the en-
tire Mississippi system.

Forests hold back water and assist in reducing
floods through their great power of absorption. In
addition, good forest cover is a most effective
check against erosion or washing away of soil, and
consequently reduces silting of the river channels
and reservoirs. Because forests under proper
management can be made to produce continuous
crops of forest products, says the report, they are
not only permanent in their influence toward
flood prevention, but they pay their own way.
What are described as "some startling^ facts"

are brought to light in the report. It is shown
that the forests of the Mississippi watershed, evenm their present largely n)ismanaged condition,
were responsible for a reduction in the possible
flood crest of nearly 15 inches. Were all the for-
ests of the Mississippi drainage area protected
and managed in accordance with established for-
estry principles, it is declared, a further reduc-
tion in possible flood crests of 55 inches would be
possible. This restraining effect would be equiv-
alent to the storage capacity of some 4.6 reservoirs
each with a capacity of 10,000,000 acre-feet
Recommendations made in the report may be

summarized as follows:
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Complete organized forest-fire protection as the

first step in improving forest cover should be

rapidly put into effect by the Federal Government,

the States, and the landowners.

Cooperative forest planting should be extended,

so that idle and waste submarginal lands may be

reforested. Results will be of increasing value

from a flood standpoint through increased local

water retention, and decreased run-off and erosion.

Planting is important in many of the critical

areas, particularly in the bluff region from the

Ohio River southward, in southwestern Wisconsin,

and in the Ohio River drainage. Machinery for

carrying out these first two recommendations al-

ready is provided in the Clarke-McNary forestry

act.

Increase is recommended in forest extension

activities to acquaint ownei*s of submarginal for-

est lands with the best methods of treating these

lands. This calls for increased activity among
farm woodland owners under existing authority

in the Clarke-McNary act; and for further author-

ity to carry this extension to other than woodland

owners.

Continued protection and administration of the

national forests, parks, and game refuges under

present policies is recommended, and addition to

the national forests of adjoining forested areas of

unreserved public domain to insure the protective

benefits found in organized Federal administra-

tion.

Prompt extension of public ownership is recom-

mended in many critical forest areas; first, in

order that the Federal Government may have the

direct jurisdiction necessary to enable it to im-

prove forest conditions on lands which now con-

tribute unnecessarily large and destructive run-off,

and second, to enable the Federal Government to

protect heavy investments in flood-control struc-

tures, the permanency of which would otherwise

be jeopardized by serious erosion. In addition to

lands within purchase units already approved, the

report indicates some 6,000,000 acres in critical

areas which should be administered as public for-

ests. For the better management, protection and
reforestation of the remaining 125,000,000 acres

of forest land in the Mississippi watershed not in

public ownership, reliance is placed on individual

and cooperative effort, stimulated by Federal and
State cooperation and leadership.

"It remains to be seen," says the report, *'how

far such a plan will be found adequate to meet the

situation. If success exceeds reasonable expecta-

tions, it may be possible* to reduce somewhat the

total area to be finally purchased. On the other

hand, if private forestry, even under the stimula-

tion of Federal and State assistance, fails in any
substantial measure to meet the requirements of

satisfactory stream-flow regulation and soil con-

servation, to that extent its replacement by public

forestry is inevitable. The only other alterna-

tive would be to classify flood destruction and soil

depletion as less troublesome and costly than the

cure, an admission of weakness and incompetence
too distasteful for the people of this country to

accept."

Investigations into the ways and means of ar-

resting erosion by forestry measures, the determi-

nation of the best species of plants for revegeta-

ting denuded and eroding lands and the conditions

under which they should be used, and research into

proper management of range, pasture and forest

lands, also are recommended. These investiga-

tions should be carried on simultaneously at

several places in the Mississippi Valley. They are

badly needed in the bluff region on the east side

of the Mississippi River, in southwestern Wiscon-
sin, in the rolling or plateau lands of the lower

Ohio River drainage proper, and in the mountain-
ous section of the Appalachians. They are also

badly needed in the Arkansas "Breaks," in the

northwestern "Bad Lands," and at several places

in the open-range lands.

"A vital relationship exists between the con-

dition of the forests on the Mississippi water-

sheds and the regimen of that stream," says the

report. "This is most important and direct as to

the areas classified as 'critical.' The more com-
plete the forest cover the more conducive to regu-

larity of stream fiow. Completeness of cover de-

pends upon adequate fire control and the proper
silvicultural treatment of the forests themselves.

In places this may involve planting, in others bet-

ter handling of the forests as a growing crop.

Where misuse of the land may jeopardize hea\'y

investments in flood-control structures or nullify

public effort in safeguarding more extensive areas

from flood damage, it may be necessary for the

Government to regulate the use of such critical

areas, providing equitable compensation for any
additional burden resulting from such require-

ments as are necessarily imposed upon the owner
for the greater public good."

A Richland County, Ohio, farmer was offered

$300.00 for 86 white ash trees on the stumpage.

He took the precaution to have them estimated

before accepting the offer and finally sold them

for $850.00 stumpage.
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THE PRICE OF FOREST FIRES

i i T T OW many billion feet of lumber would

^£~j|^
be required to build a row of five-

room houses between New York and
Chicago?" is a question asked by Gurth Whipple,
of the New York State College of Forestiy at
Syracuse University in a recent article of the
"Modem Fire Chief." The answer would run into
figures which, because of their enormity, would be
almost impossible to comprehend. However, Mr.
Whipple states that in some years forest fires de-
stroyed nearly enough timber to construct this
mythical row of houses and that each year suffi-

cient forests bum to make a line of fire one-half
mile wide which would reach twice around the
world.

Continuing, he says, that forest fires rank among
the most serious of all conflagrations because they
affect so many vital functions concerning the wel-
fare of the people. Forest fires not only destroy
timber but they destroy the soil. This is an aid
to erosion which in tum carries silt into the river
bottoms making channels shallower and decreasing
the depths of the reservoirs. In Europe the peo-
ple have been taught the value of timber by wood
famines. The authorities also appreciate the eco-
nomic loss from forest fires and have taken
drastic measures to curb them. In France a life
penal sentence may fall to the lot of a person con-
victed of starting a forest fire. Nor is this a new
development, for in the time of Napoleon, a person
convicted of causing a forest fire was promptly
executed. In Sweden every able bodied man be-
tween the ages of 18 and 60 must fight forest
fires. Failure to do so draws hea\T punishment.

Public education is a major factor in forest fire
prevention. The fire towers sprinkled throughout
the country have become schools in fire prevention
where thousands of visitors are told annuallv
about the forest fire menace.

It is pointed out that by the observance of a few
simple rules a great deal may be accomplished in
fire prevention. In the first place there is usuallv
a desire to build too large a camp fire. The In-
dians and the pioneers knew camp fire technique
and built small camp fires. A small camp fire is
more serviceable. A large camp fire affords
opportunity for the wind to carry more sparks
over greater distances than a small fire Thecamp fire should be extinguished thoroughlv
with water and the ashes should be covered with
earth before leaving the camp site.

The forest fire is destructive and ranks in im-
portance with large city fires. Even after the

most disastrous fire, buildings may be constructed
in a comparatively short time. In case of bumed-
over forests it is different. In some cases they
may be made to rise through intelligent reforesta-
tion but even when this is possible, it is often a
matter of decades before they reach anything re-
sembling their original state.

Everybody loses when timber burns. Five thou-
sand uses which niankind makes of the products
that come from the forests are affected and the
tendency is that the material for all of those uses
has been increased in cost to the consumer. The
playground where the fire setter sought reerea
tion has been destroyed for him. Wild life
has met a fiery doom. Fish have succumbed to the
ashes of the great tree torches as they wilted in
the holocaust and irregular stream flow. Its cool-
ing shade, inviting trails, the fiowers and birds
have disappeared. With them have gone the tour-
ist, the hunter, the camper, for none of these
enjoy an outing among blackened stumps and
barren hillsides in a country which is over-popu-
lated by insects and fungi.

NEARLY THREE-QUARTERS OF NEW ZEA-
LAND'S FOREST LAND IS GOVERN-

MENT OWNED

IN the islands forming the dominion of New
Zealand, nearly 1 square mile in 5 is forest
land. New Zealand forests that are economi-

cally exploitable at the present time have a total
area of 5,646 square miles, officials of the Domin-
ion reported at the British Empire Forestry Con-
ference of 192S; protection forests and cut-over
areas dedicated to forest conservation total 14,919
square miles. The volume of standing timber is
estimated at 3,097.8 million cubic feet for conifers
and 2,934.8 million cubic feet for broad-leaved
species. The State owns 72 per cent, of the forest
land, corporate bodies own 17.6 per cent., and
private individuals own 10.4 per cent.

^u m^nn?
^''""'''^ consumed and exported* amounts to

b8,000,000 cubic feet yearly, forestry officials esti-
mate. Timl>er exi)orts are set at 7,400,000 cubic
teet, imports at 8,700,000 cubic feet.
The results of recent investigations tend to indi-

cate that in most of the forests of the Dominion,
because of overmaturity of the timber, loss by de-
cay balances the increment. The loss by fiVe is
practically negligible. With the possibi; excep-
tion of kauri and beech si)ecies, very little hope is
entertained of the regenerati(m of the indigenous
forests either naturally or by artificial means The
podocarp forests, which regenerate through a cycle
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of plant succt^ssion, present special complications.

The New Zealand Government has increased its

yearly plantings of exotic forest species from less

than 4,000 acres in the fiscal year 1923 to 35,000

acres in the fiscal year 1928. In these plantings

very satisfactory results have been obtained with

direct seeding, especially with spot sowing. Con-

siderable reductions in the cost of raising seed-

lings have been brought about by the adoption of

line sowing, and moat of the species used are now
raised in this Way.

Monterey pine and Douglas fir are the pnncipal

species in these plantings. Other species used are

Pinus ponderosa, Pinus laricio, and redwood.

By an act of 1927, 63,578 acres of State forest

was vested in the Wellington city council for

watershed protection and forestry purposes. This

area, providing protection for the water supply of

Wellington and adjacent boroughs, is controlled

by a board consisting of four members of the city

council and five representatives of the adjacent

local authorities, with the mayor of Wellington as

chairman. The act provides for the development
of the area under the supervision of a competent
forest officer and according to a working plan ap-

proved by the Commissioner of State Forests.

CARE OF SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL
TREES1

1

IT
is a matter of common observation that

many planted ornamentals on the lawns and

streets of our cities fail to thrive as they do

in the forest. The forest soil is light, porous and
rich* It is constantly fed by humus, the decay of

leAv\»s, vegetable and organic matter that accumu-
lates year by year. The soil in the forest is well

aerated and retains a good supply of moisture. It

is the natural site for the trees.

The soil in our cities, on the other hand, is fre-

quently not rich in plant foods. It is packed and
either covered with sod or bare and baked in ex-

posure to the sun. It is often of poor quality from
artificial fills. Much of the rainfall quickly runs
otf instead of passing into it.

The city tree, therefore, needs special care. Sod
should not be allowed to grow close to the tree.

The soil from a foot to two feet about the ground
should be kept free of all growth and the surface
kept loose with a hoe or pick.

Besides lack of soil, air and moisture, most orna-

nientals suffer from malnutrition in the absence of

forest conditions. A good supply of well rottod

manure and straw or leaves should be placed around
them in late fall and remain until early spring.

Trees that appear sickly may be fed with a solu-

tion of sodium nitrate, a teaspoonful or more to

a gallon of water. This may be introduced to

the region of the roots through small iron pipes

inserted in the ground and sloping toward the cen-

ter. The pipes should be inserted about three-

fourths of the way from the trunk to the entire

area shaded by the crown of the tree. For small

trees the pipes may be 12 to 15 inches deep and
for larger trees two to three feet.

A fertilizer which has been found very satisfac-

tory in treating sickly trees may be made from

two parts nitrate of soda, two parts acid phos-

phate, one part muriate of potash, and two parts

bone meal. This mixture is applied at the rate of

two ounces to 'eight square feet of ground surface

about the tree. If the first application does not

appear sufficient, it may be followed with repeated

treatments every couple weeks.

It should be kept in mind that shade, street and

ornamental trees in towns and cities are not

favored by the normal conditions under which

trees thrive. These trees are dependent upon the

care they receive from the home owner and muni-

cipality.

In all cases attention to water supply and soil

conditions will be to the tree's advantage. Prob-

ably the most important treatment needed is keep-

ing the soil around the tree in a loose condition

like a garden-soil, free from weeds and sod. This

loose soil mulch conserves the water supply, helps

soil aeration, and assists the introduction of -arti-

ficial fertilizers into the soil when necessary. "An
ounce of prevention is worth many pounds of

cure,'' and with a little care and foresight, sickly

conditions of trees are often prevented.

A law passed recently by the Parliament of

France provides that any owner or operator de-

siring to cut more than 20 chestnut trees during

the year must make a declaration in writing to

the prefect of the department at least a month m
advance. The declaration must indicate the place

where the cutting is to be done, the number of

trees to be cut, and whether the "ink disease" ex-

ists in the stand. Cuttings in coppice need not be

declared. Every tree cut must be replaced, either by

a sprout or by a planted tree, within two years.

The pasturing of goats is forbidden for three

years on lands on which reproduction is being es-

ta})lished, except where the ink disease is present.

Subsidies in cash and i)lanting stock are provided

for encouraging the establishment of chestnut in

places where it seems desirable to encourage the

growing of this species. A penalty of 50 to 500

W
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francs is provided for failure to observe the regu-

lation in regard to replacement of chestnut that

is cut and of 5 to 10 francs for allowing grazing
on the forbidden areas.

SIDELIGHTS OF HISTORY IN THE
BUCHANAN FOREST DISTRICT

By W. L. Byers, District Forester

WHOEVER it was that made the statement
"far fields are greener'*—was certainly

not a resident of the Buchanan Forest
District. Twenty years of association with the

natural and historic wonderland of Bedford, Ful-
ton and western Franklin counties, has taken me,
as forester, into every recess of this scenic section,

forever old, forever new. Its high mountains, far-
flung vistas, picturesque by-ways, and winding
streams, abound with historic lore.

Perhaps the outstanding historic interest, be-
cause of its national significance, is the birthplace
of James Buchanan, fifteenth President of the
United States, and Pennsylvania's only contribu-
tion to the presidency. This spot has somewhat
added interest for the foresters of Pennsylvania
since it is part of the state forest area. The place
where President Buchanan was bom in 1791 is

marked by a pyramidal stone monument, known
as Stofty Batter, the original log cabin having
been moved to the town of Mercersburg. The site

of his birthplace and the stone marker were a
gift to the Commonwealth from Buchanan's niece,
Mrs. Harriet Lane Johnson, who kept house for
him while he occupied the White House. To a
point three miles south at Mercersburg, Buchan-
an's family moved when the boy was five years
old. Mercersburg had previously been known as
Smith's Crossing, but was renamed after General
Hugh Mercer, a physician in the Revolutionary
Army who gave medical relief to General La-
fayette when he wa.s wounded at Brandywine.
Young Buchanan, at the age of 14 years, en-

tered Dickinson College at Carlisle. Because of
some boyish scrape he was at first denied admit-
tance to the college for his second year, but
through the intercession of his father's friends,
he was permitted to continue his courses and grad-
uated at the/ age of 18. He then studied law in
Lancaster, and became Prosecuting Attorney, by
appointment, of Lebanon County. Being a mem-
ber of the militia he was called to BauFmore for

the War of 1812. Thereafter, he spent a life of
service for his State and Nation, serving in the
House of Representatives of Pennsylvania, as
Congressman and Senator to Washington, as
Secretary of State under President Polk, Am-
bassador to England and Russia, and finally as
President, to which office he was elected in 1856,
as a Democrat.

When Buchanan was a young boy, in fact as he
grew to manhood, the country of his native vicin-
ity was a vast wilderness. When he was left out
to play about his home his parents always had a
turkey bell tied around his neck, so that they
could find him. His father was a tavern keeper
and clerked in the Tom Store at Cove Gap.

Across the State Forest land in western Frank-
lin County is the road used ))y General Forbes
and his army in 1758 on their expedition against
Fort Duquesne. Fort Loudon was Forbes' first

base of operations from which the army began
their march. Construction on this part of Ihe
road began in 1755, with the intention of carrying
supplies to General Braddock's army after the
capture of Fort Duquesne. Braddock's*^ defeat pre-
vented the completion of the road. The portion
from Shippensburg to the summit of the Alle-
ghenies, over 75 miles was, however, opened up
with only three months of work, from April to
July, 1755, rapid road building indeed. It was
the first road opened or made passable over what
is now known as the Tuscarora Mountains, al-
though it did not cross Tuscarora Mountain itself
but swung north at Fort Loudon up Path Valley
and through Cowan's Gap, thence through Allen's
or Augwick Valley to Bunit Cabins in northern
Fulton County.

The cabins of the early settlers at the i)lace now
known as Burnt Cabins, were burned ])y order of
the Colonial Government in 1755, since the set-
tlers occupied land claimed by the Indians, and
which up to that time had not been purchased
from them.

Fulton County was settled by the Scotch-Irish
because Penn had issued orders that the Irish were
not to be sold any land east of the South Moun-
tains, where many of the German people had set-
tled. The German and Irish settlers did not get
along together and Penn wanted a mountain range
between them to prevent outbreak of hostilities."
The first body of armed troops south of the

Hudson River to join AVashington's Army at the
siege of Boston, contained many members from
Franklin county. One company of these men
was under Captain Chambei-s and belonged to the
regiment under the command of Colonel Thomp-
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son of Carlisle. This rej^iinent, after the first

year and from then on to the surrender of the

British at Yorktown, was officially known as "The

First Regiment of the Continental Army of

America."

At the present site of the town of Bedford was

located old Fort Bedford. Here General Forbes'

Army was joined })y General Washington with the

Virginia militia. Washington, while President, re-

visited Bedford in October, 1794, when he spent

three days there to inspect the troops gathered

under General "Lighthorse" Harry Lee, Governor

of Virginia, which were going westward to sup-

press the Whiskey Insurrection. President Wash-
ington returned to Carlisle over the route of the

road made in 1755, above mentioned.

The site of Bedford was previously known as

Raystown, from John Ray, who settled along the

creek where Bedford stands, shortly after 1750.

He was the first known white settler in what is

now Bedford County.

Chambersburg was named for Benjamin Cham-
bers, who settled at Falling Springs in 1730 and
erected a building on the site Avhere Woolen Mill

now stands.

The road from Chambersburg to Bedford, a dis-

tance of 56 miles, now the route of the Lincoln
Highway, was constnicted as a turnpike in 181 S-

1820, at a cost of $6,000 per mile. The piers sup-
porting the present covered bridge in the Juniata
River, about eight miles east of Everett, were put
in place about that time. Previous to this the
bridge was crossed farther west by a chain sus-

pension bridge, in which large chains were used
instead of the usual cal)les. Al>out every other
house along this thoroughfare was a tavern and
in those days the road was lined with wagons,
hauling merchandise to the pioneei-s of the West.
Cattle were driven in droves over the road and
even turkeys were driven in flocks and roosted
whenever night overtook them. The "Old Sprote"
place, located on Ray's Hill, was (me of the well-
known taverns and is in operation to this dav,
known as the ''McElvaine Place." Miss Mira L.
Dock, former member of the Forest Commission
and well-known to Pennsylvania foresters, spent
summer vacations at this tavern while living at
Hopewell, where the railroad shops were erected
by her father.

Just east of the town of Breezewood was born,
in 1854, Samuel McCall, who afterward moved to
Massachusetts arxl become (Governor of that State
as well as Congressman.

Fort Littleton, erected in 1756 as a protection
to early settlers around what was then called
"Sugar Camp," was named in honor of Sir George

Littleton, a friend of Governor Morris. Mt. Par-
nell, Franklin County, and Alum Bank, Bedford
County, were both stations on the under-ground
railroad for runaway slaves. McConnellsburg was
laid out in 1794 by Samuel McConnell, with a
commons entirely surrounding the town for the

pasturing of cattle.

Many other places in the Buchanan Forest Dis-

trict, of local and State-wide historical interest,

could be enumerated. The section is well worth
a visit by the historically minded as well as the

nature lover. Approximately one-half of the

region is covered with forests and from four of

the high points, surmounted by forest fire obser-

vation towers, magnificent views may be obtained.

Blue Knob, with an elevation of 3165 feet is the

highest point in the district. Other high points

are Martin's Hill, 3075 feet ; Tuscarora, 2440 feet

;

Dunniiigs Mountain, 2550 feet, and Sideling Hill,

2396 feet.

The highways and by-ways, all leading through

a region of wonderful scenery, invite the traveler

to come and see the many historical points of early

Colonial days—days in which the souls of brave

men and women were tried to the utmost—days
during which the Commonwealth was in the mak-
ing—days in which those early pioneers, with fidel-

ity and suffering, entered the uncharted forests

and hewed a civilization from the wilderness.

Recalling the days of these hardy pioneers, let

us take inspiration, and seek to build, as they did,

a better and brighter world in which to live. Let

us have faith that our problem is no greater than

was that of those early pioneers. Let us have

faith that there are still great things in store for

this region as there Avere in the past. We are

striving here not only to honor those early pion-

eers and the work they did, !)ut we are striving to

make this region productive of great forests, thriv-

ing industry, outdoor recreation, a vast store-

house for game and an area of scenic beauty that

shall be unsurpassed in the Commonwealth. We
want to see each acre of soil produce the greatest

crop of its kind. We have in the district vast

agricultural lands as fertile as exist in the State,

and a vast region of forests whose wealth is un-

excelled. We have numerous streams of great

beauty, we have mountains of great extent and
whose elevations arc the highest in the State; we
have excellent highways. We have a population

of 75,000 persons, friendly and hospitable. The
Buchanan Forest District, comprising Bedford
County, named in honor of the Duke of Bedford;

Fulton, named in honor of Robert Fulton; and
Franklin, named in honor of Benjamin Franklin,

bids you welcome.

ii ii
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FOREST FIRE PROTECTION IN JAVA

WHEN the easterly monsoon is blowing over
Java, from June to September, the lower
foothills and upper coastal plains of the

eastern third of the island are directly down wind
from the great central desert of Australia. It is

precisely in this driest section that the govern-
mental teak forests are concentrated, writes Coert
du Bois, United States consul general in Java,
who is a former member of the United States
Forest Service.

In Java teak sheds its leaves about the middle
of August. The leaves are very large on young
trees and sprouts, sometimes reaching the size of
18 by 9 inches; thus the resulting leaf litter is

heavy. By September 1 this litter has dried out
to a degree that invites fire, and before the first

rain comes it has about two months in which to
dry out still further. A postponement of the rains
till December 1 sets the stage for disastrous fires.

An important factor in the fire hazard is the
density of the population ; with an area of 131,440
square kilometers (the kilometer is less than five-
eighths of a mile), Java and the small neighboring
island of Madura have a population of nearly
36,000,000. On the average, about 5,000 fires are
to be expected each year.
An ordinary surface fire in teak kills the young

plants up to 11/2 inches in diameter and damages
the butts of older trees. Repeated fires result in
loss of humus, decreased rate or complete stop-
page of growth, erosion on hilly land, and occu-
pation of the forest floor by ^^alang alang," a
coarse, worthless grass (Imperata sp.), that is
hard to eradicate and that is itself very inflam-
mable. In new plantations a surface fire kills the
the young trees to the ground. They may or may
not sprout, and often the whole burned area has
to be replanted.

Early in the year, in preparation for the dry
monsoon season, the Dutch foresters in charge of
the 7,654 square kilometers of teak forest prepare
plans covering the distribution of the laborers in
the felling and planting areas with reference to
their use as fire fighters. Each crew of woods
laborers is instructed that in case of fire all other
duties give way to fire fighting, and is made re-
sponsible for the protection of a certain area. In
an emergency, a call for help in fighting fire is
sent to the villages of the natives. In certain dis-
tricts, if no fire occurs during the drv mcmsoon
withm a specified area adjacent to a village the
Dutch authorities reward the village with a slama-
tan or native fea«t when the rains have started

Roads, trails, and forest tramways are kept

cleared so as to serve as firebreaks. On certain
units regular firebreaks are laid out and cleaned
on the windward sides of areas needing special
protection.

The organized detection service includes patrols
and lookouts on fixed points. There is no tele-

phone system, but the Dutch foresters have taken
advantage of a native method of signalling by
means of a hollow w^ood cylinder 1 to IV2 meters
long with a vertical slit cut in one side. This is

sounded by striking it with a hardwood bar. The
sound, although not loud, has great carrying
power. One of these wood signal drums hangs in
the alun-alun or gathering place of every native
village. Above the platform of each of the look-
out towers, which are made of bamboo, is sus-
pended one of these native drums. The lookout
signals the location of smoke to the fire guards
and to the surrounding villages by code, using a
system of strokes and intervals that has been
worked out and practiced in advance.

In the period 1923-1927, inclusive, the propor-
tion of the teak forest burned over averaged 4.64
per cent, a year, and the cost of protection aver-
aged 19.2 cents Dutch (7.68 cents in United States
currency). This represents protection of a con-
siderably higher degree of intensiveness than that
practiced on the national forests of the United
States, Mr. du Bois remarks; the costs are practi-
cally all labor costs, and unlimited forest labor is

available at from 50 to 80 cents Dutch a day. A
forest guard can be hired in the Java teak forests
for the equivalent of $7.20 U. S. a month.

In addition to the teak forests Java contains
tropical hardwood forests covering 24,171 square
kilometers, or 25 per cent, of its area. The mass
of these is located on the comparatively short,
steep southern slope of the island, the Indian Ocean
side. The jungle forest is essentially an evergreen
forest, containing only a few deciduous species.
The humus is deep and the litter heavy; but on
account of the perennial overhead shade and the
higher altitude it is only near the close of the dry
monsoon, or when the drj^ season is unusually pro-
longed, that the jungle dries out sufficiently to pre-
sent a real fire hazard. Intensive protection meas-
ures are not earned out on these forests.

A Chinese graduate of Pekin University who
was pursuing his studies at Dr-ew Theological
Seminary in New Jersey, entered the New York
State College of Forestry because as he says,
"The more 1 considered the needs of my coun-
try, the more I realized that I could do the most
good by turning my attention toward the pre-
vention of floods and famine in China. *'
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BRAZIL ESTABLISHES FOREST SERVICE

BRAZIL is setting out to organize a Federal

Forest Service, under the provisions of

legislation that has been in existence for

some years. In planning for the new organiza-

tion the Brazilian Minister of Agriculture availed

himself of the advice of William A. Orton, direc-

tor of the Tropical Plant Research Foundation,

Washington, D. C. In this connection Doctor

Orton recently made a visit to Brazil.

The new service is to be headed by William

Thomas Cox, for the past three years director of

the Upper Mississippi River Wild Life and Fish

Refuge of the United States Ikireau of Biological

Survey. Mr. Cox, a graduate of the University

of Minnesota, had 7 years' experience with the

United States Forest Service and was for 11 years

State Forester of Minnesota. Assisting him as

associate forester will be Donald M. Matthews,

professor of forest management in the School of

Forestry and Conservation, University of Michi-

gan. Professor Matthews, a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Michigan, has had almost 20 years' ex-

perience in tropical forestry work, in the Philip-

pines and British North Borneo. Three years ago,

as forester for the Tropical Plant Research Foun-
dation, he made an investigation of forestry prob-

lems of eastern and central Cuba. Under his pres-

ent arrangement with the Brazilian Government he

will devote six months' time to an intensive study

of Brazilian forestry conditions while on leave

from the University of Michigan. Mr. Cox ex-

pects to assume his new duties about July 1st, and
Professor Matthews will probably leave for Brazil

early in August.

In discussing the importance of this step by
Brazil, Doctor Orion says:

"Brazil is reported to have over a billion acres

of timberiand, 100,000,000 acres of which is said

to be occupie<l by valuable pine. The Amaz(m
Valley contains the greatest solid body of timber
in the world, and the application of forestry

principles to this great region should have a pro-
found effect on the timber markets of the world.
In Brazil are over 3,000 distinct kinds of timber
trees, and in the Amazon Valley alone over 2,000
have been reported. There are probably many
more trees of unknown species which, when better
known, will have great value and utility. Brazil
IS a country wealthy in very high-grade woods,
and the first pur])ose of the forest servic(» will be
to put the forests of the country on a j)erpetunlly

producing basis."

Brazil's present plans include sending students

to the forest schools of the United States to be
trained, under the supervision of the Tropical
Plant Research Foundation, for forestry work in

their native land.

IRISH FREE STATE REGULATES TIMBER
CUTTING ON PRIVATE LAND

UNDER a forestry law enacted in 1928 by
the Irish Free State, landowners intend-

ing to cut down or uproot any trees more
than 10 years old, other than fruit trees or osiers,

are required to give the Government 21 days* writ-

ten notice of their intention. The minimum pen-
alty established for failure to give such notice is

£5 for every tree cut down or uprooted; in cases
in which the offense results from a bona fide mis-

take of fact the total penalty is limited to £100.

The Minister for Agriculture is authorized to pro-
hibit the felling or uprooting, and violation of a
prohibition order is made punishable by a fine of
not more than £5 per tree. A prohibition order
can not apply to trees that are to be transplanted,

trees in county boroughs or urban county districts,

or trees within 100 feet of a building. Exemption
is granted also in favor of fellings for the purpose
of obtaining timber for the construction or repair
of buildings, fences, or other structures on the

holdings on which the trees stand or on neighbor-
ing holdings, or for the purpose of obtaining do-

mestic fuel; this exemption is limited, however, to

cases in which a tree is "not necessary for the

ornament or protection of the holding on which it

stands." Further exemptions apply in cases in

which the revenue from fellings is obligated under
the terms of loans for the purchase of land, or of

mortgages on the land, antedating the passage of

the law.

An order prohibiting felling must be accompan-
ied by a written statement of the reasons for the

prohibition.

In granting a felling license the Minister for
Agriculture may require that w^ithin a year or
shorter period after the removal of a tree the tree

will be replaced by the planting of one or more
trees of a specified kind.

When the minister makes a prohibition order
with the view of preserring scenic beauty he may
award compensation, if he is satisfied of the good
faith of the intention to fell.

The minister may grant any person a general

permit for thinning or clearing on any specified

land either with a view to replanting or "in ac-

cordance with the general practice of good fores-

try."
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The law requires that when anyone other than
the owner of a woodland intends to burn shrubs
growing within 1 mile of the woodland he shall

give seven days' written notice of his intention

both to civil authorities and to the owner of the

woodland. If such notice is not given or if the

woodland owner serves a counter notice object-

ing to the proposed burning as likely to cause
damage to the woodland, the person burning the

brush becomes responsible for any injury so

caused and is subject to recovery of damages.

BIRD MIGRATION

By Praf. Greorge S. Perry

WHAT has become of the birds? Why have
they left us so long before winter comes?
These are common questions with bird

lovers. They have not yet been definitely an-
swered with respect to certain details, but some
old notions on the subject have been disproved
and accurate information is being gradually ac-

quired. The banding of birds is very fruitful
as to facts of range and bird movement.

Old World foresters appreciate thoroughly the
advantage of birds in the forest, and nesting
houses are a common feature in many places, being
erected in hope of attracting these efficient forest
guards. In general, however, birds are scarcer
in forests of Central Europe than in those of the
eastern United States. This is due to the preval-
ence of pure and even-aged growth. It can be
stated as an axiom that birds in any region will
be abundant, as to both numbers and variety, just
in proportion to the number of tree and shrub
species present. Mixed and irregular forests guar-
antee a constant succession of insect food forms
developing throughout the warm season with a
variety of nesting sites, while pure stands may
yield a surplus of some particular insect for a
week or two and offer little or no food during the
rest of the year, and the nesting conditions may
only suit a few kinds of birds.

Foresters have especially good opportunities to
observe many kinds of birds and a hobby such as
bird-study fits in well with the daily routine of
work. It is probably not an exaggeration to say
that Without birds to protect them, forests could
not exist. The birds that defend our trees against
insect hordes are nearly all migrants, since those
few kinds that live in northern localities tlirougll-
out the year are mostly seed eaters. The sprhig
migration comes at a time when insect life has
just passed its lowest ebb. The prospective par-
ents of large families of pests are stirring abroad

after successfully enduring the dangers and deci-

mation of winter. Each mother bird or moth
eater may reduce the summer hosts by thousands.
The writer recalls from the spring of 1914 in

northern Pennsylvania, how young canker worms
or "measuring worms," were literally crawling
everywhere on the new leaves and twigs of beech,

birch and maple. It is safe to estimate that they

averaged one for every leaf in the forest at least.

Yet ten days later it was difficult to find a single

worm. In the meantime the forest had been alive

with a million twittering small birds—warblers,
kinglets, vireos and chickadees—most of them
moving slowly north to their summer breeding
grounds.

It is often said that birds migrate because of
the food supply. Another reason given for mi-
gration is the temperature changes that accom-
pany spring and fall. Both of these factors may
play a role as causes, but it is doubtful if they
are fundamental.

Humming-birds may be very common around
lawns and flower gardens all through July and
August, but just as certain as September 5th to

10th arrives in southern Pennsylvania, they sud-
denly and completely disappear. Warmth and the

fact that their favorite flowers are in the height
of bloom, make little difference. Swallows, king-
birds and most flycatchers go south in late August, ^

although their food supply is then at its best

about their breeding places. One flycatcher, the

phoebe bird, comes back north very early in the
spring, even though it then often dies of hunger
and cold ; as is the case some years of many other
bird kinds. It is safe to say that bird migrations
correspond more closely with the calendar changes
than do the blooming, vernation and leaf-fall of
trees.

In north Europe the nightingale is often caught,
or taken as a fledgling from the nest and confined
as a singing cage bird. It is fairly content dur-
ing most of the year, but observers have commonly
noted that in spring and fall when the migrations
of its wild brethren are going on, the caged birds
are extremely restless for a week or ten days. They
flutter about and beat against their bars until

their heads are bloody and feathers sadly bedrag-
gled. This fever afflicts the birds, regardless of
whether they are kept in the house or open air.

It is usually noted to begin in spring for some
four or five days before the first wild nightin-
gales are reported as arriving in the vicinity.
From the Berlin zoological garden (Tiergarten)

comes a story of wild geese and cranes, that were
hatched there, under domestic fowls and given

'
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their liberty. These birds were content to stay in

their yards most of the time but in early spring

and late autumn they would regularly become

restless and noisy. They w^ould rise on wing and

fly about in large or smaller circles for days in

succession, often in typical line and wedge fonna-

tions, yet never leaving so long as no old birds

Were with them to serve as leaders.

The urge to migrate must, therefore, be a deep-

ly rooted instinct developed back in the misty ages

or implanted by an all-wise Creator. When birds

first appeared on earth away back in Tertiary

geologic times, a uniform warm climate prevailed

from pole to pole, but as in course of millions of

years, the change of seasons developed, it is sur-

mised that bird life moved about under the neces-

sity of getting food. It is hard to reason out why
and how such fixed habits as our birds of passage

show could have been developed, since climatic

changes were very slow. It is notable also that

birds very similar in food habits and physical

organization sometimes have developed quite dif-

ferent migratory habits.

Nearly every bird species has developed some
migration peculiarity. Some fly direct from their

winter quarters to northern breeding grounds or

vice versa. Others linger and loiter enroute. Oc-
casional individuals of a migratory species remain
over winter in their northern homes. This is true

of the robin and song sparrow.

Bird migration is, therefore, a great rhythmic
fever that regularly afflicts in a characteristic way
many of our bird species. It has wide practical

importance as to the range and distribution of

many trees, lower plants and even insects. Man
is still far from understanding some of the mys-
teries involved.

CIGARETTE SMOKERS WARNED OF HIGH
FIRE HAZARDS •

CALLING attention to the many serious for-

est fires which have been taxing Federal,

State, and private protection agencies to

the utmost. Associate Forester E. A. Sherman, of
the Forest Service, United States Department of
Agriculture, issued a warning to all smokers to be
doubly careful in the use of cigarettes.

Hot, dry weather in many parts of the country
has brought about the most dangerous fire situ-

ation of the year, Mr. Sherman said. Foresters
have been fighting for control of bad fires in Cali-
fornia, the Pacific Northwest, the Inland Empire
region, and in Minnesota and Wisconsin. A num-
ber of these fires were caused by carelessness with
cigarettes.

"The reduction of losses from cigarette fires has

been given a good deal of study by Government
agencies," said Mr. Sherman. "The United States

Bureau of Standards has published the results of

an investigation which indicated the seriousness of

the hazard and possible methods of reducing it.

According to these results, the property loss from
fire attributable to smoking is about $45,000,000 a
year, and this does not include forest fire damage,
which in 1927 amounted to more than $6,000,000,

nor all the loss from grain field fires started by
smoking, for which separate figures are not avail-

able. More than 30,000 fires are estimated to have
been caused by smokers in 1927, the latest year
for which statistics are available, in the forests of

the country. In an effort to reduce the number of

fires caused by smokers on Government lands the

Forest Service has closed extensive areas of Na-
tional Forest land to smoking during the forest fire

season. On such areas, smoking is prohibited on
National Forest land except at improved camp
grounds and places of habitation.

"Some of the progressive cigarette manufactur-
ers are becoming interested in the problem of re-

ducing cigarette fire losses. Investigations by the

Bureau of Standards on possible methods of fire-

proofing the tips of cigarettes are receiving the

manufacturers' attention. The Forest Service has

been in communication with the manufacturers
concerning the development of a plan for co-

operation in educational work to induce greater

care on the part of smokers with burning tobacco

and matches, and some of the manufacturers are

already going ahead with educational efforts. By
including cautionary notices in cigarette packages

and possibly on cigarettes themselves it may be

possil)le to reach millions of smokers with direct

warnings."

Mr. Sherman emphasized the fact that "cigar-

ettes and pipe ashes should be pressed out and
discarded only in unquestionably safe places.

Matches should be broken in two before they are

thrown away. Every automobile should be equip-

ped ^vith ash receivers for both front and rear

seats, as many fires are caused by burning tobacco

or matches thrown from cars along the roadsides."

20,000,000 ACRES OF FOREST LAND NEEDS
PLANTING IN LAKE STATES

EVERY year that the 20,000,000 acres of un-

productive forest land in the three Lake
States remain idle means a loss to the region

of some $20,000,000, according to Joseph Kit-

tredge, Jr., of the Forest Service, United States

Department of Agriculture.
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"The present rate of planting these lands to

trees will not reforest them within any reasonable

period," Kittredge says. "Neither the re^on as a

whole nor the individuals directly concerned can
afford to accept this enormous annual loss merely
for the lack of an adequate forest policy to pre-

vent it."

The essentials of an adequate planting policy

for Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan, in Kit-
tredge^s opinion, are: (1) A survey of lands in

need of planting to determine area, location,

ownership, condition, and value for planting; (2)
effective fire protection for lands to be planted;

(3) the planting of publicly owned lands by pub-
lic agencies; (4) the expansion of public planting
programs, including the acquisition of additional
lands to be planted; (5) encouragement of coun-
ties, towns, and private agencies in forest plant-
ing by the Federal and State Governments,
through advice to owners, the distribution of
planting stock, possible modification of taxes on
land devoted to the growing of forests, provision
of cheap, long-time credit, and cooperative ar-
rangements between owners and the States.

The reforestation of 20,000,000 acres in the
Lake States is declared to be too big a job for any
one agency to handle. Four classes of agencies
may logically get together on the work—the States,
the counties and local communities, the Federal
Government, and private owners. Up to 1926 only
one-third of 1 per cent, of the total non-productive
area had been planted under existing programs.
With the annual planting speeded up to some
100,000 acres for each State, it is estimated that
the product of each year's planting, when it be-
came merchantable, would have a gross stumpage
value of at least $15,000,000. Timber production
on this scale would support 200 small sawmills or
other wood-using industries in each State perman-
ently, and would support an equal number of pros-
perous communities.

Kittredge recently comi)leted a study of about
400 different forest plantations, most of them be-
tween five and twenty years old. The results, just
published by the Forest Service, bring out much
practical information on the kinds of lands that
should be planted, the kinds of trees most likely
to succeed on different soils, the time and methods
of planting, and the prospective profits. Copies of
the booklet—Department Bulletin 1497-D, Forest
Planting in the Lake States—may be procured
free of charge while the supply lasts from the
Office of Information, United States Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

FORESTRY AND FARM RELIEF

By W. N. Sparhawk, Senior Forest Economist,
U. S. Forestry Service

UNWISE utilization of land is generally
recognized as one of the underlying cause's

of agricultural depression. The effect of
recent developments in agriculture has been to
contract the margin of profitable production. In
consequence, large numbers of farms which under
former conditions were well above the margin havo
been forced into the submarginal group.

It is necessary not only to eliminate the existing
submarginal farms, but also to prevent the estab-
lishment of new ones. This can be done only by
bringing the land into the hands of owners who
can be depended upon to withhold it from agricul-
tural use until it Is really needed. In forest regions
especially, idle lands must be protected or they
will constitute breeding grounds for fire and pests
which will destroy values on other lands. Except
where it is in large, unbroken blocks entirely segre-
gated from occupied and utilized lands, idle land
entails a heavy burden on the land that is used.

Fortunately, at least in the humid portions of
the country, it is not necessary to leave the land in
idleness. It grew timber once and is capable of
doing so again. Moreover, we need forest pro-
ducts and there is no danger of an over supply.
We now consume annually about 22 billion cubic
feet of wood in all forms, while our forests are
growing at the rate of only 6 billion feet. This
does not take into account several billion feet de-
stroyed by fires, disease, and insects. Although
the lumber industry has been suffering from tem-
porary overproduction, this does not mean that
too much wood is being grown. It merely means
overexploitation of the wood that was already
grown. We are now living on the forest capital
that was stored up during past centuries, and in
doing so are re<lucing the forests' capacity to pro-
duce more wood. The end of the easily accessible
supply of stored-up timber is not far off', and
when it is gone we shall have to reduce our con-
sumption to approximately the quantity that our
forests can produce from year to year. Even, if

our entire area of available forest land—including
the land once in forest that is now idle—were
under forest management, fully stocked with tim-
ber and in good growing condition, it could barely
provide enough tim»)er to equal our present con-
sumption. Not all of it is likely to be well stocked
or in good growing condition for a great many
years. By that time our needs will be even greater
than now.

,
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Private enterprise can not be depended on to

grow the timber that we shall need. This is due

primarily to the peculiar nature of forest produc-

tion. Forestry involves such long periods of time

between the germination of the seed and the har-

vesting of the timber that the factor of demand

and price are not effective in regulating the quan-

tity grown. It is impossible with any assurance

to forecast demand and prices in the distant

future. Moreover, a growing forest is subject to

many physical and economic hazards before the

timber can be cut. For these reasons the majority

of owners (excepting some farmers) have been un-

willing to hold their existing forest capital intact

and to manage their forests on the basis of con-

tinuous production. They have preferred to con-

vert timber capital into cash. As a result, the tim-

ber capital has been badly depleted on a major

portion of the forest land that has been cut over.

Depletion has gone so far that comparatively few

individuals or even corporations, except those

growing timber for their own use, are willing,

even if they are able, to undertake the rebuilding

of the forests.

Conditions are l>ecoming more favorable for pri-

vate forestry, and a large development in this line

is to be expected during the next few years. There

will always be forest land attached to farms, and
though it will be in small units, it will furnish

a large quantity of timber in the aggregate. With
reform in taxation and public assistance in pro-

tection against fire, many industrial owners will

probably dedicate their land definitely to forestr3\

These will be chiefly those industries that use wood
as a raw material, such as pulp and paper, wooden-
ware, saw mills, or integrated groups of indus-

tries. They will utilize mostly land on which there

is already a merchantable or partly grown stand

of timber, or other land of the better quality situ-

ated favorably with respect to their plants or to

markets and transportation facilities. They are

not likely to take very much of the poor land on
which it will be necessary to plant a forest and
then wait 50 to 100 years for the timber to grow.
For much of this sort of land, on which the pros-

pect of a valuable forest crop is exceedingly re-

mote, there is little hope for stability in private

ownership and use.

There is an enormous area of such land. In
1920 it was estimated at 81 million acres. If

there is even half as much, its restoration to pro-
ductivity represents a huge task that will have to

be accomplished largely by public agencies. Virtu-
ally all of it is now privately owned, excepting
liind that has reverted to the public through tax

default. A large portion of it is in the very class

of marginal land that is causing so much difficulty

for agriculture. It is land that the owTiers are

especially anxious to dispose of, because they have
little hope of getting back the costs of holding it

longer.

The public can not very well forbid the present

owners to sell this land, or would-be settlers to

buy it. If it is to be effectively removed from the

market and at the same time put to use so that it

may become a productive resource instead of a

drag on the community, much of it must be ac-

quired by the public. In the words of the Busi-

ness Men's Commission on Agriculture: "The for-

est problem especially requires rapid action on r

large scale and we shall be compelled within a
few years to eft'ect a veritable revolution in the

point of view and methods involved in the utiliza-

tion of land for forests. Efforts should be made
greatly to expand public ownership of such land."

Secretary Wallace stated before the Senate Com-
mittee on Reforestation in 1923, that the public,

including the Federal Government, States, coun-

ties, and municipalities, should acquire approxi-

matel}'^ 88,000,000 acres of forest land in addition

to that already owned. Somewhat later the De-

partment of Agriculture, after a careful analysis

of the present and prospective requirements for

agricultural and forest land, reported as follows:

"This task" (the proper utilization of forest land)

"is too large to leave wholly to private initiative

and too urgent to leave to economic chance. To
meet the need for rapid action within the next few
decades to make provisions against the severe

shortage that is in prospect it will be necessary

to rely heavily upon public ownership and opera-

tion. The public forests should be largely in-

creased. Of our 483,000,000 acres of forest and

cut-over land half should be in public ownership.

This would involve an increase of 150,000,000

acres."

In some portions of the United States move-

ments are under way to establish town and county

forests, and considerable areas in the aggregate

may be thus set aside. The problem is of such

magnitude, however, that these efforts will make
only a comparatively small dent in it. Several

States have undertaken or are considering fairly

ambitious prograuLs of State forestry, but the job

is too big and too urgent even for the States ade-

quately to handle it by themselves. That this is

being recognized is shown by the recent message

of the Governor of Idaho to the State Legisla-

ture, in which he suggests that the State has gon(»

a))out as far as it can in the ownership and man-
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agement of forest land, and that further exten-

sion of public forestry should be undertaken ]»y

the Federal Government. There can be no qu(?s-

tion as to the vital interest of the whole country
in the provision of adequate future timber sup-
plies as well as in the efficient use of land re-,

sources and the welfare of agriculture. Com-
paratively few States are self-sufficient in forest

resources. The 16 States north of the Potomac
and Ohio Rivers and east of the Mississippi use
almost half of all the lumber cut in the United
States, but produce less than one-fourth of what
they use.

That the Federal Government has a responsi-
bility in the matter has been recognized in the
provision for acquisition of forest land under the
Weeks, Clarke-McNary, and McNary-Woodru/Y
laws, enacted in 1911, 1924 and 1928, respective-
ly. A little less than 3,000,000 acres had been
purchased under these laws up to the end of the
last fiscal year. It is plain that even the Federal
program is as yet only nibbling at the edge of
the task. A far larger program for both State
and Federal acquisition and management of forest
land than has hitherto been proposed, is impera-
tive, both to safeguard American agriculture and
to insure adequate future supplies of timber. The
Federal Government probably should acquire at
least one-third of the 150,000,000 acres that it is

estimated should be added to public forests. Not
all of this, of course, will be land that could pos-
sibly tempt settlers, but much of it will be. The
total net cost of acquiring 50,000,000 acres and
putting it in a productive condition can only be
guessed at. It would probably be somewhere be-
tween $250,000,000 and $500,000,000. Whatever
the amount, it would accomplish far more toward
permanently remedying the agricultural situation
than an equal amount spent to subsidize inefficient
agriculture. Moreover, an outlay for the purpose
of acquiring and building up productive forests
would be in the nature of a capital investment
that would add to the value of the national re-
sources and eventually pay for itself through the
direct and indirect returns from the forests.

From the National standpoint, perpetuation of
the industries dependent on the forest is of vital
importance. These industries now give employ-
ment directly to more than a uHllion persons, and
indirectly to many hundred thousands more. All
of them eat and wear the produce of American
farms. To allow industries of this magnitude to
disappear owing to exhaustion of raw materials
would reduce the farmers' markets and at the same
time would result in heavy increases in the cost of

the forest products that farmers consume. On
the other hand, a large program for forest utili-

zation of cut-over lands may be expected to im-
prove the markets for farm crops, to afford op-

portunity for supplementary income to many
thousands of farmers, and to guarantee future
supplies of timber and other products. Through
the establishment of permanent tax-paying forest

industries in place of idle, tax-delinquent lands, it

will reduce the tax burdens on farms. Through
diversification of activities and interests and the

building up of more or less concentrated com-
munities it will give rise to more wholesome rural

social conditions. An effective public forestry pro-
gram should go far toward strengthening ruvnl

prosperity.—Excerpts from The United StateR
Banker.

TREES BEING RESTORED BY IRISH
FREE STATE

GOV. GEN. JAMES McNEIL has put his

signature to an act of the Free State par-
liament designed to institute planting of

trees throughout the country. During and since
the World War the country has been largely de-

nuded of its trees. The tourist notices that in

many places of natural beauty, where trees were
a chief feature, these have now disappeared.

Arboreal scantiness affects climate, and already
some of the irregularities of the weather are at-

tributed to it. One of the earliest tasks of the
new government was to start tree planting. It

planned reforestation of nearly 1,000 acres with
about 2,000,000 trees, even while the civil war wa«
in progress in 1922-23.

Last year 3,000 acres were planted and this year
they intend planting 3,500 acres with nearly
7,000,000 trees. Wicklow, Tipperary, Cork, Wex-
ford, Louth, Leix, Galway, Kilkenny and Clare
are the counties undergoing planting. Under the
new act no private owner is allowed to fell a tree
without a license, which is granted on condition
that a new one is planted to replace it.

The Bureau of Kailway Economics reix)rts that
for the six-year period since 1923 (^ass I rail-

roads of the United States have expended an
average of $1,4:)0,00(),000 per year. Expenditures
in 1928 show a total of $1,291,341,000 of which
forest products were valued at $160,794,000. These
statistics cover only those items that are directly
bought and paid for by railroad companies, and
do not take into consideration indiiect pm-chases.
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EDITORIALS

The Annual Meeting of the Pennsylvania For-

estry Association for the election of officers and
presentation of reports, will be held in the Manu-
facturers' Club, 1401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia,

Pa., on Monday, December 9th, 1929, at 3 P. M.
It is hoped you will be able to attend.

Our readers have been informed of the dona-
tion by Wheeler & Dusenberry, to the U. S. Gov-
ernment, of 20 acres of the tine stand of virgin

white pine and hemlock known as '*Hearts Con-
tent." In order to preserve it the United States

secured additional forest land immediately sur-

rounding it, and it forms part of the Allegheny
National Forest.

For the development of the recreational possi-

bilities of Hearts Content an area of cleared land
is urgently needed. The State Purchasing Com-
mittee of the Federated Women's Clubs of Penn-
sylvania is endeavoring to secure for this purpose
the Wilkins Farm of 160 acres, one-half of which
is cleared and in cultivation. This farm adjoins
the Hearts Content tract, is level, with a good
nine-room house and outbuildings, being admir-
ably suited for recreational use.

As the purchase of land by the Federal Cfovern-
ment for the National Forests is confined almost
entirely to forest land, the Federated Women's
Clubs of Pennsylvania desire to purchase this
farm, at a cost of $6,000 to $8,000, depending on
nertain conditions. When purchased, it will be
turned over to the Forest Service for protection,
Pare and development for public recreation.

Mrs. S. K, Walker, of Warren, Pa., is Chairmcin
of this State Purchasing Committee.

District Forester H. M. Nicholas, of the Lacka-
wanna Forest District, with headquarters at
Scranton, reports the discovery of a number of
ehestnut trees on a mountain near Scranton which
apparently are free from chestnut blight. The
trees have a number of well-formed burrs and are
JH a healthy and thriftv c(mdition.

THE ALLEGHENY FOREST EXPERIMENT
STATION

MR. R. D. FORBES, Director of the Sta-
tion, has just issued a report covering the
period from July 1st, 1928 to March 31st,

1929. This station covers the States of Pennsyl-
vania, New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland and
the following interesting data has been excerpted

:

The forest areas of the four States included in
this territory are given as follows: Delaware,
350,000 acres; Maryland, 2,228,000 acres; New
Jersey, 2,070,000 acres and Pennsylvania, 13,024,-

399 acres, making a combined total of 17,672,399
acres.

The 1927 population of the four States in the
Allegheny territory was 15,319,000, and in any
economic consideration of the region there should
be added to this at least a portion of the 6,000,000
people in New York City. This great population
lives on an area of approximately 41,000,000
acres. Leaving out of account the population of
New York City, about 13 per cent, of the popula-
tion of the United States live and consume wood
in a territory scarcely more than 2 per cent, of
the Nation's area. To put it another way, 13 per
cent, of our population are found in an area con-
taining 3.8 per cent, of the forest area of the

nation.

Consumption of forest products in the region
greatly outruns the production, the ratio for lum-
ber being about 8 to 1. Maryland produces about

1/5 of the lumber she consumes; Pennsylvania,

1/7; Delaware, 1/8; and New Jersey, 1/100.* The
ratio of consumption to actual growth no one
knows, but it must be extremely large. As might
be expected in a region of mines, numerous and
diversified manufacturing industries, and intensive

farming, wood is used in an unusually large num-
ber of forms. Pennsylvania is the fourth State in

the Union in pulpwood consumption, using 7 per
cent, of all of the pulpwood consumed in the

United States; nearly 1/3 of this is imported from
Canada. This State alone consumes 44 per cent,

of all the round timber used in the Nation's mines, a
quantity equivalent to about 23 per cent, of her

*For the year 1926.
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lumber consumption, and 1^ times her lumber

production, although, of course, from material of

much smaller average size. The greater part of

this comes from outside the boundaries of the

region. Pennsylvania distills 22 per cent, of all

the hardwoods distilled in the United States, and

consumes a little higher percentage of all of the

crude tanning materials. Pennsylvania's cut of

fuel wood is double her large cut of pulp wood,

and the combined fuel wood cut of the four States

is over 1,350,000 cords. The quantity of railroad

ties and telephone and telegraph poles annually

consumed in the region can not be obtained di-

rectly from any readily accessible statistics, but

may be inferred from the mileage of railroads ne-

cessary to serve its great population. This mileage

is 6.2 per cent, of that of the entire United States.

In spite of their magnitude, the region's -.de-

mands for forest products could probably be met
in time by the practice of intensive forestry on the

existing forest acreage. It ^ould require the pro-

duction of only 176 board feet to the acre to sup-

ply the demands for lumber, and it is likely that

under intensive management the mine timbers,

ties, poles, pulpwood, and smaller-sized material

could be obtained in thinnings. So far as present

knowledge goes, it is safe to say that very little,

if any, of the forest land in the region is incapable
of such an annual growth. The entire Allegheny
Purchase Unit has been classified as "cove site," the

highest site recognized in buying land for national

forests in the East; central and northern Pennsyl-
vania produced throughout virgin stands of white
pine, hemlock, and hardwoods running 17,500 to

20,000 board feet to the acre; the woodlots of the

Delaware Valley are for the most part on extreme-
ly fertile soil; and loblolly pine in the State of
Maryland has been found to produce over 550
board feet to the acre yearly in fully-stocked
stands. The present pitiful remnant of the South
Jersey pineries was so long scourged by fires that
no just conception can be drawn of its productive
power.

Under the demands of a growing industrial and
agricultural population the forests of the Alle-
gheny region have suffered tremendous drains for
three-quarters of a century. Much of the cut-over
land was until late years repeatedly burned. It

will take far more than three-quarters of a century
of right use and fire protection to reestablish them
in productiveness. What constitutes right use may
be learned only through research. But were the
necessary information already at hand economic
conditions are in many localities highly favorable
now to the intensive practice of forestry.
The State forest services of ^Maryland, Pennsyl-

vania, and New Jersey have been in effective exis-

tence for many years, and have made notable ad-

vances in many lines of forestry Avork. For ex-

ample, the State of Pennsylvania has purchased a

larger acreage of State forests than any other

State in the Union; New Jersey has an intensively

organized forest fire service adapted to meet the

very difficult problems of a dense population ad-

jacent to an astonishingly broad forest area; and
Maryland has a detailed inventory of its forest

resources that is hardly excelled in any State.

Delaware has recently undertaken forestry work
on a small scale, and has plans for expansion.

HOW WHITE PINE CAME BACK IN
PENNSYLVANIA

IN the rolling plateau country of Clearfield

County, Pennsylvania, near the village of All-

port, is a beautiful stand of pure, even-aged

white pine. While white pine occurs throughout

the surrounding country, it is seldom in pure

stand, being mixed with hardwoods and hemlock.

To answer the question, "What caused this block

to seed entirely to white pine?" inquiries were

made of the "old timer" that in every community
is to be depended upon for historical data. The

authority proved to be Mr. William Devinney, of

Allport, a pleasant young man of sixty that every-

one calls "Bill."

In reply to our question, Mr. Devinney said:

"Yes, I can tell you exactly how that pine came to

be there for my father often told me the tale.

When father was a boy of thirteen, 82 years ago,

he plowed and harrowed the field where the pines

now grow and sowed it to buckwheat. That was
the first and last crop harvested. At that time this

whole country hereabouts was covered with mag-
nificent pines, for lumbering was just l)eginning.

So the field quickly seeded to pine. Later, the

land surrounding this stand was cleared and culti-

vated. If the owners were not constantly cutting

out the little pines, all of the adjacent fields would
now be seeded in from the pines where father

sowed buckwheat. The owners must make a con-

stant fight to keep their fields clean ! And did you
notice that house opposite the pines T A man who
had bad lung trouble built that there so as to get

the breath of the pines."

Mr. Devinney was asked about the old logging
days. His eyes kindled and as he talked, he

painted a vivid picture of times forever gone.

"When I was a young fellow I worked in the

woods. I was a sawyer because that was the best

job and the best pay. I never did like teaming.

1

There were real pines here then and we worked

from six to «ix. Sometimes the pines were so tall

and thick on the ground we had to fell every other

tree and skid out the logs, so as to get room

to throw the other half of the stand. Otherwise

we would have smashed up the trunks. We did

not cut close and we wasted a lot of pine. Stumps

were cut shoulder high, and each tree was but-

ted ten or twelve feet or even fifteen feet if the

heart looked a bit red or shaky. Those were the

days when logs were logs. If the fires had not

taken all we left, we would still have plenty of

pine. And pine comes back now if it's given a

chance."

—

Blister Rust News.

THE FORESTS OF THE SUSQUEHANNA

THE River and Swamp Hardwood forest type

skirts the main stream of the Susquehanna

and its tributaries, and lies like an immense

fallen tree upon Central Pennsylvania, with its

many branches reaching out into other well-defined

forest types. Of the nine different forest types of

which the forests of the entire State are composed,

all but one of them are represented within the

immediate or adjacent forests of this region. The

great majority of the 110 trees that occur in the

State are found in the Susquehanna's rich .forest

flora.

The northern headwaters of the Susquehanna
extend through the famous region of white pine

and hemlock forests, about which centered the

great lumbering days; also the beech-birch-maple

forest type, and the temporary aspen-fire cherry

type that has succeeded the original forests upon
cut-over and burned-over areas. The beech-birch-

maple forests are the most extensive in Northern

Pennsylvania, and among their valuable products

are chemical wood, pulpwood, maple sugar and
birch oil, besides the valuable hardwpod timber
that is put to a great variety of uses in the lum-
bering and wood-using industries. Some products
of the latter are flooring, furniture, vehicles,

handles, shuttles, spools, baskets, boxes and wood
novelties.

As the majestic stream flows southward, gather-
ing volume with the numerous tributaries that join

it from east and west, its fringe of riverside trees

mingles upon the slopes and mountain foothills,

with the forests of rock oak-pitch pine and chest-

nut. To the westward it passes, and draws its

tributary waters from the picturesque Seven
Mountains Region, rich in historic lore of early set-

tlement and industrial forest development, quite

distinct from that of the northern softwoods.

(\)niferous trees were found among the typical

hardwoods of this section; the hemlock and white
pine of the north, besides the pitch pine of the

upper slopes and ridges, as well as the picturesque

Jersey or scrub pine, and outposts of red cedar..

It is a meeting ground for all the evergreen trees

of Pennsylvania, but here the white pine and hem-
lock became more distinctive trees of the slopes

and ravines, and much of the beauty that is pecul-

iar to the region today may be attributed to these

evergreens, which frequent the stream sides and
flourish in the lowlands, in attractive mixture with

the colorful hardwoods. Continued protection

from forest fires has made, and is making this

beautiful section still more beautiful, still more
inviting. Ever-increasing tourist travel is evidence

of the fact that this is so.

The drive to New Germantown and Blain, so

favored among local tourists is, indeed, as the

poet has said, "a thing of ,beauty—a joy forever."

The Lakes-to-Sea Highway affords exceptional op-

portunities to observe the wide range of beauty

that lies in this scenic wonderland of mountains

and trees, joyful streams and ever-changing vistas.

Eastward or westward, between Harrisburg and

Tyrone, this route either crosses over or just ad-

joins on its winding way, many majestic mountain

ranges. East from Tyrone the rugged base of

Brush Mountain is within a few feet of the high-

way, just before we reach the waters of Spruce

Creek. Passing through Tussey Mountain and

Warrior's Ridge, beyond Huntingdon, we swing

northward around Sideling Hill and pass Lewis-

town, flanke<l by Standing Stone Mountain on the

left and Jack's Mountain on the right. Then over

the beautiful Blue Ridge to Mifflintown and we
climb the scenic Tuscaroras. The Blue Juniata

and the foreste<l hills which feed this child of the

mother river, give eternal glory to this part of the

Susquehanna's domain.

Rockville Gap is considered by many discrimi-

nating tourists to be an outstanding sight of the

Nation's wonderland. It abounds on every side

with the most majestic mountain scenery on the

lower Susquehanna. Trees and rock scenery com-

bine to make it so. The view, in every direction,

is marvelous. The Blue Mountains, most western

bulwark of the Alleghenies, swing westward along

the fair Cumberland Valley and far eastward to

the Delaware, dividing the anthracite fields on the

north from the rich agricultural valleys and farm

forests of the southeast.

Toward the rising sun, on the other side of the

Big River, lie the less fortunate but nevertheless

interesting forests of the coal fields—vast stretches
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of scrub oak, with their scattering stands of senti-

nel-like, fire resistant pitch pine, oaks and acres

of blueberries and huckleberries.

Time permits only brief mention of the interest-

ing and exceptional trees of gi-andeur and historic

association that dot the Susquehanna's stream

courses and valleys. Right in this section is the

largest tract of box huckleberry in the world, a
mecca for botanists, scientists and nature lovers.

Not far below the Capital City, on the other side,

is Pennsylvania's most unique tree,—the prostrate

juniper. The most northern heavy stand of

short-leaf pine in America occurs in northern
Dauphin county. Among the historic trees are the

Weiser pin oak, under which Conrad Weiser, rep-

resenting the early government, met peacefully

with the Indians ; also the Liberty Elm, along Pine
Creek, Clinton County. A heavy stand of white
pine and hemlock, large trees that compare favor-

ably with the best in the State, stands near Loch-
bar, Potter County, and Antes Creek, an under-
ground stream for five miles emerges in this tract

as several crystal springs, which reunite to join

the waters of the mother river, three miles distant.

Many majestic specimens of white pine are scat-

tered through the Susquehanna territory, silent

and towering testimonials of the early forest

wealth. Along the lower reaches of the Susquehan-
na is the only place in the State where the um-
brella tree or large-leaved magnolia, with leaves

two feet long, is found. Here also occur the

Christmas holly and the laurel magnolia, the Sweet
Bay of the south.

The principal trees of the river and the swamp
hardwood forests that frequent the Susquehanna's
raters are river birch, silver and ash-leaved
maples, sycamores, willows, black ash, swamp
hickory, white oak and walnut. At the higher ele-

vations occur red maple, black gum and tulip tree.

An unusual tree outpost on the lower Susquehanna
is a considerable number of table mountain pine,
growing upon a river island at an elevation of 200
feet above sea level. The roots are washed con-
tinually by the waters—an unusual habitat for this

rare Pennsylvania tree.

From the Capital City to the southern border
the Susquehanna touches still another class of for-
est—the oak-hickory forest type. It prevails in

the woodlots of the agricultural valleys and upon
the bordering foothills, and mingles with other
forest types at higher and lower elevations. It

comprises more different kinds of trees than any
other forest type in the State, for here is the meet-
ing ground of northern and southern trees, as well
as other wild life. The little feathered friends of

the trees—the birds, follow these forests, and rest

in their branches on their annual migrations. The
wild life of the whole Susquehanna region, from
headwater to bay, is as ruch and fascinating as its

other plant life.

ORDINARY WHITE DAYLIGHT IS BEST
FOR GROWTH OF TREES

THE ordinary white daylight, as human eyes

see it, is really a composite of light rays of

different colors, ranging from deep red,

through orange, yellow, green and blue to deepest

violet. As light filters through the leafy canopy,

some of these rays are absorbed more strongly

than others, hence the light which reaches the

young trees on the ground is changed in color to

some extent.

How essential are these different colors of light

for the best growth of plants ? Do they grow bet-

ter in ordinary daylight, or would they grow bet-

ter in red, blue, or yellow light?

The Boyce-Thompson Institute at Yonkers, New
York, has for the last three or four years studied

the effects of rays of different colors upon plant

growth. Dr. H. L. Shirley, formerly with that

institute and now physiologist at the Lake States

Forest Experiment Station, sums up the results

of these experiments as follows

:

Plants are grown in houses covered with dif-

ferent colored glass roofs. One glass transmits the

light unchanged. Another removes the ultra-violet

rays. A third removes all the red. A fourth

transmits red, yellow and green ; and a fifth trans-

mits mostly all red and yellow.

The plants live in all houses and grow to ma-
turity. Those, however, which are grown in the

red light are weak and spindly compared to the

others. Those in the blue light look somewhat
stunted, but weigh as much as any.

From these results it is concluded that white

daylight is the most efficient for the growth of

plants. While removing the ultra-violet and part

of the blue seems to cause no bad effects, removal
of all the blue is decidedly harmful. Removing
all the red was much less harmful than removing
all the blue.

While the manufacture of carbohydrates in

plants proceeds more efficiently in red light than in

blue or green, apparently blue light plays some
role in the growth of plants which makes it es-

sential for their healthy development. The best

development of plants takes place in the ordinary
white daylight in which all colors are present.
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FOREST TAXATION AND THE PENNSYL-
VANIA AUXILIARY FOREST

RESERVE LAWS

By J. W. Tyler, Assistant Forester

ONE of the problems facing forest economists

today is that of forest taxation. Much has

been written on this subject and many

theories have been advanced to improve the tax-

ation system. At the present time a detailed sur-

vey is being made by the Federal Government on

this subject which will cover the entire country

and already much progress has been made. The

progress report to date shows the following:

The laws relating to forest taxation in 32 States

have been investigated and it is found that four of

the States have laws by which the forest land is

taxed under ordinary general property taxation

laws. Sixteen have a form of final yield taxation

and 21 have control of cutting by the State where

advantage has been taken of a special forest tax-

ation law.

A review of the latest digest on this question

issued by the Poorest Taxation Inquiry Board

through Director F. R. Fairchilds, shows that all

the States are actively interested in this problem

and are attempting to solve it through the use of

the same general methods. The method most com-

monly used is one that classifies the land as special

forest land with a low assessed value, usually one

dollar per acre for the purposes of annual tax.

A final yield tax is then levied at the time the

timber crop is harvested. This yield tax usually

runs about 10 per cent, of the final yield. In

several States where such methods are used an

additional payment is made by the State to the

county or township in lieu of annual taxes. This

is the method used by Pennsylvania through the

Auxiliary. Forest Reserve Laws.

A summary of a questionnaire mailed to 39

owners of Auxiliary Forest Reserves in Pennsyl-

vania show the following facts:

Of the 39 land owners holding the 41,125 acres

of Auxiliary Forest Reserves, three owners hold

13,032 acres or approximately one-third of the

total area and one of these has 5,123 acres classi-

fied. Of the total number of owners three are

forest or lumber companies, three are coal com-

panies and 33 private individuals.

In the classification of a tract of land under this

method, one should consider the proposition from
all sides, that of the owner, the State and the

county and the possible purchaser of the tract. If

a sale is pending or even possible it should be

impressed upon the owner that if the land classi-

fied as an Auxiliary Forest Reserve is sold it

still remains under the classification and the new
owner automatically comes under the restriction of

the law and becomes responsible for the carrying

out of the agreement. If the new owner does not

desire the classification he may have it removed,

but only if all back taxes against the property

have been paid with interest.

In classifying forest land under the Auxiliary

Forest Reserve Laws it is advisable to weigh all

possible results that should arise as a result of the

classification. It is an obligation both on the part

of the State and land owner. The State in grant-

ing the classification must seek to protect the in-

terest of the county and the land owner should be

sure that he really needs the aid of the law before

he avails himself of it. As far as the records show

Pennsylvania has endeavored to see that all parties

concerned receive such treatment. A study made

this spring indicates that in practically all cases

the intent of the law has been met by the party

concerned to the mutual satisfaction of both.

The State of Wisconsin has what is probably

the newest form of forest laws, known as the

Forest Chop Laws, which were passed in 1927

after several years of careful study and research.

The law applies to all forested land of either

natural or artificial growth. The owner desiring

to take advantage of this law makes application

for registering his lands with the Conservation

Commission of the State. The Commission de-

termines whether the land is primarily adapted to

growing forest trees; and if so, public hearings are

held so that any objections against such registra-

tion may be set forth. If the Conservation Com-

mission gives a favorable decision the owner of

the land pays ten cents per acre annually and the

State also ten cents per acre annually to the local

political unit which is under the township. The

owner pays to the State a ten per cent, severance

tax on the stumpage value at the time of harvest-

ing. Stumpage values are determined by the Con-

servation Commission. Many lumbermen and

paper and pulp companies have taken advantage

of this law and close to 300,000 acres have been

listed. This law apparently is one of the most

successful State Forest Taxation Laws in effect

today.

The Prussian State Forest "Akademie" at

Eberswalde, Germany, will celebrate the hun-

dredth anniversary of its foundation in 1930. This

school is one of the oldest and most noted in the

world.
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WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST IN
PENNSYLVANIA

By Forester Henry E. Clepper

t

BLISTER rust infections were known to be

present on white pine prior to 1929 in a

number of counties of Pennsylvania, among
which were Berks, Cambria, Montgomery, Clarion,

Potter, Susquehanna, Cameron, Clinton, Lycom-
ing, and Wayne.

The Pennsylvania Department of Forests and
Waters, which is charged with the protection of

forests in the State, began a re-survey during
1929 to determine the distribution of blister rust

infection on white pine, the extent of damage, the

approximate length of time the rust had been pres-

ent on the trees, and the control measures that

would be necessary.

Blister Rust on State Forests.—The State for-

ests in Pennsylvania now total approximately
1,500,000 acres. White pine is present in vary-
ing quantities on much of this vast acreage, and
is especially abundant in the northern tier coun-
ties of the State. The task, therefore, even to find

out just where blister rust infections are present
on the State forests, is not a small one. During
1929 blister rust was found on white pine in 17
additional counties. There aie 67 counties in the

State.

Although the present year marks the beginning
of a State-wide survey of the blister rust situation

under a program of general control, Ribes' eradi-

cation had been carried on in certain forest dis-

tricts as early as 1916. Prior to 1929, Ribes*

eradication projects were started around the Clear-
field State forest tree nursery in Clearfield Coun-
ty, the Cook Forest in Clarion County, and the
Wykoff Run plantations in Cameron County, and
on privately owned lands in Wayne County.
The Department of Forests and Waters allotted

funds for the present fiscal year which will per-
mit eradication work on all the areas on State
forests where blister rust was found during the
present summer. The control will include about
50 eradication projects on approximately 4,000
acres. This work includes only initial crew eradi-
cation, and does not include eradication by scouts,

which is handled, as is the regular scouting, by
the permanently employed personnel of the De-
partment. The blister rust situation as it aflPects

the State forests is being given careful considera-
tion, and funds have been a<»signed for eradica-
tion as new infection areas have been located. The
method employed varies somewhat from those in

vogue in other States. Where rust was found on
the State forests in white pine stands, which are

of sufficient value and size to warrant control,

funds for Ribes^ eradication were appropriated to

the district forester in whose district the infection

occurs. With a hand-picked crew of local men
under the supervision of a ranger or the assistant

district forester, immediate eradication work was
started.

Blister Rust on Private Land.—Control meas-
ures on private land have gone hand in hand with

the work on the State forests. The system neces-

sarily differs in many respects, inasmuch as the

control work on private land is done at the ex-

pense of the owner, but it has been under the

supervision of the district foresters.

The local government of the minor civil divis-

ions in Penns3'lvania is entirely different from
that in New England, and accordingly it would
be impractical, if not impossible, to attempt con-

trol measures by townships or counties. Many
private land owners, especially water companies,
have already made plans for Ribes^ eradication

on those areas where scouting by State foresters

has shown such procedure to be necessary for the

preservation of their white pine crops. Farmers
and other small woodlot owners are also beginning
control work.

The Blister Rust Situation.—The present blister

rust situation in Pennsylvania is not, on the whole,

a critical one. However, the disease is established

and it can no doubt be expected that the spread
will be more rapid in the favorable locations. In-

fected areas are being recorded, both on State and
on private land, and a program of control which
will extend over a period of years has been started.

The fact that infections were found during the

past summer in practically every forest district

covered does not indicate that the disease has been
generally destructive. Only a few infections were
sufficiently severe to kill young trees; for the

most part they were spot infections. Although the

blister rust appears to be well distributed, where
white pine is found in Pennsylvania in any quan-
tity, the general infections are light. Even though
the situation is not immediately critical, there will

be no lessening of the scouting and control meas-
ures already started. This condition, however, will

permit of a more careful and efficient progress
than would be possible were hasty action required.

Foresters in Pennsylvania are fully aware of
the fact that what may be a light infection now
will undoubtedly result in a wide-spread infection
in a few years. On this basis is being built the

eradication program for the future. Re-eradica-
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tion necessities are not being overlooked; the

Clearfield nursery, with its large plantations of

white pine surrounding it, is one of the re-eradi-

cation projects listed for the spring of 1930.

White pine is the principal tree grown in the

State forest nurseries, and the heavy investments

in white pine, both planted and natural, on pri-

vate and State forests, demand that adequate pro-

tection be afforded against losses by the blister

rust. Nearly 20,000,000 white pine trees have been

distributed to private owners from the State forest

tree nurseries, and more than 21,000,000 white

pine trees have been planted on the State forests

in Pennsylvania.

The blister rust control i>roblem in Pennsyl-

vania promises to be far from an impossible one.

The Department of Forests and Waters has a well

organized personnel, which covers through its sys-

tem of forest districts, the entire State. The dis-

trict foresters will to a large extent have the same

status in respect to blister rust control, as the

county agents in New England. Their contact

with the general public through their control of

forest fires and other forest protection activities

will permit them to assume this added responsibil-

ity of blister rust control in their respective dis-

tricts with greater efficiency than would be the

case were an entirely new personnel to take over

the work. Thus blister rust, along with forest

fires, has taken its place as a forest protection

activity in Pennsylvania.

THE USE OF CHRISTMAS TREES

Mr. M. H. Moore, of Zanesville, Ohio, in a re-

cent letter to the department, gives the following

interesting experiment in the treatment of chest-

nut blight: "I have a young chestnut tree about

three inches in diameter, and discovered two
patches of blight on it this spring about 3x5

inches in size. I took a pad of cotton and satu-

rated it with formalin and placed it over the

spots, after which I covered it with a sheet of rub-

ber. This was in May. I kept wetting the pads
occasionally and about August I removed them
and cut the old bark away. At the present time

the scar is healing nicely and new bark is beauti-

fully re-covering the infested area."

—

Service

Letter.

It has recently been demonstrated in Germany
that periscopes can be erected so as to extend
above the crown level of trees to give a good view
of the surrounding territory, and are used as sub-

stitutes for fire towers.

By Charles R. Meek, Chief Bureau of Forest
Extension

THIS winter at Christmas time the usual

comment on the destruction of our forests

to provide Christmas trees for our homes
will be heard and merits attention. Let us look at

the problem and see where we stand. If the custom

endangers our forests let us stop it ! If the custom

is one whereby an opportunity is afforded to im-

prove the forest and promote industry, let us en-

courage it.

From the statistical view point we can examine
the reports on Christmas trees used in Pennsyl-

vania as submitted by District Foresters employed
by this Department. They show a total of about

1,072,000 trees used for decoration at Christmas

time. That is, trees that were cut, used and then

discarded and does not include artificial trees nor

live trees growing in lawns and decorated with

electric lights but not killed.

The estimate of the number of trees used is

conservative. The best statistics from the Depart-

ment of Health show that there are 1,726,224

dwellings in this State and 1,922,114 families.

This is worked out on the basis of 5.1 persons per

dwelling and 4.5 persons per family. If 1,922,114

families used 1,072,015 trees this is at the rate of

one tree per 1.8 families or roughly one tree for

each 2 family circles. That this is conservative is

based on personal experience to the effect that

nearly every family has a tree. Many families

have two or more trees ; offices, towns and churches

have one or several trees and in many places large

quantities of trees are used in decorating churches,

streets and stages. Also many trees are wasted.

On the other hand many hundreds of families live

in apartments and probably do not have trees.

Now if 1,000 Christmas trees are now grown per

acre, this means that the entire Christmas tree

needs of the Staite of Pennsylvania for one year

can be grown on 1,072 acres and g^rown on a 10-

year rotation 10,720 acres of land could be de-

voted to growing Christmas trees and produce

probably more trees than needed.

Compare this with the thousands of acres of

timberland destroyed by fire each year and with

the thousands of acres in idle land—abandoned

farm land.

Now let us look further. Many thousands of

trees are cut locally. Some, of course, are stolen.

Others are cut by the land owner without regard

to reproduction or the effect on the rest of the
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woods. This is unfortunate. It is true, however,

that some wise forest land owners only thin stands

of trees already too dense and sell the thinnings.

Thus the forest is improved and the forest made
to pay a return.

The question is often raised as to whether it

would pay to grow Christmas trees. It is being

tried and in some eases with financial success.

Let us look at the proposition from the stand-

point of the imported trees. At least 555 car-

loads of trees were imported. These came from
Vermont, Quebec, Ohio, New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, and Ontario. One thousand to 2,000 trees

were shipped per car, depending on size. Trees

5 to 8 feet were mostly in demand. The freight

per car ran from $135 from New York, $140 from
New England to $248 from New Brunswick. It

is interesting to note the great distances trees were

shipped—from Nova Scotia, AVisconsin and Wash-
ington. One shipment came to Philadelphia by
boat. It is not published what these trees cost

but Canadian Black Spruce sold at the rate of

$.75 to $2.00 each in Williamsport. In Warren,
Canadian and Vermont trees sold from $.75 to

$2.50 each. In the hard coal region imported trees

sold from $.50 to $3.50 each. Imported trees in

the Wyoming District sold from $1.00 to $4.50

each and in the Kittanning District imported
spruce sold from $1.00 to $4.00 each.

The imported trees of the preferred species were
black spruce, balsam fir, red spruce and white

cedar.

Many trees were cut locally and consisted of

the following species: White pine, hemlock, pitch

pine, Jersey scrub pine, cedar and spruce. They
sold from $.25 to $2.00 each. It is interesting to

note that one carload went from Pennsylvania to

Ohio and a carload from Ohio to Pennsylvania.

Many local trees were shipped miles by truck from
the country districts to the towns and cities.

We come to the conclusion that the use of

Christmas trees is an established custom that will

probably persist. Many more artificial trees will,

no doubt, be used, but the "live" trees are pre-

ferred. The sale of trees is, without doubt, profit-

able to the retailer unless he over-estimates the

demand. The shipment of trees by freight is, no
doubt, profitable to the railroads, laborers and
woodmen employed. The trees shipped from the

native stands far away may or may not return a

profit to the land owner there. The selection of
trees to be cut in such a manner that the stand is

thinner where necessary, and where sufficient trees

are left to produce timber, benefits the forest. We
believe, too, that where land is devoted to grow-

ing Christmas tree crops profitably that tree farm-

ing is economically sound.

The next question is whether it will pay to grow

Christmas trees locally? I might say that many
people believe that it will and are backing up
financially such experiments. Two courses may be

followed. One is to plant trees thickly and sell

out every other one for Christmas trees and leave

the remainder for timber production. The other

is to grow and sell trees as a crop.

From the financial viewpoint and on the crop

basis, suppose we take $25.00 per acre land and

invest $40.00 in 4,000 seedlings and $20.00 in

planting. This means an investment of $85.00 at

compound interest and taxes for ten years. Sup-

pose we have 80 per cent, of the trees to sur\4ve,

and suppose 50 per cent, of the remainder will be

of such size and quality to sell at $.20 each. We
will have on the one hand an investment of per-

haps $175 roughly and conservatively estimating

a return of $320 if the trees are sold on the

stump and the buyer has the expense of harvest.

This means a net return of $145 or $14.50 per acre

a year.

It must be remembered that "All that glitters is

not gold." The species most in demand must be

selected as balsam fir, black and Norway spruce

and perhaps white pine. The trees must be

adapted to the soil and climate and must be mixed
to avoid total loss in case of disease in one species.

Insects, rodents and fungi may appear and de-

stroy some of the trees, and the red enemy fire may
burn them. The seedlings of good quality must
be planted carefully to insure success. No culti-

vation or fertilizers are needed though it does not

hurt them. There is also danger of great loss by
grazing and theft. Fencing and other unforeseen

needs may increase the cost. Again, many of the

trees may be cut earlier than ten years or may in

some soils require fifteen years to reach the de-

sired size. It must be remembered that there are

quarantines against the shipment of some trees in

or out of certain localities due to disease infesta-

tion. Many are the hazards of capital in this in-

vestment as there are in all investments. The dan-

ger of over-production must not be minimized.

Each locality has its own advantages and pecul-

iarities and its own costs and each prospective

producer should have a clear view of the possi-

bilities and dangers.

It must be remembered that the Department of

Forests and Waters may lawfully distribute seed-

lings for wood production and water shed protec-

tion only. It is prohibited by law from furnishing
trees to the public for Christmas tree purposes or
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A GOOD VIEW OF THE 14,595 ACRES H. W. NEWTON LAND PURCHASE IN THE SiNNKM AHONINC,
Valley, Potter County, Pa., from intersection of Coudersport Pike with Buffalo anu Sus-

quehanna Railroad.

Part of the 6,357 acres Reynolds Estate tract acquired for State Forkht purposi:^
along the Sinnf ahoning Creek, Clinton County, Pa.

Forest Leaves—Vol. XXII, No. 6

OVEULOOKING THE E. B. CROSS LAND PURCHASE NEAR EMPORIUM, CAMERON COUNTY, Pa. THIS
tract is TRAVERSED BY A GOOD TOWNSHIP ROAD.
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Well protected mountain slopes recently added to the Susquehannock State Forest.

These lands adjoin the historic lumbering town of Cross Fork, part of which may be

SEEN in the foreground.
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ornamentation. Only Scotch pine and Japanese

larch are available for that jiurpose this sprinj^;.

The minimum order is 1,000 and the price $2.00

per thousand for seedlings ami $5.00 per thousand

for transplants. No other trees are available for

this spring. Further the Department is not in the

business of selling Christma.s trees but in raising

trees for timber.

—

Service Letter.

FORESTERS RECKON COST OF SEASON'S
BAD FIRES

TAKING advantage of their first breathing

spell since early summer, Government for-

esters are now reviewing the costly fire sea-

son of 1929. With 5,719 forest fires started in

the National Forests to date, the year has cost the

Government $3,037,300 in fire suppression funds.

Although weather conditions have changed, with

the result of a lessening of the danger, on Oc-

tober 1st the fire season had not yet definitely

closed in the Pacific Coast and Inland Empire
States. In that region scattering showers had oc-

curred but not enough rain to permit the calling

in of all guards.

"The current week has been designated by Pres-

ident Hoover as National Fire Prevention Week/'
says Major R. Y. Stuart, Chief of the Forest
Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture. "It is,

therefore, especially fitting to take account of our
fire situation at this time. Our forest officers and
cooperators have worked heroically and at great
sacrifice throughout the unusually long season, but
in many sections the extreme drought and high fire

hazards have made the odds too great. The season
has strongly demonstrated the urgent need for ex-
tension of fire protection improvements and organ-
ized forces. The costs of fire suppression this year
alone would have gone far toward providing ade-
quate permanent protection for the country's for-
ests.

"In the Western States the summer months are
ordinarily the months of greatest fire danger. But
East of the Rockies we can expect many days of
high fire hazard in the fall. There can be no let-

down, therefore, in fire protection work. Unlike
the Western States, the East and South do not
have to contend to any appreciable extent with
lightning fires. Practically all forest fires in the
East are caused by human agencies and are pre-
ventable."

A total of 842,000 acres have been burned over
within the boundaries of the National Forests this
year to date. Not taking into account the damage
to young tree growth, to watershed protection, or

to game and recreation values, the loss from fire

on the National F'orests of the Pacific Northwest
and Inland Empire is estimated at $3,000,000.

Roy Headley, chief of the branch of operations of

the Forest Service, has summarized the 1929 fire

season as follows:

"Extreme drought and the longest fire season on
record was experienced in the Northern, Inter-

mountain, Northwestern and Eastern Districts.

Only three-fourths of the normal rainfall occurred

in Idaho and Montana. This caused unprecedented
'spotting' of fires (jumping over suddenly into

unbumed territory). Swamps dried out in the

Lake States District. It was a season of unusual-

ly high winds. In Arkansas there was no rain for

eight weeks and oaks on hundreds of acres were
killed by drought. In Montana and Idaho, the

mean temperature for August has been exceeded

in only one previous year. The average relative

humidity was considerably below normal.

"In the Northern District, where the fire situ-

ation has been especially acute, the emergency was
foreseen and everything possible done. But we
could not extend telephone systems or roads and
trails required, nor procure the needed pack and
plow animals and trucks in time. We could not

place emergency guards where needed because of

deficiencies in trail and telephone systems. No
fires were lost where attack from roads was pos-

sible. The number of lightning fires was nearly

twice the average; 239 fires were started by light-

ning on August 29—an unprecedented thing in the

history of the district. The shortage of experi-

enced men to manage large forces of fire fighters

was felt, and 63 forest officers were loaned to the

Northern District by other Western Districts.

"In the Pacific Northwest abnormal burning

conditions, lack of roads, trails, and telephone

lines, and large areas of inflammable insect-killed

lodge-pole pine combined to make conditions seri-

ous. Crews larger than usual were used, but still

larger crews on each fire at the outset would have

decreased loss and expense.

"In northern California there was a bad out-

break of incendiarism. The Klamath National

Forest had 51 incendiary fires set in one day. All

of them were suppressed before 30 acres had

burned over. The most destructive National For-

est fire in the California District was on the Modoc
Forest. This fire burned over 5,000 acres the first

afternoon and did $200,000 damage. A trespass

ca.se has been initiated against the railroad which

caused the fire.

"Abnormal drought and spotting of fires was

recorded in the Lake States District. High winds

Let
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continued over long periods. In the Intermoun-

tain District, large fires were due primarily to lack

of trails into inaccessible territory, and to ex-

treme drought which caused rapid spread and bad

spotting.

"The season has not closed with heavy rain as it

normally does in most regions. This has meant

more construction of control line and mopping up

than ever before. Large fires burning at the time

of the usual fall rains had to be fought out to a

finish, which resulted in comparatively greater

losses and costs of suppression."

STATES LAST YEAR DISTRIBUTED
68,500,000 TREES FOR PLANTING

LAST year under the Clarke-McNary Act

nearly 29,000,000 forest trees were dis-

tributed by States and Territories for farm

planting, says the Forest Service, U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture. Under this Act the States

and territories cooperate with the Federal Govern-

ment in growing and distributing forest nursery

stock. In 1928, 34 States, Hawaii and Porto Rico

were cooperating with the Federal Government in

the tree-distribution project. Planting stock

grown in State nurseries was distributed by most

of the States at cost. A few States distributed

stock free to farmers for limber growing pur-

poses.

In the year the cooperating States furnished a

total of 68,565,291 trees for planting. Of those

28,757,448 were distributed to farmers under the

Clarke-McNary cooperation plan, 18,330,141 were
distributed for planting on private lands other

than fanus, and 21,477,702 wore provided for

planting on State lands.

Most of the planting stock furnished to farmers
during the year was for the purpose of timber

growing on farm woodlands, although several

States distributed trees for the development of

shelter belts and windbreaks. In distribution to

farmers, New York led with 0,840,000 trees, and
Pennsylvania was a close second with 9,062,396.

Other leading States were Ohio, 1,528,200; Ma.ssa-

chusetts, 1,139,700; Vermont, 862,500; and New
Jersey, 783,000.

Two States in addition to the 34 mentioned—
West Virginia and Florida—were operating forest

nurseries last year under agreements A\4th the
Federal Government, but their nurseries had not
been in operation long enough to produce planting
stock for distribution to farmers.

THE FOREST SLASH PROBLEM IN
PENNSYLVANIA

By District Forester T. C. Harbeson, Penn
Forest District

FOREST slash disposal implies a direct ex-

penditure of money, no matter what method

is employed. Lack of slash disposal im-

plies a loss which may be less, equal to or greater

than the cost of slash disposal, because of one or

more of the following reasons:

1. Greater difficulty in logging.

2. Greater damage by forest fire.
,

3. Increased cost of forest protection.

4. Decreased wood production, both in quantity

and quality.

Therefore, the forest slash problem appears to

be one of detennining what treatment is silvicul-

turally necessary and economically permissible in

order that there will be at least a balance between

the money expended for slash disposal and the

benefits derived because of the expenditure.

Foresters in other States have studied forest

slash problems on logged-over areas. Possibly they

have succeeded in working out their problems so f^
as to meet their local conditions as regards type

of forest, density of stand, degree of utilization,

climatic and economic factoi's. However, before

their conclusions can be accepted or adopted, we

must seek out wherein forest sla>>h conditions in

Pennsylvania differ from those covered by their

studies.

It has been the writer's privilege to make a

preliminary study of slash conditions as they exist

in Pennsylvania. Field investigations were made

in various parts of the State where logging opera-

tions have been conducted in various forest types.

It required little study to determine tliat our slash

problem has been greatly reduced as compared

with what it was, when vast areas of virgin conif-

erous forest were ruthlessly exploited and the

prevailing economic conditions allowed only the

larger timber of high quality to be removed from

the forest at a profit. Since then our economic

and forest conditions have changed. We are now

importing four-fifths of the lumber used in the

State. Our remaining merchantable timber is

widely scattered, principally on small areas, and

70 per cent, of all merchantable timber in the

State is hardwood and only 30 per cent, soft-

wood—white pine and hemlock in about equal pro- »

portions. The area of original forest has been re-
|

duced to less than 25,000 acres and in a few years t*
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we will be cutting virtually no original timber.

Hence, our slash problem necessarily simmers

down to one in connection with second g^rowth for-

ests which are made up to a very large extent of

comparatively even-aged hardwood stands, having

a predominance of the less durable species.

The following conclusions are based on the

writer's observations

:

1. Approximately 50,000 acres of slash are now
being annually created in Pennsylvania and only

a very small percentage of this area is covered

with coniferous slash.

2. Approximately 85 per cent, of our cut-over

areas show practically all material utilized to

three inches or less in diameter.

3. The amount of slash found on the average

acre of cut-over forest is no serious bar to natural

re-establishment of new forest growth.

4. Slash is a decreasing hindrance with age and
the hardwood forest is safe about the fourth or
fifth year after lumbering. Safety as employed
here means a possibility of eifective fire fighting

on cut-over areaa with the slash forming no me-
chanical hindrance.

5. Slash disintegrates most rapidly when placed
on small to medium-sized piles. Unlopped slash

of the less durable hardwood decays about as

rapidly as lopped slash, excepting when all ma-
terial is brought in actual contact with the mineral
soil. Windrowing of slash appears to have about
the same advantage of decay as does pile slash. In
addition it makes fire extinction easier.

6. The rotting of slashi is due to the action or
growth of certain fungi. The kinds that rot the

twigs are different from the kinds that rot the

heavier branches. Slash in actual contact with the
soil is rotted by still other kinds of fungi.

7. The species of fungi commonly found rotting
the slash are not injurious or destructive to living

trees.

8. It does not appear that forest slash offers

any exceptional opportunity or place for poten-
tially injurious insects to breed.

9. Regeneration on areas where all the slash
has been piled and burned appears no better and
on exposed sites poorer than on areas where there
were no slash disposal.

10. There are no more fires occurring in slash,

per unit of area, than there arc leaf fires in slash-

free forests.

11. It would cost approximately $500,000 an-
nually to pile and burn the slash now being created
in Pennsylvania. The expenditure of this amount
of money for this purpose would do little more
than reduce the forest fire hazard on cut-over

areas to normal. Nature herself will, by means of
decay, provide a similar condition after a period
of from four to six years.

12. The slash problem in Pennsylvania appears
to be a local one for each District Forester to meet.

However, it remains for some research agency to

seek out new and satisfactory markets for small--

sized timber products, which now have no "place"
value above marketing cost. Our progressive tim-

bermen will quickly respond and utilize forest

products to any degree which will prove economi-
cal and thereby further reduce the amount of slash

left in the woods.

FOREST TAXATION

By George H. Wirt, Chief, Bureau of Protection

YEARS ago, as a student and as an instructor

of the intricate subject of forest finance, I

formed certain well defined ideas with re-

spect to taxation. Through the years of discus-

sion which have followed, these ideas have not
changed very much if any, particularly as many
schemes have been tried and found wanting. A
recent conversation prompted this brief state-

ment.

Forest taxation is a very much discussed sub-

ject and tax literature is increasing every day. In-

dividuals, committees, and commissions have
studied the matter and set forth their views. Laws
have been passed by Legislatures correcting the

"unjust," "unfair," "confiscating," taxation of for-

ests. Supreme courts have declared such laws to

be unconstitutional. Constitutions have been

changed and new laws passed. Reports are cur-

rent that the most recent forest tax laws are

under consideration by various courts and the

outlook is not favorable. So it is evident that the

question of forest taxation is not satisfactorily

answered.

The existing system of taxation which is the out-

growth of years of experience must be dealt with.

Any change therefrom would naturally- meet with

difficulties. It is true that there are many defects

in our old property tax plan and yet after all most

of the difficulties in connection with it arise from
the human factors which develop in the adminis-

tration of the system rather than from defects of

the system itself. In the changes from the old

system which have been suggested here and there,

troubles have arisen which have led to a shifting

of burdens, the justice of which has been gravely

questioned, but the human factors have remained

the same, and none of the schemes has been a

howling success.

'<l
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The fundamental principle of the property tax

is that some value be placed upon each class of

property to be taxed. The important proposition

that gives rise to the most difficulty is that each

piece of property be valued fairly and in the

same relative proportion as other property. In

other words, if one piece of property is assessed

at its full current sale value, then the owners of

every piece of property in the same "class" should

have the same relative value put upon that prop-

erty.

Every one will agree that such a scheme seems

to be in accordance with the American idea of

"justice to all," but the difficulty comes just as

soon as the scheme is put into effect. Some one

must determine the values to be placed upon the

various items of property. This important busi-

ness is intrusted to men or women elected to the

position of tax assessor. Much might be written

about assessors and their habits, but here is where

the inequality and injustice in our system of tax-

ation begins. The assessor exercises his judgment,

or lack of judgment, his knowledge, or lack of

knowledge, his desire to favor his friends or to

soak those he thinks ought to pay heavily. The
whole gamut of human frailties affects the as-

sessment of property for taxation purposes. Until

this phase of the system is corrected little im-

provement may be hoped for. Tnie, there is pro-

vision for appeals, but this usually increases rather

than decreases the inequality of assessment.

Can such improvement be expected? It has
been accomplished in taxation units, where some
person or group has been sufficiently interested to

make an issue of the matter. It can be done with-

out additional legislation, but some additional

legislation providing for assessments by boards
of competent people, one such board for each
county, and these boards instructed, supervised
and checked by a State official, would be a gr<;at

step forward. Centralization of power and super-
vision has its own difficulties and dangers, but in

this case there would be a possibility of checks
and counter checks that should insure some im-
provement over the present system. The county,
in Pennsylvania, is the real unit for taxation pur-
poses. The State is concerned with both the
county and township taxes and therefore should
have a check on the assessments. Local aiisessors

might remain as they now are but their assess-
ments would be reviewed in detail by the county
board of experts.

With respect to forest assessments in Pennsyl-
vania, it may be stated definitely that only in a
very few exceptions, have such assessments been

"confiscatory." In fact in the majority of coun-

ties, forest assessments have been below what the

property tnight easily bear. To my mind, this fact

as much as anything accounts for the meagre en-

listment of forest land under the auxiliary Forest

Reserve Laws of this State. My notion is there-

fore that in Pennsylvania the forest has not been

and is not now carrjdng its fair proportion of tax-

ation; however, the question of fairness is truly a

relative one, and the truth of the matter can be

found only after a very careful study of the

whole field of assessments as they now stand. To
my mind the forest should bear its proportion of

government expenses, thus pay its own way, and

then be given the same consideration in the shape

of roads and protection as that afforded to other

property.

After all the other high financial considerations

are eliminated, most values of real estate are de-

termined in some manner as a result of a capi-

talization of the expected rents. The "forced sale"

idea is based upon the assumption that the com-

munity as a whole values a piece of property in

accordance with the rents that may be received

under average management. If this same idea is

consistently carried out with forest property

everything w^ould be all right, but assessors ap-

parently do not know the forest as a rent-produc-

ing property. In fact very few..people know this

characteristic of the forest. It must be recog-

nized however and the county boards of assessors

under State supervision would afford an oppor-
tunity for the State Department having to do with

forest policy to see that the right ideas and facts

in forest assessment are used. In fact, in Penn-
sylvania it might be provided by law that the Dis-

trict Forester be a member of the county board
or at least an advisoiy member during the con-

sideration of forest values.

As a result of growth and market studies in

each county of the State, the Forester should be

in a position to tell what a fair average yield \n

wood and in value should be. That value could

be capitalizetl at the rate of interest used in con-

nection with tax business and that rounded off to

correspond with the "forced sale" values of other

real estate within the township or county. These
values would be under consideration at each tri-

ennial assessment period as now provided by law
and certainly could be kept at a very regular and
fair figure. Every acre of forest land would be

treated as every other acre. The taxes could not

be more than a fair percentage of a reasonable ex-

pected income. They would be regular, an ad-

vantage to both owner and tax-receiving body.

it
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The whole plan would be consistent with the whole

tax plan as now in effect and would develop no

irregularities leading to constitutional questions

and additional arguments for the State's paying

local tax burdens.

As a basis for an equitable and complete tax-

ation of forest areas, as well as for all real estate,

there should be available to Ihe Commonwealth, its

counties and townships, and controlled by it an

aerial map of the entire State. Such maps are

being made in other States by tax boards and

commissions and are found to be worth consider-

ably more thjin they cost.

PLAN OF EDUCATION IN THE PENNSYL-
VANIA STATE FOREST SCHOOL

J. A. Ferguson

THE Pennsylvania State Forest School,

which has resulted from the merger of the

two forest schools of Pennsylvania, the one

at Mont Alto and the other at State College,

will utilize both plants in the training of profes-

sional foresters and forest rangers. Fifty-five

freshmen foresters and sixteen ranirer students

entered at Mont Alto in September. The new
curriculum will continue the course as formerly

taught at The Pennsylvania State College except

for the freshmen year. The freshmen forestry

students and ranger students will be at Mont
Alto where they will be trained on the Mont
Alto State Forest and the State Forest Nursery.

Forestry will be taught these students in actual

contact with the woods. The freshmen foresters

will spend one entire day each week and the

ranger students two days in practical forestry

work. Under the immediate direction of a forest

ranger and with the assistance of the instructois,

these students will engage in all the activities of
the State Forest and Forest Nursery; in road,

trail and fire line construction and maintenance,
in making cleanings and thinnings, in portable
saw mill work, in reforestation, in nursery prac-
tice, in pruning young stands of timber, and in

forest protection and other woods work. Two
half days each week will be devoted to the study
of the trees of the region, the shrubs, wild flowers
and other vegetation. One day each week will

be spent in the woods studying the establishment,
growth and development of forests and in timber
estimating and compass surveying. The students
^vill be taught as much forestry as possible dur-
ing the freshman year. They will study botany

throughout the year and mathematics and me-

chanical drawing as a prerequisite for surveying.

The whole life of the forest will be studied in

the course in Forest Life and Influences, the

birds and animals of the forest and the fish in

the streams, the factors that influence forest tree

growth and the uses of the forest for many pur-

poses.

The first year of the ranger course at Mont
Alto will cover practically the same subjects as

the freshmen students except for mathematics.

They will spend two days each week working in

the Mont Alto State Forest and State Forest Nur-

sery. During the second year, the rangers will

study subjects that will enable them to understand

the fundamental principles of growth and develop-

ment of stands of timber and their administra-

tion and management from a business and finan-

cial standpoint.

The aim during the freshmen year will be to

make the students woodwise and woods-minded.

The sophomore, junior and senior years will be at

State College except that the last two months of

the senior year will be spent at Mont Alto for the

purpose of making a working plan.

The sophomore year at State College will be

devoted to training in the fundamental sciences.

The students should realize at the end of the

freshman year that the knowledge they have ac-

quired of the forest is purely practical and that

an explanation of the laws governing forest

growth and development can be obtained only

through a study of soils, physics, chemistry, geol-

ogy', botany and other sciences. It is believed

that through this practical woods training and
intimate acquaintance with the forest obtained
during the freshmen year, students will be better

fitted to pursue the more technical forestry

courses during their junior and senior years, and
that this early woods training will tend to make
foresters better able to practice the art of for-

estry in the woods.

Dr. Ralph D. Hetzel, the President of The
Pennsylvania State College, has appointed the

following as an advisory council of The Pennsyl-
vania State Forest School:

Dr. Joseph S. lllick, State Forester of Pennsyl-
vania.

Col. Henry W. Shoemaker, Chairman, a mem-
ber of the State Forestry Commission.
Hon. J. N. Ruhl, Deputy Superintendent of

Public Instruction.

Dean R. L. Watts, School of Agriculture of The
Pennsylvania State College.

Professor George A. Retan, State Teachers* Col-

i
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lege, Mansfield, Pa. (A graduate of the Mont Alto
Forest School.)

Edmund 0. Ehrhart, Forester of the New York
and Pennsylvania Paper and Pulp Company. {A
graduate of the Pennsylvania State College For-
est School.)

HOW BfUOH LIGHT DO FOREST TREES
NEED?

FOREST canopies intercept from 50 lo 99
per cent, of daylight. Since plants require
light for their growth, it is essential to know

whether the amount of light which penetrates the
leafy canopies is sufficient for the rapid and
healthy growth of the young trees that come up
under the shade of the older trees.

Dr. H. L. Shirley, formerly with the Boyee-
Thompson Institute and now physiologist of the
Lake States Forest Experiment Station, attempted
to find an answer to this question. He grew in
the greenhouse of the institute young trees and
plants under a series of cloth covers of different
mesh, which gave shades corresponding to those in
a forest.

The experiment showed that the trees tested sur-
vive if they get only 1 per cent, of normal day-
light. Plants are unable, however, to make ap-
preciable growth or to produce flowers and fruit
when they get less than 8 per cent, of the day-
light Plants receiving from 10 to 15 per cent,
of he daylight grew well, but were taller and
weaker than those receiving from 30 to 50 per cent
intensity. The plants which received 50 per cent*
ot ordinary daylight usually produced as much
growth or more than those growing in full day-

While forest canopies are seldom so dense that

want of light, their growth under dense shade is
usually too poor to be of much consequence. On

Iff' 1 f ?n '
"'''^'' ^'^ ^^'''' ^^°«Pi«« ^hich cut

off about 50 per cent, of the full daylight the

?^fl7S^r^ ^^'" "^^^' ^'^^'^^^^ ^^-
The results of this investigation are embodied in

and Light Quality Upon the Growth of Plants"

able timber.—E. M. Bainter.

BLISTER RUST IN THE COOK STATE
FOREST PARK

By Charles E. Zerby, District Forester

THE Cook State Forest Park was made pos-
sible by a special appropriation of the Legis-
lature, together with funds raised by popular

subscription. When the Commonwealth acquired
title to this area in December, 1928, it was dis-
covered that a very pressing problem in blister
rust control existed. The disease was first noticed
two years previously on Kibes, but later search
showed its presence on pines, some of the cankers
dating back to 1918. The tract is located in
Clanon, Jefferson, and Forest Counties, and has
an area of 6,000 acres. White pine in original
stands is present, and the seeding in of open
spaces emphasizes the need of blister rust con-
trol.

The many ravines and the thin stands of young
hardwoods make an ideal habitat for Ribes, and
they are found in profusion frequently as many
as 5,000 plants per acre. Skunk currants are also
found, but less abundantly.
An initial eradication took place soon after ac-

quisition, but was confined to the pine areas, and
along trails, roads, and streams. In large areas
in the forest the dense growth, particulariy of
hemlock, had long since shaded out the Ribes.

Scouting and eradication covered more than
one-third of the total area, and resulted in the re-
moval of neariy 200,000 Ribes bushes. Inasmuch
as the Cook Forest is a recreational forest, it was
believed desirable to remove the unsightly pine
having cankers, and the diseased trees will be given
attention this fall after the recreational season
closes. Small pines hopelessly infected will be
destroyed, others will be pruned to remove cank-
ers on the branches.

One of the purposes of establishing this area as
a State Forest Park was to preserve one of the
largest remaining stands of virgin timber in Penn-
sylvania so that future generations may see a
remnant of what was typical of the whole of the

pin J w 7^""^ ^*^' Pennsylvania her name,
Penn's Woods. '

«i. ir ^^^ ""^ prostrate juniper, surpassing in

D«Lv' n'^'T ^"^P^'^ ^*^^" Linglestown,
Dauphin County, and Elizabethtown, Lancastei^

fr^r^r
^"^^ apparently suffered seriouslyfrom tramping and vandalism, is reported by Sur-veyor Frank Plessinger, of the State Game'^Com.

mission. Mr. Plessinger discovered the specimen
while surveying a tract under contract for pur-

^
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chase by the Game Commission in Brighton Town-

ship, Bucks County. In connection with this re-

port, it is said by Mr. Jake Smith, of Upper Black

Eddy, Bucks County, th^t there is also a patch

on the McEntee lands nearby, also being acquired

for game refuge purposes.

MAINE'S AUXILIARY FOREST LAW

MAINE has made provision for the estab-

lishment of auxiliary State forests on

privately owned lands capable of pro-

ducing the equivalent of 15,000 board feet of soft-

wood or 8,000 board feet of hardwood per acre.

Forested lands, including forest plantations, are

eligible if it is the owner's intention to use them
for the purpose of producing fuel or of producing
timber for manufacture or sale. An owner's re-

quest that his land be included in the State's

auxiliary forests is to be directed to the local as-

sessors and the forest commissioner. If a re-

quest covering lands to be used primarily for the

production of timber for manufacture or sale is

not granted by the assessors, appeal may be made
to the forest commissioner.

For the purpose of taxing auxiliary State for-

ests assessors will appraise only the land and wull

appraise it at the same valuation as stripped for-

est land in the same vicinity, up to a maximum of
$2 per acre. When trees are cut from such for-

ests for market or manufacture a yield tax will

become due at rates graduated according to the
year in which the trees are cut, as follows : First
year, one-half of 1 per cent, of the stumpage value

;

second year, 2 per cent.; third year, 3 per cent;
fourth year, 4 per cent ; fifth year and thereafter,
5 per cent.

No yield tax will be due on timber cut for farm
use by the owner or on timber cut to clear land
for agriculture or for highway construction or
similar purposes unless the wood is to be sold for
fuel or used for manufacture.
The making of false returns under this law,

refusal to make the returns within the specified
period, or the cutting of trees from the auxiliary
State forests contrary to the provisions of this
Act is punishable by a fine not exceeding $1,000.
Not more than 10 per cent, of the area of a

town can be admitted as a part of the auxiliary
State forests in any one year if a protest is made
to the forest commissioner by the assessors.
Land included in the auxiliary State forests

n^y be withdrawn on application by the owner
and payment of the tax on the full value of the
trees thereon.

TAX EXEMPTION FOR IMMATURE TREE
GROWTH IN CONNECTICUT

ANEW la>y providing that immature tree

growth may be exempted from taxation has

been enacted in Connecticut. The owner
of land bearing such growth who wishes to have
it brought within the provisions of this law may
apply for an examination of the area by the State

forester. If after examining the area the State

forester testifies that in his opinion it will be
advantageous to the community and to the owner
to permit the tree growth to r<»main standing until

suitable to be cut for lumber, the assessed valu-

ation of the area, including that of the tree growth,
will remain stationary until the next general re-

valuation of real estate in the town in which the

area is situated. After such revaluation the tree

growth w\]] he exempt from taxation until mature.
(Connecticut law requires general revaluation of

taxable property at intervals not longer than ten

years.

)

The law specifically permits any farmer owning
certified land to cut from it such wood or timber
as he may need for farm use. No other provision

is made in regard to cutting.

Any certificate issued by the State Forester
under this law may be revgked by him if he as-

certains that the land to which it applies is no
longer being used for the purposes contemplated
in the Act.

A law already in force in Connecticut provides
for classification of lands for timber growing and
for collection of a yield tax on forest products cut
from lands so classified.

SURVEY OF NON-UTIUZED WOOD IN
NORTH CAROLINA

A SURVEY was conducted in North Caro-
lina by a sub-committee of the National
Committee on Wood; Utilization, in co-

operation with the North Carolina Department of
Conservation and Development. After ten months
work the survey has just been completed, and the
results are published in a bulletin having the above
title, and shows that 33,000 railroad cars, or a
train 265 miles long, could be filled with wood
which now goes to waste annually in the sawmills
and wood-working plants in North Carolina. In
the form of lumber this material would represent
the production from about 113,000 acres of stand-
ing timber and would build nearly 50,000 average
small dwellings.

The non-utilized wood will furnish raw ma-
terial for pulp mills, fiber board plants, box fac-
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tories and similar industries and may be used in

the manufacture of small dimension stock, char-

coal and distillation products, lath, excelsior, and

other materials. The bulletin . describes these

methods of utilization.

FOREST CONSERVATION IN SAO PAULO,
BRAZIL

REGULATIONS promulgated in 1928 outlin-

ing the organization and functions of the

State Forest Service of Sao Paulo contain,

among other provisions the following:

"The owner of 100 hectares or more of land must

keep at least 10 per cent, of it in forest. He may

clear-cut the whole area, but if 10 per cent, of

the area does not immediately restock by natural

reproduction he must plant that much of it. The

owner of 100 hectares or more of bare land is re-

quired to reforest 10 per cent, of it within 5

years unless he is granted an extension by the

secretary of agriculture. Before clearing land an

owner must give 30 days' notice to the district

office of the forest service.

"Each of the five district offices is to maintain a

nursery, from which a limited number of plants

will be furnished to landowners free or at cost.

Each district is also to. establish a forestry museum
showing the forest possibilities of the district by

means of maps and charts and of exhibits of woods

and articles made from them, forestry methods and

tools, etc. The central office at Sao Paulo is to main-

tain a more elaborate museum for the entire State.

"The forest service is to carry on propaganda

work in favor of forest fire prevention and is to

enforce the fire laws. These provide that before

setting fire on cutover and other land a land-

owner must clear a fire line 6 meters wide around

it and warn his neighbors of his intention to bum.
He must also have an effective control force on

duty while the fire is burning. Brush burning is

permitted only during June, July, August and

September. The sale and use of fire balloons is

prohibited.

"One of the important forest protective duties

of the forest service is the extermination of ant

hills. (In Brazil ants are among the worst enemies

of forests.) Each forest district is required to

maintain a corps of skilled ant ^matadores' whose
duty it is to destroy ant hills on public and private

lands. Every owner is obliged to destroy any
ant hills on his land that threaten damage to the

property of others, and if he fails to do so the

forest service will do it, charging him the cost

plus 20 per cent. The forest service is to furnish

ant-killing tools and chemicals either free or at

cost."— (Based on text of regulations in Diario

Official do Estado de Sao Paulo, October 3, 1928.)

FOREST LAW OF GUATEMALA

THE forest law adopted by Guatemala in 1925

provides for Government control (regimen

forestal) over all forest land belonging to

the nation, to municipalities, and to corporations

or individuals who request such control. Privately

owned forest protecting the sources of streams or

water supplies is under public regulation. The

law forbids the clearing of either public or pri-

vate forests within 100 meters cf a ridge crest, or

on slopes where clearing will endanger life or

property below. Commercial timberlands belonging

to the State are declared reserves, and can be

alienated only by special act of the legislature.

Even when they are thus alienated, 10 per cent,

of the area must be kept in forest. All municipali-

ties are required to set aside a portion of their

land as forest reserves; if they have no land in

forest they must reserve bare land and afforest it.

The department of agriculture is to make maps

and working plans for all forest lands under pub-

lic control, and has charge of concessions for cut-

ting timber or extracting other products. Cutting

concessions must provide for planting three young

trees of specified species for each one cut. (In

the coffee and pine belts, over 3,000 feet altitude,

five trees must be planted if not of the same species

as the one cut.) Planting must be done at the

beginning of the rainy season in the same year as

the cutting, and in case of failure must be re-

peated. The time of cutting is to be fixed by the

department, and no immature trees may be cut,

nor may trees be felled in order to extract gum or

resin. Concessions are to be granted only after

public bidding following 3 months' advertisement,

and run for 3 years unless costly machinery is re-

quired, in which case 5 years is the limit. Re-

newals for like terms are permitted as long as the

concessionaire is willing to pay as much as any

other bidder. The size of concessions is limited

on the basis of area or number of trees.

A severe storm swept across central Bavaria on

July 4, 1929, causing extensive loss due to wind-

fall and breakage. A careful estimate of the de-

struction shows that from 28,000,000 to 32,000,000

solid cubic feet of wood was felled. It is reck-

oned that at least 16,000,000 cubic feet of the

above wood volume is timber; 3,500,000 cubic feet

is pulpwood; 7,000,000 cubic feet is fuelwood, and

350,000 cubic feet are mine props.
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THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE PENNSYL-
VANIA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION

THE Annual Meeting of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association was held in the Walnut
Room of the Manufacturers Club, Broad and

Walnut Streets, on Monday, December 9th at 3

P. M. President Smedley in the chair.

The Report of the Council, the Presidential

Address, and the Report of the Treasurer were

then read and approved. These will be found on

other pages of this issue.

The President appointed Messrs. Herman Cope
and Wm. B. McCaleb as Tellers of Election, and
on collecting the ballots which had been prepared
by the Nominating Committee declared the fol-

lowing officers were unanimously elected to serve

during the coming year:

President, Samuel L. Smedley.

President Emeritus, Dr. Henry S. Drinker.

Vice-Presidents, Robert 8. Conklin.
W. B. McCaleb.
Edward Woolman

Secretary, C. P. Birkinbine.
Treasurer, P. L. Bitler.

COUNCIL
Allegheny County, Frank J. Lanahan,

George M. Lehman,
Hon. Walter Lyon,
John E. Potter.

Beaver County, Robert W. Darragh
Bedford County, J. L. Tenley, Sr.

Berks County, Mrs. Edward Brooke,
Dr. Geo. G. Wenrich.

Blair County, W. A. Silliman

Bradford County, Miss Margaret Stewart Maurice.
Bucks County, Mrs. Elizabeth P. James.

Henry C. Mercer.
Cambria County, P. L. Carpenter.
Cameron County, Josiah Howard.
Carbon County, A. C. Neumuller.
Centre County, Theodore D. Boal,

Prof. J. A. Perguson.
Chester County, Robert G. Kay,

Miss Esther G. Leggett, •

Norman Ratchford,
Dr. H. A. Rothrock.

Clarion County, Hon. F. L. Harvey.
Clearfield County, W. F. Dague.
Clinton County, Henry W. Shoemaker.
Columbia County, C. R. Woodin.
Cumberland County, J. S. Illick.

Dauphin County, W. Gard. Conklin,
George H. Wirt.

Delaware County, Ellwood B. Chapman,
Herman Cope,
Edwin A. Hoopes,
Dr. J. Clinton Starbuck.

Erie County, Miss Dorothea K. Conrad,
George S. Ray, M.D.

Fayette County, C. L. Snowdon.
Franklin County, Geo. S. Perry,

John R. Williams.

Fulton County, W. L. Byers.

Greene County, M. E. Carroll.

Huntingdon County, Mrs. J. C. *Blair.

Indiana County, Hon. Joseph O. Clark.

Jefferson County, W. N. Conrad.

Lackawanna County, Mrs. J. Benjamin Dimmick,
Hon. L. H. Watres.

Lancaster County, A. L. Bby.

Lebanon County, William C. Freeman.
Lehigh County, General Harry C. Trexler.

Luzerne County, Dr. Alexander Armstrong,
Cornelius B. Kunkie,
Alvan Markle,
William R. Ricketts.
Samuel D. Warriner.

Lycoming County, Henry E. Kirk.

Mercer County, George Rettig.

Mifflin County, P. W. Culbertson.

Monroe County, R. W. Stadden.

Montgomery County, Mrs. Albert C. Barnes,
Miss Mary Blakiston,
Dr. H. M. Fisher,
Miss Mary K. Gibson.
Edgar W. Nicholson,
Dr. Henry K. Pancoast.

Montour County, H. T. Hecht.

Northampton County, Prof. R. W. Hall,
H. S. Snyder.

Northumberland County, Charles Steele.

Philadelphia County, Dr. J. M. Anders,
Richard L. Austin,
Samuel N. Baxter,
Owen M. Bruner,
Mrs. Brinton Coxe,
W. Warner Harper,
Grover C. Ladner,
J. Franklin Meehan,
Harold Peirce,
Eil K. Price,
John H. Webster, Jr.,

Albert B. Weimer.
Edward Wildman.

Pike County, Hon. Gifford Pinchot.

Potter County, Harry E. Elliott.

Schuylkill County, A. C. Silvius.

Somerset County, V. M. Bearer.

Sullivan County, B. P. Brouse.

Susquehanna County, Edgar A. Turrell.

Tioga County, Paul H. Mulford.

Union County, Raymond B. Winter.

Venango County, S. Y. Ramage.

Warren County, Walter W. Beaty.

Wayne County, Hon. Alonzo T. Searle.

Westmoreland County, Hon. D. J. Snyder.

York County, Samuel Small, Jr.
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Mr. McCaleb spoke of being impressed in hear-

ing the report of the Council by the large amounts

of land purchased for State Forests and the low

price. During the forest bond campaign one ob-

jection made was that if there was a large amount

of money available for the purchase of land It

would advance the purchase price per acre. This,

however, was not the case in the State of New
York, and was not borne out in Pennsylvania.

While the bond campaign was not successful, the

activities of the Association resulted in an ap-

propriation of $1,000,000 for two years, and of-

fers of land for purchase and actually bought for

an average of $2.80 per acre.

The following resolution was unanimously

adopted

:

Resolved, That the Association commend the

Department of Forests and Waters for the rapid

progress which it has made in the purchase of

Forest Lands under the appropriations granted by
the Legislature, and particularly for its success

in securing lands at such a reasonable price per
acre.

Resolved, Further, That the Secretary send a

copy of this resolution to the Secretary of the De-
partment of Forests and Waters, at Harrisburg,

Pa.

On motion, adjourned.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

AS the forty-fourth year of our association

is passing into history, it behooves us not
only to be mindful of the past, but also

to be eternally vigilant as to the future.

In initiating and carrying forward the work of
forestry in Pennsylvania, the worthy men and
women of our association for the pa*st four de-
cades have left us an inheritance that calls for
our best efforts to continue the good work.
The thought has been suggested that, insomuch

as the State Department of Forestry, our major
effort, is so well established our usefulness as an
association has been accomplished. To many of
us, the establishment of the department is but a
stepping stone or firm foundation for future use-
fulness. There are fields in which the depart-
ment can assist but cannot enter.

As we occupy the position of being Godfather
to the department, we should be alert that its per-
sonnel should be chosen and retained on the basis
of efficiency only, in order to guarantee perman-
ency of policy and continuity of action.

It is almost impossible to get impartial enforce-

ment of the laws for protection of our forests. As
the value of the timber increases, harmful legis-

lation is likely to spring up. We should be ever

on our guard against such legislation.

In some counties, valuable work is being done

through the public schools. Here, by assisting in

planting, the children will become interested. This

is being done in many counties. It is our duty to

see that this becomes universal throughout the

State. I would suggest that a section of Forest

Leaves be dedicated to the activities of school chil-

dren. Notings of this kind will interest them and

^t the same time our members will see just what is

being done.

Possibly the next step in the development of

forestry in Pennsylvania is the establishment of

county forests and town forests. National and
State Forestry are already established on firm

foundations.

The policy of ownership and management of

the National Forests by the Federal Government
has been assailed from many angles and has

withstood every attempt to weaken. State for-

estry in Pennsylvania is accepted by the people.

Pennsylvanians are forestry-minded. They be-

lieve in growing forests on mountain slopes and
in protecting the forests from fire. It is difficult

to imagine a backward step ever being taken in

the State forestry policy of Pennsylvania.

The justification for the purchase of forest

land by the State is to own and make productive
land which the private owner cannot afford to own
because of the expense of reforestation or protec-

tion, or because of the long time it may be neces-

sary to carry the investment before adequate re-

turns are secured. The Stat€ is interested in pur-
chasing only large areas of such* land in sufficient

size to form logical administrative units. Nearly
one and a half million acres of such land have
been purchased and comprise our present State
forests.

Yet there is in every county smaller pieces of
land more or less isolated so that no private
individual can afford to own for timber produc-
tion, land too steep or stony or too poor in quality
of soil to grow trees at a profit or so sparsely
stocked with trees that reforestation is necessary
at C9nsiderable expense. No private individual
desires to own such land. It is finally abandoned
and appears year after year on the tax list. Just
as it is the duty of the State to purchase and
make productive land covering large areas for
State forests, it would seem to be just as much
the duty of a county or town to purchase and
make productive the smaller isolated tracts of
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such land 'scattered here and there and organize

them as county or town forests.

The object of such ownership would primarily

be timber production for the future through re-

forestation and protection, but the ultimate ob-

ject might well be to combine with this the de-

velopment of a system of county or town forest

parks. Recreation has become a necessary func-

tion of every public forest. Millions of people
each year visit the National Parks and National

Forests. The visitors of the State Forests of

Pennsylvania for hunting, fishing, camping, and
recreation are numbered by the thousands. Pub-
lic forests in the minds of the people are fast

becoming playgrounds for the people. To such
extent is this true, that on every State and Na-
tional Forest are found areas set aside and de-

veloped as recreational centers.

A hundred years hence—five hundred years
hence—there will be a vast throng of people oc-

cupying the counties and towns of Pennsylvania.
These people will want chances for recreation just
as much as do our people at present, and doubt-
less more so. Can a county or town do anything
better for future generations than to purchase
here and there over the county, as opportunity af-
fords, tracts of land and organize them as county
forests, breathing spots for the people of the
future? The lands so purchased may not be
needed now, they may be inaccessible and unde-
sirable from many standpoints, they may be with-
out water and barren, but they can be reforested
and will become of increasing importance as the
years go by and eventually will be a blessing to
the people.

In order to carry on this work in a way that
will be a credit to our organization, it is neces-
sary that we shall enter new fields and in an ag-
gressive way. If not, our day of usefulness has
ceased. I believe we have the personnel in our
council to carry on the work as outlined, but we
are not in a financial condition to do it. There
always have been willing hands to make up any
deficit. Many of our friends have passed from
the scene of action and your president is not in
position to count on such assistance. The past
summer I sent out a strong appeal to members
of council to make a personal effort to increase
our membership with very little results. Possibly
our next step is to increase our annual dues from
•*P3.00 to $5.00. Our endowment now of $15,000
should be increased by $25,000. I earnestly ap-
peal to members of the association for action on
these suggestions.

^j ^ ^bAMUEL L. SmeDLEY,

President.

TREASURER'S REPORT

THE fiscal year of the Pennsylvania For-
estry Association ends on December 1st,

1929. The statement of finances on that
date was as follows:

Tbeasureb's Statement on December 1, 1920

Dr.
To Balance on hand December 1, 1928 $779.42

Cash, annual dues to Nov. 30, 1929 1,706.00
Cash, donations and subscriptions 1,113.92
Cash, sale of Forest leaves and adver-
tisements 122.85

Cash, interest on life membership and
Forest Leaves bonds and bank de-
posits 808.06

. Cash, Life Membership fees 150.00
Cash, Forest Leaves fund 52.00

Total $4,732.25

Cb.
By Cash, office expenses, postage, etc $154.01

Office rent 660.00
Publication of Forest leaves 1,801.25
Assistant Secretary's salary 600.00
Expenses of meetings 168.55
Life Membership Fund 150.00
Forest Leaves Fund 52.00
Membership in Pennsylvania Conserva-

tion Council 25.00
Subscription returned 3.45
Investments 1,091.11
Ralanco on hand Dec. 1, 1929 26.88

Total .$4,7.32.25

Forest Leaves Fund

Invested $2,281.42
In bank 234.00

Total $2,515.42
Special U'cjuest for Forest Leaves $500.00

Life Memrfrship Fund

Invested $7,145.00
In bank 440.00

Total $7,585.00

Oexeral Fund

Bequests, etc., invested $7,209.49

F. L. BiTLER^ Treasurer.

According to John H. Foster, State Forester of

Xew Hampshire, in Switzerland at least two-thirds

of all the forests are owned by the communities.

In Germany, 20 per cent; France, 22 per cent;

Czecho-Slovakia, 29 per cent, and Bulgaria, 50 per
cent.

it
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THE LUMBER INDUSTRY AND THE
FORESTS

MAJOR ROBERT Y. STUART, U. S. For-

ester, in his report for the year 1929

makes an interesting statement in regard

to the lumber industry of the United States from

which the following excerpts have been taken:

Twenty years ago the lumber industry of the

United States was virtually at the peak of its

expansion. Throughout the nineteenth century the

output of the sawmills had risen uninterruptedly

from decade to decade. As the century had ad-

vanced the rise had accelerated. It had far ex-

ceeded the gfrowth in population. As against a

consumption of 235 board feet per capita at the

middle of the century, that at the close was 460

board feet. The total consumption at the middle

of the century was less than 5,600,000,000 board

feet; at the close, about 34,500,000,000. And the

early years of the twentieth century carried the

rise to still higher points.

The lumber cut in 1906 Wiis estimated by the

Forest Service as 46,000,000,000 board feet; the

total consumption as a little over 44,800,000,000

feet. Not until 1915 did the lumber cut drop
below 40,000,000,000 feet. Save in 1916, it has
never since recrossed that line. In 1921 it fell

below 27,000,000,000 feet. The latest year for
which figures are available is 1927. The cut in

that year was 34,532,000,000 board feet; the per
capita consumption 280 feet.

Lumber has to contend with many and varied
substitutes. One of the reasons for the declining

per capita consumption of lumber during the last

20 years has been that people have chosen to use
other things. In part this has been because of
changing conditions. Enlargement of transporta-
tion facilities has been obtained not by extensive
railroad building, which requires much lumber,
but by multiplying the mileage of improved high-
ways. Rural requirements for new construction
have diminished as the expansion of settlement has
slowed down, while urban growth, engineering
progress, increasing wealth, and new modes of
life have combined to enlarge the relative con-
sumption of brick, stone, steel, cement,. and many
other classes of material that compete with wood.
With the depletion of local and regional timber
supplies and the consequent inevitable increase in
the cost of lumber due to remoteness, more ex-
pensive logging, or poorer stands, lumber has
been handicapped in its struggle to hold its place
and to obtain its share of the new business created
by expanding population and industrial activity.

It has also had to meet the competition of products

made from wood fiber.

Undoubtedly as the supplies of virgin timber

become further depleted this latter competition

will increase. Research and invention will bring

to light new ways of utilizing low-grade material.

How extensive our future requirements will be for

the kinds of products that in the past the lumber

industry has derived from our vast virgin forests

it would be rash to predict on the basis of present

conditions and present knowledge. Perhaps about

all that can be said with entire confidence is that

the intrinsic qualities of wood, its relatively low

cost of production, and the enormous land area

available for growing wood assure it a leading

place as a basic raw material for consumption in

one form or another. In the same way, of course,

it would be unsafe to predict on the basis of pres-

ent conditions the character and extent of our

future requirements for oil or coal.

From the standpoint of the public, two out-

standing things are wrong in the lumber industry.

High-quality raw material from virgin forests cen-

turies old is being feverishly driven through the

sawmills and pressed upon the market, with a

large amount of waste of the lower-grade material

in the processes of production and with a further

waste of the product through its consumption for

purposes for which less valuable material would
have answered every essential need. In other

words, though our original virgin timber is mostly
gone, economic conditions have not reached the

point at which the remaining stands are being
sufficiently husbanded, with due regard to their

unique quality and to future requirements. Be-
yond this, the pressure to liquidate holdings of
virgin timber is operating as a powerful deterrent
to the reorganization of our forest economy on the

basis of timber growing in place of forest ex-

ploitation, and to more rapid progress in estab-
lishing right methods of land use.

A single forest region—the Pacific Northwest-
is preeminently characterized by the pressure to

liquidate. The enormous stores of virgin timber
provided in the forests of Washington and Oregon
were for a long time grossly underestimated.

All told, California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho
and Montana have stands estimated to approxi-
mate 1,000,000,000,000 board feet, of which some-
what more than half is privately owned. The lum-
ber output of these five States is now about 15,-

000,000,000 board feet annually. On their face,
these figures would seem to show that, even with
no allowance for regrowth, cutting can be con-
tinued for a good many years at the present rate,

,

or indeed at an increased rate, before the effects

would be felt much.

As the industry grew it exhausted the stands of

greatest accessibility and had to go farther back

for its logs. Distance and rougher topography

combined to increase the costs of operation and

transportation.

In anticipation of the time when the timber

would be in demand, enormous quantities were

speculatively acquired from the United States

through use or misuse of the general land laws.

Had it not been for the creation of the national

forests, the acquisitions would have been still

more extensive. The requirements of the lumber

industry, however, have not equaled expectations,

so that for the last 15 or 20 years there has been

an overload of stumpage seeking a market, largely

to escape the pressure of the carrying charges due

to taxes, protection costs, and often interest on

indebtedness.

The pressure to liquidate has resulted in plant

expansion and has created a condition of market

instability and chronic price depression often ap-

proaching demoralization. Any improvement in

the demand for lumber is the ^-ignal for increased

production. The result is that the last great reser-

voir of virgin timber in the United States is being

depleted under conditions that involve deplorable

wastes of raw material and at a more accelerated

rate than is in the best public interest—though it

has not gone far enough to restore the balance or

fast enough to meet the wishes of distressed timber
owners—while also acting as a deterrent to the

process of readjustment of the lumber industry

elsewhere throughout the country to a timber-

growing basis.

In the eastern half of the country "where

originally three-fourths of the virgin timber grew
and where today three-fourths of all the lumber
produced in the United States is consumed, deple-
tion has gone so far that but for the remaining
western supplies our forest economy would be
based primarily on the cutting of second growth.
For the hardwoods, indeed, and for a large part
of the wood consumption for local purposes, sec-

ond growth is already in a dominating position.
As that comes about, a profoundly altered situ-
ation is created. High-grade nmterial previously
held essential for many industrial purposes either
ceases to be procurable at all or becomes so scarce
and so expensive that radical readjustments of
consumption are forced. Ingenuity in devising
new ways of meeting industrial needs is stimulated
to a degree that substantially lessens the hardships
and burdens imposed on industry and the public.

At the cost of many dislocations and a consider-

able net loss, consumption is in part readjusted to

what the second-growth forests contain, in part to

the substitution of other material for wood.
Inevitably a stable relationship of the forest

industries to the forest land will in time be worked
out. The forest owner will know what to grow,
to whom he can expect to sell, and what prices

for his output he can reasonably look for. But
the process of readjustment to a forest econ-

omy based on timber growing should, if possible,

be facilitated by a constructive public policy with
respect to the far-western situation. Its formu-
lation is not a task for foresters alone. It will

call for the participation of financiers, economists,

and leaders in the field of governmental and busi-

ness relationships. For it is a question of devis-

ing some plan of action that will substitute order-

ly marketing for the present i)ressure to liquidate,

without creating a monopolistic control of lumber
prices by private interests or transcending the

limits of sound public policy.

Failing the discovery and successful adoption of

such a plan, economic forces acting within the lim-

itations set by existing laws will have to work
the matter out blindly and without regard to the

public interests that are jeopardized. Forced
liquidation, with its inevitable waste of the timber

resource and postponement of the transition to a

sound national forest economj', will gn*adually re-

duce the overload. As the more accessible stump-
age melts away increasing costs of production and
transportation will tend to raise the minimum
price levels at which the western lumber can be

placed on the eastern markets. Long before the

last great reservoir of virgin timber is drained it

will have ceased to interfere with the transition

of the East from dependence primarily upon our

original forests to dependence primarily upon new
growth. It is quite probable that another decade

will bring pretty nearly to an end the period of

acute pressure to liquidate, which at the present

time makes impossible faster progress toward the

establishment of an equilibrium between supplies

and consumption and the attainment of a sound

forest economy. But the loss of even a decade in

applying forestry to the land, which should have

begun long ago to grow the new crops that will

be badly needed long before they are ready to

harvest, is a loss that the country can ill afford

to suffer.

David Smales, of Laceyville, Pa., has on his

farm a prostrate juniper tree with a spread of

15 feet.
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SURVEY OF MOUNTAIN LAND OFTEN
NECESSARY TO DETERMINE

OWNERSHIP

By T. 0. Bedtsch, in Charge of Land Surveys

TOURISTS speeding over the improved high-

ways of our State and passing over the

mountains or through the forested valleys,

are often heard to remark: "Who owns these

millions of acres of forest land?" The question

is a most logical one, for practically every one of

the 13,000,000 acres of forest land in our Com-
monwealth today is owned by someone. This vast

mountain area very frequently has nothing upon
it to denote ownership, and is in direct con-
trast to the agricultural lands enclosed by fences
which indicate present ownership.

When the fertile farm sections are left behind
and we enter the forest, we no longer see fences
and buildings, the absence of which may lead
some to infer that these great stretches of forest
and waste land are without ownership. If the
question of ownership does arise, it is often at-

tributed to the fact that the land is owned by the
State.

Our present day land titles are founded on the
granting of the charter to William Penn in 1682.
It is not uncommon to trace an unbroken chain of
title from the present time back to the original
charter grant. Following the grant by the King
of England, Penn followed up his claim of owner-
ship by various transactions with the Indians. He
recognized the rights of the Indians and by vari-
ous purchases completed a sound title to all of the
land included in Pennsylvania. Later on a few
minor disputes arose regarding the boundary line
of the adjoining States, but these were later satis-
factorily settled, with the result that little change
is noted in the State's present boundaries and that
of the original grant by the King of England.

The total land area of the State is classed as
improved or seated lands and unimproved or .un-
seated lands. The ownership of the seated lands
IS easily recognized and determined. The un-
seated lands are largely made up of rugged and
forested areas, and are listed in the assessor's
books of the county. The ownership of this land
can be determined by the township or county
records and comprises individuals, estates, cor-
porations, the Commonwealth, and the Federal
Government.

Ownership of unseated lands in Pennsylvania
IS based on different titles. First, the clear chain
of title dating from William Penn's agents or the

issuing of a patent by the Commonwealth. The

former is more or less rare, while the latter is

^uite common, especially regarding the titles to

the State forest lands. Second, title based on county

treasurer's or commissioners' sales, and usually re-

ferred to as tax sale land which has been sold for

the non-payment of taxes. Third, squatter's title,

of which there are very few in Pennsylvania, is

ownership obtained by prescribed rights founded

upon undisputed occupancy for a period of 21

years. Fourth, vacant land or that which has

never left the ownership of the Commonwealth.
There is comparatively little of this type of land

remaining.

Ownership is established and expressed by de-

lineation or defined boundaries on the ground. The
land attorney may state who owns the wild land,

but it remains for the land surveyor to say where
it is located and the extent of area. Ownership
to unseated lands is expressed in somewhat differ-

ent manner from the method used for seated or

farm land, where line fences mark the property
lines. In the case of unseated land, line fences
would not only be unwise but impractical. Hence,
a more and less expensive method of demarcation
is adopted and may consist of one or more of the

following methods which are used today, that is,

the blazed or marked trees along the line of
ownership, the shore line of a stream or river, the
center line or side of a road, a railroad right of
way, the summit of a ridge or mountain, a pile of
stones or stake where the line crosses a path or
road, and other less generally accepted methods,
all of which may not be recognizable to the aver-
age individual but are recognized by the adjoin-
ing owners as rigidly as if an actual line fence
existed.

The majority of the boundary lines of unseated
land are defined by lines of marked trees and
conform to the lines of the original surveys. These
original lines were run with an open-sight com-
pass and are the basis of unseated land titles at
the present time. In some cases these lines have
been marked sufficiently so that they can be easily
followed through the forest, but more often they
are so devoid of marks that they can be retraced
only by a surveyor familiar with this type of sur-
vey work. He is very frequently required to
spend considerable time and make an exhaustive
search of the record and available data before he
is satisfied as to the original location of the lines.
The work of the land surveyor may live on in-
definitely, and his mistakes will surely be found
out probably more so than in any other profes-
sion.
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The unseated land surveyor's work is really a

distinct branch of surveying. The trained civil

engineer is no more qualified to relocate unseated

boundary lines than is the unseated land surveyor

able to carry forward successfully the work of a

civil engineer. The worries of the land surveyor

can be grouped under two general headings:

First, incorrect surveys; second, incorrect data.

Incorrect Surveys.—Many of the original war-

rant lines were made with an open-sight compass

and a chain two rods in length. The surveyor

very frequently was a country school teacher and

returned incorrect surveys due to lack of ability

and technical training, personal carelessness, un-

trained help, and because of the fact that he is

often paid on an acreage basis, which encouraged

haste, thus making incomplete survey notes. It was
a common practice of some of the early surveyors

to reduce slope distances to the horizontal by
merely guess-work, and instances have been found
where, due to the loose method of keeping tally

on distances, errors of 20 rods or more were fre-

quent. It is not the purpose of this article to in-

fer that all original surveys were faulty, but it has
been found that in making a re-survey of some of

the larger forest areas of our State, many dis-

crepancies were discovered due, no doubt, to the

reasons just enumerated. Neither is it the pur^
pose to cast any reflection on the ability of the

early surveyors, as their task was an extremely
difficult one and errors were bound to creep in

on running boundary lines through the wild and
unsettled country.

Incorrect Data.—Incorrect data may be due to
the fact that on the early surveys the deputy sur-

veyor of one district carried his surveys into the
adjoining district, and the surveys of the same
districts very often were made at different times
by different deputy surveyors. Very frequently
lines were changed on the ground by a compro-
mise to avoid court procedure, which resulted in

overlapping surveys. Unless the line agreed upon
is recorded or data pertaining thereto available,
subsequent surveys are not only difficult, but sub-
ject to controversy. Very frequently lines estab-
lished by court procedure are almost as annoying
to the land surveyor who must depend upon a
record of the court for his guidance.

Error in location sometimes dates back to the
original survey. It more frequently happens, how-
ever, in later surveys, and is usually due to the
fact that the surveyor is misinformed as to the
marks of ownership or to lack of preliminary in-
vestigation before starting the survey. In some
mstances lines run and marked in error have been

accepted as final, and to correct their location

would be to invite controversy.

The average land surveyor is never at a loss to

receive information from local residents as to

boundary lines and corners. Probably not more
than 10 per cent, of such information in ordinary
cases is authentic. It is the task of the surveyor
to determine how much of the information given
him is authentic, and apply it in determining the

courses and distances of the boundarv lines and
corners. This information is very often given in

good faith, but is in error because many of the

original markings on boundary lines have been
destroyed through forest fire or lumbering and
no attempt made on the part of the land owners
to maintain exact ownership boundaries. Deed
descriptions are frequently in error for the rea-

son that courses and distances are omitted due to

the carelessness of the copyist or the absence of a
surveyor's draft at the time of conveyance. There-

fore, it is quite apparent that the land surveyor

plays an important role in determining the owner-
ship of land in^ the Commonwealth.

It seems to me that a tree and a truth are the

two longest lived things of which mankind has

any knowledge. Therefore, it behooves all men in

rural life, besides planting truths, to plant trees;

it behooves all men in public life to plant economic

and political truths, and, as the tree grows from a

small twig to a grand spreading oak, so the small-

est economic truth, as we have seen in the United

States, even in the last year, can grow so as to

revolutionize the government of the great Repub-
lic. I say, then, that we should plant trees and

plant truths, and let every man struggle, so that

when we shall have passed away we shall have

earned a great epitaph, which we find in St. Paul's

Cathedral in London. You remember Sir Christo-

pher Wren was the architect of that wondrous

consummation of beauty in building, and there,

among the heroic dead of England's greatest

heroes upon land and sea, repose his remains. On
other tombs are marked words of eulogy, fulsome

sometimes, always intense, but upon the sarco-

phagus where Sir Christopher Wren's remains re-

pose is inscribed only these simple words: "iSt

quaeris monumentum circumspic." If you seek

my monument look around you. So every man,

woman and child who plants trees shall be able

to say, on coming, as I have come, toward the

evening of life, in all sincerity and truth : "If you

seek my monument, look around you."

—

From a

Speech by Sterling Morton,
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THE REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OP THE
PENNSYLVANIA FORESTRY

ASSOCIATION

DURING the past year there has been ad-

vancement in forestry in Pennsylvania,

particularly in the acquisition of wild

lands for State Forests by the Department of

Forests and Waters. It is hoped that the State

may soon be able to increase its State Forests to

a total of 5,000,000 acres, which experts think is

about the proper proportion of woodland which

should be owned by our Commonwealth.
The Department makes the following state-

ment :

State Forest Extensions.—During 1929 all the re-

maining forest land purchases were consummated
under the $500,000 forest land purchase appropri-

ation of 1927. A total of 153,90(5 acres, 33 perches

have been acquired in 20 different counties, at a
cost of $431,469.63, or $2.80 per acre. Costs of

surveys, title examination and other incidental ex-

penses of this land acquisition required the bal-

ance of the appropriation, amounting to approxi-
mately 12 per cent of the total.

The following tabulation gives final figures by
counties for all lands acquired under this appro-
priation, and replaces the tentative figures sup-
plied a year ago

:

County Acres Perches

Bedford 4,374 12
Cambria 15
Cameron 12,156 93
Center 14,240
Clearfield 3,923 108
Clinton 32,108 3
Cumberland 362 43
Elk 13,107 70
Franklin 1,292 36
Fulton 3,803 149
Huntingdon 460
Jefferson 3,198 110
Lycoming 994 79
Mifflin 1,095 39
Perry 1,720 II7
Potter 50,253 86
Snyder 2,000 95
Somerset 4,697 33
Tioga 3,898 41
Union 203 158

Total 153,906 33

Extension of the State forests is progressing

satisfactorily under the $1,000,000 land purchase

appropriation of 1929. Of more than 250,000

acres already considered for purchase under this

appropriation, approximately 185,000 have been

contracted for at an average price little, if any,

above the purchases under the $500,000 appropri-

ation. With prospective purchases of upwards

of 300,000 acres or more under the present ap-

propriation, the State forests should shortly be

well in excess of 1,500,000 acres, probably nearer

to 1,600,000 acres. Under the $1,500,000 made
available for State forest extension during the

present administration, a larger area will have

been added to the State forests than in any other

administration. Voluntary offers to sell forest

land to the Commonwealth continue to be made to

the Department, and up to the end of 1929, the

total areas of this kind amounted to 906,989 acres.

State Forest Income.—During 1929 school fund
receipts from the State forests amounted to $36,-

773.12, and the general fund receipts to $18,105.96,

a total of $54,879.08. The sources and amounts of

the school fund receipts were:

Wood Products and Stumpage. .$9,317.46

Minerals 2,514.22

Camp Site Leases 19,449.60

Rights of Way 2,820.24

Water Leases 329.85

Housing Rents 1,371.05

Ground Rents 273.00

Miscellaneous Receipts 697.70

Of the general fund receipts, $17,013.65 were
derived from the sale of seedlings and $846.41
from forest telephone line rentals. The total re-

ceipts of the State Forests since 1900 amount to

$817,012.11, of which $503,031.66 has been placed
in the State School Fund.

Protection,—The present year has been the most
favorable in forest protection in the history of the
department. Complete figures on the spring fire

season show 1,397 fires burning 26,286 acres, with
a total direct damage of $56,923.45 and costs of
extinction amounting to $24,550.27. The size of
the average fire was 18.8 acres, and this figure will
be reduced somewhat when all fall fires are tabu-
lated and included. During 1928 the size of the
average fire was 44 acres with a total of 111,631
acres burned. During the previous five years,
1923-1927, the average fire burned over 70 acres
with a total of 171,725 and for the five years
before 1923 it was 111 acres, with a total of
226,226.

A record was also established on the State for-
ests with a total of only 112 acres burned. This
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amounts to only one-hundrodtli of one per cent,

and is quite remarkable for an area as great as the

State forests, now comprising slightly more than

one-tenth the total forest area of Pennsylvania.

The outstanding progress in fire control that has

been made under State ownership is strikingly re-

vealed in the following figures calculated during

the year from the department's records extending

back to 1913. The percentage of State forests

burned by three-year period was:

Years Percent

1913 7.21

1914-16 2.32

1917-19 1.28

1920-22 1.17

1923-25 60
1926-28 34
1929 (spring) 01

As shown by three-year periods, the average rate

of reduction and areas burned amount to 45 per
cent, or 15 per cent, annually. The unusually large
area of cut-over and brush lands that had accumu-
lated in Pennsylvania made forest protection a
particularly serious problem in the early years

^ when these forests were attempting to come back.
The high fire hazard of the young forest is lessened
with age, as nature finds them better equipped to

withstand the fire evil. The canopy of the inter-
lacing crowns not only keeps the forest floor damp,
but less of the forest is composed of brush sizes.

Even then, should fire occur, there is at least a
surviving over-story to assist in natural regenera-
tion. The fact that more and more of Pennsyl-
vania's forests are annually emerging from the
most hazardous years of their life, after years of
protective effort, is an important factor in the
progress in forest protection, especially noticeable
in recent years.

Another fact that stands out in the current year
of fire control is that for the first time there were
no fires of more than 1,000 acres. Five fires be-
tween 500 and 714 acres occurred during 1929.
This cannot be considered as a definite trend, how-
ever, in spite of the fact that the previous record
was only two years ago, when but one fire of more
than 1,000 acres occurred, for in 1925 and 1928
each there were 14 such fires and in 1926 there
were 26 of them. The progressive reduction, on
the other hand, in the average size of fires as in-
disputably shown by complete records is very
gratifying. The trend has been definite and the
rate of decrease substantial.

Forest Tree Planting.—Dnr'm^ 1929, 9,325,666
forest tree seedlings and transplants were dis-

tributed from the State forest tree nui-series for

planting in Pennsylvania. These trees comprised
the following classes of planters;

Individuals 3,621,690

State Forests 1,120,603
Mining Companies 1,108,500
Water Companies 1,044,000

Other Industries 848,000
Other State and Federal 659,747
Associations and Clubs 455,526
Municipalities 325,000
Schools and Colleges 87,600
Churches, Homes and Private

Hospitals 55,000

Total 9,325,666

The 1,120,603 forest trees planted on the State

forests comprised the largest number since 1919
and it was the first year during this period that as

many as 1,000,000 trees have been planted. New
planting covered 567.53 acres and re-enforcements
of previous plantations 404.25 acres. Total ex-

penditures for planting amounted to $12,776.48,

$19.90 per acre for new plantations and $3.66 for

re-enforcement plantings. State forest planta-
tions now aggregate 25,545 acres planted at an
average cost of $10.00 per acre. Re-enforcement
plantings have covered 2,379 acres or approxi-
mately 9 per cent, of the total area planted.

Fall planting on the State forests is not custom-
ary and none was done this year. Forest tree

planting outside of the State Forests during 1929
comprised 8,205,063 trees supplied from State for-

est tree nurseries. More than 2,000 planters were
represented, covering every county in the Common-
wealth. Since the first trees were offered for pri-

vate planting from these nurseries in 1910, a total

of 82,735,463 have been distributed. This has
been a sufficient number to reforest approximately
75,000 acres at the usual rate of private planting,

which is from 1,000 to 1,200 trees per acre. Be-
cause of failures, however, especially in the early
years of private planting efforts, it is estimated
that there are probably not more than 40,000 acres
of fairly successful plantations. This accounts for
the department's present policy of distributing

fewer and better trees and cooperating more close-

ly with planters to the end that more successful

plantations result. Besides the trees supplied to

individuals and planted on State and Federal
lands, tree planters were represented by 25 mining
companies, 40 water companies, 41 other indus-
trial organizations, 51 associations and clubs, 23
municipalities, 50 schools and colleges, and 13
churches, homes and private hospitals.
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Corporations that planted 100,000 trees or more

were the Armstrong Forest Company of Johnson-

burg, 401,000, and five mining companies and two

water companies as follows : Allegheny River Min-

ing Company, Kittanning, 100,000; Butler Con-

solidated Coal Company, 100,000; Clearfield Bi-

tuminous Coal Company, Indiana, 100,000; Glen

Alden Coal Company, Scranton, 100,000; Rock-

hill Coal and Iron Company, Robertsdale, 100,000

;

Scranton Spring Brook Water Company, 310,000;

and Williamsport Water Company, 100,000. These

eight corporations planted a total of 1,311,000

trees. It is interesting to note that 122 water com-

panies of Pennsylvania are engaged in reforesta-

tion of watersheds. These companies have planted

10,088,890 trees, almost one-eighth of those dis-

tributed from the State forest tree nurseries. Min-

ing companies have planted approximately 12,-

000,000 trees and 73 municipalities planted more

than 2,300,000.

The variety of industrial interests engaged in re-

forestation in Pennsylvania is well illustrated by

the spring planters of 1929, among which were the

following: Armstrong Forest Company, Associ-

ated Gas and Electric Companies of Johnstown,

Westinghouse Electric Company, Atlas Powder
Company, Hercules Powder Company, Wilkes-

Barre-Hazleton Ice Company, Duck Harbor Lum-
ber Company, Harbeson-Walker Refractories Com-
pany, Jeanette Clay Products Company, Lehigh
Portland Cement Corporation, Crystal Cave Com-
pany of Reading, Millersburg Milling Company,
Reading Bone Fertilizer Company, Fulton Engin-
eering Company, Pine Creek Lime and Stone Com-
pany, Picture Rocks Land Company, and the Jed-
do Tunnel Company.

Nurseries.—The department's forest tree nurser-
ies maintained at Clearfield, Mont Alto, Green-
wood and Potters Mills, have a combined developed
area of over 30 acres. The last of the cooperative
institutional nurseries was discontinued with ship-
ment of all remaining planting stock this spring,
namely, the nurseries at the Polk, Danville, Tor-
rance, and Wemersville State hospitals. The Mil-
ton nursery will be discontinued with spring, 1930,
shipments.

Seed of the following kinds and amounts is being
collected this fall : One hundred pounds of pitch
pine and small quantities of red, white and short-
leaf pines; 130 bushels of red oak acorns; 10
bushels of white ash; 100 bushels of black walnut;
and 10 bushels of yellow poplar. Large quantities
of white pine and other species are still on hand at
the seed storage plants from previous collections.
The total annual seed requirements of the nurseries
are approximately as follows:

Kind Amoiint

(pounds)

White Pine 300

Red Pine 250

Scotch Pine 100

Pitch Pine 75

Norway Spruce 180

Japanese Larch 100

Other Conifers 2 per cenr. of total.

bushels

Black Walnut 450

Black Locust 210

Red Oak 160

Other hardwoods 1 per cent, of total.

Roads and Trails.—The sum of approximately

$200,000 is available for road building and im-

provement, as well as trail maintenance and de-

velopment. For the third consecutive year pro-

vision has been made for $100,000 from the For-

ests and Waters budget for road and trail work,

matched by an equal amount of Department of

Highways funds for State forest roads. With
this money it has been possible to keep the entire

trail system of 3,000 miles on the State forests

well mowed, while 760 miles of roads have been

placed and kept in condition for travel by auto-

mobile. Approximately 1500 miles of wagon
roads are also maintained. Eighty-three miles of

new roads were developed, opening up large blocks

of forest lands previously inaccessible except by

foot travel. Six bridges were rebuilt with spans

ranging from 20 to 72 feet. These bridges have

plank floors, steel I beams, stringers and stone

abutments, and are capable of handling loads of

15 tons. A considerable amount of new road equip-

ment was made available for this road work in ad-

dition to the substantial investments reported last

year. With the equipment now available to the for-

est road organization and continued appropriations

for this important phase of forest work. State for-

est roads are meeting the need of administration,

protection, and public use as never before, and re-

flect a permanently satisfactory and businesslike

condition. Their continued maintenance under the

present plan will be less costly in the long run and

the provision of a travelable road system will

amply repay for the necessary expenditures to

place it in a condition on the level with and meet-

ing the needs of forest development in general.

Among the roads now under construction is one on

Mt. Davis, the highest point in the State, in south-

em Somerset County, where 4,700 acres of State

forest lands were acquired under the $500,000 land

purchase appropriation of 1927. Another road of
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special interest is being constructed to the Seneca

fire tower in the Cook State Forest Park. This

tract affords commanding views of the Cook For-

est and the beautiful Clarion River from Seneca

Point.

Permanent Camp Sites.—During 1929, 209 new
permanent camp sites were granted, increasing the

total number to 2094. During the 17 years since

the plan of leasing small plots on the State forests

for the erection of cabins, summer homes, hunting

lodges and similar buildings has been in effect,

leases have been granted at the average rate of 123

a year, considering leases cancelled; for the past

five years the average has been 163. In the early

years when few choice camp sites had been taken

up the area granted frequently amounted to from
half an acre to two acres. The increased demand
for these sites has lessened somewhat the size of

the individual areas granted, so that this now
usually ranges from one-tenth to one-quarter of

an acre. Natural grouping of camp site areas in

the most desirable sections for this recreational

use has tended to develop "camp colonies" on
many of the State forests and this facilitates ad-

ministration. It is interesting to note, however,
that if the total number of leases now in effect is

pro-rated against the total area of the State for-

ests, there is on the average of one camp site for
every square mile. With the great extension of
the State forests now under way, many more de-

sirable camp sites are being made available, and
surveys of suitable camp site areas keep abreast
with land additions. These camp sites are now
being enjoyed by 100,000 persons annually and
although the individual charge for leases is ex-

ceedingly small in proportion to the benefits de-

rived, the campsite revenue for the last year alone
amounted to $19,449.60. The total campsite re-

ceipts since leases for this purpose were first

granted, amounts to $126,491.31. The buildings
which have been erected on these sites by the lessees

have an aggregate value of $2,000,000. This large

investment is considered good evidence of the con-
fidence which the public has in the department's
permanent camp site policy.

The Pennsylvania State Forest School.—
Amendment of the Administrative Code by the
General Assembly of 1929 authorized the Depart-
ment of Forests and Waters, with the approval
of the Governor, "To enter into a cooperative
agreement with any State or semi-State educa-
tional institution for the joint use of the facili-
ties of the school by such institution and the de-
partment as may be deemed advisable by the Sec-
retary of Forests and Waters."

Under this authority the two forestry schools

in Pennsylvania, those at Mont Alto and State

College, were merged. The merger became ef-

fective in June and the present faculty con-
sists of:

Prof. John A. Ferguson, Director.

H. N. Cope, Instructor in Forestry.

0. W. Pflueger, Instructor in Forestry.

C. G. Geltz, Instructor in Forestry.

John Bolton, Instructor in Surveying.
Dr. Wallace E. White, Instructor in Botany.
C. B. Cranmer, Physical Education.

W. H. Pfeiffer, Financial Secretary.

The school opened its regular fall courses with
an enrollment of 78 freshmen, the largest num-
ber that can be accommodated, including 20 first

year men in a forest ranger course. Students en-

tering upon the four-year course will spend the

whole of the freshman year, including a summer
session, at Mont Alto. At the same time they will

pursue courses in botany, mathematics, mechanical
drawing, compass surveying, mensuration and sil-

viculture. They will benefit, as previously, in all

the activities of administering a large State for-

est unit, including timber estimating; seed col-

lection and storage; nursery practice; fire line,

road and trail construction and maintenance;
cleaning and thinning growing stands of timber;
portable sawmill operations; and other forest

activities. In addition, each student will learn to

identify the trees and flowering plants of the

region and become acquainted with the animal and
bird life of the forest.

The sophomore year will be spent at State Col-

lege, and devoted to the study of fundamental
sciences, surveying, English, soils, forest ecology,

and mensuration. The summer work will include

training in topographic surveying under the De-
partment of Civil Engineering at State Col-

lege. Study of logging and mill operations, wood-
using industries, practice in timber estimating and
mapping, and silvicultural studies.

At the beginning of the junior year students

will be permitted to choose among four courses,

which have been given the names "Professional

Forestry," "Lumber Industries," "Wood Utiliza-

tion," and "Private Forestry." Further oppor-
tunity will be given to students of high standing
who have shown a natural aptitude for some
special phase of forestry.

The senior year will conclude with two months
spent at Mont Alto, during which each student
will prepare a written working plan for a large

tract of timber.

A two-year ranger course, conducted at Mont

't
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Alto, is offered students who have had at least

two years of high school training or the equiv-

alent. A summer course is included. In April

of the second year students will be assigned for

practical training on State or National forests, or

with nursery companies, lumber companies, wood-

using industries, or private forestry concerns, ac-

cording to their fitness and inclination.

Publications.—A substantial amount of educa-

tional and publicity material was made available

during the year, in addition to previous supplies

of publications remaining on hand for distribu-

tion and renewed as occasion demands. In addi-

tion to the report on the Foresters^ Conference of

February 5 and 6, 1929, published as Bulletin 39,

revisions of Bulletin 48 "Brush Burning in Penn-

sylvania," Circular 31, "Forest Trees to Plant in

Pennsylvania," and the Forest, Fish and Game
Laws were issued, as well as a recreational folder

on the Cook State Forest Park. Other material

received and distributed included 100,000 school

book covers and 70,000 forest posters. The school

book covers are adjustable to the average sized text

books used in Pennsylvania schools and have two-

color cover cuts on front and back, carrying the

message of forest protection and conservation.

Two new bulletins now in the hands of the

l)rinter are "Pitch Pine in Pennsylvania" and "The
Mont Alto Forest Tree Nursery," as well as a re-

vision of Bulletin 37, "The State Forests of Penn-
sylvania." The Pitch Pine bulletin is the result ol

more than a year's intensive study of this tree and
involved considerable field work throughout the

range of this tree in Pennsylvania. Additional

records and observations covering studies extend-

ing over long periods of years by the Department
were incorporated in the report. Almost 100 sam-
ple plots were established in pure and mixed
natural stands, as well as plantations. The bul-

letins will contain 100 pages profusely illustrated

and represent the most intensive studies of its kind
hitherto made by the Department. It will be the

first publication ever devoted to this tree in this

country and is an auspicious beginning for a series

of tree studies that will follow. Similar tree

studies are now under way on the oaks, black
locust and black walnut.

During the year distribution was practically

completed for the reprint of the fifth edition of
"Pennsylvania Trees" by State Forester Joseph S.
Illick. This issue replaced the original fifth edi-

tion, most of which was lost in the State Printery
fire of two years ago. Distribution was made in

accordance with previous plans that made the pub-
lication available to the largest service, by placing

it in libraries of schools, colleges, Y. M. C. A\
Boy and Girl Scouts, and other groups, besides

satisfying several thousand individual requests

that had been kept on file since the exhaustion of

the fourth edition.

The Department's Service Letter, issued weekly,

has a mailing list of about 450, and the Fire War-

den News, issued quarterly, of more than 4200.

News stories are supplied weekly to the Capitol

Hill News, as well as to the Associated Press, and

upon special occasions, to local papers. This does

not include local news items, a large number of

which have been sent out by the District Foresters

during the year.

In August of this year a graduate forester was

employed to handle forestry exhibits in the field,

and preparations were made to exhibit at the fall

fairs. During the last four months the exhibit

truck has visited the Penn and Tuscarora Forest

Districts, in central Pennsylvania, the Forbes Dis-

trict in the western part, and the Valley Forge Dis-

trict in the eastern part of the State. Plans are

under way for the annual State Farm Products

Show, held in Harrisburg in January, at which

the Department exhibit is visited by 50,000 to 75,-

000 persons. A greatly enlarged exhibit was held

at the Farm Show in January, 1929, and won

favorable comment as the best of its kind ever

shown. Considerable new equipment then ac-

quired has been suitable for exhibit elsewhere.

The Game Commission of Pennsylvania now

has title to 151,630 acres of forest lands and

88,344 acres under contract for purchase. They

also have 92,029 acres of privately owned lands

leased, and under agreement with the Department

of Forests and Waters 51,625 acres of State For-

ests are used for game refuge purposes.

The Allegheny National Forest is located on the

headwaters of the Allegheny River. Within the

.next ten years it is expected that the total area

of this forest will be from 500,000 to 600,000

acres. Of this amount there have been 350,000

acres approved for purchase and 290,000 acres

actually secured. There is also under considera-

tion for purchase at the present time an additional

35,000 acres. Wheeler and Dusenbury donated 20

acres of the finest portion of the Hearts Content

tract of virgin pine and hemlock. Surrounding

this tract the United States Government has ac-

quired 100 acres. The Federated Women's Clubs

of Pennsylvania also plan to purchase the Wil-

kins Farm which immediately adjoins Hearts Con-

tent and donate it for recreational purposes.

There has been a total of 25 miles of road con-

structed and 100 miles maintained on this National

Forest.

Helpful activity in stimulating and forwarding

the forestry movement has been contributed by

many other forestry associations, by organizations

interested in wild life, by educational institutions;

also the State Grange, the press, women's clubs,

boy scouts and companies and individuals.

The wide publicity given to Spring and Fall

Arbor Days and American Forest Week have been

helpful in stimulating the interest of both children

and parents.

The Summer Meeting was held at Allentown

and Bethlehem, June 25th to 27th, and the large

attendance enjoyed a well filled program. The
papers presented showed the importance of the

forestry movement, and told Avhat recent develop-

ments had occurred.

Inspection was made of the nursery and forest

plantations of Lehigh University, where there was
demonstrated the growth of native trees under
conditions of both nursery and woodland exis-

tance. Much of interest was shown the members
by a visit to the Moravian Church and cemetery,

also the adjoining library and school, through
which we were guided by Dr. de Schweinitz. The
meeting closed with a delightful day spent as the

guests of General Harry C. Trexler on his game
preserve and fish hatchery.

A year ago this Association had 3,033 members.
The past 12 months have taken a heavy toll, and
many active workers have been taken from us.

These include a vice-president, Mr. Samuel Rea,
and two members of the Council and both in di-

rect contact with the work, Mr. J. Clarence Cran-
mer and Prof. John W. Harshberger. The total

losses by death and retirement amount to 39, while

47 new members were obtained. The membership
today is 1,041, and members of the Association
are reminded that they will be definite contribu-
tors to our effectiveness by obtaining additional
friends of forestry to add to our roster.

F. L. BiTLER, Secretary.

TREE RINGS TELL WEATHER CONDITIONS

When the Graf Zeppelin crossed Russia in its

round the world trip, eight or ten separate and
distinct but terrific fires were observed raging in

the Ural Mountain region. For some time the
navigation of the air-ship was hindered by the
dense smoke clouds rising from these fires.

Sales and leases on the New Jersey State Forests
of less than 27,000 acres amounted to $8,000 in
the last fiscal year 1928-29.

AGRANT of $5,000 by the Research Com-
mittee of the National Geographic Society

of America, for the study of old beams of
timber iri the Indian pueblos of the southwest, has
been announced by the President, Dr. Gilbert

Grosvenor.

Behind this announcement is a fascinating scien-

tific ^^detective story." With saws and drills and
microscopes, the specialists engaged in the beam
studies are digging from the heart of the ancient
logs and beams a more accurate calendar of hap-
penings in the southwestern United States than
that which we possess of the civilizations of the

Egyptians or the Mayas.
The work is built on the fact that every grow-

ing tree leaves in its trunk a ring for each year;
and on the further fact that each one of these

rings has an individuality of its own—a different

width, definiteness, or character, resulting from
climatic or seasonal differences.

Again, all trees in a given region show the

same ring sequence; and some of the rings, de-

posited in an especially characteristic season of
drought or moisture, stand out so plainly that it

is almost as if nature had rubber-stamped the
ring : "This is the year 1398 A. D."
The work was undertaken after expeditions of

the National Geographic Society had uncovered
the ruins of Pueblo Bonito, in New Mexico, one
of Americans earliest "apartment houses." Many
interesting things were learned about the customs
and culture of the 2,500 people who once occu-

pied the great structure; but the date at which
they flourished remained a secret. Some of the

old beams used in supporting the roof were well

preserved and when sawed, showed characteristic

rings. The idea was conceived of tracing a tree-

ring calendar back from the present to the days
when Pueblo Bonito^s beams were growing.

The work has been in charge of Dr. Albert E.

Douglass, of the University of Arizona, and has

progressed so far that two unbroken sequences of
rings have been assembled, one reaching back from
the present to the year 1260; and the other show-
ing a prehistoric sequence of six centuries. The
latter group includes those from Pueblo Bonito.

Checks through pottery and other sources leaxl

the investigators to believe that the gap separat-

ing the two series is only about 150 years, and that

beams from a certain area will close this unknown
space. Even if beams bridging the gap have been
charred into charcoal, the story that their rings

tell ean still be read.

—

The Sydney Sun.
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THE OWNERSHIP OF FOREST LANDS

THE Hon. Arthur M. Hyde, U. S. Secretary

of Agriculture, in his annual report makes

the following statement in regard to the

forest lands of the United States

:

There is marked interest in the possibility of

aiding the stabilization of agriculture by public

purchases of submarginal farm lands, with a view

to their conversion to timber growing. Such pur-

chases would no doubt be largely confined to moun-
tainous timbered regions where a large percentage

of land is already in woodland and the farms are

largely limited to small patches of tillable soil,

often rocky, frequently subject to erosion, and
not adapted to cultivation with modern power-

driven machinery.

A policy of submarginal land acquisition would
aid in working out the problem of flood control.

One of the reasons for establishing the western

national forests was watershed protection. These
forests, created from the public lands of the United

States, cover the mountains of the region. In the

East the Federal Government has been acquiring

forest lands by purchase, primarily for watershed
protection, for nearly 20 years. The lands thus

acquired are also mountain lands, protecting por-

tions of the headwaters of a number of the princi-

pal navigable rivers. They are under administra-

tion as national forests. The total area acquired
or approved for purchase from the passage of the

Weeks law, in 1911, to the close of the fiscal year
1929, was 3,604,898 acres.

It is a great misfortune for the East that al-

most all its forest lands had passed into private
ownership before the national-forest policy was
inaugurated. Except in Arkansas, Florida, Min-
nesota, and Michigan, no considerable acreage of
public domain forest lands was left that could be
reserved and put under Federal administration.
With some small scattered renmants of similar
lands in other States, a total of 2,230,735 acres
has been set aside for incorporation in the eastern
national forests. The transfer of certain Federal
lands that were being held for other purposes, and
land acquisition through exchange have added
224,789 acres. Including lands acquired or in
course of acquisition through purchase, the eastern
national forests now contain 6,060,336 acres of
Federal lands.

The States in the East own 5,000,000 acres of
land that are either under public administration
for forest and park purposes or are being held
with a view to their administration or possibly
their exchange as a means of blocking up ad-

ministrative units. Virginia, North Carolina, and

Tennessee are acquiring lands preparatory to their

gift to the Federal Government for administration

as the Shenandoah and Great Smoky Mountain
National Parks, with a contemplated minimum
area of 755,000 acres. County and town forests in

the Eastern States approximate 500,000 acres. Yet

all the publicly owned lands in the East that have

been set aside or acquired with a view to their

permanent public administration make less than

4 per cent, of the total eastern forest area. The
public welfare requires a much greater percentage

than this.

The use of land for timber production as an

alternative to nonuse is in large part the crux of

the forestry problem in the J]ast. In the belief

that the self-interest of private owners could be

relied upon to work out the most desirable form
of use and to apply the methods that would make
the land yield most, the Federal Government and
the Eastern States alike long pursued policies of

land disposal. Contrary to the early expectation,

private ownership has brought a lowering of the

productive value of large areas, and no small

amount of actual land wreckage. When private

ownership becomes no longer attractive, the land
reverts to public ownership via tax forfeiture—an
evil that will increase greatly unless public policies

are altered. Even though the land remains in

private hands, it may become and often has be-

come a menace to the public welfare. The chances
are that a substantial percentage of the 335,000,-

000 acres of privately owned forest land in the

eastern half of the United States will eventually

have to be acquired and administered as public-

forest properties. National, State, and local com-
munity interests are all involved. All should share
in the task; and unless all do energetically share
in it, there can be no expectation of its satisfactory

accomplishment.

The movement for county forests is a very re-

cent development. It has important possibilities

in some States. Town forests, too, are increasing
rapidly in number; the oldest dates, it is said, only
from 1914; yet several hundred are now in ex-
istence. While their purpose will for the present
doubtless in most cases be primarily either to pro-
tect city water supplies and local scenic areas or
to provide public recreation grounds, they may in

time become increasingly the source of wood sup-
plies harvested for revenue and a factor by no
means negligible in bringing about the return to

public ownership of a reasonably large acreage of
the eastern forest lands. In Switzerland two-
thirds of the forests are municipally owned. In
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this country, however, the major share of the task

of public ownership will unquestionably have to

be assumed by the States and the Nation.

STRUCTURES, COMPOSITION AND PROPER-
TIES OF WOOD

MAJOR ROBERT Y. STUART, U. S. For-
ester, in his report for 1929 gave an in-

teresting statement in regard to the prop-
erties of wood as determined from Forest Products
investigation as follows:

Wood is both highly complex and a widely vari-

able material. Cellulose, lignin, pentosans, and
extractives are combined in variable quantities and
arranged in a complicated and variable microscop-
ic structure. The composition and the structure

vary not only between different species but also

within a species and within a single tree. The final

composition and structure give wood all its many
but varying valuable properties.

Factors of environment such as spacing, soil,

and light cause many of the variations. These
environmental factors are to a considerable extent
subject to control. The work of the Forest Prod-
ucts Laboratory is becoming increasingly inter-

related with that of the forest experiment stations
in determining the effect of environmental growth
conditions on certain qualities and properties.
During the year the previous conclusions in re-

gard to the effect of spacing on the density and
strength of hardwoods were confirmed by a study
of Appalachian hickory. Where the rate ol
gro\vi:h was maintained by proper spacing of the
trees the hickory wood from this section equaled
the preferred hickory from farther south. In-
vestigations were started on the effect of growth
conditions on the pulping qualities of southern
pines, and on the density and strength of second-
growth loblolly pine in Virginia. It is planned
to extend this type of work to include the inter-
mediate factors of structure and composition.

In the field of structure the previous discovery
of an outer layer of the cell wall composed of
fibrils running at approximately right angles to
the cell axis was extended by the examination of
a large number of species, in all of which this
type of cell structure was found. A smaller struc-
tural unit of which the fibrils are built up was also
fliscovered, and named from its shape the "fusi-
torm body." It was found that the ease of sepa-
i-atmg the fibrils in wood-pulp fibers gives a di-
rect mdex of the character of the chemical and
mechanical treatment used in pulping. This is
t^xpected to lead to a new technic for judging the

quality of pulps and for controlling pulping pro-
cesses. A technic was also developed for measur-
ing the spiral angle of the fibrils of the inside lay-
ers, which preliminary measurements have shown
to be related to the amount of longitudinal shrink-
age.

Crude cellulose, which is the main constituent
of wood, is different from the pure cellulose of
cotton, and is of particularly complex chemical
composition. Most of the cellulose research at the
laboratory has been devoted to the hemicellulose
(or cellulose impurities) that in wood are closely

combined with the pure cellulose. The hemicellu-
loses, the main source of the sugars obtained from
wood by hydrolysis, must be largely removed from
wood cellulose before it is suitable for use in the
manufacture of such material as ravon. In co-
operation with a committee of the cellulose di-

vision of the American Chemical Society a stan-
dard method was developed and recommended for
the determination of alpha cellulose (the pure cel-

lulose). It was also found that as good paper can
be made from the crude wood cellulose as is made
from commercial pulps, which are more nearly
pure cellulose. This means that if pulping pro-
cesses can be developed to retain the entire crude
cellulose, pulp yields can be greatly increased
without impairment of the properties of the final

paper.

In the field of extractives two species have
l)een studied extensively. In redwood the sub-
stance responsible for the red color was isolated
and found to resemble the natural dyes brasilin
and haematoxylin. It was also found that in dry-
ing redwood the extractives move toward the out-
side of the board and deposit just under the sur-
face. Their effect on the strength properties of
redwood, previously suspected, was confirmed. In
western red cedar a complex organic acid was iso-

lated that is thought to be responsible for the oc-
casional corrosive action of the wood on metal. The
study of extractives bears directly on the practical
utility of wood.

Further progress was made in finding out how
to improve the production of turpentine and rosin,

particularly from the second-growth longleaf and
slash pines of the South. Field demonstrations
and other educational work were conducted to in-

troduce the improved methods, which produced an
increase of over 50 per cent, in the average of re-

cent yields in Florida. A study to determine the
characteristics of high-yielding trees demonstrated
that externally promising trees may produce so
little oleoresin as to become a severe drain upon
the returns from associated profitable trees. As in

I
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the rubber industry, the ability to select high yield-

ers will be of primary importance. The whole field

of navalstores research has a vital relationship to

southern forestry.

Every wood has 30 or more properties relating

directly to the requirements of use, such as bend-

ing and compressive strength, hardness, toughness,

resistance to splitting, a certain degree of resis-

tance to decay and staining, nail-holding power,

and heat-insulating capacity—all varying widely

even in the wood from one tree. How to segregate

the material to insure uniformity and better values,

and how to modify the properties by methods of

treatment, are matters requiring a basic knowledge

of the properties themselves and of their varia-

bility. Much of the laboratory work is in this

field. During the year a publication based upon

half a million tests was completed, which presents

the main mechanical properties of 164 species in

form and language adapted for the practical use

of wood users, distributors, and producers. Co-

incidentally studies were continued to determine

more exactly the magnitude and causes of vari-

ability of properties. The results with redwood es-

tablished, among other things, a definite distinction

between the properties of virgin and of second-

growth material. Since for all species increasingly

second-growth must be the source of supply, its

properties should be comprehensively studied.

A publication was completed on the nail-holding

properties of various species, and studies were

continued of the relative holding power of wood

of different kinds, at different stages of dryness,

and with nails of different sizes and designs.

A scientific study of the torsional or twisting

strength of wood meml^ers used in aircraft parts

was completed in cooperation with the Navy De-

partment. Owing to the impossibility of calculat-

ing the torsional moment of many of the sec-

tions tested, a new method was devised which re-

sulted in a body of torsional-moment data never

before obtained, applicable to members made not

only of wood but of any other material.

A manuscript prepared for publication on the

properties and uses of western hemlock is intended

as the first of a series to bring little-used species

of wood into better standing through proper cor-

relation of their properties with use requirements.

An experiment in reforestation on a large scale

has been authorized by the Mexican Secretary of

Agriculture, according to a report from the Acting

Commercial Attache at Mexico City, A. F. Nufer.

The report follows in full text: Fifteen thousand

acres in the vicinity of Apnm, State of Hidalgo,

have been secured for the purpose, and more than

2,000,000 trees of various kinds will be set out

there. This region, previously devoted almost en-

tirely to the growing of agave or century plants

for the elaboration of pulque, has been selected as

the Bureau of Forestry wishes to demonstrate to

the landowners in that region the advantages of

reforestation on their properties.

»

The famous Guatemalan cow-tree, formerly

represented at the Field Museum of Natural His-

tory, Chicago, only by a sample of its wood and

a specimen of its milk, is now represented by a

complete exhibit showing a large section of the

trunk of the tree with cuts made in its surface

from which the milk is seen dripping.

The new exhibit has been installed under the

supervision of Prof. Samuel J. Record, who dis-

covered the tree while on a recent expedi-

tion and brought some specimens back to this

country. Professor Record is research associ-

ate in wood technology on the museum staff, and

a member of the faculty at Yale University School

of Forestry. The milk of the cow-tree, which

closely resembles in appearance and to some ex-

tent even in taste, the milk of cows, is used by

natives of the region in which it is found in

beverages and foods.

—

Service Letter.

The highest grade of tool handles are made of

hickory. Qualifications required of a satisfactory

handle are toughness and resiliency, and hickory

possesses them in graeter measure than any other

wood, according to Allen S. Park in a recent

article. The reason for this is that the sap forms

into a gum instead of drying out and becoming

hard as in most woods.

When the artificial cutting of tobacco was first

exploited, hickory wood fires were preferred be-

cause they produced a steady heat, burned for a

longer time, and required little attention. For

the same reason blacksmiths used hickory charcoal

before coal and coke were obtainable. The farm-

er's wife saved the hickory ashes as one of the

desirable ingredients of soap making. Strips of

hickory bark and splinters of the wood served as

material for the weaving of baskets, chair seats,

and similar articles of household furniture. Sap

from the trees was popular as an ointment or lini-

ment. The Indians and later the white man em-

ployed decayed hickory as the best medium for

starting fires by the flint and steel method. The

Indian also taught that smoke from a hickory

wood fire gave an exceptionally fine fiavor to cured

meats.

liJIi
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EDITORIAL

THE Summer Meeting of the Pennsylvania
Forestry Association will be held in Wil-
liamsport and Ea^U-smere, June 26th-28th.

A tentative resume of the meeting is given below
which will be supplemented in the June issue of
Forest Leaves.

Arrive at Williamsport Thursday evening, June
26th, in time for dinner. Evening meeting at the
Lycoming Hotel. Leave Williamsport °Friday
morning, June 27th, driving to Montoursville,
thence along the beautiful Loyalsock Creek to
Laporte, the county seat of Sullivan County.
Luncheon will be had at the hunting cabin of Wil-
liam S. Kirk. Then on to Eaglesmere where a
meeting will be held in the evening.

^^
Leave Eaglesmere Saturday morning, June 28th,

by motor to Ricketts' Glen, on Kitchen Creek,
where an outdoor luncheon will be served. The
length of time will depend on how far up the
members desire to go.

Those who have visited Eaglesmere are famil-
iar with North Mountain, the broad peak thar
rises to an elevation of more than 2200 feet.

Across the mountain from Eaglesmere is the
vast estate of the late Col. R. Bruce Ricketts,
formerly Adjutant General of Pennsylvania, and a
former Vice-President of the Pennsylvania For-
estry Association. A great part of the holdings
IS heavily wooded, the most attractive portion
bemg the ravine known as Ricketts' Glen.

This is covered with a dense growth of hemlock,
so heavy in certain spots that the sun's rays scarce-
ly ever penetrate. Down the mountainside through
this magnificent forest growth courses a beautiful
mountain stream. From its headwaters in the
mountain lake to the base is a distance of nearly
three miles and in its course it drops many hun-
dred feet in a series of beautiful falls and cas-
cades, each vista more charming than the other.
An entire morning may be spent by those who

wish to explore the full length of the ravine, while
the less adventurous spirits may see several of the
cascades on a comparatively short walk from the
entrance of the glen. This trip will, from a scenic

standpoint, be one of the most interesting fea-
tures of the Eaglesmere meeting.
Members should bring clothes suitable for

tramping in the woods.

NEW FOEESTRY PROGRAM

THE Council of the I*ennsylvania Forestry
Association has given considerable thought
to a revised program of work and submits

the following to its members :

Constitution: Article 11: "The object of this
Association shall be to secure and maintain a due
proportion of forest area throughout the State,
to disseminate information concerning the growth,
protection and utilization of forests; to show the
great evil resulting from forest destruction in the
decrease and unequal disfril)ution of the avail-
able water supplies, the impoverishment of soil, the
injury to various industries, and the change in
the climate; to secure the enactment by the Legis-
lature of such laws, and the enforcement of the
same, as shall tend to increase and preserve the
forests of the State."

1. The adequate protection of all Pennsylvania
forests from fire, fungi and insects.

2. The Department af Forests and Waters to be
a separate and distinct unit of the State Govern-
ment, directed by a Graduate Forest Engineer,
having the requisite experience.

3. The personnel of this department to be chosen
and retained on the basis of efficient service only,
in order to guarantee permanency of policy and
continuity of action.

4. The management of the State Forests, so that
they may best serve the permanent needs of the
people for continuous timber production, for recre-
ation, hunting and fishing.

5. Adequate biennial appropriations for the
purchase, protection and development of State
Forests.

6. The education of the public, corporations,
sportsmen and forest landowners with respect to
the value of our forests, their development and
utilization.

7. The planting of trees, valuable for lumber, on
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all waste and idle lands, and the continued dis-

tribution of seedlings by the State.

8. The education of our children in forestry

through both public and private schools. A love

and appreciation of the forests tends to a better

type of citizenship.

9. The establishment of town and county for-

ests, which will bring pure air, pure water and
recreation close to the centers of population.

SPRING ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION

Whereas, The annual observance of Arbor Day
in Pennsylvania has been a custom for almost
half a century; and
Whereas, Forests, trees and bird life contribute

inestimable blessings to the social and economic
welfare of our people; and
Whereas, The history of civilized people in all

the nations of the earth has shown the value of
public interest in the conservation of natural re-

sources, both to the Commonwealth and the indi-

vidual
;

Now, Therefore, I, John S. Fisher, Governor
of the Commonwealth of I^ennsylvania, do hereby
designate and proclaim Friday, April 11, and
Friday, April 25, 1930, as Spring Arbor and Bird
Days.

Trees minister to our daily needs in many dif-

ferent ways. They provide us with shade and
shelter; they adorn our home grounds, highways,
and hillsides; they yield nut and fruit crops in

abundance ; they supply medicine and promote the
health of our people. Tn^s collectively form the
great forests which supply the necessary wood for
the construction of our homes, the development of
our industries, and the building and maintenance
of our great systems of transportation and com-
munication. Forest products are said to enter our
daily lives in more than four thousand different
forms. Forested mountains are the source and
protection of well regulated streams. The scenic
beauty and varied charm of our woodlands attract
our people and invite them to enjoy the advantages
of our great natural playgrounds.

Trees furnish for our principal insectivorous
birds their nesting places. Birds are essential lo
tree life and agriculture; their plumage and song
make life sweeter and pleasanter; they contribute
in many ways to the welfare of mankind.

I, therefore, commend to our citizens, and es-
pecially to the school children for whom the ob-
servance of Arbor and Bird Day was primarily in-
stituted, a constructive consideration of our forest
and bird situation. I shall be plea.sed to know

that every school in Pennsylvania, during the com-
ing spring Arbor and Bird Day observances, has
participated in the planting of trees, and per-

formed some definite service for the promotion of
bird life.

Given under my hand and the Great Seal

of the Commonwealth at the City of Har-
risburg, this eighteenth day of March, in

the year of our liord one thousand nine

hundred and thirty and of the Common-
wealth the one hundred and fifty-fourth.

By the Governor,

John S. Fisher.
Robert R. Lewis,

Secretary of the Commomvcalth.

TOWN AND COUNTY FORESTS

THF] State of Massachusetts has accomplished
more in the way of town and county forests

than any other State in the Union. The total

number of town forests in that State being 86,
with a total acreage of 19,504, none being of great
size.

Pennsylvania has bent its principal efl'orts on
securing State Forests, but some of its municipali-
ties own forests or parks. The cities of Philadel-
phia, Pittsburgh and Scranton own large park
areas and each employ a City Forester. Twenty-
eight of the 38 third class cities in this Com-
monwealth have park areas within or without their
city boundaries. A number of municipalities own
forest lands on their city watersheds, the largest
holding being Bradford with 7,500 acres.

Sixty-three municipalities in Pennsylvania have
planted to the close of the year 1929 a total of
2,316,775 trees, the City of Pittsburgh leading.
A partial list of City Parks in Pennsylvania is

given in the table below;

City Parks in Pennsylvania

Name of City No, of Parks Areas (Acres)
Allentown 7 qq
Bethlehem 3 247
Butler 2 23.5
Chester 3 n^'
DuBois 1 3
Easton ]0 101.7
Erie 13 212.5
Franklin 3 33
Hazleton 3 25
Harrisburg 8 1,053
Johnstown 8 222.95
Lancaster 7 303
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Lebanon 1 2
Lock Haven 3 5
New Castle Q 30
Oil City.. 2 80
Philadelphia 108 6,435
Pittsburgh 18 1,707
Pottsville 1 25
Reading 4

. 468.44
Sharon 1 30O
Titusville 2 6
Washington 1 20
Wilkes-Barre 14 328.57
York 6 73

The only two counties in Pennsylvania known
to have forests are Philadelphia, which has the
Boudinot tract of approximately 7500 acres, lo-

cated in Centre County, and Lackawanna County,
which has a tract which is being reforested.
A brief synopsis of the present laws of Penn-

sylvania on this subject is as follows

:

The Department of Forests and Waters co-
operates Avith the authorities of townships, bor-
oughs and cities in the acquisition and adminis-
tration of municipal forests.

County Commissioners, city and borough eoun-
cilmen and township commissioners or supervis-
ors are authorized to appropriate moneys from
their treasuries for forest protective associations
or for expenditure in direct cooperation with the
State in forest work.
All first class townships, boroughs and cities

are empowered to acquire and hold tracts for for-
est purposes and to administer these for the bene-
fit and advantage of the municipality, under the
direction of the State Forestry Commissioner. The
tracts may be of any size and may be in or out of
the corporate limits.

One thing which has served lately to focus the
attention of the inhabitants of Washington Coun-
ty, New York, on tree injury was the damage
caused by a late sleet storm. Ice an inch or
more thick hung on the branches of trees for
several days. No damage seems to have been done
to the evergreen trees, although T have had one
report where the ice broke the tops off of small
pines. The hardwood trees, however, were not so
tortunate. Not only twigs of these but also
branches, were either split or entirely broken off.
Ihe elms especially seem to have suffered most. We
can only wish that pine owners would become as
interested in the condition of their white pines in
regard to blister rust as everyone has been in the
results of the sleet storm.—i?. Paige, New York.

THE EASTERN NATIONAL FORESTS

THE National Forest Reservation Commission
has issued its report for the fiscal year
1929. From it the following interesting ex-

cerpts have been taken

:

In the spring of 1928 the following program
was approved by the commission and incorpor-
ated in its report for the fiscal year 1928

:

1. Consolidation of Federal ownership
within national-forest units here-
tofore approved by the commission,
and situated on the lieadwaters of
navigable streams; approximate
area to be acquired 4,000,000 A

2. Establishment of necessary addi-
tional national-forest units for pro-
tection of headwaters of navigable-
streams and reduction of floods

thereon; approximate area to be
acquired 2,000,000 A

3. Consolidation of Federal owner-
ship within national-forest units on
watersheds of navigable streams
heretofore approved by the com-
mission in Michigan and Minnesota,
primarily to aid in timber produc-
tion and demonstrate forestry prac-
tice; approximate area to be ac-

quired 1,100,000 A
4. Creation of a limited number

of additional national-forest units

in southern pine region and north-

em Lake States, primarily to aid

in timber production and demon-
strate forestry practice; approxi-
mate area to be acquired 2,500,000 A
The foregoing program was approved subject to

the following restrictions and limitations:

1. Each new purchase unit to be specifically ap-
proved by the commission.

2. Each new purchase unit to be subject to the

enactment of enabling legislation by the State, and
to the concurrence of the State forest or conser-

vation agencies.

3. Purchases made from appropriations author-

ized under the act of April 30, 1928, must con-

form to the limitation that except for purposes of
watershed protection or flood prevention, the acre-

age purchased in any one State shall not exceed

1,000,000 acres.

(h) Up to the present time, 32 separately desig-

nated units, situated in 17 States, and containing a
gross area of 13,547,293 acres, have been approved
as purchase areas by the National Forest Reser-

iii

, I
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vation Commission. These areas contain 2,224,836

acres reserved from the public domain; 11,369

acres of other Federal land; 27,546 acres acquired

by exchange ; and 3,604,898 acres acquired by pur-

chase or approved for purchase, a total of 6,868,-

649 acres, leaving an unacquired area of 7,678,644

acres, of which approximately 6,173,481 acres

eventually should be acquired. In view of the

definite approval of these units, the present extent

of the Federal Government's holdings therein, and
the obvious necessity for consolidating such hold-

ings so as to secure the most efficient management
of the Government's present properties, there is an
obvious obligation to purchase the remainder of

the lands needed for their completion.

(c) In addition to the series of areas hitherto

approved by the National Forest Reservation Com-
mission, the program, as broadly outlined to Con-
gress by the Forest Service at the time the Clarke-
McNary law and the McNary-Woodruff law were
considered, will require the establishment of other
purchase areas, with an approximate gross area of

3,300,000 acres, within which practically all the
land should be acquired. Thirteen of these areas
are in the States which now contain one or more
national forests, but not all of which have officially

authorized the creation of the new units. Ten of
the units are in States which do not contain na-
tional forests. Of these States two have formally
authorized purchases, but the third has limited its

authorization to prohibitive minimum areas.

(d) To summarize: This national forest pur-
chase program contemplates the acquisition of 6,-

173,481 acres within the existing system of pur-
chase areas and 3,300,000 acres within additional
units, tentatively located but not in all cases agreed
to by the States, and in no case as yet presented
to the commission for its approval. The area sug-
gested for purchase under this program, therefore,
aggregates 9,473,481 acres.

The fiscal year 1929 was one of very satisfactory
progress in the acquisition of lands for national
forest purposes. The commission held three meet-
ings during the year and approved the purchase of
464,177 acres of land at an average price of $3.85
per acre, or a total price of $1,787,233.93.
During the past fiscal year the Government ac-

quired title to 190,251 acres of land at an average
price of $4.70 per acre, or a total price of $891,-
996.87. The total acreage to which the Govern-
ment has acquired title is 2,996,234 acres at an
average price of $5.11 per acre, or a total price
of $15,306,020.80.

In the Allegheny National Forest, located in
Elk, Forest, McKean and Warren Counties, the

United States Government has acquired 291,337

acres at a cost of $1,246,557, or $4.28 per acre. Of
this area 30,511 acres were secured in the fiscal

year 1929 at a cost of $262,344 or $8.60 per acre.

In regard to this forest the report states

:

One important purchase authorized included as

a minor part thereof 101.4 acres of heavy timbered

lands bearing a virgin stand of the white pine and
hemlock type and known as "Heart's Content."

This tract, located in Warren County, Pa., about
16 miles south of the town of Warren, is to be

acquired as a part of the Allegheny National For-
est. The original stand of natural mixed white-

pine forest, which once covered about one-half of

the State of Pennsylvania and the southern part
of New York, has been practically exterminated.
This tract in connection with 20 acres previously

donated as a memorial gift by Wheeler and Dusen-
berry, the vendors of the 100 acres is, with the

exception of the Cook Forest now owned by the

State of Pennsylvania, the only remnant in pub-
lic ownership of the climax type of the white-pine
forest of the New York-Pennsylvania Plateau.

Notwithstanding the high commercial value of the

heavy stand of white-pine timber, it is deemed
eminently desirable that the Government should
acquire this property, not as a museum site or as a

recreational tract, but as a laboratory for the pro-
motion of silviculture within which to study both
the physical and biological aspects of the changes
which take place in such forests, the concomitant
changes in the white pine-hemlock forest type, and
the manner in which knowledge of these changes
may be of value in guiding the development and
management of the several hundred thousand acres
of cut-over white-pine lands eventually to be ac-

quired as the larger part of the Allegheny Na-
tional Forest.

Woodlot improvement can sometimes be com-
bined with white pine blister rust control, writes
T. J. King, blister rust agent in New Hampshire.
In examining a portion of a pine plantation at

New London, N. H., in 1025 Mr. King found 75
per cent, of the trees infected with the rust. He
suggested to the owner that pruning might save
many of the diseased trees, as well as bringing
about general improvement of the plantation. On
re-examining the plantation in 1928 he found that
pruning had saved two-thirds of the infected trees.
The trees that could not be saved were those on
which the disease had reached the trunk.
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SPITTLE BUG DAMAGE TO FOREST TREES*

i

Senna, prized for its laxative properties, is

derived from the leaves of African Ca.ssia.

By Wm. W. Nace, Assistant Forester, Logan
Forest District, Petersburg, Pa.

ALTHOUGH comparatively little is known
about the life histories and habits of the

spittle bugs, or frog-hoppers as they are

sometimes called , these insects are familiar to

everyone spending much time in the open. The
spittle, or frothy secretion surrounding the nymph,
makes them especially conspicuous during June
and early July.

Spittle bugs belong to the family Cercopidae,
order Homoptera. The species of most impor-
tance to the forester is Aphrophora parallela. Say,
commonly called pine Spittle bug or parallel spit-

tle insect. Other species found in the forest arc
the alder spittle bug (Clastoptera obtusa. Say)
and dogwood spittle bug (Clastoptera proteus.
Fitch). Of these two si)ecies the alder spittle bug
is most important economically. It attacks alder,

birch and occasionally the maples. Quite extensive
infestations of yellow birch have been recorded.
Dogwood spittle bug is found on the dogwoods
and many species of shrubs.

Pine spittle bug hatches in late May or early
June. The nymph is white, wingless, has six legs
and is about one-quarter of an inch in length. It
is at this stage that the insect is most injurious to
the host tree, upon which it feeds by puncturing
the bark on the young twigs and sucking from them
large quantities of sap. If many nymphs are pres-
ent on a tree they constitute a serious drain on its

vitality. The quantity of sap absorbed by the
nymph is so large that there is a constant fluid
discharge from the anal opening of the insect.

Entomologists differ in explaining the forma-
tion of this fluid into the froth or spittle which
characterizes the insect. One explanation is that
the air bubbles are liberated along with the fluid.
Another is that the froth is formed by the constant
thrashing about of the anal end of the insect. The
fluid contains sufficient gelatinous or albuminous
matter to form a viscid mixture, so that the air
bubbles persist for a long time, even after the in-
sect has emerged from the spittle.

Some time in late June or eariy July the spittle
bug reaches the adult stage and emerges from its
spittle mass. The adult is flattened and oval in
form and about four-tenths of an inch long. It is
brown, and has a smooth whitish line along the

Alta'^"^"*^^
^' conference of Pennsylvania Foresters at Mont

middle of its back. Adults continue to feed by
sucking sap from twigs and young branches, but
with less drain on the host than during the nymph-
al stage. Egg deposition occurs during July and
August. The eggs are deposited along the twigs
of the tree upon which the insect has lived.

As stated above, spittle bugs are injurious to
coniferous trees because of the large quantities of
plant juices drawn from the small branches. This
results in weakening and sometimes killing the
twigs or terminals and in some cases the entire
tree. The lower branches are usually first to die.

Spittle bug injuries are sometimes attributed to
some other cause, for by the time the injuries are
noticed the insects have disappeared. Unless a
great number are present on a tree, no appreciable
damage is done.

There are on record very few cases in which any
number of trees have been killed by spittle bugs.
One of the most interesting cases of damage oc-
curred in 1925 on a Scotch pine plantation about
two miles from Petersburg, Huntingdon County.
The planting was done on land then owned by Mr.
L. R. Zollinger, but now a part of the Logan State
Forest. This plantation was made in 1909 and
1910 on a shaly hill with a southern exposure. The
part planted in 1909 lies near the bottom of the
hill and is fairly moist. Scotch pine and red oak
were planted in alternate rows with six foot spac-
ing. Very few of the red oak survived, giving
the pine a spacing of twelve feet between the rows.
The pine made excellent growth, especially on the

lower portion of the hill. In some years the

height growth was as much as three feet.

In the spring of 1925, and again in 1926 the

trees were covered with spittle bugs. The infesta-

tion was so heavy that the pines had the appear-
ance of being covered with snow. Water was drip-

ping steadily from the spittle masses in such quan-
tities that the ground around the trees was wet
and muddy.
The effects of the spittle bug attack were notice-

able in the summer of 1925. Height growth was
reduced to one-half or one-third of the average
for preceding years. The lower branches of the

worst affected trees were dying and some trees

were entirely dead. In 1926, the spittle bug infes-

tation was not quite so heavy, but the damage was
much heavier. About 50 per cent, of the trees in

the lower portion of the plantation were dead.

Others had only the leader and top whorl of

branches living.

In 1927 the infestation was not so serious as in

the two preceding years, but many spittle bugs
were present. About 70 per cent, of the trees on
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the lower hillside were dead and all of them were
in very poor condition.

Prom that time on the trees still living seemed to

hold their own, although many of them have very

small living crowns. At present the trees seem
to be healthy and very few spittle bugs were pres-

ent during the last two years.

During the summer and fall of 1925, when the

dying trees were first noticed, there was a con-

siderable doubt as to the real cause although it

was known that the plantation had been heavily

infested with spittle bugs the spring before. In
the fall of 1925 and during 1926, the plantation

was inspected by several different entomologists

and pathologists. Their theories as to the causes

of the killing were varied and none of the explana-
tions given were really satisfactory. No such ex-

tensive damage by spittle bugs had been previous-
ly recorded, and the theory that these insects were
killing the pine was at first not very favorably re-

ceived. But no other cause could be found, and
by the fall of 1926 it was generally agreed that
spittle bugs were responsible for the damage.

Spittle insects can be controlled by spraying
with nicotine sulphate and soap solution, but such
methods are impractical for forest tree planta-
tions. Although it may be a considerable time bo-
fore the occurrence of another serious spittle bug
infestation in this State or elsewhere, it is now
known that these insects are capable of serious
injury to Scotch pine and it is hoped that some
practical control method may be found.

FOREST CONSERVATION AND TREE SHOW

AFOREST Conservation and Tree Show was
held in Reading during the week of Febru-
ary 17th. It was an exclusively forest

show and the entire lobby of the Berkshire Hotel
was devoted to the exhibits which in all occupied a
space of more than 2,000 square feet.

One of the features was the showing of a
twenty foot white pine tree taken from the mu-
nicipality owned Antietam Watershed. This tree
was one of thirty thousand planted by the Reading
High School girls in 1915, marking the commence*^
ment of reforestation by the city. The life history
of the tree was related on a card. Attached to
this card was a small white pine seedling 6 inchesm height showing the approximate size of the
large one when it was planted fifteen years ago.
Other trees of different ages and sizes were taken
from the city plantations and revealed the results
that may be expected from planted forest trees.
The exhibit of the Pennsylvania Department of

Forests and Waters was most complete. It de-

picted the progress of forest protection in Penn-
sylvania, the advance in the land purchase pro-

gram, and the increase in the use of recreational

facilities on the State Forests. The different steps

were illustrated in the manufacture of rayon from
wood; from the wood bolt to finished material;

socks, underwear, neckties, etc. Likewise the prod-
ucts derived from wood through the hardwood dis-

tillation process were exhibited. The kind and
sizes of trees sold by the Department was shown
largely by attractive mounts.

The Parkes Tree Service Company devoted a
large part of their exhibit to photographs that

clearly displayed the treatment and care which was
given to the historic "Friendship Tree," located at

Bath, Northampton County. It is said that this

tree was one of a dozen which "Lighthouse" Harry
Lee gave to George Washington vrho in turn gave
two of them to General Robert Brown. The one
at Bath is thought to be the only one of the 12
remaining. Herculean measures were resorted to

several years ago to further preserve this tree and
lengthen its life.

The Federal exhibit was entirely pictorial and
very well stressed all phases of forestry. There
were four large lighted "panels" which told a com-
plete story and twenty smaller ones on different

phases of work. One showed many of the differ-

ent kinds of west coast woods and particularly the
wide variety of uses to which the Douglas Fir is

adapted. Another of the large panels showed
what may be accomplished through farm forestry
and another the destruction of game by forest
fires.

The Reading Service Clubs took an active in-

terest in the show. Addresses on forestry featured
their luncheons throughout that week. The school
children of Reading and Berks County were much
interested and attended in large numbers. Some of
the schools came as a group, were conducted
through the exhibit and then given a short talk.
More than five thousand persons attended the show
which undoubtedly was most successful and served
to bring about a much more intimate view on gen-
eral forestry in that community.

The city of Philadelphia last year planted 4,575
shade trees, making a total of 153,548 shade trees
on the streets of Philadelphia. Samuel N. Baxter,
of the Fairmount Park Commission, stated that
Philadelphia has more shade trees on its streets
than any other American city.

Wood is probably one of the most useful and
indispensable materials which man uses.
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FOREST TREE DAMAGE BT MOUND
BiniiDING ANTS*

By Chester A. Coover, Assistant Research For-

ester, Pennsylvania Forest Research
Institute, Mont Alto, Pa.

THE mound building ant, Formica cxsectoides

(Forel),! has proved itself to be injurious in

the forests of northeastern United States.

Reports show that this pest is also present in

damaging numbers in the southern sections of Wis-
consin and Michigan, and a variety of F. exsec-

toides inflicts damage to forest trees in Colorado.

The injurious effects of this insect are not only felt

in the natural forests, but plantations as well are

often injured to an equal and even greater extent.

In Pennsylvania especially, we are concerned

with the control of this ant and the damage it

does to forest trees. In order to bring about an
effective and practical means of control, it is first

necessary to be familiar with its activities, habits,

and damaging characteristics. For a long time
it was not known why dead trees were frequently

found around ant hills.

McCook 2 contributed the first observations of

any great importance in 1877 in his article on "The
Mound Making Ant of the Alleghenies." How-
ever, he made no mention of the damage caused
by these ants. Clinton 3 in 1912 reported the

dying off of trees around ant mounds. Hawley
and Record * (1916) made the statement that the

number of different kinds of trees attacked seemed
too great for a single fungous disease. In nearly
every case fungous growth is present on the dis-

eased areas injured by ants. The fungi are most-
ly of the Fusicocciim species and a few Phoma
species. Fungous growth, however, contrary to

former ideas, is of secondary importance, as the
ant damage precedes the development of fungi.
Other theories, such as the action of bacterial or
fungous diseases, and the loss of roots, were offered
to explain the death of trees around ant mounds.

In 1914, Professor George S. Perry, then fores-
ter of the Hull State Forest in Potter County,
Pennsylvania, found trees dead and dying near ant

ir\'^!l^'*^*^ ''^ *^* Habits of North American Ants." Psychol.

A^190?)
^^' ^^' ^^' ^^"^^^- N**- ^^5' PP- 243-245.-(Forel.

2H. C. McCook—1877—"The Mound Makingr Ants of the
AUeRhenies." Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. No. 6, pp. 253-296.
^Clinton, G. P.—1912-"Notes on Plant Diseases of Connecti-

cut. 36th Report, Conn. Agr. Exp. Sta.—p. 354 pi. 19a.
«Hawley, R. C. and Record, S. J.—1916—"Do Ants Kill

L^/^^r^/"^^^^ Their Colonies?" Am. For. Vol. 22. pp. 685-
686, (Nov. 1916).

.. ^""^sented at conference of Pennsylvania Foresters at Mont

mounds. After considering the possibility of white
pine blister rust, which was rapidly gaining a foot-
hold in northeastern United States at that time, he
sent the specimens to the Department of For-
estry for examination. The specimens were not
found to be blister rust.

It was not until 1920, when a scientific study
directed by Dr. H. B. Pierson, forest entomologist
of Maine, was made, that it conclusively proved
that the damage was caused by ants. He found,
after carefully examining injured trees, a lesion at
the base of the tree about four inches in length and
with three inches of the lesion above ground. The
lesion takes the form of a deep constriction com-
pletely girdling the tree, with a distinct swelling
above and below the constriction, indicating the

flow of sap has been interfered with. In some
cases it was evident that adventitious roots or suck-

ers had been sent out in an effort to abridge the

gap. He verified his observations by extracting

the formic acid from ants, and injecting the con-

tents into a tree. He obtained the same results,

as he had observed on those trees which had been
injured by ants, and he showed that the injury is

caused by the ants eating into the bark and inject-

ing formic acid into the delicate tissues, which
coagulates the cell contents and causes abnormal
swelling of the resin tubes, resulting in the death

of the bark tissue.

It has not been definitely established, but from
all observations, it appears that the ants kill sur-

rounding trees in order to keep their nests con-

tinually in the sunlight, and do not eat the tis-

sues, or derive any nourishment therefrom. This

theory is further advanced by the fact that the

greatest damage is done to trees on the east, south

and west sides of the ant hills, where the most sun-

light falls. On the north side, where trees cast

little or nc shade, the damage is slight.

Species of Trees Injured

None of our tree species appears to be com-

pletely immune from ant injury. Among those

commonly attacked are white and Scotch pines,

common juniper, red cedar, trembling aspen, shell-

bark, hickory, gray birch, scrub oak, common ap-

ple, and staghom sumach. The ants apparently

are unable to kill all species of trees in the same

manner as they kill pines, hence necessity has

forced them to adopt other tactics with hardwoods.

In the case of trembling aspen (Populus tremii-

loides, Michaux), lesions are formed in sufficient

numbers on one side of the trunk near the base to

weaken the stem so that the first wind breaks off

the trunk at the ground. In the case of some other
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hardwoods, such as apple and sumach, the ants at-

tack the foliage and chew off the leaf petioles.

One instance was obser\Td where a branch from
a scrubby wild apple tree cast shade over an ant

mound; the ants concentrated their efforts almost

entirely on that one branch until it was defoliated,

and subjected the other parts of the tree to very

little defoliation.

Smaller vegetation, such as blueberries and
grasses, is killed off for several feet around the

mounds. All vegetation is kept off the active

mounds by the ants in order to receive more sun-

light and to facilitate their activities.

Size, Number and Location of Mounds

The size and number of mounds in a colony de-

pend upon the age and suitability of conditions for
development. As many as 1700 mounds have been
counted in one colony. In Pennsylvania the aver-
age ant colony has from eight to thirty mounds.
Mounds three feet in height and six feet in diame-
ter were found not uncommon in the New England
study made by Dr. Pierson. Mounds are rarely
found facing the North and are invariably on a
southern aspect, with the longest slope of the
mound grading off toward the South.

Methods of Control

Practical control methods are few and simple.
Dense and continuous shade is fatal to the ex-
istence and reproduction of these mound building
ants. One method of extermination which is in-
expensive, readily applied, and fairly effective is

accomplished by piling brush on top of the
mounds, thus shading out the ants and preventing
their larvae from hatching. This must be carried
on for all the ant hills in a colony and nearby
mounds, or the ants will merely abandon the one
nest and move into another nearby.

District Forester W. L. Byers, of the Buchanan
Forest District, found that he could destroy mound
building ants in late fall and early winter by
turning over their mounds, using a spade to turn
up the ground, and scattering the soil about. Snow
and rain enter the mounds, and the moisture pene-
trated into the loosened soil. When freezing oc-
curred practically all of the ants and their eggs
were destroyed. During winter the ants are ren-
dered inactive by the cold and cannot attempt to
rebuild their nests.

This method was successful when applied to ant
mounds in a white pine plantation on an old fieldm Bedford County. To obtain thorough eradica-
tion of the ants the mounds must be well spaded,
the earth scattered, and the ground under the

mounds dug up to permit penetration of the water

and subsequent freezing.

Another method commonly used, although more
expensive than the previous ones, gives prompt
and effective extermination. This is the chemical

method and consists in using carbon disulphide

(CS2). The solution can be poured into the

mounds, through holes made by jabbing sticks into

the nests, or applied by setting flat pans of carbon
disulphide on top of the mounds and covering

them with tubs, barrels, or any air tight covering,

such as canvas, which prevents the escape of the

fumes. The covei*s can be made to retain the gas
better if all holes are closed by heaping earth or
sod around the bottom of the air tight covering.

Professor Otto Pflueger, of the Penn State Forest
School, reports that ant mounds are destroyed in

the Philippine Islands by pouring carbon disul-

phide into holes in the mounds and sealing them.
Then after the carbon disulphide has had time to

penetrate, a lighted match is applied to the mound,
and since carbon disulphide is highly inflammable,
the ants are destroyed. One to one and a half
pounds of carbon disulphide, varying as to size of
the mound, are enough to destroy all the ants in
the mound. Carbon disulphide sells at from 10
cents to 15 cents per pound in 50 pound lots.

The fourth and last method here listed, and per-
haps one about which the least is known, consists
in infecting colonies with bacterial disease. The
ants* social habits, and methods of feeding each
other, would expedite the spread of a virulent dis-

ease.

In Volume XX of the Journal of Forestry for
1922, Dr. Pierson mentions several instances in his
article on "Mound Building Ants," where whole
colonies have been completely wiped out by intro-
ducing into the mounds several drops of a media
containing one of the bacillus species.

Although the ant is classed as a minor pest
among our forest tree enemies, it is necessary that
we become acquainted with the type of injury pro-
duced by ants, so that we can apply control meas-
ures when such action is justified.

Mining companies of Pennsylvania have planted
almost 13,000,000 trees and 10,000,000 have been
planted by water companies for the protection of
their watersheds.

Evelyn mentions an "inviolable custom about
Frankfort, where the young farmer must produce
a certificate of his having set a number of walnut
trees, before he have leave to marry."

m
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A FEW INSECT PROBLEMS OF A PENNSYL-
VANIA FORESTER*

By Josef N. Knull

MYRIADS of insects are part of the vast
association of living and dead organisms
which we call a forest. Many of these

creatures are beneficial as pollenizers of blossoms,
as predators and parasite? on other injurious
forms of insect life, or by their attacks bringing
about a more rapid deterioration of fallen limbs
and dead trees, thus giving further room for new
growth.

A great number of the insects, however, can be
considered distinctly injurious and are a detriment
to humanity. The forester's insect problems arise
from these. Many of the problems are the result
of man disturbing Nature's balance. This is done
in many ways, for instance, the importation of cer-
tain injurious exotic species without also including
the parasites, which tend to hold them in check in
their native lands; burning over large areas; cut-

. ting timber; trying to grow trees under unfavor-
; able conditions ; or the sudden change of types due
1 to the widespread ravages of a fungus disease like
•* the chestnut blight.

When we speak of insect problems it is no more
than fair to include nursery, shade and ornament-
al trees as well as pests of finished lumber, for
these all concern the forester in one way or an-
other.

Any stage in the life of a tree is susceptible to
insect attack, including the seed and the sawed
lumber. Most of the insects are quite selective as
to host plant, condition of tree attacked and part
which they infest. Leaves, twigs, branches, trunks
and roots are all susceptible, and the relative posi-
tion of these in regard to the direct rays of the
sun have some bearing on the attack.

For convenience, I have placed the forest in-
sects in three large groups, namely, primary,
secondary and those attacking lumber.

Included in the primary group would be the
ones which infest the perfectly healthy living
trees. They do not depend on any other factor for
their attack. Under this group, starting with the
seeds we find that they also have their enemies.
Chalcids, Bruchids and the common nut weevils,
with which you are, no doubt, all familiar, attack
them. The cones of our white pine are attacked
by one of the bark beetles.

Seedlings which are also often suspectible to
attack by insects which infest the more mature

•Presented at Foresters' Conference at Mont Alto, Pa. I

trees, are severely damaged by white gi'ubs which
feed on the roots. The work of these grubs is not
noticeable on the larger trees.

Fi-om the sapling stage until the trees are fully
mature we find that they are attaxjked by many in-
jurious primary forms which might be divided into
three divisions, according to their work. Namely
defoliators, which have mouth parts adapted for
chewing but which work on the foliage; sucking
insects, the mouth parts of which are not adapted
for chewing. These derive their nourishment by
sucking the juices from the plants. The third
division is the borers which have sharp mandibles
adapted for boring in the hardest of woods.
Under the heading of defoliators we have the

Lepidopterous larvae, the tussock moths, forest
tent caterpillar, fall webworm, catalpa sphinx,
canker worms, bag worm, many species of leaf
folders and leaf miners. We have had widesprea^I
infestations of oak defoliators in Pennsylvania in
the last few years, the effects of which will prob-
ably show up later. A number of scarlet oaks in
Clark's Valley, north of Harrisburg, have un-
doubtedly died due to the severe defoliation which
they received two years ago. Others which I
might mention are : larvae of the saAv^ies, some of
which are not leaf feedtirs, but leaf miners, petiole
miners and wood borers. Larvae and adults of
leaf beetles as the locust leaf miner, which causes
the browning of the black locust leaves in the late
summer, the imported elm leaf beetle, cottonwood
leaf beetle and imported willow leaf beetle, which
is spreading rapidly throughout the State. Adults
of certain scarabs as the rose chafer do great dam-
age to deciduous trees. The Japanese beetle, an
imported scarab, is a good example. This insect
feeds on over two hundred plants, including de-
ciduous shade trees.

Under sucking insects we have the aphids, which
cause deformed foliage, a loss of foliage and ab-
normal growths called galls; the scale insects
which cause the death of many trees throughout
the Stat.3 by sucking the juices from the growing
trees. Native spittle bug nymphs and adults un-
doubtedly played an important part in the death
of Scotch pines planted near Petersburg. The red
spider, although not an insect, might be mentioned
under this heading. This is largely a pest of
nursery and ornamental plantings of conifers. The
mottling and discoloration of the foliage is an in-

dication that the pest is protsent.

Under the heading primary borers, I have in-

cluded both bark and wood boring species. Bark
beetles are some of our most important offenders.

The genus Dendroctonus, which works in coni-
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ferous trees and the hickory bark beetle are good

examples. The latter species has killed thousands

of hickories throughout Pennsylvania. Many of

the long horn borers are i)rimary in their attack,

as the L<ugar maple borer, locust borer, poplar

borer, members of the genera Goes, Romaleiim and
numerous other species which I shall not mention.

Also the flathead borers such as the bronze birch

borer which kills many of our native and orna-

mental birches ; the two lined chestnut borer which

works in chestnut, oak and several other trees.

Some weevils as the white pine weevil and the

imported mottled willow borer are primary in

their attack. Larvae of some of the wood boring

Lepidoptera as the carpenter worm, work in many
of our forest trees. This species has caused con-

siderable damage to the red oaks planted in Har-
risburg. Larvae of some of the clear wing moths,

such as the maple sesiid, which attacks the trunks

of red maples and causes rapid deterioration. The
leopard moth is another example which has caused

considerable damage throughout the New England
States. Evetrias are also primary borers in pines.

The European pine shoot moth is an example and
has appeared in some of the nurseries around
Philadelphia, promising to be a serious pest. The
writer has observed its work on a red pine plant-

ing near Bowmansdale. Some of the Hymenoptera
are primary borers as the horn tails and also some
of the sawflies which are mentioned above. Quite

a few are gall makers on leaves and branches of

trees. The gall making flies which also make
galls on leaves and branches might be included

here. True ants of the mound building type have
been known to kill trees where they shaded their

nests. The writer has observed injury of this type
in various parts of the State where the mound
building ant is prevalent. Although the periodi-

cal cicada is a sucking insect the egg punctures on
the small branches often cause considerable dam-
age.

The second large group of insects which T have
classed as secondary depends upon some other

factors to weaken the trees before they attack. Al-

though the low vitality of a tree may not be per-

ceptible to man it is quite evident to the insects

themselves. This condition is brought about ])y

unfavorable environment, over-ripe condition, at-

tack by defoliators or other primary insects, dis-

ease, climatic conditions and numerous other ways.
Many of the trees so attacked would undoubtedly
recover if: it were not for these secondary pests,

which not only hasten the death of the trees, but
often make the lumber unfit for commercial pur-
poses. Here again the bark beetles play an im-

portant part. Also the ambrosia beetles which

bore into the wood and cause the pin-hole injury

of lumber. Many of the long horn borers, of

which the hickory borer and the pine sawyers are

examples, work into the heartwood of the infested

trees. Many of the wood boring Aveevils are sec-

ondary in their attack. The chestnut timber worm
tunnels the sapwood and heartwood of chestnut

and oak, causing material depreciation in the value

of the wood. The parandra borer works in cavi-

ties in living trees, often working into the living

parts of the trees. Carpenter ants weaken the

structure of the wood, thus often causing wind

falls and making the lumber unfit for use. Borers

which help reduce the dead trees to elements of

the soil will also fall under this group.

The third and last group which I shall mention

are the insects which attack sawed lumber and

wood after it is manufactured into handles and

other articles. One of the long horn borers attacks

pine and hemlock lumber in piles and will work
in the sills and boards in houses. Numerous com-

plaints have come to the Bureau of Plant Industry

due to this pest. It is not uncommon to have a

board in the floor or sill give way in the house,

due to the fact that it has been hollowed out by this

insect. I observed a wooden bridge in Clark's Val-

ley which had to be replaced, due to the fact that

the larvae of this beetle had so weakened the tim-

bers that they were worthless. Ptinids, or death

watch beetles, work in the dry wood in old houses.

Some of these produce a ticking sound which often

give rise to a statement that the houses are

haunted. Powder post beetles infest wood which

has been seasoned a year or more. Several years

ago the writer was called to an army government

storehouse where thousands of shovels and axes

were stored. The handles of these implements had

been so pulverized that it was an easy matter to

break them by merely giving them a sudden thrust

downward. White ants are extremely troublesome

where the wood comes in contact with the soil, thus

causing moisture which facilitates their work.

In conclusion, I wish to say that the economic

entomologist has done much for us in ways and

means of solving many of these problems. In

the last few years great strides have been made
in the knowledge of insecticides and their appli-

cation.

Where large forest areas are affected it is often

too costly and not practical to use intensive

methods of control which work out quite well on

shade and ornamental trees. Silvicultural prac-

tice will aid in some of these cases, as is recom-

mended for the spruce budworm in Canada. Spray-
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ing is often done on a large scale, for instance, for

the Gypsy and browntail moths in New England.
Aeroplane dusting is used in some cases. Trap
trees, or destroying infested parts of standing
timber has given good control for bark beetle out-

breaks in the West and South. Another method
which has been given more consideration in the last

few years is the propagation and introduction of
parasites. This is more practical for introduced
pests and an example is the good work being done
at the present time with the parasites of the Jap-
anese beetle.

Summarizing in a rough way some of the more
intensive methods which will often work quite

satisfactorily for local infestations, we find that

seeds can be fumigated with any one of a number
of fumigants, some of which are quite new in their

discovery.

Proper plowing, carbon bisulphide emulsion,

spray, poisoning the soil and calcium cyanide fum-
igation have been used for certain soil forms of

insects which might interfere with seedlings.

Numerous arsenical sprays and dusts can be

used for leaf feeders. The more recently used

flousilicates might be practical for defoliators as

well as for some of the sucking forms. Repellent

washes are sometimes used to prevent the adults

from ovipositing.

Contact insecticides, such as miscible oils, nico-

tine sulphate, pyrethrum extracts, lime sulphur,

nicotine dusts and Derrisol are used on the suck-

ing insects and also as ovicides. Smaller trees can
be fumigated.

Poison sprays with carriers have been used for

some of the wood borers in living trees. This spray
is applied to holes in trees where the frass is

exuded.

Traps, both natural and those with artificial bait

have given good results.

The proper handling of felled timber is of great

importance in lumbering. Since many of the so-

called secondary insects do not oviposit in logs

without bark, it is advisable to bark logs as soon

as possible if the trees are cut during the egg lay-

ing period.

Infested lumber and manufactured articles nan
be treated by heat, dips, washes and fumigants.
As a preventative measure it is advisable to treat

wood which is likelv to be infested with insects.

The three leading counties in Pennsylvania in

private tree planting and the total number of

trees are Berks, 5,087,974; Cambria, 4,708,820, and
Clearfield, 3,910,787.

SOIL EROSION

THE Annual Report of the U. S. Forester for

1929 sets forth the great loss from soil

erosion in the following statement:

There is a growing interest in soil conservation.

In many parts of the United States serious losses

of soil fertility have occurred, a great area of

valuable farm land has been ruined, and streams
and reservoirs have been silted up. Much of the

tremendous burden of silt carried by the Miss-

issippi River comes from forest lands or lands

which should never have been placed under the

plow. Congress has this year g^ven money for a
study of erosion and part of it will be used by
the Forest Service to study methods of erosion

control in the loess-soil region along the lower
^lississippi, where the damage has been particular-

ly heavy, and in California, where erosion from
burned chaparral and forest areas has caused the

loss of many farms, has silted reservoirs, and has
destroyed much other property. The purpose of

the studies will be to determine the part that for-

ests play in the control of erosion under the local

conditions.

Data upon flood conditions in the Mississippi

River basin collected by the four eastern forest ex-

periment stations led to the conclusion that the

present forests of the Mississippi watershed retain

water to an amount equivalent to a reduction of

more than 1 foot in the flood crest, and that by
proper protection, care, and management the

amount might be raised to more than 4^ feet.

Recent and as yet uncompleted investigations by
the California Forest Experiment Station indicate

that the surface run-off from forest soils from
which the litter has been removed is from 10 to 30
times greater than from soils with a complete and
undisturbed mantle of forest litter. The reason

for this is simple—that when muddy water perco-

lates into the ground the flne material carried in

suspension is deposited close to the surface, where
the particles clog up the pores in the soil. Thus
the ground is made impervious. A forest cover

breaks the force of the rain and keeps the water
clear, while any pore-clogging material that may
be picked up is strained out by the surface litter,

so that when the water reaches the soil it is ab-

sorbed easily and rapidly. The California studies

show that in comparison with the function per-

formed by the forest litter in maintaining the per-

colation capacity of the soil, its spongelike func-

tion as an absorbent of water, commonly regarded

as one of its major protective functions, is in-

significant.

11
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In a laboratory experiment, after clear water

had been run for 10 days through four tubes of

soil, muddy water was substituted in two of them.

In four hours their discharge dropped from 1,000

cubic centimeters an hour to 500, and after 10 days

was down to 90 cubic centimeters. Meanwhile the

discharge from the other two tubes, that were re-

ceiving clear water, remained constant. Muddy
water was then turned into them also, with practi-

cally the same result that the first two tubes had
given. It has been known in southern California

for many years that muddy water may not be
spread upon the gravelly debris at the mouths of

the canyons if the water is to be stored in the

underground artesian basin. Where muddy water
has been so distributed the interstices in the sur-

face gravel beds are effectively sealed and the re-

sult is as though the gravel were covered with an
impervious coating.

This sealing effect of muddy water on bare soils

accounts in large measure for the great differences

that exist between run-off from a forested area and
from a barren or denuded one. From the latter

the discharge, with even a moderate rainfall, is

likely to take the form of a flash flood; on the

former most of the water is normally absorbed
into the lower soil levels. The difference in erosive

effect is, of course, enormous.
In the central hardwood territory, extending

from Ohio to Iowa and south to and including
Tennessee, served by the Central States Forest
Experiment Station, clearing of the land for agri-

culture has been carried beyond the point justified

by the topography and the demand for farm prod-
ucts. Many thousands of acres of improved farm
land in the hilly portions have already been aban-
doned, and many more probably will be in the near
future. The remaining forest areas have been
greatly damaged by fire, cutting and grazing. The
first meeting of the experiment station^s research
council indicated that the loss of valuable soil

throughout the region as the result of widespread
erosion demanded immediate stops for control. The
station has therefore undertaken an examination
of the eroded areas as the initial step in a plan
for reforestation.

The Mahme (N. Y.) Light and Power Company
will plant a million Norway spruce trees during
the coming summer on a tract owned by the com-
pany along the Salmon River in the Titusville sec-
tion. When this work is completed the company
will have planted two and one-half million trees in
three years.

LARGEST FOREST LAND PURCHASE IN
PENNSYLVANIA

THE largest forest land purchase ever made
in the history of Pennsylvania, was closed on
Jan. 23, 1930, by the State Forest Commis-

sion and the Game Commission whereby the Com-
monwealth acquired 132,135.42 acres of forest land

at $3.00 per acre. The cost including title work,
surveys and other acquisition expense brings the

total to considerably over $400,000. Joint an-

nouncement of the successful termination of the

negotiations was made by Secretary Charles E.
Dorworth, Department of Forests and Waters,
who is chairman of the State Forest Commission,
and Ross L. I^ffler, President of the Board of

Game Commissioners. The newly acquired land
will be allocated on the basis of 70,226 acres to the

Department of Forests and Waters and 61,910
acres to the Game Commission. The land was pur-
chased from the Central Pennsylvania Luml)er
Company and is located in eleven counties in the

State. The area allocated to the Department of

Forests and Waters is located in eight counties.

The negotiation for joint purchase by the Forest
Commission and the Game Commission was con-
sidered for more than a year. The 132,000 acres

involved are located in Sullivan, Potter, Elk, Cam-
eron, Clearfield, Clinton, Lycoming, Tioga, Wyom-
ing, Bradford and McKean Counties. The portion
allocated to the Department of Forests and Waters
is located in Clinton, Clearfield, Cameron, Elk,

Potter, Tioga, Sullivan and Lycoming Counties.
The Central Pennsylvania Lumber Company,
which has been among the largest lumber opera-
tors in Pennsylvania, achieved a notable reputa-
tion for purchasing quality timber lands. The
purchase is regarded as one particularly advan-
tageous to the Commonwealth in the matter of
price per acre and the quality of land for timber
production.

Sixty years ago the father of Senator Henry W.
Keyes was troubled with the blowing of sand from
a certain part of his property at Haverhill, N. H.,
writes Blister Rust Control >Agent T. L. Kane. In
high winds, sand would be scattered all over the
estate. To correct this state of affairs, in 1870
the elder Keyes planted the sandy lot with north-
em white pines brought from a near-by pasture.
As a result sand piles are no longer seen on the
drives and walks of the Keyes estate and the
planted area of about one acre now has a stand of
beautiful pines about 60 feet tall.

.

SOME IMPORTANT TREE RUSTS OF
PENNSYLVANIA*

By Dr. WiUis R. Hunt

IN
the discussion of the more important tree

rust fungi of Pennsylvania we will deal large-
ly with the biological relationships, mor-

phology in so far as it will be of diagnostic value
in recognizing the pest, and the control measures
where practical. We will consider the more de-
structive rusts first and then those of little eco-
nomic importance from the forester^s viewpoint.

It will be necessary first to give you a short
description of the terms used and just what we
mean by rust fungi.

The Uredinales of Rust Fungi are a large group
of microscopic fungi that are obligate parasites in
the flowers, fruits, leaves, branches and rarely the
roots of certain ferns, herbaceous plants and trees.

They belong to the class of Basidiomycetes which
produce spores from basidia. They develop an
internal mycelium and derive nourishment from
the host cells by means of haustoria. They are
either autoecions, having all their stages on the
same hosts, or heteroecious, having distinctly differ-
ent hosts for different stages. Most species have al-

ternation of generations, known as sexual and asex-
ual. The reproductive parts are of five morpho-
logical sorts, one or more of which are frequently
lacking.

The earliest stage, the pycinal or spermogonial,
designated by the symbol 0, is usually flask-shaped
and produces pycniospores or spermatia, very
minute hyaline bodies. The pycniospores appar-
ently are either degenerated male reproductive
bodies or spores that perform no important func-
tion in the life history of the rust. The pycnia are
generally associated with the aecia and occur in
the epidermal or subepidermal tissues.

The aecial stage, designated by the symbol I,

produces aeciospores frequently in cup-shaped
son, the aecia, in the subepidermal tissues. The
unicellular yellowish-orange spores are minutely
sculptured and form in chains. An aecium with-
out surrounding sterile cells is called ae Caeoma;
when surrounded by sterile cells (the peridium)
that break open with teeth-like projections, an
Aecidium; when breaking open more or less ir-

regularly, a Periderminm ; when elongated and
fimbriate, a Rostelia. Where the further life his-
tory is not known these four forms of the aecia
are called form-genera. The aeciorspores are

Alto'^***"***^
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sometimes called the spring spores as they infect

the hosts in that season. In heteroecious species
it is these spores that carry the rust to the alter-

nate host.

The symbol, II, designates the uredinial stage.

Urediniospores are formed in subepidermal sori,

iiredinia, with or without a peridium. When ma-
ture, they burst through the epidermis as reddish
brown or yellowish pulverulent masses, hence the

name rust. They are usually borne singly on tem-
porary pedicles, are one-celled, vary from globoid
to fusiform in shape and are echinulate or verru-
cosa The uredinospores are known as the sum-
mer spores, as they spread the disease at that time.

The germination of the aeciospores and uredinio-
spores is by a germ thread that develops directly
into a mycelium within the host.

The telial stage, designated by the symbol. III,

is often produced from the uredinal mycelium and
sometimes in the same sori. The teliospores vary
in form, shape, size, color, surface markings and
number of cells, but usually they all have a definite

pedicle and thick wall. They are the mature or
resting spores which generally serve to carry the
fungus over the winter and germinate the follow-
ing spring. It is upon this stage that the generic
characters are chiefly founded.

In typical teliospore germination, each cell sends
forth one germ tube, the promycelium or basidium,
which becomes 4-celled by septation. Each one of
these cells then sends out a stalk, the sterigma, on
which is developed a single round or oval, one-
celled, thin-walled, smooth spore, the basidiospore
or sporidium. When the basidiospore germinates
it produces short tubes which are able to penetrate
the tissues of the suitable host plant. The germ
tube grows and ramifies through the tissues, ab-
stracting nourishment from the cells by means of
haustoria, and forms a more or less extended net-
work of inter-cellular threads called the mycelium.
From this normally there is first developed the
pycinal and then the other stages. In heteroecious
species it is the basidiospores that carry the rust
back to its first host.

Peridermium Strobi, the most important rust
parasite economically, attacks most five-neeflled
pines, especially Pimis Strobus. Cankers are
formed on the trunks and may girdle the trees and
the tops above die. The alternate hosts are some
J50 varieties and species of red, black and white
currants and gooseberries. Infections from pines
to Ribes may take place at a distance of a few
hundred feet up to seven miles. Eradication of ail

cultivated and wild species of Ribes and strict
quarantine are the control measures.
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Next to Peridermiunt Strohi, P. pyriforme is

probably the most destructive true blister rust at-

tacking pines in Pennsylvania. Hedgecock in

1914 found that of 50 diseased young Pinus pun-

gens, near Greenwood Furnace, Huntingdon
County, that were infected in the spring, 58 per

cent, were dead from girdling of the fungus in

the fall. It was first found on this pine at Char-

teroak, in 1913, by Orton and Adams. If the

trunk is not girdled, cankers or catfaces are some-

times formed by the death of a part of the cam-
bium. Often fusi forms swellings are formed on
the branches or trunks. Infection probably takes

place through wounds and the incubation period

may be three or more years. The aeciospores may
be blown by the wind as far as 1000 feet and in-

fect Comandra (Bastard Toad Flax) plants which
complete the life cycle of the rust, (Cronartium

pyriforme). Heavily infected Comandra plants

defoliate prematurely. In the final stages they are

stunted or killed. The best control measure is to

cut out all diseased trees and bum them up. Re-
peat each year until all diseased trees are de-

stroyed. Near a nursery destroy all Comandra
plants within a radius of 1,000 feet as they will

carry the fungus back to the pines. This is a
difficult procedure as they have underground run-

ners. Salt or fuel oil may be sprayed on them,
thus eradicating them.

P. acicolum which attacks 2-3 needle pines (P.

resinosa, rigida, echinata, pungens) has been re-

ported from this State, according to Dr. Illick. Its

mature stage (Coleosporium Solidaginis) has been
found here on Aster species. The speaker found
three new hosts in Pike County in September,
1925, (Solidago rugosa, neglecta and serotina).

In nature it would be almost impossible to con-
trol due to the abundance of the mature stage
hosts. Cut out infected trees if possible in plan-
tations. If liable to infection in seed beds, spray
with Bordeaux mixture.

Peridermium delicatulum which infects the same
hosts as the last rust has not been found here so
far as I know on pine. The telial stage on an al-

ternate host, Euthamia gramifolia was first found
by the speaker in Pike County in September, 1925.
Control measures would be as stated for the last

species.

Peridermium Eostrupi on Pinus rigida and P.
virginiana has not been reported from Pennsyl-
vania but the rust on its alternate host Speculan'a
perfoliata (Venus looking glass) has been found
here.

P. halsameum grows on the leaves of Abies bal-
samea and the mature stage on various ferns

{Uredinopsis mirabilis). There are five species of

Uredinopsis all of which have their aecial stage

on Abies balsamea, but according to Frazer, who
has done a great deal of inoculation experiments,

there are no morphological differences in the peri-

dermium. Control measures impossible.

Peridermium Cerebrum occurs in Pennsylvania
on Pinus virginiana (it is a parasite for many
other 2-3 needle pines). Globose galls and oc-

casionally witches brooms are formed. Young
pines, as a rule, are badly stunted or killed. In
the semi-tropics (Florida and California) this

fungus overwinters in the uredinial stage on the

leaves of evergreen oaks. In all, there are 29
species of Quercus which act as alternate hosts for

this rust. It has been found on Quercus veluthia

in Pennsylvania. Although it does real damage to

the pine, it does little harm to the oak. As it is

easier to detect in pines than oaks, cut out in-

fected pines. If there are only a few infected

oaks, rake up the leaves and burn them.

Peridermium conorum-piecae infects the cones
of Picea rubra and P. mariana, turning them yel-

low and preventing the formation of seeds. This
rust is in this State, as the alternate hosts Pyrola
species have been found heavily infected with the

mature spores. There are no practical control

measures.

Caeoma Medusae infects Larix laricina but does
little harm to the leaves. It is not reported from
Pennsylvania, to my knowledge. Its alternate

hosts are poplar species. The speaker found the

uredinial and telial stages on Populus tremuloides
in Pike County in September, 1925. It often
causes an early defoliation of the poplars. Avoid
planting larch and poplars near together, and if

only a small planting, rake up and bum infected

leaves.

Peridermium Laricis is another rust which at-

tacks the leaves of Larix and has as its altemate
host species of Betida. As both species are native
here, no doubt, the rust parasite is, although not
recorded.

Melampsora americana has its caeoma stage on
Abies balsamea and its later stage on Salix species.

The speaker found the rust on willow in Pike
County, September, 1925. There are no practical
control measures for this pest.

Another tree rust is Aecidium Franini which has
been found here on Fraxinus americana and F.
pennsylvanica. The aecia attack the leaf blade
and sometimes the peticle causing nasty looking
growths. Some years the infection is heavier than
others. The altemate hosts are species of Spartina
(marsh grass). Raking up the leaves and bum-
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ing them can be resorted to for single trees. In
addition to the above rust fungi there are the
Gymnosporagiums which attack red cedar, Juni-
perus virginiana, and to complete their life cycle

require a pomaceous host.

Gymnosporagium Juniperi-virginianae has the
cultivated apple (Pyrns malus)^ and several

species of crab-apples (P. coronaria, P. ioensis, P.
angustifolia and P. baccata) for the aecial stage
and the red cedar for the telial stage, which pro-
duces the so-called ''cedar apples.'' The incubation
period is about 2 years. I'he greatest loss from
this rust pest occurs on the apple, although the
cedar may be materially harmed. The apple tree

injury is largely due to premature defoliation and
the slowing up of the vital activities of less seri-

ously affected leaves. This condition over a period
of years greatly reduces the vigor of the trees, thus
making them more subject to the attacks of in-

sects and other fungi. The fmit is often deformed
making it unsatisfactory for the market.
The problems of control must be determined by

the particular case. Spraying the cedar trees with
Bordeaux and soap solution in the late summer
or fall has been found somewhat effective on a
small scale. Spring spraying would cost too much

Vj^ as it would be necessary to spray after each rain
which caused a gelatinization of the teliospore ten-
drils or horns. If you wish to save a few orna-
mental cedar trees rather than the apple, by the
above methods, all well and good.
Spraying the apple trees with Bordeaux, espec-

ially if it can be combined with other fungicides
and insecticides, is often effective, if the orchards
are far enough from cedar trees to escape severe
infection, or small orchards which have moderately
susceptible species, for example, Ben Davis. Sus-
ceptible varieties are Jonathan, York Imperial,
Northem Spy, Bonum, Smith's Cider. Resistant
varieties are Winesap, Northwestern Greeting,
Stayman Winesap, Grimes, Yellow Newton.
Other methods of control are cutting off the galls

from the cedar trees, planting resistant varieties of
apple, and one which is the most practical from
the pomologist's point of view, although foresters
may not agree, is the cutting out of all diseased
cedar trees and burning.

Another rust which produces "apples" on the
cedar is Gymnosporangium globosum. The details
of the life cycle of this species are almost identical
with G. Juniperi-virginianae except that in addi-
tion to the apple, quince, pear and Crataegus
species are the alternate hosts. Control where
practical would be the same as for the last species.

Still another rust fungus which is here and at-

tacks cedar (low Juniper is also a host, but not
reported in Pennsylvania) is Gymnosporangium
germinale (clavipes). A slight fusiform swelling
usually occurs, making rough areas on the bark.
The Boestelia stage on Amelanchier, Crataegus and
Cydonia and Pyrus species completes the life cycle.

As there is comparatively little harm done to the
cedar, no control measures are advisable.

The ''bird-nest" Gymnosporangium on red cedar,
so far as I know, does not occur here. Amelan-
chier species are the alternate hosts.

WEST PHILADELPHIA TREES

A COMMITTEE of the Forty-second Street
Association, whose territory is bounded by
Chestnut Street, 39th Street, Woodland

Avenue and 45th Street, made a survey of this

area and found now growing in it 91 different

species of trees, 47 of shmbs, and 60 of perennials.
No part of the district that has been surveyed

is without some tree that is of especial interest.

On Chestnut Street at 3829, is the largest hack-
berry, the largest gingko and the largest horse
chestnut. At 4105 Spruce Street is another fine

horse chestnut tree and on Osage Avenue near
42nd Street is a fine gingko.

At 4207 Walnut Street is the most beautiful
black oak and the only Jersey pine in the district.

Other black oaks are in the Divinity School
grounds and in Park B.

Locust Street has a fine Paulownia and the larg-
est catalpa at 43rd Street. The row of pin oaks
on 43rd Street below Locust are the best of that
species. At 227 South 42nd Street, is the only
umbrella magnolia in the section and at 231 is the
only yew.

The best wild cherry tree is at 303 South 39th
Street, while the finest white magnolia is at 3907
Spruce Street. A fine sugar maple is located at
3933 Spruce Street. Two large European elms
grow on 39th Street, near Spmce Street, and an-
other at 310 South 40th Street. At 42nd Street
is the best American ash and across the way in
the grounds of the Divinity School are fine speci-
mens of white pine, })lack and white oak, cypress,
hickory, cut-leaved beech, red and white mulberry.
In the rear of 4403 Spruce Street, is the largest
honey locust in this region and at 301 St. Marks
Square are good specimens of Lombardy poplar
and sycamore maple. The only swamp white oak
is in the rear of 4339 Spruce Street, and the
largest Carolina poplar at 4104.

At the southwest corner of 40th and Pine Streets
is the finest beech, the oldest pear tree and the
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only yellow pine. At 4000 Pine Street are the

best boxes and at 4002 another cypress. At 401

South 41st Street, is a fine laurel magnolia and

at 4114 Pine Street, the only Colorado blue spruce.

The only cryptomeria is at 404 South 42nd Street,

and the only balsam poplar at 44th and Pine

Streets.

Osage Avenue has many unusual trees with the

only mountain ash at 4325, the only pawpaw and
the only rock oak at 4324, the mountain sumac at

4322. The largest sweet cherry is at 44th Street

and Osage Avenue, and at 424 South 44th Street,

is a slippery elm.

Baltimore Avenue lias the rare Koelreuteria at

45th Street, the only larch at 4039 and the famous
pink magnolias at 44th Street.

The rare Oladrastis or yellow wood tree is in

Park A on Chester Avenue where also is located

the only sour wood tree. Park B has fine box
elders and the largest tulips.

The white maple at 3934 Spruce Street is unique

for its remarkable groAvth of small branches and
the red variety of the Norway maple at 262 South
39th Street, is a remarkable tree.

Ailanthus, apple, crab apple, green ash, moun-
tain ash, white ash, beech, copper beech, gray
birch, buckeye, catalpa, white cedar, red cedar,

sour cheiTy, sweet cherry, wild cherry, Japanese
cherry, cypress, white dogwood, eleagnue, elm, fir,

gingko, hackberry, hawthorn, horse chestnut,

judas or red bud, Kentucky coffee, larch, linden,

white locust, honey locust, stellata magnolia, white

magnolia, pink magnolia, large white magnolia,

white maple, red maple, Norway maple, sugar
maple, sycamore maple, ash-leaved maple, Jap-
anese maple, mulberry, weeping mulberry, white

oak, red oak, black oak, pin oak, scarlet oak, rock
oak, swamp white oak, orange osage, peach, pear,

white pine, yellow pine, jersey pine, scotch pine,

plum, European poplar, Carolina poplar, lom-
bardy poplar, balsam poplar, sassafras, sour gum,
sumac, sweet gum, spruce, sycamore, tulip tree,

paulownia, black walnut, English walnut, pussy
willow, weeping willow, and yellow wood.

NEW PUBLICATIONS

"Forests and Mankind''—By Charles Lathrop
Pack and Tom Gill, is a new book published
by Macmillan. 250 pages. Price, $3.00.

Mr. Pack is the well-known philanthropist,
formerly publisher of the American Forestry Mag-
azine, and now President of the American Tree
Association. Tom Gill was formerly with the
U. S. Forest Service, later became forester for the

American Forestry Association, and is now for-

ester for the Pack Foundation for tropical for-

estry research. He is an excellent writer who, in

addition to contributing to various forestry and
outdoor magazines throughout the country for

many years, has published short stories in some
of the best literary magazines.

This book has been written for the general pub-
lic. The opening chapters, "The Tree—Master-

piece of the Plant AVorld," "How Trees Grow,"
and "The Forest,'' are written with an intimate

sense of deep affection for, and understanding of,

the subject. One suspects that these came from
Mr. Gill's pen.

The chapters "What Forestry Is," "How the

Forester Works," and "How the Forests Help
Mankind," briefly but clearly interpret the whole
background of the forester and his job for the man
in the street.

The very important chapters, "Forestry and the

Farmer" and "Industrial Forestry," have been
treated too briefly to allow much more than very

general statements. These two subjects, however,

would make a book in themselves if completely

covered.

The book is profusely illustrated with clearly re-

produced photographs and interesting line draw-
ings. The printing and form are attractive; the

literary style is simple yet excellent. It is a book
that deserves to be read and reread by those de-

siring a maximum of information with a minimum
of technicalities.

Henry Clepper.

Five thousand years ago Egyptian furniture

makers were building furniture that has just been
found by a scientific expedition conducted by Har-
vard College and the Boston Art Museum. This
ancient furniture, supposed to be the oldest in

existence in the world today, well illustrates the

marvelous durability and lasting qualities of wood.
The articles, consisting of chairs, chests and beds,

were found in the tomb of Queen Hetephres,
mother of Cheops, and said to be older by 2,000
years than the many priceless relics found in the

tomb of the famous King Tut.

An acre of pure native red pine occurs on the

property of Owen Roberts, in Middleton Town-
ship, Susquehanna County. It is bordered on
the north, south and west by splendid stands of

hardwoods, and on the east is an abandoned field,

in which natural regeneration is taking place. The
trees are now approximately 50 years old, 65 feet

in height, with an average diameter of S inches.
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SUMMER MEETING

THOSP] who attend this year's summer meet-

ing are assured of two days' enjoyment
among the natural beauties of the State. The

committee has arranged for a visit Friday morn-
ing, June 27th, to Lochabar, the Barclay Estate,

with its charm of woods and streams. Afterward to

the famous Loyalsock Creek. At some points the

road is but a narrow shelf clinging to the face of

the cliff. The beauty of this valley in many
places is unsurpassed. Here we will be the

luncheon guests of Mr. Henry E. Kirk, dining in

the woods. From there a motor ride will take us

over one of the mountain roads which present

many scenic views of the region, terminating at

Eaglesmere. Here the members may enjoy the

woodland paths and the lake for which this place

is well known.

Saturday morning, June 28th, the party will

motor to Kitchen Creek, famed for the })eauty of

its woodland glens and many waterfalls. Kitchen

Creek, fed by Ganoga Lake on the summit of

North Mountain, descends more than three miles

down the mountainside in a series of picturesque

cascades with a total drop from its source of near-

ly 800 feet. For a great distance the course of

the stream is through heavy hemlock forests, mak-
ing it indescribably beautiful. From here on to

Rickets, where Judge and Mrs. Wm. S. McLean
will be our hosts at luncheon. From here we will

return home at our convenience.

On the return trip, the view of Muncy Valley

while descending from the summit of North Moun-
tain (nearly 2400 feet high) is a constantly un-

folding ptinorama and is noted as one of the most

beautiful valley views in Pennsylvania.

Forestry and its progress will not be forgotten,

and we will have good speakers at Williamsport

Thursday night, June 26th, and at Eaglesmere
Friday night, June 27th.

Members should make their own reservations for

the evening of Thursday, June 26th, at the Lycom-
ing in Williflmsport and at the Lakeside in Eagles-

mere for the evening of Friday, June 27th. Those
not going home Saturday evening should plan and
reserve acconnnodatioiis lor that ni«rht.

FOREST PRODUCTION IN GERMANY AND
PENNSYLVANIA

BADEN is one of the most progressive states

of Germany in respect to forestry prac-
tice. Tt includes a large portion of the

famous Black Forest. The total area of leaden is

3,727,000 acres and 1,455,000 acres, or about two-
Hfths, is under forest.

Two-thirds of the forest area has been under in-

tensive forest management since 1878 and has stead-
ily increased in production year by year. The gov-
ernment has recently issued a forestry report for
the fiscal year ending March 31, 1928, which shows
the current average yield of the state forests to

be 141 cubic feet per acre, including fagot wood
as well as timber and cord wood. Timber-size ma-
terial made up 51 per cent, of the total cut.

The wood yield of the State forests was sold
after cutting and hauling to a good road or rail-

road. The average price received was 14.7 c. per
cubic foot and the cost to the State for cutting
and hauling was 3.2 cents per cubic feet. The
net income per acre for these forests averagcnl

$9.52 for the year. However, it is estimated
that the actual increment wa.s overcut by a

third and most of the excess was quality ma-
terial, hence the actual earned income of the for-
ost Wiu^ really only $6.39 per acre. This also

means that the actual average wood growth per
acre would only be about 105 cubic feet per year.

Growth studies made by the Pennsylvania Forest
Research Institute at Mont Alto, show it is alto-

gether possible to get as great a wood yield from
our forests as those reported from Gennany. The
wood prices prevailing for the better grades is not
much in excess of those found in parts of Pennsyl-
vania, although it is stated that the unusually good
market in 1927-28 was the reason for overcutting. It

would therefore appear that the economic time for
forestry is about arrived here. The higher wages
paid American labor for woods work is often
given a.s an insuperable obstacle to profitable for-

estry. Recent statistics show that forest laborers

above 21 years old in the Hlack Forest of Ger-
many receive an annual wage varying from $2.50

to $334, which is roughly a dollar per day. Forest
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labor in Pennsylvania is paid about four times as
much, but is probably twice as efficient. There is

still a very real labor advantage in favor of the
German forest owner; however, lower land values
in America more than turn the balance in favor
of forestry in the New World. Forest lands in

Baden are commonly worth $100 to $200 per acre,

while very g^ood forest lands in Pennsylvania can
be bought for less than $5. This means a great
difference in annual charges against a forest in-

vestment and should be considered carefully when
idle capital is seeking a safe and promising field

with a certain future.

HOW BIRDS AND FORESTS AFFECT EACH
OTHER

IN a bulletin entitled "The Summer Birds of
the Northern Adirondack Mountains." i

Aretas A. Saunders, Field Ornithologist of the
Roosevelt Wild Life Forest P]xperiment Station,
has included a general discussion of the inter-
relations of birds and forests. On the basis of evi-
dence accumulated by a number of students of
))ird life Mr. Saunders affirms very emphatically
that birds consume enormous quantities of insects
at the season when this results in the most eco-
nomic good to man. The body temperature of
all species of birds, he says, is above 100 degrees
F. and that of the smaller insectivorous birds of
the forest is often as high as 108 degrees F. The
rapid heart action and rapid breathing, circulation
and digestion of food that accompany these high
temperatures mean food requirements proportion-
nately much larger than those of man and most
other mammals. This is true not only of adult
birds but of the young, which grow very rapidly.
All the smaller .song birds of which the food
ha})its during the nesting period are known feed
their young on insects. Even seed eaters use in-
sects largely, if not entirely, when feeding their
young in the nest. Nestlings of certain species arc
known to have gained six or seven times their
weight within two weeks after hatching. In the
months of May and June, which in general con-
stitute the nesting season of birds, the annual life
cycle of most insects is at its beginning. There-
fore, when the nestling gorges on insects the pro-
duction of many insect descendants is forestalled.

This author questions the theory that fungi and
insect parasites are more effective than birds in

1 Roosevelt Wild Life Bulletin, Vol. 5. No. 3. 496 pn
illustrated. Syracuse, N. V., 1929,

'^"

keeping harmful insects in check. "P^ach indi-

vidual parasite is brought into the world at the
expense of not more than one individual of the in-

sect host, whereas each individual insectivorous
bird eats large numbers, often hundreds, of in-

sects every day of his life. * * * The number
of species of parasites known definitely to attack
but a single host is small. * * * Hairy cater-
pillars, which are not eaten by most species of
birds, seem to have the largest number of species of
parasites. Yet they are frequently the most abun-
dant and most destructive species, particularly to
foliage of trees. * Insects are most abun-
dant and occur most conunonly in uncontrollable
numbers, not in natural forests but on city shade
trees and in agricultural areas where natural con-
ditions have been destroyed so that birds can not
live there in normal numbers. Destruction of
natural cover decreases })ird life but has no ap-
preciable effect on the abundance of parasites, yet
in such cases parasites seem unable to hold their
insect hosts in check."

Birds that eat tree seeds, Mr. Saunders believes,
in general pay their way by scattering and dis-
tributing seed. Birds of prey perform a valuable
service in holding small rodents in check. The sap-
sucker, he is inclined to think, largely confines its

attacks to the less valuable tree species and does
less injury than has generally been supposed.

Turning to the influence of forests on birds, Mr.
Saunders condemns strongly the tendency to clear
forests and roadsides of underbrush in the belief
that "bushes arc somehow untidy," thus making
them uninhabitable for birds; also the indiscrim''-

inate removal from the forests of dead trees and
stubs, desired as homes })y the woodpeckers, on
the theory that they harbor fungi and insects of
harmful possibilities. "I do not know of a single
species of insect or fungus," he asserts, "that starts
m a dead tree and spreads from there to live ones."
Efforts to increase the number of birds on a given
area are .best expended in restoring natural con-
ditions rather than by artificial feeding; and the
possibility of attracting to an area by artificial
feeding larger number of birds than are attracted
to it by natural forest conditions is limited by the
fact that each nesting pair of birds instinctively
refuses to permit others to nest within a cei'tain
distance.

In the woods is perpetual youth. Within these
plantations of God, a decorum and sanctity reign,
a perennial festival is dressed, and the guest sees
not how he should tire of them in a thousand
years.—Emerson.
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PRACTICAL CONTROL OF THE WHITE
PINE WEEVIL*

By T. Edward Shaw, Research Forester, Brock-

way, Pa.

THE white pine weevil (Pissodes strobl,

Peck) is native to the United States and to

Pennsylvania. First described in 1817, it

has engaged the attention of investigators for al-

most a century. The first mention of the weevil

in the annals of Pennsylvania forestry Avas made
in 1910. At the foresters' conference which was
held in Harrisburg that year, W. Gard Conklin

(5) reported it as one of the most destructive in-

sects in the State. In Warfield's (13) study of

white pine in the South Mountains, which ap-

peared the same year, considerable space was de-

voted to weevil infestation and damage on the

Mont Alto State Forest and to biology and con-

trol. Both these reports indicated that Pennsyl-
vania foresters were interested in the weevil prior

to 1910. This interest has continued up to the

present time without abatement. For twenty years

observations have been made on the severity of in-

festation, the degree of damage, the hosts, and the

effects of silvical factors. Methods of direct and
indirect control have been practiced. The writer

has reviewed these experiences with the weevil in

Pennsylvania and has combined them with the

experiences in other sections of the country in an
attempt to determine what can be done to limit

infestation and damage.
Host Trees.—The eastern white pine {Pimis

Strobns, Linn), is the favorite host. Other food
plants which occur in Pennsylvania are the Nor-
way spruce (Picea Abies, (L.) Karst.), white
spruce (Picea Canadensis (Mill) B. S. P.), Colo-
rado blue spruce (Picea pungens, Engelm), Scotch
pine (Pinus sjjlvestris, Linn), red or Norway pine
(Pinus rcsinosa, Ait), pitch pine (Pinus rigida,

Mill.), northern jack pine (Pinus Banksiana,
Lamb.), Japanese red pine (Pinus densiflora,
Sieb. et Zucc), and the Himalayan white pine
(Pinus exceha, Wall.). Norway spruce ranks
next to white pine as the favorite host and at

times suffers intensely when planted in mixture
with or adjacent to white pine. Under such con-
ditions, infestations of 50 per cent, have been re-

ported in the State. Scotch pine is attacked fre-

quently but usually with much less severity than
Norway spruce. The writer has seen only one
l>ad infestation in Scotch pine in Pennsylvania.

*PresontP(l at cdiifcrcnce of Pennsylvania Foresters at Mont
Alto.

Karely does one find a severe infestation in any
of the remaining species except Himalayan white

pine, which is planted primarily in Pennsylvania
for ornamental purposes.

Life History.—The adult weevils hibernate in

the litter just above the surface of the ground.
According to Barnes (3), they resume activity in

the spring when the mean air temperature
reaches about 60 degrees F. In an average season
in Pennsylvania, the old adult appears on the

terminal shoots in April. In the southern part
of the State they usually appear during the first

part of the month. Adults were observed ovi-

positing at Mont Alto last year on April lOth.

After flying and crawling to the leaders, they be-

gin to feed on the young bark and the buds. Ovi-

position begins within a week after they reach the

terminals and continues for five or six weeks un-
less activity is int<>rrupted by a period of cold

weather. The eggs hatch in from one to two
weeks and the larvae begin to feed in the termi-

nals just beneath the bark. The new generation
of adults begin to emerge in July, about 12 weeks
after oviposition began. There is but one gene-,

ration a year. Hibernation usually starts in

September.

Indications of Injury.—The first indications of
injury are the drops of pitch on the upper parts
of the terminal shoots. These mark the spots

where the old adults have been feeding, or where
the females have been ovipositing. The second
indication of injury appears after the eggs have
hatched and the larvae begin to feed. The in-

fested shoots wilt and finally turn brown. The
new growth droops. In stands of normal growth,
injury is usually confined to the terminal shoots,

but may extend to the second whorl of laterals. In

stands of slow growth, injury may extend to the

fifth or sixth whorl.

There are a number of agencies which cause in-

juries to host trees that are often mistaken for

weeviling. The whipping action of hardwoods
often causes the death of leaders in coniferous

understories. One sees much of this injury in

underplantings. The work of sawflies is some-
times ascribed to the weevil and casual observers

have been known to mistake })ud freezing for the

work of Pissodes. MacAloney (8) has pointed

out that the black aphid (Dilachnus strobi) at-

tacks the leader of the previous season and some-
times kills it. He states that this injurv mav be

distinguished from weeviling *'by the absence of

white pitch in the early summer, the presence of

a black soot-like material on the bark, and by the

absence of emergence holes later in the summer."

iji'
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Damage.—Weevil damage results in loss of
growth, but of far more importance is the dam-
age to stem form and to wood structure. The for-
mation of forked stems and crooked logs and the
development of large and loose knots and twisted
grain reduce the final return in many ca*es to a
minimum. Primary injury by the weevil which
results in a bushy top is often aggravated by
secondary injury through snowbreak. The total
injury to wood structure cannot be measured until
the trees are felled and sawn into lumber, but the
damage to stem form can be measured in the field
at any time. Pierson (9) has evolved a method
for estimating the damage to standing timber
which is quite efTective in determining the relation
between the percentage of defects and the density
of stand.

Small trees are sometimes killed by the weevil.
Cases have been reported in Pennsylvania where
plantations and natural regeneration of white pine
under three feet in height have suffered a mor-
tality of 5 per cent, of the trees in a single year.
Some trees have been killed after attaining a
height of from five to six feet.

Present Conditions of Infestation in Pennsyl-
rania.—According to figures submitted by the
district foresters, the present degree of infesta-
tion by the weevil in pure, open stands of white
pme ranges fiom zero in extreme southeastern
Pennsylvania, where white pine only occurs as a
scattered tree in natural stands, up to 90 per cent,m some sections of northern Pennsylvania. Under
these conditions, extremely high percentages of in-
festation are reported from the following coun-
ties: Bradford, Cumberland, Clinton, Cameron,
Columbia, Clearfield, Crawford, Elk, En-, Forest
Huntingdon, Juniata, Lackawanna, Lycoming'
Mifflm, McKean, Montour, Monroe, Perry, Pot-
ter, Pike, Sullivan, Susquehanna, Tioga, Wyom-
ing, Wayne, and Warren.

The most severe attacks in the State are re-
ported from the Rothrock Forest District which
compnses parts of Huntingdon and Mifflin coun-
ties. Jntestation ranges up to 100 per cent m
pure, open plantations with most trees attacked
trom two to five times, and up to 50 per cent in
pure, open stands of natural regeneration. The
seriousness df the attacks in Potter County is
made apparent by data collected by Brouse (2)
""

100 o^n"" T'"'^^
'''""*' ^" plantations contain-

ing 123,350 white pine, 4,000 piteh pine, 13,600
Scotch pme, and 9,350 Xorway spruce, and found
that 58.5 per cent, of the white pine, 7.4 per cent.
<>t he pit.h pine, 14.1 per (..nt. of the Seotch pin(sand 14.1 p,.r cent, of the Norwav spruce, or •,

total of 52 per cent, of the trees planted was in-
fested with weevil at that time.

Present infestations in Potter County are even
more severe according to District Forester Elliott,
ranging up to 90 per cent, of the white pine in
open fields. Smaller percentages of infestation,
from 10 to 50 per cent, are reported from the
Gallitzin Forest District, comprising Cambria, In-
diana, and southern Blair counties, but it is
claimed that when no remedial measures are taken,
90 per cent, of the infested trees under six feetm height are killed. Infestations up to 50 per
cent, are also reported from Armstrong, Beaver,
Butler, Carbon, Clarion, Jefferson, Luzerne, Mer-
cer, Schuylkill, Snyder, Union, and Venango
counties. District Forester Byers reports 25 per
cent, infestations in open, pure stands of white
pme in Bedford, Fulton, and western Franklin
counties. In the Logan Forest District, which in-
cludes parts of Center, Huntingdon, and Blair
counties, present infestations in open field stands
amount to but 10 per cent, according to District
Forester Morton. The same percentage is re-
ported from York, Adams, and eastern Frank-
lin counties.

The infestation in white pine growing under a
protecting canopy of hardwoods is reported by
every forester in the State as being less severe
than in the open stands in his district. There is,
however, considerable variation in the severity of
attack under these conditions. Two districtW
esters reported infestation of 40 per cent, of the
pine under hardwoods and one district forester
reported infestations of 45 per cent.. The sever-
ity of attack under these conditions ranges from
45 per cent, down to 5 per cent, with nine of the
25 distncts reporting the damage was negligible.

Confiictmg reports were also received on the
efficacy of even-aged mixtures in reducing the
amount of infestation. Four district foresters re-
ported about the same degree of infestation in
mixed stands as they did in pure stands. Two
other district foresters reported the same propor-
tion of infestation when the white pine was equal
in height to the intennixe<l species. It is appar-
ent from the reports that the proportirm of white
pine in the stand, the position of white pine in the
canopy during youth, and the number of weevils
present m the region are critical factors influenc-
ing the severity of attack.
During the past summer and fall, the writer had

the opportunity to examine weeviled stands in
niany sections of the State. Pure, even-aged stands
of white pine below 25 feet in height and grow-
ing under open conditions on warm, dry sites
seemed to provide the most ideal breeding places
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for the Aveevil. In many such stands examined by
the writer in northern Pennsylvania, it was a diffi-

cult task to find a tree Avhich had not been at-
tacked during its life. If the weevil becomes es-
tablished in stands of this type, it usually multi-
plies rapidly if uncontrolled artifically, and the
large number of insects produced apparently
causes abnormally high percentages of infesta-
tion in nearby mixed stands which have more im-
munity under natural conditions. The possibility
of protecting white pine from attack by mixing it

with other species thereby seems to depend to a
certain extent upon the extent and size of heavily
infested stands in the vicinity. Other factors
which influence the degree of infestation in mixed
stands are the proportion of white pine in the
mixture and the position of white pine in the can-
opy. The writer has seen even-aged stands of red
pine and white pine in half and half mixture, and
of equal height, where the weevil had infested the
white pine as heavily as in pure stands of the
species and had attacked a few of the red pines in
addition. It appeai-s that the intermixed species
do not protect white pine from attack to any ex-
tent unless they shade it, and also offer a mechani-
cal barrier against insect flight. Damage is in-
variably most severe in stands of low densities,
and even though the weevil apparently selects the
most vigorous trees, the greatest damage occurs in
stands of slow growth.

row^ro?.—Taylor (12) ha^ furnished the fol-
lowing statistics on the natural control of white
pine weevil:

Average number of middle-sized larvae in 116
shoots: About 26.

Average number of mature weevil larvae in 116
shoots: About 12 (yet as few as four or five

mature weevil larvae can kill a leader).
The fate of the mature weevil lan^ae in 3009

leaders was as follows:

Successfully emerged: About 49-50 per cent.
Eaten by birds (about 29 per cent effective in at-

tacked shoots): About 17-18 per cent.

Stuck in the attempt to emerge: About 3-4 per
cent.

Drowned in pitch • About 2-3 per cent.

Remainder to be accounted for by parasites, tt

al.: About 26-27 per cent.

The artificial methods of control are classified
by Graham (6) as follows:

1. Direct Control:

a. Mechanical Methods.
b. Chemical Methods.

2. Indirect Control

:

a. Silvicultural Methods.

b. Biological Methods.
Under mechanical methods come banding, rub-

bing infested shoots, the collection of adult weev-
ils either by picking or by jarring into a net, the
removal of infested leaders and either burning
them or storing them in traps. The chemical
methods include the use of various sprays, washes,
and repellants.

As far as the writer has been able to ascertain,
banding has never been used in Pennsylvania ex-
cept for ornamental trees. The rubbing of in-
fested shoots at the first sign of wilting in order
to crush the larvae has been tried in small areas
of regeneration and has been found effective. The
collection of adult weevils during the spring and
summer has been practiced to reduce infestation
and a fair degree of success has been obtained.
The most widely used method of mechanical con-
trol has been the removal of infested leaders dur-
ing the summer months. Some of the foresters
have made a practice of burning the leaders and
some have sorted them in barrel traps to permit
the escape of the natural parasites. In this con-
nection it is advisable to note that the use of the
ordinary fly wire screen is effective as far as the
weevil is concerned, but it does not permit the
escape of some of the larger parasites. District
Forester Shirey is now using screen of slightly

wider mesh where the barrel trap method is being
used in his district. He reports that the Cambria
Mining and Manufacturing Company in his dis-

trict reduced infestation on their lands by 50 per
cent, in one year through the use of this method.
The plantations were inspected at intervals of two
weeks during June, July and August. As far as
the writer has been able to ascertain, Pennsylvania
foresters have not used sprays, washes or repel-

lants.

The effectiveness of the mechanical methods of
control depends upon the thoroughness of the
work. Picking adult weevils off the leaders in

order to be effective must be started as soon as the

weevils appear in the spring and must be carried

on through the period of oviposition. This ex-

tends through six weeks. The removal of infested

leaders must be started in early June before any
of the new generation of adults have emerged and
must be carried on through June and July.

Furthermore, since weevils fly, concerted action

must be obtained in a region to secure maximum
effectiveness. It appears that these mechanical
methods of control must also be carried on for a
period of years in order to secure worthwhile re-

sults.

Due to the expense of the methods just de-
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scribed, the tendency in Pennsylvania in recent
years has been toward indirect control. The pure
stands of white pine are bein^ displaced by mix-
tures. Closer spacing? is beinof advocated to re-
duce knot size and to reduce weevil damage.
Closer attention is beincr paid to the suitability of
white pine to the site.

The writer believes that dinx^t control is too
expensive for use under existing economic con-
ditions. It might be justified as a salvage opera-
ti(m in isolated stands or in small plantations
which are highly prized for aesthetic or senti-
mental reasons, but it is not adapted to current
forest practice. We must therefore turn to in-
direct control for measures which can be justified
economicallv.

It is stated by Taylor "that the native parasites
of this native pest do not have the high degree
of effectiveness to be sought for in parasites which
are selected for applied biological control." And
as far as the writer has been able to a-scertain, no
work has been done on the introduction of para-
sites or predatory insects from other regions. The
possibility of applied parasitism is, therefore, an
open question. However, from Taylor's data on
natural control it appears advisable to recom-
niend thorough protection for our insectivorous
birds. With our present knowledge, silvicultural
measures offer the only other practical opportuni-
ties for control.

From our own experience in Pennsylvania, and
trom the experience of others in other re<^ions it
appears that the district foresters are taking a
step m the right direction by developing the mixed
stands and discouraging the growing of white pinem pure stands of even age. The tendency should
be toward mixed stands of uneven age wherein
white pine can be reproduced under a protecting
canopy an«l provided with a mechanical barrier
against insect flight. Since white pine is subjected
to the most severe attacks during the first 25 years
of Its life, it should have the benefit of this* pro-
tection during that period.

Pyle (11) has shown that white pine will ap-
parently be protected from weevil attack to a
large extent and, at the same time, possess average
good health when growing under 50 per cent
shade^ The eastern hemlock (Tsuga Canadensis,
(L,.) Carr.), furnishes a substantial degree of pro-
tection a^ do other conifers because the shade
which they furnish is present at the time when
the adult weevils resume activity in the spring.
In this respect the conifers are superior to the
hardwoods which, at times, merely offer a me-
chanical baiTier against flight during the early

period of weevil activity. The weevil is apparent-
ly more sensitive to temperature changes than are
the deciduous trees and it may therefore infest the
pines in a mixed stand of pine and hardwood be-
fore the hardwoods leaf out.

Perry (10) has noted the superiority of such
trees as the cherries and birches, which leaf out
eariy in the spring, over the slower oaks, hickories
and white ash for protection against the weevil.
In spite of the superiority of the conifers in fur-
nishing shade at a critical time, the hardwoods
furnish a generous degree of protection if their
canopy is not too far above the pine. At the
same time, they maintain a soil condition which
is superior to that in pure coniferous stands. For
this reason, the writer thinks it advisable to in-
clude hardwoods in the species composing the mix-
ture, though the species with which white pine is
mixed be d('termined by the economic conditions of
the locality. It is advisable to have the -protect-
ing canopy, or at least some parts of it, just a
short distance above the white pine. The writer
has observed sites where white pine came in under
old hardwoods and was given very little protec-
tion.

Host trees generally are more heavily infested
on wann southern exposures than they are on
cool, north slopes. White pine and Norway
spruce should, therefore, be favored on the cold
north slopes and be limited to a smaller percentage
of the composition on the warmer aspects. White
pine should be grown on good soils with optimum
moisture conditions. The word good, as it is used
here, does not imply high mineral fertility but
rather favorable conditions of structure and con-
sistency. The proper hardwoods in the mixture
should accomplish this desired result.

In other words, the writer believes in going back
to first principles. Quoting from Pennsylvania
Trees, "White pine originally formed heavy stands
especially in the central and northern parts of the
State. Sometimes pure but usually mixed with
other species. Found sparingly in the south-
western and southeastern parts where it is usually
limited to cool ravines and north slopes. Prefers
a moist, fertile, well-drained soil." White pine in
the original forest of the State came in under
shade in mixed stands of uneven age where it was
protected to a large extent from it« native enemy,
the weevil. It found its place on good moist soils.
It seems to the writer that our aim should be to
approximate these natural conditions as far as
possible. -

In dealing with our open land problem, the
writer feels that it is advisable to limit the plant-

'
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ing of white pine in those regions where present
infestation is at a maximum. The growing of
white pine in mixture is to be encouraged and the
associated s})ecies should be resistant to the
weevil. The proportion of white pine should be
small, especially on warm southern exposures.
The planting of the species should be limited to

good light soils with optimum moisture conditions.

The remedial effect of high densities is acknowl-
edged. However, the most beneficial densities,

those below 5 x 5, cannot be justified economicallv
if they must be produced entirely by artificial

means.

The reinforcement planting of young natural
regeneration Avhich is "patchy" offers an oppor-
tunity to secure the desirable high densities at a

low cost. Resistant species should be used. Nor-
way spruce should not be included. The planting
of small pine groups in young hardwood stands
on the light soils offers a similar opportunity. In
the latter case, Cline (4) points out that one or
two weedings will be necessary to develop the
young pine groups. I^rouse (1) has pointed out
that thinning ojx'rations should be designed to re-

move the crooked and forked trees Avhich result

from weevil attack, leaving the best trees for the
final crop.

CAUSE OF BIRD'S EYES IN MAPLE

THE Forest Products Laboratory and the Lake
States Forest Experiment Station are conduct-
ing experiments in the forests to determine

the cause of bird's eye figure and whether or not
it can be reproduced. Preliminary experiments, so
far undertaken by these two agencies, consist of
grafting trees. If the experiments are successful,

highly figured trees may j)()ssibly be grown under
favorable conditions at a rapid rate and in suffi-

cient quantities to satisfy the future demand for
quality bird's eye veneer.

Although many theories have been advanced to

explain the cause of !)ir(rs eye figure in wood, no
hypothesis has yet been advanced which satisfac-

torily explains this miiciue phenomenon. The pres-
ence of adventitious buds in the inner bark is the
cxj)lanati()n most generally advanced. It is some-
times argued that the work of woodpeckers and
sapsuckers causes "bird's eyes" to result. Other
investigators advance the hypothesis that the fig-

ure is an inheritable characteristic. However, the
Forest Products Laboratory discounts all the
above explanations and seems to attach signifi-

cance to the observation that the bird's eye figure

appears to occur in trees that have been crowded

or for some other reason suppressed in their rate
of growth. Their efforts at determining the cause
of this beautiful figure in wood, as well as their

attempt to reproduce it, will be watched with keen
interest.

At the eighteenth annual meeting of the United
States Chamber of Commerce, held in Washing-
ton, D. C, last month, the following resolution in

regard to forestry was adopted:
"The broad principles of a national forestry

policy have been formulated by the National
Chamber in a referendum on that subject. Ex-
perience has demonstrated that thei movement to-

ward maintaining the nation's forest resources
could be further accelerated. Private forest land
owners should study the practicability of or-

ganizing forest properties and manufacturing
plants on a basis of sustained yield in cutting
and manufacture. Publicly owned timber should,
so far as practicable, be permanently managed
on a sustained yield basis, utilizing forest prod-
ucts only to maintain existing forest indus-
tries or meet local requirements, unless, or until,

their utilization will not result in overpro-
duction of the products. In the administration of
timber lands it should be the policy of public au-
thorities to preserve such bodies of timber along
improved highways as are essential for the main-
tenance of the natural attractiveness of these im-
portant routes of travel. The Federal Govern-
ment should expand its forest planting program
on the national forests with special reference to

the early reforestation of denuded areas on water-
sheds important for navigation, irrigation, and
municipal water supplies. Fire prevention im-
provements in the form of fire lookouts, roads,

trails and lanes should be provided for by the

Federal Government to conserve the timber re-

sources on national forests and to serve as demon-
strations to other forest owners. Furthermore,
Congress should appropriate the full amounts au-
thorized by the Clarke-McNary law, Avhich pro-

vides for cooperative forest fire control by Fed-
eral, State and private agencies, in order that the

obligations of the National Government may be
fulfilled. The increasing loss of timber from tree-

killing insects and diseases warrants emergency as-

sistance from the Federal Government for re-

search work and control of epidemics.

During !1929 extreme drought conditions pre-

vailed throughout western Canada. The area
burned over was 6,029,749 acres, of which ap-
proximately two-thirds was nonforested.
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EDGEMONT, DELAWARE COUNTY, SCHOOL
CHILDREN CELEBRATE ARBOR DAY

ON Monday, April 28th, an Arbor Day pro-

srram was ^iven at the Edg-eniont Consoli-

datod School. The exercises were started
by an indoor pro^ani consisting of songs and
recitations pertaining to the beauty and value of
trees. Following the recitations, Prof. Nonnan
Ratchford, Vocational Instructor of Schools of
Chester County, gave a most interesting talk on
trees. The theme of his talk was ^*Every Tree
Writes Its Own Life History." Mr. Samuel L.

Smedley, President of the Pennsylvania State
Forestry Association, gave a very pleasing talk to

the children. He read Governor Fisher's Arbor
Day Proclamation and explained to them many
phases of tree life. Mr. Smedley has recently
taken a trip to California and Alaska and was
able to tell them some interesting facts about the
big trees of California. He also left for the
children a photograph of one of the large trees
of the Mariposa grove, showing a large motor
bus in which he was traveling passing through an
opening in the tree.

Next on the program was the outdoor exercises
in which the children helped in tree planting,
and the parents present greatly enjoyed this. Prof.
Ratchford, Mr. Smedley, and Mr. Pierce Martin
planned the arrangement of the trees. There were
fifty of (hem, consisting of Norway Spruce, Red
Pine and Arbor Vitae. Each child who planted a
tree dedicated their tree to their own family. There
is a tree dedicated to each teacher—Miss Kathryn
Ahem, Mrs, Albert Palmateer and Miss Hannah
Carr. There is also one dedicated to Miss Lillian
Barrow, the school nurse.

Mr. Smedley was responsible for the celebration
and for securing the trees from the Department of
Forests and Waters at Harrisburg. We owe him
a great deal of gratitude and thanks, and are very
happy to think the President of the Pennsylvania
State Forestry Association lives in our district.

We also greatly appreciate the contribution of
a number of the trees by Mr. Lewis C. Morrow,
Sr., who is another active member of our commun-
ity and is always ready to help towards any de-
velopment of our school. It is generally known
that we have one of the most attractive country
school properties in the State, and the addition of
these trees, which are nearly all evergreens, will
add materially to the beauty of our grounds.
A school was first started at this location in

1759. The original piece of ground, one half acre.

was leased for 999 years from Jos. Pennell, at an
annual rental of six grains of Indian com.

Miss Hannah Carr^ PHncipal.

NEW FUNGOUS PARASITE ATTACKING
WHITE PINES

DR. RAY R. HIRT, of the New York State

College of Forestry at the Syracuse Uni-
versity, has ^vritten a news item concern-

ing his discovery of a Dasyscypha canker of white
pine which he found in the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan. His letter of November 11th, follows:

"In the June number of Phytopathology of the
present year (1929) C. R. Stillinger, Associate
Pathologist, Office of Plant, Quarantine and Con-
trol Administration, stated that he had found what
apparently is a parasitic form of Dasyscypha
fusco-sanguinea Rhem attacking 'pinvs monticola
Dougl. The article was especially interesting to

me for during the summer of 1928 I had found a
species of Dasyscypha that was obviously para-
sitic upon Pinus strobus L. within a limited area
in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Within this

area the fungus was causing some damage upon
young trees. A few of the cankers with fruiting
bodies of the fungus were gathered, some of which
were later sent to Dr. W. H. Snell who in turn
forwarded them to Dr. F. J. Seaver for identi-

fication. (Dr. Snell had reported in the March
number of Phytopathology that he had found
Dasyscypha agassizii (B. & C.) Sacc. as a com-
mon secondary fungus on blister-rust cankers in

the Dannemora plantation.) Dr. Seaver identi-

fied the fungus as Dasyscypha fusco-sanguinea
Rhem although the size of the ascospores varied
somewhat from the measurements commonly re-

corded for that species.

"Whereas the fungus may cause no serious loss

in a stand, it is of interest as another parasite
of white pine, especially so since the young cank-
ers may easily be mistaken for those caused by
Cronartium ribicola Fischer."—TAe Blister Rust
News.

One year in jail, $50 fine, and the costs of prose-
cution was the sentence recently meted out to

Charles Masher, of White Haven, for starting a
forest fire. The warrant for the arrest was made
out on the oath of Robert Rodenbush, tenant on
the land of the Crushed Stone Company, who
testified that he saw him start the fire, and the
arrest was made by Officer Shelheimer, of the
Ilazleton substation of the Pennsylvania State
Police.
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BEAVEE PROBLEM IN PENNSYLVANIA*

By Forrest H. Dutlinger, District Forester, Roth-
rock Forest District, Mt. Union, Pa.

TO some it might seem strange that this sub-

ject, dealing as it does with animal life,

should be of sufficient importance to warrant
its being presented at a conference of men, devot-

ing their lives to the study and practice of fores-

try ; but forestry as we know it today entails much
more than the mere study and handling of trees.

It deals with all the associated forms of plant and
animal life found within the forest. Not only must
the fundamental problems of the forest be met
and solved, but often factors, that at one time

were considered of little consequence, must, by
reason of changed conditions and demands, be

given due thought and attention.

Today, wild life is given a place among the im-

portant phases of forest management. The wild

life of the forest bears a distinct relation to for-

est management, for animals are both a source

of damage and a means of assistance. Wild life

should be a by-product of the forest and furnish

food, fur and recreation whenever practical, but

the main purpose of the forest, that of timber pro-

duction, should come first, and other things as an
intelligent management of the forest permits.

There have been complaints heard from various

points throughout the State concerning one phase
of our wild life; namely, beaver. These complaints

are sufficient to warrant the facts in the case being

presented at this conference.

Records pertaining to the original beaver in

Pennsylvania are quite limited and are practically

confined to an account compiled and privately

published in 1903 by Samuel N. Rhoads, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania, entitled, "The Mammals of

Pennsylvania and New Jersey." Colonel Henry
W. Shoemaker in his recently published book "The
Wild Animals of Clinton County, Pennsylvania,"

presents some valuable information in a chapter on
the beaver in Clinton County. Both of these books

claim the beaver was a native inhabitant of the

State. It was probably more numerous in the

higher mountain lakes and headwaters of the Al-

legheny and Susquehanna Rivers, than in the low-

lands of the State.

Colonel Shoemaker in his book gives statements

obtained from some of the oldest hunters and trap-

pers in Central Pennsylvania, which dispel all

doubt as to whether beaver did actually exist in

Li (

*Presented at conference of Pennsylvania Foresters at Mont
Alto.

Pennsylvania. Just when the last of our native
beavers disappeared from the State, no one is in

a position to say definitely, but from various
sources it would seem that the disappearance was
greatest for one reason or another about 1860 to

1870. From what I can learn concerning the rapid
disappearance of these animals from our State
during the above-mentioned period, I would say
that one of the greatest single factors which led
to their rapid extermination, was the new era in

Pennsylvania lumbering. About 1865-1870 the
use of the splash dam in "splashing*' logs from the
smaller streams to the rivers came into vogue and
this practice ruined the possibility of beaver living

on any such streams, while lumbering was in prog-
ress.

The beaver found in Pennsylvania today are, no
doubt, descendants of animals introduced into the
State by the Game Commission, beginning about
1912. This plan had previously been carried out
by the State of New York by the liberation of a
number of beaver in the Adirondack State Pre-
serves, between 1904 and 1906. The beaver
"planted" in Pennsylvania were trapped either in

Canada or Wyoming, and liberated in most cases

within the Game Refuges located on the State
Forests. Some of these early liberations were com-
plete failures; others were successful; some beaver
remained in the localities where originally placed;
while others migrated, but on the whole the plan
has been a success—in fact, in some instances, too

much of a success.

I know many people who, in the face of con-

vincing facts to the contrary, will say that beav-

ers are not the destructive agents they are claimed
to be, and ^vill go to great length to verify their

statement. One outdoor enthusiast in good faith

writes: "The beaver in Cameron County is per-

haps our greatest animal conservationist. We
should welcome and protect him." Also, "In the

entire State there is no evidence that beavers have
done harm." Regardless of such statements it

may be truthfully said, without fear of contradic-

tion, that wherever beavers are found in a wooded
region, more or less damage to forest trees of one
kind or another, large or small, results from their

presence.

Extensive studies were made of beaver activities

in the Adirondack region in 1921 and subsequent

years, l)y the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experi-

ment Station of the New York State College of

Forestry, at Syracuse. These investigations

showed a definite and serious loss as a result of

timber destroyed largely as a result of flooding.

However, the problem in New York State is dif-
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ferent from ours, for under the present policy of
administering their State Preserves, no economic
value is placed upon the timber destroyed—assum-
ing that the same timber would in course of time
die anyway. Great value is placed upon beaver in
New York State as constituting a natural resource
in the matter of pelts and the relation of the
beaver to the tourist trade. It is hardly to be
expected that beaver will become so numerous in
Pennsylvania as to permit an open season being
placed upon them, for they would be practically
exterminated in a short time, due to their accessi-
bility. I do not anticipate beaver in Pennsylvania
ever being considered as an economic asset, regard-
less of the value of the pelts, but one can never
be sure.

Much has been said, both pro and con, concern-
ing the beaver with respect to fish life, effect on
stream flow and other f^uch items, but I consider
them of secondary importance and to prove the
points in dispute it will be necessary to make
thorough and detailed investigations. There is

one point, however, that cannot be disputed and
that is—beavers make an important addition to
the fauna of Pennsylvania. Undoubtedly the bea-
ver is one of the most interesting of our wild ani-
mals. There is a large and ever-increasing num-
ber of people throughout the State who are inter-
ested in the beaver for its own sake, people who
enjoy the presence of wild animal life and have
no desire to kill.

We are endeavoring to make the State Forests
of Pennsylvania as attractive as possible, to all

groups of people, but if the beaver in certain lo-

calities are considered an economic liability, then
plans should be made to control their activities and
in this sense control implies the wise management
of all phases of the forest and forest life.

Inasmuch as we are all familiar in a general
way with the natural his-tory and life habits of
beaver, it is not my intention to dwell upon this
phase of the beaver problem, but some of the
more important traits will be introduced through-
out the article when needed to make proper expla-
nations.

In order to prepare an article dealing with the
beaver situation throughout the entire State, each
District Forester was asked to submit replies to a
series of questions pertaining to beaver in his
district, and I take this opportunity to express my
smcere thanks for the promptness and excellent
replies received, also to Col. Shoemaker for his
help and advice. Each of the District Forestersm charge of the twenty-four forest districts of
the State report that tliere are now, or recently

have been, beaver in all of the districts through-
out the State. Three of the District Foresters in
charge of State Forests report no beaver on State
land at the present writing, January, 1930. The
nomadic nature of the beaver precludes his being
considered a fixture, for he is an uncertain quan-
tity—here today and some other place tomorrow.
They may, for no apparent reason whatever, un-
less it be unsatisfactory home life, leave a com-
munity, even cross a mountain and settle in a new
locality. There are numerous instances of beaver
being introduced into a certain region and never
being heard of aftenvard, which is probably ex-
plained by the appearance of beaver at some new
locality. The writer personally, narrowly averted
running over a beaver, only last Fall, that was
traveling westward on the State Forest road in
Licking Creek Valley, Huntingdon County. It
was evidently headed for a safer climate. Instances
were reported of beaver migrating from for-
ested regions to agricultural lands and after mak-
ing themselves generally obnoxious by flooding
farm lands and roads, it was necessary to have
them removed to other localities by representa-
tives of the Game Conmiission.

Returns from the various districts show that
where beaver have been established a sufficient
length of time without m.olestation, the increased
activities of the aninuils indicate an increase in
number. In eight instances, this increase, Avhich
is often undesirable, has been moved to some
other locality in the State where none of the ani-
mals had previously existed. This removal of in-
crease, and in several instances the original ani-
mals introduced, which have proven undesirable,
has been confined largely to the central and south-
em districts of the State, such as the Bald Eagle,
Penn, Logan and Rothrock, and the Susquehan-
nock District in the northern part of the State.

In the Moshannon District beaver migrated to
State Forest land forming the watersheds of the
towns of Clearfield and DuBois, but were removed
as undesirable tenants. It is an established fact
that these animals will, by reason of their activi-
ties, discolor pure sparkling wat<»r and impart to
it a swampy taste and odor, which is decidedly
unsatisfactory in the case of water intended for
drinking purposes.

With but (mly one exception worth noting, the
species of tree growth used principally by beaver
throughout the State is the Aspen {geniis popu-
Ins) with Birches, Maples, Willows, Black Alder,
Beech, Tulip Poplar, and Ash following in order.
Several District Foresters report the Aspens the
chief article of diet, but when these are not avail-
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able, they work on any other species Avithin reach

of their operations. This condition is particu-

larly true in the Licking Creek region of the

Rothrock District, where very little Aspen grows,

but where the beaver are very destructive to valu-

able tree species. Here the timber is of excep-

tional quality and size and for this reason tho

loss in this district equals, if it does not exceed,

that in any other district. It must seem strange

that in all but one of the districts the Aspen, the

softest of our native woods, is the chief species

used, while in the Rothrock District, the Black
Gum and White Oak, probably our two toughest

local woods are used more than any other species.

This latter condition cannot be attributed to a

choice of diet, but rather than seek new fields of

activity, the animals have adjusted their diet to

conform to the available food supply.

The construction of the beaver dam is the chief

and probably most interesting trait of the beaver,

and as the result of this habit, if it may be so-

called, has developed the main objections to their

presence. The dam is as necessary to beaver as

nests are to birds, or homes to human beings.

The dam is made of sticks, stones and nmd. It

is not the comparatively few trees and saplings

cut for the construction of the dam and quest for

food, that brands him as a destructive agent and
often an undesirable tenant, but, rather, the loss

of timber that is killed indirectly as a result of

the area being flooded l>y the back water from
the dam. This condition usually follows in regions

where the streams are usually shallow and slug-

gish, due to an almost level forest floor through
which the stream flows. It is this combination of

level forest floor and resultant slow moving stream
flow, which is so ideal to the life and habits

of beaver, but so destructive to the timber grow-
ing within the area affected by the beaver dams.
Streams with steep high banks are usually swift

and when dammed, which is not often the case, lit-

tle damage results from the beaver flow.

Statistics gathered from the various forest dis-

tricts confirm the above statement concerning the

damage from flooding, as compared with the loss

caused directly by the animals. Seven districts

report the beavers themselves causing the greatest

damage, due to the fact that the stream valleys

are narrow, the streams swift, and little areas

flooded by the dams. This condition seems to be

more prevalent in the northern part of the State.

Several districts report the damage from each

source about equally divided.

In consideration of the fact that practically all

of the beaver lil)erated originally and those which

have since been moved from one place to another,

have been placed on State Forest land, one would
expect the flgures to show that the greatest area

flooded to be on State land, but such is not the

case. It must be remembered that the figures

given are not complete for all the districts, and
at the best they are only estimates.

In the case of State land 460 acres are esti-

mated as being flooded, while for private land the

total is 1600 acres. Of this last figure 1500 acres

are given as the area covered by beaver flows in

the Wyoming District. In this district I am in-

formed there are numerous natural lakes and
ponds. I am not familiar with this section of the

State and it is possible that some of the natural
lake and pond areas of this region have been in-

cluded in the above figure. One can easily see

that it Avould be difficult to estimate just what
portion of a lake or pond containing a beaver dam
should be attributed alone to the work of the

animals.

In an attempt to summarize the facts and
figures given for each of the districts, the opinions

of the District Foresters are about evenly divided

as to the value of beaver in comparison to the

loss they cause. It must be realized that an opin-

ion is a very uncertain quantity and in order to

obtain facts based upon accurate figures and not

estimates, upon this subject, or any other, the

same can only be accurate as a result of definite

research studies. To obtain accurate figures cover-

ing areas flooded, value of timber destroyed, etc.,

would require nmch time and careful observations.

With this thought in mind, and with the facts and
figures at hand, inaccuiate as they might be, I do
not deem the ])eaver problem in Pennsylvania to-

day to be of sufficient importance to warrant any
special studies being made at this time. In the

case of several of the districts, such as the Bald
Eagle, Rothrock, Penn and possibly another, a
problem does exist and should be settled sooner

or later. A satisfactory adjustment of this prob-

lem, where beaver do exist at present, or may exist

in the future, should be governed solely by an
intelligent management of the forest.

The city of Little Falls, N. Y., increased its for-

est planting stock order by 125,000 this spring in

order to provide work for unemployed men. This

addition would provide about 700 days' work. The
city's total order was 325,000 trees, and was ex-

pected to increase the Little Falls watershed forest

plantation to about 1,500 acres.

i
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HEPTANE FROM CALIFORNIA PINE TREES

By 0. L. Hill, United States Forest Service

TWO kinds of pine trees, both confined large-
ly or entirely to California, have prospects
of a step-up in the economic scale because of

a hitherto unexploited product of their resin. The
product is heptane. One of the trees is the valu-
able timber species Jeffrey pine, or apple pine as
the mountain people call it because of the odor
of apple or pineapple that is usually emitted by
its bark. This tree is found in the higher moun-
tains almost throughout the lengthi of California.
The second is the Digger pine, which in the past
has figured as a species of little value because its

principal use was for fuel wood. The straggling
form and thin gray foliage of this tree are a fa-
miliar sight along the foothills and lower levels
of both the Sierras and the Coa«t Range. Develop-
ment of a market for its resin would be welcome
news to ranchers in the foothill regions of Califor-
nia.

The resin of these tAvo trees was early dis-
covered to have curative value a.s an application
for cuts and wounds. During the Civil War agents
of the Union Armies, which were cut off from
southern supplies of naval stores, reached far-
away California in the search for such products.
They tapped Jeffrey pine and distilled its resin
for its healing principle, which they called abie-
tene. Throughout the war healing salves for man
and beast were made on the basis of abietene.
Since then, what with the rapid development of
synthetic and more highly derivative drugs, abie-
tene has faded into the background together with
the herb and root "simples" of our grandmothers'
medicine chests.

Some 20 years after the Civil War ended, chem-
ists at the University of California discovered that
the liquid obtained by distilling the resin of the
Jeffrey and Digger pines was in reality a hydro-
carbon which the chemists call normal heptane.
The publication of this fact caused a veritable up-
roar in the chemical world; for this heptane, a
hydrocarbon commonly found in petroleum, is of
a quite different nature from the terpenes which
form turpentine and which were supposed to be
produced by distilling the resin of any well-regu-
lated pine tree. In fact, no other growing plant
of any kind had till then been found to yield a
direct or primary product of such nature. Other
chemists refused to believe the findings of the
California men. One German chemist derisively
suggested that the California chemists had washed
their glassware with some petroleum product and

had failed to clean off the cleaner. The battle
waged for many years before the findings of the
California chemists were generally accepted
among the chemical profession.

Even then the production of heptane from pine
remained only a chemical curiosity. To be sure,
heptane would form a valuable chemical reagent
for laboratory use, especially in schools and*col-
leges, being suited better than almost any other
for the illustration to students of many important
reactions. And heptane produced from these pine
trees has a great advantage over that obtained
from petroleum in the ease and cheapness of its

recovery. The initial distillation of oleoresin from
these pines produces normal heptane about 96 per
cent., pure; and the substances composing the
remaining 4 per cent, of the distilled product have
boiling points so far from that of heptane that
complet^^ rectification of the latter is compara-
tively easy. In petroleum, on the other hand,
heptane is mixed with many other hydrocarbons
having boiling points so near its own that isola-
tion of the heptane is very difficult. Thus hep-
tane can be produced from these pine trees at a
very much lower cost than from petroleum. Even
so, it has seemed that an established industrial
use, such as would sustain a steady producing
operation, would have to be found^ before the
general and laboratory uses of heptane could be
developed.

Such an industrial use now appears to be a
possibility. In connection with octane, the hydro-
carbon next to it in the same chemical series, hep-
tane can be used for the laboratory measurement
of the knock of different gasolines, and therefore
of the dosage of tetra-ethyl-lead that is necessary
to neutralize that knock. Experiments are now in

progress to perfect this method of measuring gaso-
line knock.

Experimental work on methods of tapping Jef-
frey and Digger pines has recently been carried
out by the California Forest Experiment Station.
The approved method is similar to that used in the
turpentine woods of the Southern States. The
chipping must be done with considerable regu-
larity; in general, however, ranchmen chipping
their Digger pines could make this work a means
of utilizing spare time.

The village of Ebern, Germany, not only col-

lects no taxes from its residents but annually gives
each household a load of firewood and sixty marks
in money. This revenue represents the profits of
community forests so well managed that they
more than pay the community expenses.

*,
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THE FORESTS AND FORESTRY OF SUOMI
(FINLAND)

SUOMI, Finland, is above all a country of
lakes and forests. From the farthest forest

outposts among the arctic mountains of Lap-
land right down to the shores of the Baltic, forest

covers the whole country uninterruptedly.

The greater part of Finland belongs to the so-

called northern pine forest climate. In the south-

ern parts of the country there are milder regions
in which the oak thrives, but in the extreme north
the polar timber line runs through the territory

of Finland.

Superficial deposits formed in the glacial period
covers the ground almost everywhere in Finland,
giving it a slightly hilly, undulating appearance.
Mountain slopes and rocks rise into view only
here and there. In North Finland, however, the
landscape often takes its character from the arctic

mountains, which sometimes raise their treeless

tops to a height of more than 1,000 meters.

Of the land area of Finland, 34,359,900 hec-
tares* altogether, 73.5 per cent, is forest land.

Waste land composes 14.7 per cent. Among the
countries of Europe Finland is the most richly
wooded from the point of view of proportion of
area forested, and stands second as regards total

wooded area. There are in Finland 7.4 hectares
of forest per capita, which is a considerably higher
proportion than that of any other European coun-
try.

The land is much less fertile in divide regions
than on the shores of the watercourses and on the
coast. In the latter regions forest growth is com-
paratively rapid in contrast to that in the divide
regions and particularly to that on the icy shores
of the Arctic Ocean.
On account of the comparative flatness of the

country and because of the climate, the forest
lands of Finland have tended to become swampy.
Forest lands that have become swampy are esti-

mated to compose 90 per cent, of the peat bogs
which occupy no less than 35.7 per cent, of the
country's land area. On most of the peat bogs
some kind of natural forest grows, but about one-
fifth of them is quite bare.
The country's most important species of trees

are pine (Plniis silvestris) and spruce {Picea ex-
celsa). Throughout the greater part of the coun-
try pme forests are most common. Spruce usually
grows in the most fertile districts. In parts of
North Finland spruce grows as the one prevail-
ing tree.

•A hectare is 2.471 acres.

Deciduous trees are less important than the
conifers, although birch (Betida verrucosa and B.
odorata) forms extensive pure forests beyond the
northern limits of coniferous stands. In the
southern parts of the country birch appears now-
adays mostly on grounds that have been burnt for
cropping purposes, or where a forest fire has oc-

curred. The same can be said of aspen (Popidus
tremula) and alder (Alniis incana). Many other
deciduous trees are present in the forests but are
not of any great economic importance.

As a rule the forests in north Finland are old
and even overmature; those in the South are
mostly middle-aged or young. The average rota-

tion during which trees come to maturity is con-
sidered to be 70-90 years in south Finland, but at

least twice that long in the north.

The growing stock, including bark, amounts in

all to 1,620,000,000 cubic meters. The annual in-

crement of the forests, not counting bark, is 44,-

400,000 cubic meters. It is estimated that pine
makes up 48 per cent, of the growing stock,

spruce 29.6 per cent., and birch 19.7 per cent.,

and that the annual increment is 44.4 per c^nt.

pine, 27.6 per cent, spruce, and 23.2 per cent,

birch.

In comparison with conditions prevailing in

Central Europe, for instance, the natural repro-
duction of forests proceeds quite successfully in

Finland. Although the forests of the country
have been dealt with in anything but a tender
way for centuries past—they have been destroyed
by forest fires, burnt for cropping purposes, and
damaged by irrational cuttings—there are com-
paratively few open spaces. It has sometimes hap-
pened that a tree species less valuable from an
economic point of view, alder for instance, has be-

come predominant; on the other hand, it is on
burned grounds that the most beautiful and valu-

able forests of the country have sprung up. In
most cases it is safe to depend on reforestation

by means of natural seeding, if favorable con-
ditions are provided by cuttings and other meas-
ures. It is due to natural seeding that mixed for-

ests are very general. Mixed forests composed of
coniferous trees and birch, in particular, occur
frequently. The white birch trunks give the Fin-
nish forest landscape what is perhaps its most
characteristic feature, creating variety and beauty
in the dark pine and fir forest.

The area, growing stock, and annual increment
of the forests of Finland are distributed among
the different ownership classes as shown in the
following table

:

ii
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PORESTRY NOTES FROM PORTO RIOO

George A. Gerhart

FORESTRY in Porto Rico is closely affiliated
with the organization and work of the U S
Forest Service. The Luquillo National

Forest is one of the few virgin forests left in Porto
Kico. The area embraced by this forest was un-
disturbed by the early Spanish explores and as a
result It remains today a true tropical iungle It
include^ "El Yunkue," the second highest point in
h-orto Bico, with an elevation of 3480 feet Verv
hi tie IS being done to the area at present, except
keeping the roads and trails in repair

inlnn ^"'"''^'•/i'^^ts contain an area of about
10,000 acres of forested and cut-over land Re-
forestation IS being practiced as fast as funds al-
low us to expand. We have forest guards in
charge of the area and I dare say that fires are
tne least of our worries.
The mangroves along the coa.st surrounding the

island are under our supervision; From these
areas we obtain yearly about $6,000 from sales ofwood and bark. The wood is used for burning of
charcoal, the coal of Porto Rico. We run rota-
tions on a five year basis in the white and black
mangroves. The red mangrove does not sproutwhen cut.

^

We also have Mana Island under our care and
supervision, which lies about 40 miles off the
west coast of Porto Rico. At present it containsa population of ten people, not including the ten
species of lizards which occur in large numbers.
At present we have three nurseries. The lare-

cT.ll 7!!'' '" ^'^ ^''"^""'- «"«'*' has direct
^•arge of the nursery. The forest office and MrKramers residence is also located on the nurserv
grounds. Labor is very cheap (,$1.00 per day), al-though .„ the sugar cane fields they pay U'lZas ([) cents per day.

th.^fh"'*"^
""•""''' '•"* *"""'' '" Pennsvlvania

that thrives here is the oriental arbor vitae (Thuia
onentalis). Thus far we have not been able omtroduce a single pine that thrives weH TheP.nes of southern United States are all a failure

c^!ed Sn > ""'T''""' "' Cedro, commojy
cabled Spanish cedar (Cedrela adnata), pino(Casuanna equisetifolia) eucalpytus robusta

a rwolhe"!
'""'"'' -<"P»'y"".n a^tillanum ati

of PohI R '' '"'P",';*''"* """•"•• «»'' «hade treesof Porto Rico as well as various exotic speciesDo not misinterpret the term "shade tree" as heT,:.t means a tree suitable for coffee shade
Coffee IS an important crop of Porto Rico Po-«.bly sugar cane should be ranked of fi" t"mpo;"tance. However,- the entire interior of the ishuui

IS utilized for the growing of coffee, except a few
areas where tobacco is grown. All the coffee of
i-orto Kico IS grown under dense shade. Not all
trees are suitable to produce this shade. It re-
quires a small spreading tree, one that drops its
leaves dunng the flowering period of the coffee
and a tree that produces sufficient shade suitable
for the growth of coffee on a commercial scale.The trees most suited to meet all demands are th»

f^nr'^/"^^ 'P^"*' "* ^•'"'^ there are about
150). The Forest Service is partly responsible
for raising and distributing these trees. However,
atter the hurricane of Sept. 13, 1928, demands for
these trees have been so great that our supply haslong been exhausted.
The Inga species, like the coffee species, are not

native to Porto Rico. The most pec«li;r thing

1", p i"^"
."' *'"'* " hear^ ^"^ li«>e viable

seed in Porto Rico. In its native countr,- it bears
seed prohflcally. Thus, the fact that we must de'pend upon South Ainerican countries for .seed in-
creases the problem of producing trees in suffl-
eient quantities in our nurseries.

ELM TREE DISEASE

AMERICA'S most beautiful shade tree, the
stately elm, may follow the chestnut to de-
struction if infected by the Dutch elui dis-

ease, which has already devastated the elms of

mg to Dr. Chnstme Buisman, Professor of Plant

snle h^ .u\ U"'^<"^'ty of Utrecht, who

T^^ In^" "l"""""""
Phytopathological So-

ciety. Methods of controlling the disease havenot yet been found. The only thing that can be
lone now is to test varieties of elms to detennine
their resistance and propagate the most pmmis-mg ones There is nothing to show that the dis-ease will decrease in the course of time. . . .The disease first appeared in Holland in 1920 Ithas gradually spread through Belgium, France«nd Germany and since 1927, it has been reportedfrom England. The spores of the casual agent arepnncipa ly disseminated by the wind ami enterthe wood through small wounds.—5c,V„c«.

Trees need enormous quantities of water to keepthem in a healthy condition, says the United
States Department of Agriculture. An apple tree

iaterT A
^^"^ "'^ ^PP^oximately a barrel of

re^Iil I
'" ?"""'" '^'' ^ good-sized birch

lav
^

A r"',^
*^° ''*'^'« °^ ^»ter on a hotday A single oak tree is known to have given

100 tons of water in a single growing sea.son.
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

IT
is with a deep sense of gratitude that I, on

behalf of the Pennsylvania Forestry Associ-

ation, accept your hearty and cordial welcome
to the city of Williamsport. I am at a loss to

know just why this location was not selected long
ago as a suitable place for our summer meeting.

Williamsport, for the last half of the past cen-

tury, was the 'dumber city of Pennsylvania," and
1 doubt if, at that time, her activities were sur-

passed by any other center throughout the coun-
try. I am also of the opinion that the destruction

of the natural forest growth in this vicinity actu-

ated the far-sighted group of men and women,
headed by Dr. Rothrock in 1886, to form our as-

sociation, and it would have been particularly fit-

ting that we should have met here long ago to

spread the gospel of reforestation and the restora-

tion of Penn's Woods.
The Pennsylvania Forestry Association, since

its inception some forty-four years ago, has ever
been alive to the cause of forestry throughout the
State. She has initiated and fostered many activi-

ties relative thereto, the results of which will

champion those of any other similar organization.
We look with no little pride to the vast scope of

work of the Department of Forests and Waters to-

day as compared with the small beginning brought
about by the untiring efforts of some of our early
members. Both individually and collectively we
have ever put our shoulders to the wheel in sup-
port of such legislation as would enable the de-
partment to develop and extend its work. We
championed the $25,000,000 State loan for the
purchase of forest lands from its inception to its

defeat at the polls in November, 1928.
On June 5th, I was privileged to attend the exer-

cises pertaining to the formal opening of a Penn-
sylvania Forest Research Institute at Mont Alto.
This occasion marked a very important step in

furthering the cause of forestry in Pennsylvania.
There were possibly 300 in attendance, many of
whom were from adjoining States.

Dr. Earl H. Clapp, Assistant Forester, U. S.
Forest Service, gave a very able address. Dr.
Joseph S. Illick, our Deputy Secretary and State

Forester, to whom is credited the original inspira-

tion of the institute, in his address gave a very
clear outline of the scope of work it is proposed
to carry on. The spirit of appreciation and co-

operation manifested on this occasion was most
encouraging.

During the past season, much thought lias been
given by our association as to through what med-
ium the gospel of forestry could be broadcast other
than that already done. A committee was ap-
pointed who gave the subject careful consideration,
and upon their recommendations council reaffirmed
Article JI of the Constitution, &s follows: "The
object of this association shall be to secure and
maintain a due proportion of forest area through-
out the State, to disseminate information concern-
ing the growth, protection and utilization of for-
ests; to show the great evil resulting from forest
destruction in the decrease and unequal distribu-
tion of the available water supplies and impover-
ishment of the soil, the injury to various indus-
tries, and the change in the climate; to secure the
enactment by the Legislature of such laws, and
the enforcement of the same, as shall tend to in-

crease and preserve the forests of the State."
This committee also suggested and adopted what

we call the 1930 program.
1. The complete protection of all Pennsylvania

forests from FIRE, FUNGI and INSECTS.
2. The Department of Forests and Waters to be

a separate and distinct unit of the State Govern-
ment, directed by a graduate forest engineer hav-
ing the requisite experience.

3. The personnel of the department to be chosen
and retained on the basis of efficient service only,
in order to guarnntce permanency of policy and
continuity of action.

4. The utilization of the State forests in ac-
cordance with modem forestry principles.

5. Adequate biennial appropriations for the
purchase, protection and development of State
forests.

6. The education of the public, corporations,
sportsmen and forest landowners with respect to
the value of our forests, the development and
utilization of them.

7. The planting of trees, valuable for lumber,

V
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on all waste lands, and the continued distribution

of seedlings by the State.

8. The education of our children through both

public and private schools. A love and appreci-

ation of the forests tends to a better type of citi-

zenship.

9. The establishment of TOWN AND COUNTY
FORESTS, which will bring PURE AIR, PURK
WATER and RECREATION close to the centers

of population.

We would particularly call attention to sections

8 and 9, the former relative to the children in

both public and private schools. It was my good
pleasure to participate with our local public school
in Arbor Day exercises. You will note an ac-

count of it in the last issue of Forest Leaves.
It was very gratifying to see the willingness and
interest the children took in the exercises, and now
as I pass the school I frequently hear the remark,
"My tree is growing, Mr. Smedley." Many of
those children are going to get the same thrill

you and I have experienced in planting trees and
watching their growth. I believe this is one of
the best ways we can help raise a generation of
forestry-minded men and women, and I urge every
member of our association throughout the Stat^
to cooperate with their local schools and send in
for publication in Forest Leaves an account of
such activities. It will greatly add to the interest
of the children to see such accounts in print.

Section 9, relative to the establishment of town
and county forests, is a line of work very much
needed in this country. We have abundant proof
that many foreign cities and towns have forests
that are not only very profitable in a financial way,
but offer recreational facilities for towns-people, a
most commendable feature.

The State forests of Pennsylvania are far more
accessible to the central and western towns and
cities than those of the eastern end, where the
great centers of population are. The Alleghenv
National Forest and the Cook Forest are within an
easy run from Pittsburgh, whereas there is com-
paratively nothing within 100 miles of Philadel-
phia. Strenuous efforts should be made by our
association to see that this condition be improved
New York City has access to large public lands to
which the people flock in great numbers to enjoy
the open air and natural surroundings.

I have enumerated a few of the possibilities in
which we can extend our activities. You will note
that "the fields are white unto the harvest, b'ut
the laborers are few." Dr. Henry S. Drinker has
referred to this work as our "patriotic duty " Our

association now numbers 3100 members through-
out the State.

If each will take upon themselves to add one
or more new members, it will greatly help the
cause, and to those of us who take an active part
in the affairs of the association, it will be an evi-

dence of your support and interest. Surely of the
more than 400,000 who voted for the forest loan
there are a few thousand who are willing to join
hands in this great work. Pennsylvania has ever
stood at the forefront in the cause of forestry. The
next five years should be an epoch making period.
With a governor who has a nation-wide reputa-

tion as a champion in the cause of conservation
and forestry, we have every cause to increase our
efforts.

Samuel L. Smedley.

President.

raSTORY OF THE FOREST LANDS
AROUND EAGLESMERE

By W. S. Swingler, District Forester,
Bloomsburg, Pa.

IN order that you may receive the fullest en-
joyment possible from today's tour, I am going
to take the liberty of briefly sketching the

points of interest through which we have passed
since luncheon.

The first settlement through which we passed
was Hillsgrove. It was at this point that one
of the first tanneries in this section was erected
and its entire history is closely allied with the
history of lumbering in Western Sullivan County.
Forksville was the next town of any importance
on the trip. Although Forksville contained no
lumbering industries, it served as the industrial
center of these sparsely settled townships. In
later years, its chief claim to distinction is the
fact that it is the birthplace of "Red" Grange,
that famous iceman from Wheaton, Illinois,
whom you will recall also knew something about
football. Between Forksville and Laporte we
passed what is known as Whirl's Glen. At this
place, the Loyalsock Creek strikes a blank wall,
whirls madly until it has spent its fury and then
peacefully continues its journey at right angles to
Its original course. To many of our people, this
name has degenerated to World's End. The de-
generation has been so complete that the advo-
cates even have an explanation, for their name.
Five mountain ranges converge on this point, and
if you clearly remember the place, you will agree
that it does give you the sensation that you are at

Y
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the ultimate ends of the earth. Personally, I am
not sure which of these two names is correct. How-
ever, since this tour is not primarily an historical

one, you are at perfect liberty to accept which-
ever name and explanation thereof that appeals to

your imagination.

Laporte, the county seat of Sullivan County,
was the next place of interest through which we
passed. This town has the rather dubious distinc-

tion of being the smallest county seat in Pennsyl-
vania. During the last census, McConnellsburg, in

Fulton County, gave us a close race, but as usual
our own Sullivan County came through with fly-

ing colors.

Several miles west of Laporte we passed what
is locally known as Celestia. Before the time of

the Civil War, this section was settled by a col-

ony of Seventh Day Adventists. Several times a
year this colony would forecast the end of the

world. Upon these occasions, the colonists, dressed

entirely in white, would go into the fields and
await the coming of the Lord. At eventide they
would return to their homes and invariably find ,in

error in their calculations and then place the com-
ing of the end of the world several months in the

future. These people certainly stand forth as a
shining example of perseverance and undying
faith. On one occasion, one of the men wearied of
his long vigil and finding a convenient haystack,
was soon fast asleep. Several of the boys from
Laporte discovered him and set fire to the hay-
stack. The faithless one was soon awakened by
the heat and as the smoke and flames rose around
him, he lifted his arms and cried: "Oh, why did

I lead such a life of wickedness!" In 1864 the
land at this place was deeded by Peter Armstrong
and his wife to the Almighty God. Unfortunate-
ly, Mr. Armstrong made no provisions for the

payment of taxes and the land was sold at a tax
sale. Mr. A. T. Armstrong, son of the original

owner redeemed the land, but since it was un-
profitable, he abandoned it, although it is at pres-
ent owned by the Armstrong estate.

Continuing the tour, we reached our present
headquarters—Eaglesmere. By this time, every-
one here is more or less familiar with the beauties
of Eaglesmere. However, it may increase your
enjoyment somewhat if you know the story of
what has gone before. Sullivan County was at
one time a part of Lycoming County and was
known a.s Shrewsbury Township. However, in

later years the county became a separate entity
and other townships were formed, reducing
Shrewsbury Township to its present size. Eagles-
mere, which lies in the present Shrewsbury Town-

ship was at first known as Lewis Lake. The land
was originally purchased by George Lewis, a
wealthy Englishman who resided in New York
City. In 1803 Mr. Lewis spent six weeks at this

lake. On returning to New York he found many
of his friends had died from an epidemic of yel-

low fever. He was so impressed with the fact

that his life had been spared by his sojourn to

this place that he decided to build a home here
and make it his permanent residence. The follow-

ing year, he erected this home and also built a
glass factory at the head of the lake. This busi-

ness thrived for some years, but after the close of
the War of 1812, large imports of glass from
England ruined the venture. Mr. Lewis met with
severe financial reverses and returned to England
where he died. He had directed that his body be
buried at this lake, but his remains were shipped
to New York and buried there. The lake and sur-

rounding lands were bought and sold several times
and were finally purchased by Judge John R.
Jones, of Philadelphia. He moved here and in

1847, had a post-office established which he called

Eaglesmere. From this point in the history of the
lake, rapid strides were made until we now have
the splendid layout you have seen today. In 1879
John S. Kirk was advised by his physicians to go
to Colorado for his health. His friends advised
Eaglesmere. Taking the latter's advice, he came
to this lake and was soon much improved in health.

He, therefore, decided to buil,d a cottage here for
his own use. However, his friends prevailed upon
him to build a boarding house so that they, too,

might enjoy the beauty and health-giving qualities

of Eaglesmere. This building was 30x30 feet,

and was constructed of rough lumber. Later ad-
ditions were made by Mr. Kirk, his son and his

grandson and today we have that splendid build-
ing, the Lakeside Hotel, our home for the night.

The forest history of Western Sullivan County
is rather unique in that a large number of small
sawmills rather than a few large ones was the
order of the day. When this land was purchased
from the Indians, it was covered with virgin hem-
lock, pine and hardwood. The first true lumber-
man of any record was George Hoppes, who cut
the hemlock in Mill Creek near Hillsgrove in 1868.
He attempted to float his logs down Loyalsock
Creek, to Montoursville. However, his money be-
came exhausted and he was forced to leave the
larger part of his logs on the mountains.

Previous to this time Procter and Hill had
erected a tannery at Laporte, and were cutting
bark for its use. In 1875, Hoyt Brothers, erected
a tannery at Hillsgrove and purchased most of the
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forest land in that section. The machinerj'^ for

this tannery was teamed from Hughesville and
from Williamsport over the route you traveled

today. In the first years of its existence, practically

all of the bark used came from small local cutters.

Trom 1875 to 1895, approximately twenty-five up
and down sawmills were in existence. These saw-

mills worked night and day and sawed from four

to twenty thousand feet each 24 hours. One of

these mills, although greatly improved, is still in

existence at Lincoln Falls. It was also during this

time that rafting was at its height in this section

and many trips were made from Hillsgrove to

Harrisburg and Marietta.

In 1894 the tannery companies in this section

combined and formed the Union Tanning Com-
pany. This company built a road from Hillsgrove

to Hasten over which was hauled the hides, sup-
plies and lealher. By this time Senator Sones, of

Williamsport, had acquired large blocks of land

and erected the first and only large sawmill in

Western Sullivan Couny. This mill was located

on Kettle Creek, approximately four miles from
Eaglesmere. In 1903 Senator Sones constructed

a narrow gauge railroad from Eaglesmere to Mas-
ten. The railroad from Eaglesmere to Sonestown
had been constructed earlier under rather unusual

circumstances. The hotels of Eaglesmere had con-

tributed $20,000 to the construction of this rail-

road, provided it was completed before October

1, 1891. The work was moving along swiftly

until a cyclone destroyed much of the finished

work. In order to complete the job within the
specified time, the contractor hauled rails and ties

to Eaglesmere and started another crew working
back to meet the original crew.

As night fell on the eve of October 1st, all of the
line had been completed except 17 sections of rail.

The contractor secured flares and that night stir-

ring scenes were enacted on this hill. Under the
fitful glare of the lights, surrounded by 500 or
more residents, the men worked with feverish
haste to complete the railroad by midnight. As
the hands of the clock moved to within five min-
utes of the zero hour, the job was finished except
one seven foot section. The contractor called upon
his strongest workman, designated the spot to be
broken and told him to do his best. However, tho
laborer's nerve snapped under the terrific strain
and he was unable to hit the rail twice in the sam-:^
spot to save his life—or the $20,000.

Another man was chosen, and with well-directed
blows, he quickly broke down the inner structure
of the rail. It was seized by willing hands, pres-
sure was applied and the rail soon broken and

spiked in place. As the last spike was driven
home, the men jumped aside and the engine, with
whistle wide open, chugged triumphantly by on
its first trip to Eaglesmere. When the din caused
by the engine and the cheers of the onlookers
faded into the distance, one Irish strawboss
glanced at his watch, and turning to his superior
said: "What the devil is all the rush, we still

have a minute to spare." Returning to the for-

est history. Senator Sones moved his mill to Mas-
ten at the same time he constructed his railroad.

From this time on all logs and tanning supplies

and products were shipped to Masten via this

railroad.

One year later the Union Tanning Company sold

its land to the Central Pennsylvania Lumber Com-
pany, which started lumbering on a large scale.

In 1910 this company also purchased large areas

from Senator Sones, together with the railroad

to Masten. Later it replaced the railroad from
Masten to a point near Hillsgrove with a stand-
ard gauge track. From this point these moun-
tains were rapidly lumbered off, and today, with a
few small exceptions the job is complete. Fortunate-
ly these lumbering agencies were more than careful

with fire and as a result we have a fine stand of

second-growth timber rather than a barrens. More
fortunately, the land is being acquired by the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania and will soon be back
to the home from which it started.

It has always been a moot question whether a
tree is an animate or an inanimate object. Being
a forester, I naturally subscribe to the animate
idea and as I walk through these forests I can
hear the trees give a great sigh of relief and can
imagine them cheerfully facing the future, se-

cure in the knowledge that they will be well taken
care of and will be utilized for the best interests

of all concerned. And when it is again time to

lumber these forests I believe we will be able to

truthfully advertise that "Our lumber comes from
contented trees."

Measuring spring and autumn rainfall on the
forest floor at two stations in northeastern Wis-
consin, foresters of the Lake States Forest Experi-
ment Station in 1928 found that only 78.5 per
cent, of the total rainfall reached the ground under
a stand of jack pine and that only 81.7 per cent,

penetrated the canopy in a forest of hardwoods
and hemlock. The hardwood-hemlock forest can-
opy let through only 75.4 per cent, of the rain-
fall in the spring, when the hardwoods were in

leaf; in the fall, when the hardwoods had shed
their leaves, the proportion rose to 84.5 per cent.

r
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THE TIADAGHTON FOREST

By H. S. Metzger, District Forester, Williams-
port, Pa.

THE Tiadaghton State Forest District com-
prises 700,000 acres of forest land, of which
130,000 acres are State owned, located in

Lycoming, Clinton, Potter and Tioga counties.

The word Tiadaghton originated from the

tongue of the Iroquois Indians, and was the name
they gave to Pine Creek. This stream, probably

the largest stream in Pennsylvania bearing the

name of a creek, was named as the western

boundary of a tract of land purchased by Thomas
and Richard Penn from the Indians. The Indians

are said to have declared that what is now Lycom-
ing Creek, then called Diadaghton, was the stream

meant as Tiadaghton. Hence the land lying be-

tween these two streams was disputed territory and
remained so for 16 years later, when the Indians

finally admitted that Pine Creek was the Tia-

daghton.

It was the lumber from this and surrounding

territory that gave Williamsport the name "Lum-
ber City."

The first sawmill in Lycoming County of which

we have any record was built on Lycoming Creek
about four miles from the mouth in 1792. This

was a crude affair, but many of the first houses in

Williamsport were built from lumber sawed in

this mill.

The first sawmill in Williamsport was erected

in 1838, known as "The Big Water Mill." The
first steam mill in Williamsport was erected in

1852. From this date the lumber industry grew
until Williamsport became the lumber center of

the United States and probably of the entire

world.

Twenty-three sawmills were in operation at one
time within w^hat is now the present limits of the

city. The largest sawniill in the world was in

operation in Williamsport during the height of the

lumber indu.>try in this section, sawing annually

30,000,000 B. F. of lumber.

The largest of the Susquehanna booms was
known as the Linden boom and extended for about
six miles up the river, having a storage capacity
of 300,000,000 B. F. of logs.

During the period 1862 to 1892, 31,500,000 logs

cutting 5^2 billion B. F. of lumber passed through
this boom, an average of approximately 175 B. F.
per log.

Today practically the entire area has been cut
over, but much satisfactory young growth i^^ com-
ing: on,

The region is favorable for hunting and fishing.

Last year 100,000 people visited State forest
land to enjoy various phases of recreation. There
are in this region two game refuges, two public
camps, and 100 Pennsylvanians have leased camp
sites. Twenty-two hunting and camping clubs
own tracts ranging from 200 to 10,000 acres.

If given a chance lumbering will again become
one of the principal industries.

There are six fire towers located in the Tia-
daghton Forest District. These towers are located
so that they command excellent views of the sur-
rounding country, in order that fires may be read-
ily seen and reported. Fires 15 to 25 miles away
are often seen and reported by telephone from
these towers.

About 65 miles of State-owned telephone lines

connect fire towers, rangers, wardens and private
homes. There are 500 miles of trails and 150 miles
of roads maintained by the Department of For-
ests and Waters in the District. About 75 miles
of the roads are in condition for good auto travel.
These roads and trails serve as means of access
to the forest for fire protection, administration
and recreational purposes.

Extensive plantations of forest trees have been
made in different parts of the district by the De-
partment of Forests and Waters.

Since 1910, 4,500,000 trees have been planted
on State land in this district, on an area of ap-
proximately 3000 acres of forest land that would
otherwise be unproductive. The early plantations
are now 20 feet high.

In addition 216 private planters have set out
a total of 1,992,000 trees.

Plant trees and care for them. They will bring
joy and blessing to mankind long after succeed-
ing generations have gone back to clay.

In Porto Rico they look for the first sweet
violets of early spring on trees instead of under
them. In that country alone, says the American
Forestry Association, are to be found violet trees.

These trees tower to sixty feet, with trunks of
twelve or fourteen inches in diameter. They are
densely covered with thousands of violet-covered

flowers. But there are only six known living

specimens, because the wood, being very hard, has
been so greatly in demand for use as tool handles,

parts of wheels, axles, ex yokes, and other neces-

sities of the natives, that the trees have been sacri-

ficed without thought of their possible extinction.

We had better be without gold than without
timber,—John Evelyn (1662.)
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COUNTY AND TOWN FOREST PARKS
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By J. A. Ferguson

PENNSYLVANIA was one of the first of the

states to give consideration to its timber

problem. The inception of the forestry

movement was due to a handful of people who,

having observed the care and protection given the

forests of France and Germany, were alarmed

for the future of the Pennsylvania forests and for

the future timber supply. Fire had followed the

removal of the timber and great areas of formerly

. productive forests had been made desolate. Fires
' were seen to sweep through the forest uncontrolled.

Rain, often long delayed, was depended on to

end their destructiveness. Nobody seemed to have
an interest in young forests, not even the owners.

What a task confronted these pioneers in edu-
cating the people of Pennsylvania to a concep-
tion of the possibilities of fire protection and re-

forestation to a point where a forest policy with
respect to the forests of the State would be
adopted by a State Legislature and money ap-
propriated for the purchase and development of
denuded land for state forests. It was due lari?e-

ly to the efforts of Dr. J. T. Rothrock that the
people were so educated and it is highly appropri-
ate that we think of him as the Father of Penn-
sylvania forestry. We are grateful for his ef-
forts and for the work of all the early pioneers
in the forestry movement in Pennsylvania.

In educating the Pennsylvania people in for-
estry, Dr. Rothrock and the early writers and lec-

turers had in mind nothing less than the true
forestry policy, that of growing crops of trees,
which, of course, implies the cutting of timber
when ripe. They did not conceive of the forest
as a preserve in which no trees were ever to be
cut, nor as a reserve in which the timber was to
be hoarded to provide for a possible future tim-
ber famine. Their conception was rather that of
the growing forest, the producing forest, one crop
following another, a forest for use. They believed
m providing for the future by developing stands
of growing timber.

As a result of their efforts the forest policy of
Pennsylvania stands as a model for other states.
It provides for the purchase of vast areas of for-
est lands that have been laid waste by fire and
ruthless cutting and by protection from fire and
by reforestation to make them productive timber
areas. The land so purchased for state forests
has been land that no private individual coqld af-
ford to own Qnd make productive.

As a result Pennsylvania has a state forest area

of nearly a million and a half acres. These forests

are in the hands of trained foresters who are man-
aging them on true forestry principles.

It was due to the habits of thrift which charac-

terize the people of Pennsylvania that the for-

estry movement so soon gained a momentum that

carried it through to success. It was a policy in

the use of the forests of the State that the people

had already adopted as their own in the manage-
ment of their personal affairs. It was the natural

policy to adopt with respect to the forests of the

State. To them it was a policy of common sense.

It would be difficult to change this idea of wise

use or thriftiness in the management of the state

forests. It would be difficult to overturn the oriofi-

nal and primary purposes of the development of

state forests, that of timber production.

There has grown up more recently with the com-
ing of the automobile, a love for the outdoors
among our people. Tied for so many years to the

farm or the city, it was the automobile that freed
them from the narrow confines of their immediate
vicinity. It was but natural that they should seek
the silent places, the forests, for everyone loves

the forest for its quiet, peace and contentment. A
love for the woods is latent in every man's breast.

Today we find millions of visitors to the national
forests every year as well as to the national parks,
and the visitors to our own state forests are num-
bered by the hundreds of thousands.

People seek the forests for recreation, for camp-
ing, hunting, fishing and for picnicing. Our
people are fast becoming forest-minded. As a re-

sult, recreation has been adopted on our national
forests and our state forests as a fixed policy.
While the primary purpose of the forests is und
always will be timber production, the desire of the
people to use the forest for recreation must be
satisfied.

So the forest park idea is rapidly becoming
fixed in the people's minds, a combination of the
use of the forest for timber production and for
recreation. To such an extent is this true that a
major activity of both national and state forests
is now the organization of recreational facilities.

The only danger is that the people may finally
consider the chief function of the forest is recrea-
tion and not timber production, that the forests
should be developed for the people's use as park3
alone and not as growing forests for the produc-
tion of wood. This, however, is being avoided by
the allotment and development of recreational
areas on each forest—parks within the forest-
areas maintained for the people's use. So there is

nothing inconsistent in the development of recre-

r

ation in conjunction with the growing of timber
as a crop.

The use of the forest for recreation has given
the people greater interest in our public forests.

This has resulted in greater activity in these for-

ests. Roads and trails have been opened up so

that more distant areas may be made accessible for

the people's use as well as for forest administra-

tion. With this added interest in the forest by the

people and their backing, it is doubtful if Pennsyl-
vania will ever take a backward step in forest

policy.

Should we consider then that with the creation

and development of the state forests the work in

forest development in Pennsylvania is finished?

What is the next logical step in forestry? It is

time forestry was brought closer to the people.

The next step in the development of forestry
in Pennsylvania is the creation of county- and
town-owned forests—the people's forests. Just as
it is the duty of the nation and the State to own
and make productive the vast areas of cut-over
forests that no private owner can afford to own
and make productive, so it would seem to be the
duty of counties and towns to purchase and make
productive similar areas of smaller size scattered
here and there within their boundaries. The State
is not interested in the purchase of such small
tracts of land which are more or less isolated, and
unfortunately no one else seems to be interested
in them. They eventually appear on the tax sale
list and repeatedly change hands. They are of
little value to any owner now or in the future
without considerable outlay for reforestation.

In addition to the cut over areas, there are mil-
lions of acres of abandoned farm lands in Penn-
sylvania. The utilization of this land forms one
of the chief land problems of the State. Since
1889 it is estimated that Si/i million acres of farm
land have been abandoned as far as agricultural
production is concerned. Between 1920 and 1925
the decrease in the farm acreage was 1,360,000
acres, nearly as large as the state forests. This
is at the rate of 1.8 per cent, of the total farm
acreage of the State. In other w^ords over 250,000
acres of farm land were abandoned each year dur-
ing that 5-year period. Much of this area, es-

pecially that abandoned in the early days has al-

ready reverted to the forest. But there is a vast
acreage of formerly agricultural land lying idle.

What is Pennsylvania going to do in regard to
this problem of the abandoned farm land ? Should
these lands not be reforested? Could not some
of it })e purchased and developed as county or
town forest parks?

Other states are giving this problem considera-

tion. In Massachusetts between the years 1910
and 1925, 430,000 acres of farm land were aban-
doned which is at the rate of 30,000 acres a year.

Massachusetts is attempting to solve the problem
by the creation of town forests. Eighty-eight

towns in that State have purchased such land and
created of them town forests. These town forests

vary in size from 5 acres to 5,000 acres. In New
Hampshire in the last 40 years, 70 per cent, of
the farm acreage of the State has been aban-
doned. In 1870 New Hampshire had 2,334,000
acres in farms. In 1925 only 542,000 acres, a rate

of abandonment equal to 30,000 acres a year.

Much of this land has been purchased for sum-
mer homes, by hunting clubs, etc. Some of the

towns have purchased town forests and this move-
ment is growing. In New York State in 45 years

4,500,000 acres of farm land have been aban-

doned, at the average rate of 100,000 acres a year.

Nearly one-fifth of the farm land of the State

has now been abandoned, and the rate of aban-
donment is increasing. According to the U. S.

census reports, from 1910 to 1920, the rate of

abandonment was 140,000 acres a year, while from
1920 to 1925 the rate was 270,000 acres a year.

So acute has this problem of the abandoned farm
become in New York State that the legislature this

past year appropriated $20,000,000 for the pur-
chase and reforestation of abandoned farms. This

measure must be submitted to the people of the

State for ratification for it necessitates a slight

change in the State constitution, but there is every
reason to believe that the measure will be ap-
proved. About one million acres of this abandoned
land in New York State has been purchased for

state forests by cities and villages for parks, re-

sorts and other purposes. Pennsylvania is lagging

behind the other states in the matter of utili-

zation of abandoned farms.

These abandoned farms can often be purchased
for a few dollars an acre, often by paying the

taxes alone. They should be acquired by counties

and towns to create of them forest parks. Such
areas may be barren of tree growth; much of it

at present may be inaccessible; but the lands can
be reforested and will eventually become forest

parks for recreational purposes and sanctuaries

for birds and wild life.

Some Pennsylvania cities have forests on their

watersheds. But there should be in addition a

series of forest parks in every county. In the

years to come there are going to be many times as

many people in our counties ^s there £^re today.

Ill
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Should not provision for recreation for these peo-

ple be made now?
These areas once purchased can be reforested

and developed at little expense. In other states

it has been found that people living near the

county and town forest parks take a personal in-

terest in them. Often groups of citizens, such as

the service clubs, sportsmen's clubs, boy scouts

and girl scouts, school children and other organi-

zations are eager to undertake the planting of

their own forests. Purchased now and planted
with forest trees, they will be sought by the peo-
ple of the town and county for recreation. These
people will have a personal interest in these county
and town forest parks so that their care and pro-
tection will be a.ssured from the start. The mak-
ing of these idle acres productive is in line with
the natural inclinations of our people.

Is not this a problem worthy of the efforts of
the members of the Pennsylvania Forestry Associ-
ation ? It is a far eaLsier problem than that which
confronted the early i)ioneers in the forestry
movement of Pennsylvania. The creation of
county and town forests will in some measure help
in the solving of this problem.

PENNSYLVANIA FOREST RESEARCH
INSTITUTE

THREE hundred friends of forestry assem-
bled in the Science Hall at Mont Alto on
the morning of June 5th to assist in formal-

ly opening the recently created Pennsylvania For-
est Research Institute. Unique in that it is the
only institution of its kind maintaine<l by a State
Government in this country, the Forest Research
Institute was officially established as a branch of
the Pennsylvania Department of Forests and
Waters by special action of the Executive Board
of the Commonwealth.

The program of the day included addresses and
greetings in the morning and a tour of forestry
study plots and operations on the Mont Alto and
Michaux State Forests in Franklin County in the
afternoon. In addition to the forestry pei-sonncl
of the Pennsylvania Department of Forests and
Waters the attendance included official represen-
tatives of forestry and conservation departments
from neighboring States, United States Forest
Service, educational and research institutions, as-
sociations and their guests.

At the morning meeting Honorable Charles E
Dorworth, Secretary of the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Forests and Waters, presided. Addresses
were made by Dr. Earl H. Clapp, Assistant For-

ester, U. S. Forest Service, and by Dr. Joseph S.

lllick, State Forester of Pennsvlvania.

Greetings were extended to the Pennsylvania
Forest Research Institute by President Judge
Watson Davison, Franklin County, Pa. ; State For-
ester H. S. Newins, of West Virginia; Ovid M.
Butler, Executive Secretary of the American For-
estry Association; Russell T. Edwards, of the

American Tree Association; Harris Reynolds, Sec-
retary' of the Massachusetts Forestry Association;
W. R. Hine, Executive Secretary of the Society of
American Foresters; and Ralph S. Hosmer, Pro-
fessor of Forestry and Head of the Department
of Forestry of Cornell University. Willis M.
Baker, Director of the Institute, responded.
Immediately after the opening exercises of the

Pennsylvania Forest Research Institute the Alumni
Association of the Pennsylvania State Forest
School dedicated the main dormitory building as
"Conklin Hall," in honor of Robert S. Conklin,
Commissioner of Forestry from 1904 to 1920. A
bronze marker in honor of Mr. Conklin had been
placed at the entrance and the words "Conklin
Hall" cut in the keystone of the archway. Pro-
fessor George A. Retan, P.S.F.S. '09, delivered
the presentation address, and Secretary Dorworth
the acceptance address. Mr. Conklin responded
imd his remarks included an outline of the de-
velopment of the State Forest Academy, later
known as the State Forest School, as well as n
review of the progress of forestry in Pennsyl-
vania during the past quarter century.

Copies of Research Bulletin I, "A Guide to For-
estry Studies and Demonstrations on the Mont
Alto and Michaux State Forests," were distributed.
This illustrated bulletin, the first one to be pub-
lished by the Pennsylvania Forest Research In-
stitute, lists 84 forest study plots and demonstra-
tions, covering a period of 30 years. The plots
are plainly marked on the ground by numbers cor-
responding to numbers descriptive of them in the
guide book. A map of the region and numerous
explanatory tables are included.

A luncheon was served on the grounds under the
trees in front of Wiestling Hall, following which
two hundred guests in 52 automobiles devoted the
afternoon to a tour of the adjoining State Forest.
The first stop, under the guidance of District

Forester Tom 0. Bradley, was at the District For-
ester's headquarters and the Mont Alto Forest
Tree Nursery, of twelve and one-half ficres with
an inventory of 7,000,000 seedlings and trans-
plants. Here the various operations of the oldest
of Pennsylvania's three State Forest Tree Nurser-,
ies were inspected..
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The heavy forest thinning operation in Brandon
Hollow, where improvement cuttings were made
during the Winter of 1924-1925, was the next

tract visited. This is a natural stand of mixed
hardwoods, white pine, pitch pine and hemlock,

containing two growth study plots. Willis M.
Baker, Director of the Institute, described the de-

tails of the operation and explained how studies

of tree growth in thinned stands provide infor-

mation on better timber cutting methods.

From Brandon Hollow the visiting foresters

and friends drove, via the widely knoAvn State

Sanatorium for Tuberculosis, to the tulip poplar
thinning and growth study plots, located in a

48-year old stand along the macadamized State

forest road from the sanatorium to the Caledonia

State Forest Park. Senior Research Forester

George S. Perry outlined in detail the various de-

grees of thinning treatment given this stand, fol-

lowing which John R. Williams, District Forester

of the Michaiix State Forest District, was intro-

duced and briefly described the forest and recre-

ational activities being carried on in that State

forest.

Driving through the Caledonia Park, the only

State Forest Park on the Lincoln Highway, the

visitors inspected the District Forester^s headquar-

ters, a memorial planting of tulip poplar trees,

and a mature st^nd of mixed oaks and pine. Ar-
riving at the Caledonia white pine plantations, es-

tablished in 1906-1907, the foresters inspected

these extensive plantations containing special

pruning and thinning studies, and the ''Blue Rib-

bon" final crop stand. ^Explanatory remarks were
made by Senior Research Forester Henry E. Clep-

per at this place and at the adjoining growth study

plot in white pine plantations.

The final visit was to the Pond Bank section of

the Mont Alto State Forest, where, under the

direction of Senior Research Forester George S.

Perry, the foresters inspected various experimental

and forest plantations of conifers and hardwoods,
completing the tour at the Scotch pine seed sup-

ply station. Here, in a Scotch pine plantation of

fifteen acres, has be(>n set aside a plot which is

maintained as one of a number of Quality Forest

Tree Seed Supply Stations on the State Forests

of Pennsvlvania.

President Hoover has signed the Shipstead-

Nolan bill which preserves the unique wilderness

Area in the Superior National Forest in northern

Minnesota. Preservation of this area is accom-

plished by withdrawing the public lands within

the prescribed area from homesteading.

NARRATIVE OF THE SUMMER MEETING

THOSE who were able to participate in this

yearns Summer Meeting agreed that we were
most hospitably entertained, had two inter-

esting evening meetings, and during the two days
enjoyed many wonderful views of mountain and
woodland, as well as beautiful waterfalls and de-
lightful walks through lovely wooded regions with
a succession of natural beauties.

About 75 attended the opening meeting at the
Lycoming Hotel, in Williamsport, which is man-
aged by our fellow member, Mr. John F. Letton.
All the members and two dozen residents of the
city were present at a banquet, after which ad-
dresses and papers of the evening were given.

In the absence of Mayor Ames, of whom he
spoke highly, Mr. Otto G. Kaupp, Chairman of
the Local Committee, gave us a sincere and hearty
welcome, and made it plain that we were welcome
to Williamsport, not only then, but at any other
time. He aptly drew the parallel with certain
Eastern nations with whom the breaking of bread
establishes lasting friendship. Mr. Kaupp also
referred to the conservation of game, fish and for-
est life which is actively carried on by a number
of clubs adjoining the city.

President Smedley replied to this welcome, and
briefly outlined our purposes and activities. His
address is given in full in this publication.

Owing to an unforiunate automobile accident
while en route to the meeting, Hon. Charles E.
Dorworth, Secretary of the Department of Forests
and Waters, was unable to be with us. Fortunate-
ly his deputy. Prof. J. S. Illick, had a copy of
Secretary Dorworth's address, which he presented,
and which is given on another page.

On motion of Mr. Kay the Secretary was in-

structed to send a telegram of sympathy and re-

grets to Secretary Dorworth.
Prof. J. A. Ferguson then gave a paper on

"Town and County Forest Parks," which will be
found in this issue of Forest Leaves.

Following this Mr. Daniel E. Weigle, Vice-Pres-
ident of "Pennsylvania ns Associated, Inc.," gave
a ringing and forceful talk. He referred to the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association as one of the
older pioneer organizations which achieved suc-

cess, and now welcomes a new organization, which
is but six months old, and whose purpose is to

show and to advertise the benefits of Pennsylvania,
lie pointed out that the State has resources,

wealth, i)()wer, influence, history and prestige, to

which should be addctl the "booster spirit" to see

what can be done.
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Mr. Weigle expressed appreciation of the work

our Association has done for forestry and refores-

tation and for the State.

As an instance of his ar^ments for publicity,

he mentioned New England, which when losing

much of her cotton mill business, advertised and

sold many farms and built up a large tourist busi-

ness. He also mentioned the work done in Cali-

fornia in selling oranges, prunes and raisins, as

well as attracting tourists and residents.

He pointed out that the removal of certain in-

dustries from the State to the middle west had re-

moved also payrolls and income from the State,

and mentioned that his association planned to

study this movement of industry and methods of

competing with it.

Mr. Weigle emphasized that we are living in

an age of advertising and selling, that this must
be done for the State. He asked if we would
wait until we must advertise, or begin now while

it would be more effective. He closed by saying

that we must put out as well as take in from our

State.

Then Mr. H. S. Metzger, District Forester at

Williamsport, gave a talk on the Tiadaghton For-

est, which is printed elsewhere in this issue.

Dr. Illick then presented the following resolu-

tion, which was unanimously adopted:

"Whereas, Dr. Henry Sturgis Drinker has
given so abundantly of his rich talents and valu-

able services to the promotion and betterment of
Pennsylvania Forestry, and served so faithfully

as President of the Pennsylvania Forestry Associ-

ation from 1916 to 1929 and continues to honor
us as President-Emeritus of our beloved associ-

ation; and also has served as a member of the
Pennsylvania State Forest Commission from June
21, 1922, to January 19, 1925, and as President
of the American Forestry Association from 1913
to 1916, and as a member of the National For-
estry Committee of the National Chamber of Com-
merce.

''Therefore, he it Resolved, That we, the members
and friends of the Pennsylvania Forestry Associ-
ation met at Williamsport, Pennsylvania, on the
26th of June, 1930, express our sincere appreci-
ation of his constructive services and wise leader-
ship in forestry.

"We regret deeply that Dr. Drinker cannot be
with us at this meeting for his attendance for many
years was regular an<l inspiring. We truly hope
that Dr. Drinker, who is now rapidly approach-
ing the 80th milestone of a constructive and in-
spiring career, can continue to enjoy for many
more years the maturing fruits of hjs worthy

achievements in the great cause of forest conserva-

tion, which he served so well and honored so long."

It was also moved and carried that this resolu-

tion be made a part of the record of the meeting,

that it be made available to the editor of Forest

Leaves, and that a copy be sent to Dr. Drinker.

Mr. Chapman spoke of the successful efforts of

the Williamsport Committee which had contributed

to the success of our meeting, and moved the fol-

lowing resolution, which was unanimously

adopted

:

Resolved, The Pennsylvania Forestry Associ-

ation assembled at the Lycoming Hotel in Wil-

liamsport expresses its sincere appreciation of the

untiring efforts of the Local Committee in mak-
ing our meeting a success, especially the great in-

terest taken by Mr. Kaupp, Chairman, Mr. Letton,

and Mr. Barclay for inviting us to visit Lochabar;

also our thanks to the Williamsport Chamber of

Commerce, the Lycoming Valley Motor Club and
other local clubs for their valued assistance.

Professor Ferguson then presented lantern slide

pictures of early rafting and log driving on the

Susquehanna River. These slides were made from
old photographs collected from many sources. A
series of slides showed views of the last large drive

of logs down the Susquehanna in 1909, from the

start of the logs through the dam to the log boom.
Old pictures were shown of the log boom at Lock
Haven and at Williamsport and the method of

sorting the logs, of the shoot through the Wil-
liamsport dam down which rafts of logs were
driven, and the methods of hoisting logs from the

river to the saw mill ponds, which were at a higher

level than the river. Other pictures were shown
of the old canal locks, of the results of floods in

the early days, of log rafts and other activities

connected with this former great industry.

Subsequently two of our forest motion pic-

tures were shown, which terminated a successful

and enjoyable meeting.

Next morning the caravan set out by automo-
bile for the beautiful Barclay F^state "Lochabar"
beyond Jersey Shore. Our entrance by the bridge
over the creek gave a lovely vista up the wooded
banks, and the subsequent walks through the woods
displayed a succession of scenes of natural loveli-

ness. The charm of Lochabar with its wealth of
ferns and wild flowers, its splendid trees and grace-
ful watercourses, the caverns and springs, can not
be told; but it will long be remembered. Nor will

Mr. Barclay's courtesy in inviting and entertain-
ing us be forgotten.

This being in a limestone country, it was interest-

ing to note several large sink holes, which had set-

?

tied so long ago that now tall trees grew up from
their depths, and woodland growths had covered
the sides. Our walk led us close to the Enchanted
Spring which is the source of Antes Creek.

Reluctantly leaving Lochabar we motored back
through Williamsport and to the Loyalsock Creek,

following this for some miles, and ended our morn-
ing jaunt at Kirk's camp, where our host, Mr.
Henry E. Kirk and his family, entertained us at

lunch. Long tables under the trees and by the

stream were waiting, and the combination of moun-
tain air and delicious food gave all a "woodsman's
appetite"—as well as opportunity for better ac-

quaintance. Mr. Kirk's hospitality was generous
and was greatly enjoyed, and on an informal

motion received a unanimous and rousing vote of

thanks.

After leaving Mr. Kirk's camp the party con-

tinued up the Loyalsock, and then diverted off the

main highway to go to the top of Bear Mountain.
From this a view of the surrounding hills was ob-

tained, showing a number of tree-clad hills and
ranges, and including part of the Tiadaghton For-

est. Then on to Lincoln Falls, which drops in a

picturesque fall into a narrow gorge with sides

covered with lichens, ferns and bushes and trees

—

a view well worth the walk down to the foot. From
here the party went to Eaglesmere, arriving late

in the afternoon.

That evening the members and their friends and
guests met in the hall and enjoyed the following

program

:

President Smedley opened the meeting and wel-

comed the guests, then introduced the first speaker,

the Hon. Charles Lose, Representative from Mon-
toursville. Mr. Lose, who had intimately known the

former forested area.s in this region, delighted his

audience with a beautiful word picture of the charm
and grandeur of a forest with its concomitant
streams, flowers and birds and other wild life, and
concluded with one of the delightful forest tales

for which he is famous. His talk showed an inti-

mate knowledge of forests and forest life and wa.s

phrased and delivered with a charm that appealed
to all.

Mr. Willis M. Baker, Director of the Forest

Research Institute, told briefly how the forestry

work increased the duties of foresters, and resulted

in more studies to be made and more queries to be

answered; with the result that increased duties

permit giving less time to research. Hence the

Forest Research Institute was t»stablished where
special studies could be made of various prob-
lems connecte<l with growth, soils, insect enemies,
etc,

Mr. George H. Wirt referred to his pleasure
in being in forestry work since 1901. He stated
he enjoyed the meetings of the Pennsylvania For-
estry Association and other cooperative associ-

ations, which have helped the work because it

shows that there ai-e friends of for^try willing
to give time and effort.

The one thing which has stood out and made
the work of this Association preeminent is that
the movements advocated and urged by the Penn-
sylvania Forestry Association have been extremely
practical, which is highly important.
He regretted he had not the gift of words of

Mr. Lose to tell of the magnificence and grandeur
of the old forests of Pennsylvania.
The old forests found by the early settlers wore

the results of natural forces which had been oper-
ating for centuries. It would be interesting to
know -what forces and elements entered into mak-
ing of forests of various kinds. We can back-
cast weather conditions, lightnings, insects, etc.,

yet always was the forest building.

A natural forest is not, from a productive
standpoint, a practical proposition, for death and
decay about equal additional growth.

It has been told that the lumbermen took 8 to 10
and sometimes 12 thousand board feet per acre.
In a few exceptional cases they obtained 80 to 100
thousand board feet per acre.

The forests destroyed were natural forests, and
gave the figures above. These were a heritage

—

which now in all but a few cases are gone.
Replacing these are the new forests, which are

the result of natural forces existing since the old
forests were removed, and these natural forces
handicapped by the effects of cut-down and
burned-over land.

Are we to be satisfied with this, or are the
new forests to be developed by man's knowledge,
foresight and care? It is our duty to see that the
natural forces be given a chance to develop as best
they can, so that instead of waiting 350 years and
more to get 8 to 10 thousand feet per acre, we can
in 75 to 100 years reach nature's maximum of 80
to 100 thousand feet per acre, and can reach to

120; and at the same time have all the other
things for which forests stand.

Landowners and communities must be educated
and achieve cooperation between them and the state

in order to get these new forests which we need so

badly.

Norman Ratchford, Professor of Vocational
Education for the Public Schools of Chester
County, spoke on "Sowing the Seeds of Forestry
Among the School Children." He began his re-
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marks by stating that our former wealth of for-

ests was only wealth after it had been discovered

and utilized.

He stated that to date about 175,000 trees ha«l

been planted by children in Chester County, with-

in his knowledge.

To learn how to scatter the seeds of forestry,

he had studied the methods which the trees them

selves used to scatter seeds. And as instances

gave in one group the maple, ash and linden. The

maple seed, guided to earth by two wings sug-

gests combined action—such as teacher and pupil.

From the individual guide of the ash is taken the

idea of a single thought applied to producing

trees. The linden exemplifies the message of this

association and others.

In another group he mentioned the sycamore, as

typifying group thought and action, the conifer

as representing a group organized to be readv for

action when the time is ripe, and the honey locust

as presenting the idea of planting in different

places. Another comparison was made with the

nut group.

He asked: What are the seeds of forestry we
want the youth to know? One is appreciation,

another interest, to cover the scars of nature, help

the water supplies, and to warn against the

menaces of forest fires, blights, weeds and insects.

Mr. W. S. Swingler, District Forester, then

spoke on the history of the forest land surround-

ing Eaglesmere, and his remarks are fully given

elsewhere in this issue.

We were fortunate in having as the next speaker
Dr. J. Horace McFerland, who showed the audi-

ence some of his famous photographs of trees and
scenes in the region, after which Mr. Henry Kirk,
Jr., entertained us with some moving pictures of

winter sports at Eaglesmere.

The following morning all left by automcbile
for Ricketts Glen. An hour's drive brouglit them
to the foot of the glen, from which thev walked bv
a woodland path which traversed a natural forest

with many noble giants of the woods. The path
followed the stream that flows and tumbles down
its path in pools, rapids and waterfalls ilirough

a rocky glen of real sylvan beauty and natural
forested growth. As our prf)gre.^s^^s up the glen
the valley narrows and the falls beconie higher,
and the trip displayed a succession of pictures of
natural beauty. The fame of this glen had been
known to some of the party, and is justified by the
reality.

From here the party traveled up to the top of
Red Rock Mountain and on to the forfner home
of the late Col. R. Bnice Ricketts, where Ave Avere
the luncheon guests of his daughter, Mrs. William

R. McLean, Jr., and Judge McLean. Our hosts

not only provided a delightful lunch for us, but

also entertained a hundred of their friends from

the vicinity, whom they had invited especially to

meet the representatives of the Pennsylvania For-

estry Association. Judge and Mrs. McLean were

abounding in hospitality and courtesy, greeting

each guest, making introductions and mixing

among us to see that all were provided for and

entertained, as well as assuring us that we had

"the run of the place."

Following lunch. Judge McLean gracefully ex-

pressed his welcome to all, and told his othei

guests that they had been invited especially to

meet the members of our association. He con-

cluded by requesting Mr. Chapman to briefly state

the purposes and objects for which we stood.

In replying Mr. Chapman voiced the sentiments

of all when he thanked Judge and Mrs. McLean
for their full and free hospitality and for their

courtesies extended. He told them how this as-

sociation was the fruit of the efforts of a few far-

seeing people, who more than a generation ago saw

that our woods were being depleted faster than

they grew, and desolation and damage remained;

until now, our citizens were paying $28,000,000

yearly for freight on lumber brought in from out-

side. That it had fostered and encouraged every

movement to reforest cut over and waste land, so

that for later generations this land might be again

productive, and during its growth contribute to

the maintenance of stream flow, prevent erosion,

furnish a habitat for wild life and provide health

and recreation centers for the citizens. He re-

lated that the enterprise of the association had

produced a State Forestry Commission, from

which resulted the State Department of Forestry,

whose hands we endeavor to uphold. Today this

State owns 1,500,000 acres of forest land, which is

an important nucleus toward the restoration of

Penn's Woods.
Subsequently the members enjoyed the acquaint-

ance of our hosts and other guests, some visiting

Lake Ganoga and the surrounding Avoods, and

several parties going to observe the "Little View'^

and "Big VicAv" which are accessible from the

grounds of the estate. Later some returned to

Eaglesmere via North Mountain, Avhose descent af-

forded splendid scenic vistas.

This terminated the 1930 Summer Meeting, with

an attendance from IS counties, that ranged from
70 to 80 of our members and their families, which

took us among hospitable neighbors in a beautiful

section of the State, that showed us the grandeur
of forest-clad hills, and emphasized our knowledge

of their usefulness.

-
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OUR LAND PURCHASE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

j^

By Hon. Charles E. Darworth, Secretary of the
Department of Forests and Waters

IT
appeals to me as particularly appropriate

that this Summer Meeting of the Pennsyl-
vania Forestry Association, whose laudable

aim is the reclamation and restoration of our for-

ests, should be held in Williamsport, a metropolis
which always will be treasured in industrial tradi-

tion as the "Lumber City." And it appeals to me
as both appropriate and timely that I am privi-

leged to come to this section that was once the

heart of the lumbering industry, to tell your as-

sociation of what Pennsylvania, through the De-
partment of Forests and Waters, has accomplished
in the last four years in acquiring denuded forest

lands that will yield a harvest of timber of incal-

culable value for future generations.

Summing up this explanation of accomplish-
ment, may I be permitted to report to you, with
pardonable pride, that when I assumed charge
of the Department of Forests and Waters in Jan-
uary, 1927, Pennsylvania owned 1,132,000 acres
of forest land, that is, land administered for for-
estry purposes. We have since that date pur-
chased through my department 422,866 addition-
al acres, and with unexpended funds in hand, we
plan and will be able to acquire upward of 10,000
acres more before I retire a fcAV months hence.
This tremendous land acquisition program has
been put through within one appropriation of
$500,000 and another of $1,000,000, and I knoAv
that it instantly will appeal to your interest when
I inform you that price paid during these four
years averaged $2.85 per acre.

In these times of strife and tension, when seem-
ingly so many well-meaning but misinformed per-
sons are prone to speak of laxity in public office,

your association has a right to knoAv, and we are
proud to report, that this large amount of the
taxpayers' money has been administered among
scores and scores of individual land owners with-
out even so much as the slightest intimation of
unfairness, shaiT> dealing, irregularity, or graft
or scandal of any kind or character in a single
instance. While we have not ahvays been able
or willing to pay the price asked, we have the keen
satisfaction that comes with knowing that every
land owner Avith whom we negotiated received an
honest, square deal.

It is especially fitting that in relating this story
of achievement I should pay high tribute in his
home city of Williamsport to one who has con-

tributed much to the success of our purchase pro-
gram. I refer to Mr. Irvin W. Gleason. At the

personal solicitation of Governor Fisher, he rather
reluctantly agreed to handle the purchase price ne-
gotiations in our land acquisition project. His
extended business experience, sound judgment and
wonderful personality made him the ideal man for
the work. Although it necessitated a great sacri-

fice to his private business affairs, the joy of
achievement quickly inspired him with an enthus-
iasm that insures success in any undertaking.
Land OAvners who may have thought they could

put something over because they were selling to a
great, rich Commonwealth, were quick to learn
that Irvin Gleason was an on-the-level, straight
shooter, and that he was just as zealous in sound,
advantageous, economical trading with the State's
money as with his oAvn personal funds. Depart-
mental morale precluded his receiving a salary in
keeping with the magnitude of his work, but once
his interest and enthusiasm were aroused salary
with him was a minor consideration. He is en-
tirely too modest to speak of his splendid record
of service for the State, but knowing the facts I
am in position to say here in his home city that
he has effected savings to the Commonwealth be-
cause of his exceptional qualification for the task
that run many thousands of dollars over and be-
yond the salary paid to him. Perhaps I am be-
traying a secret, but here in the city of his home
and his home friends I somehow feel that I want
to mention, even though it may cost me his friend-
ship, that from the day Mr. Gleason undertook
his wonderful service for the Commonwealth he
has applied every dollar of his salary toward help-
ing others.

Because it is of interest to you here assembled,
and that it may be included in your association
records, I desire to present a complete summary
report of our land purchases under the $500,000
approprfetion, and purchases to date under the
$1,000,000 appropriation. Set forth isi the name
of the county wherein purchase has been made,
number of acres and perches purchased, average
price paid per acre, and total cost. I report the
following

;

1927-1929 APPROPRIATION OF $500,000

Area
County Acres

Bedford 4,374
Cambria IS

Cameron 12,156
Centre 14,240
Clearfield 3,923
Clinton 32,108
Cumberland 362
Elk 13,107
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Franklin 1,292 36
Fulton 3,803 149

Huntingfdon 460
Jefferson 3,198 110
Lycoming 994 70
Mifflin 1,095 89
Perry ;. 1,720 117

Potter 50,253 86

Snyder 2,000 95

Somerset 4,697 33
Tioga 3,898 41

Union 203 158

2.85

1.96

4.92

a9i
''.00

1.25

3.36

2.64

1.25

3.00

2.58

3.00

-Total .153,906 33

SUMMARY

3,682.32

7,471.77

2,264.00

9,294.15

2,981.13

1,369.44

5,780.65

132,620.13

2,500.73

14,091.62

10,055.17

612.00

$431,469.63

Total area purchased , 153,906 acres ; 33 perches
Total cos t $43 1 ,469.63
Average price paid per acre of total area 2.80

1929-1931 APPROPRIATION OF $1,000,000

Average
Price Paid

Area (Acres) Per Acre
$4.50

County
Adams 17

Bedford 1,215 2.50
Cameron 22.222 2.72

Centre 19^921 e.56
Qearfield 11,159 2.99
Clinton 41,431 2.55

Cumberland 6,592 3.20
Elk 24,051 2.94

Franklin 1,627 2.96
Fulton 17,724 2.39
Huntingdon 1,371 3.93

Jefferson 134 4.00

Juniata 5,256 3.04
Lycoming 12,200 2.82
Mifflin 915 2.50
Perry 608 3.50
Pike 260 3.75

Potter 40,723 3.03

Snyder 6,186 3.42
Sullivan 37,472 3.22
Tioga 17,277 2.97

Union 599 3.55

SUMMARY

Total
Cost

$ 76.50

3,037.50

60,359.75

50,995.75

33,336.90

105,729.75

21,090.25

70,683.25

4,820.00

42,335.00

5,383.50

536.00

15,970.50

34,374.50

2,287.50
' 2,128.00

975.00

123,273.25

21,178.50

120,826.00

51,393.25

2,127.00

Total area under contract , 268,960 Acres
Total cost $772,917.65
Average price per acre of total area 2.88

Greatest by far of the many land purchases ne-

gotiated was that with the Central Pennsylvania
Lumber Company, which has been a big factor in

the commercial life of this and surrounding sec-

tions and which has headquarters in this city and
New York. Opportunity was offered Jhe Com-
monwealth to acquire in a single deal 132,135.42
acres of desirable forest land. The deal was too
big for the Department of Forests and Waters to

handle with funds available. I proposed to Mr.
Ross Leffler, President of the State Game Com-
mission, that we pool our funds and insure these
lands coming into the ownership of the Common-
wealth. It met with his hearty approval. I out-
lined the plan to Governor Fisher and he ac-
corded it enthusiastic co-operation. Illustrating
the high plane upon which business is conducted
by these departments I might merely mention that
our negotiations with the officials of the company
were wholly verbal, were gentlemen's agreements,
from the very beginning to the actual signing of

sales contracts in a matter involving approxi-

mately $400,000. It will be of interest to you, I

am sure, to learn how we divided these 132,135.42

acres between the Department of Forests and
Waters and the Game Commission and the amount
of money each department paid. I report the fol-

lowing :

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA LUMBER COMPANY
FOREST LAND PURCHASE

Dept. of

Game Forests &
Total Area Commission Waters

County (Acres) Area(Acres)Area (Acres)
Wyoming 12,762.72 12,762.72
Bradford- Sullivan 15,160.89 15,160.89
McKean 8,809.63 8,809.63

Sullivan 32,631.41 13,738.14 18,893.27

Potter 34,178.91 10,395.47 23,783.44
Elk 3,339.23 1,044.06 2,295.17

Cameron 3,580.67 3,580.67

Clearfield 3.314.60 3,314.60

Elk-Qearfield 309.00 309.00

Clinton 349.66 349.66

Tioga 13,539.26 13,539.26

Lycoming I,40ai7 1,400.17

Lycoming- Sullivan .... 2,759.27 2,759.27

Totals 132,135.42 61,910.91 70,224.51

With the close of my administration of the De-

partment of Forests and Waters the Common-
wealth will own upward of 1,550,000 acres of land

acquired for forestry purposes. Visualizing pur-

chasing large additional areas when I assumed
charge, and looking into the future when as funds

became available still more thousands of acres

might be acquired, there came to me the realiza-

tion that Pennsylvania is confronted with a prob-

lem that will continue to increase in importance

each year until taken in hand. It is that of draw-

ing some line between our parks and forestry; in

other words, lifting our State parks out from their

present rather haphazard system and consequent

minor importance and placing them and others to

be established, upon the scale they deserve in order

that they may be of the greatest service to the

people and reflect the greatest credit upon the

Commonwealth. I have discussed the matter with

many persons, and have given it my earnest con-

sideration. I have found that Governor Fisher is

in full accord with my confirmed belief that Penn-
sylvania thus far has never attempted to utilize

our exceptional natural resources w4th a State

park system that would give g^reater enjoyment 1o

countless thousands of our people and would at

the same time prove to be a veritable gold mine in

advertising the scenic and recreational resources

of the Keystone State.

Realizing that the matter is one too broad in

scope and too great in importance to be handled

with experimental or hastily-made plans, it is my
desire and intention to recommend to the Gover-
nor that a State-Avide survey of sizeable or poten-
tial State park areas be made. Such survey should
determine what lands within our State forests are

both suitable and desirable for developing ulti-

mately a comprehensive, evenly-balanced State

park system. As has been done in California, such
survey should define the relation of a State
park system to other forms or means of conserv-
ing and utilizing Pennsylvania's exceptional scenic

and recreational resources. In California a State
Park Commission was created by legislative enact-
ment to make such a survey and report to the
Governor. California has since made available

$6,000,000 for the project, it being stipulated that
for each dollar expended by the State a dollar
shall be donated in money or land by private sub-
scription. Under this plan California will ac-
quire $12,000,000 worth of land for State parks
with an expenditure of only half that amount from
its treasury. What procedure may be deemed best
for Pennsylvania to adopt is, of course, a matter
for the Governor and Legislature to determine.
It is time, however, that Pennsylvania should take
a great step forward to develop a State park sys-
tem in keeping with her wonderful natural re-

sources and her great civic pride.

I want to express to you, Mr. President, and
through you, to the Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-
ciation, my very great appreciation of the splen-
did, helpful co-operation your Association has at all

times extended to the Department of Forests and
Waters. Your Association has been most unselfish
and untiring in your efforts to assist us in promot-
ing and advancing the great cause of forestry in
Pennsylvania, and we feel and want to say that
much of our success has been due to your as-
sistance.

It is my desire to also pay deserved tribute to
the State Forest Commission under whose guid-
ance Pennsylvania's land purchase program of
the last four years has been developed into such
a pleasing success. To each member of the com-
mission I extend personal appreidation. And to
Governor Fisher we all are indebted for the sym-
pathetic and substantial co-operation he has ac-
corded us. Forestry will ever be grateful to him,
as it should be.

r

Records just completed by the U. S. Forest
Service show that forest planting by all the princi-
pal agencies engaged in the work of reforestation
m the United States last year restored to tree
growth a total of 111,175 acres.

LARGE FEDERAL APPROPRIATIONS FOR
FORESTRY

IN terms of federal appropriations, forestry
in this country has received during the last

year the most substantial support ever given
it, says The American Forestry Association.

General satisfaction is expressed at the ad-
vance of forestry made possible by Congress,
and at the same time, a determined stand is being
taken by conservationists to make future prog-
ress more nearly meet the needs of forest pro-
tection and management.
The outstanding contribution by Congress to

the advancement of forestry, according to the
association, is the increased appropriation,
amounting to nearly $2,000,000, for protection
improvements on the National Forests. This is

similar to the work proposed under the Engle-
bright bill which was introduced early in the
present congress. This appropriation will make
possible the extending of roads for forest pro-
tection work in the National Forests so that men
and equipment can be rushed to fires; the build-
ing of fire towers, more adequate to needs; and
the construction of better and more habitable
cabins and shelters for rangers.

Other federal legislation which has helped to
make this a banner year for forestry includes the
passage of a second Clark-McNary bill, authoriz-
ing future appropriations of $3,000,000 to carry
out the eastern state purchase program for the
fiscal years 1932 and 1933. It assures the contin-

uance of land purchases in tGe east for National
Forests, although it does not meet the recommen-
dations of the National Reservation Commission.
Appropriations of $250,000 for 1931-1932, of

$300,000 for the following year, and $400,000 an-

nually for subsequent years, has been authorized
by the Knutson-Vandenberg bill for planting de-

vastated areas on the National Forests east of the

Rocky Mountains. An amendment to this bill per-

mits the Forest Service to furnish such trees

as are needed for planting over burned areas in

the National Parks.

The Colton-Oddie bill authorizes appropri-
ations of $12,500,000 a year for building forest

roads and trails. This marks an increase of

$^5,000,000 in this project and will open areas for

the public and develop the natural resources of
the National Forests.

A memorial archway to Theodore Roosevelt at

the junction of the Lewis and Clarke and the

Flathead National Forests in Montana, in recog-

nition of his work in forestry and conservation.
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and to mark the completion of twenty-five years

of the work of the Forest Service as established

by him, will be erected as a result of the passage

of a bill introduced by Representative Leavitt of

Montana.

Passage on the eve of adjournment, of the

Shipstead-Nolan bill, assures a permanent wilder-

ness area and a forestry program in the Superior

National Forest in northern Minnesota.

The appointment of a Senate Committee on

Conservation and Wild Life Resources was a

forward step, according to conservationists.

Two forest conservation bills now before Con-

gi-ess will be urged for passage at the session

opening in December. They are the Engle-

bright bill for increased forest protection, and the

Hudson bill for controlling oil pollution on navi-

gable streams.

CANADIAN TIMBER SUPPLY

IN
its report to the Third British Empire For-

estry Conference, in 1928, the Canadian For-

est Service estimated the forest area of Can-

ada at 1,151,454 square miles, or 32.5 per cent, of

the Dominion's total land area. Of this total 311,-

234 square miles is occupied by accessible mer-

chantable timber and 554,646 square miles by ac-

cessible young growth; the timber on the remain-

ing 285,574 square miles is at present unprofitable

or inaccessible.

Such data as are available to the service indi-

cate that the coniferous timber of merchantable

size includes about*382,677,000,000 board feet of

saw material and about 799,321,000 cords of small

material, and that the broad-leaved timber of mer-
chantable size contains 41,960,000,000 board feet

of saw material and 322,672,000 cords of small

material.

It is believed that 77,038,000,000 board feet of

saw timber is contained in the Eastern Provinces,

26,822,000,000 l>oard feet in the Prairie Provinces,

and 320,777,000,000 board feet in British Colum-
bia.

Merchantable stands of spruce are estimated to

contain 98,174,000,000 board feet of saw timber,

those of Douglas fir 68,886,000,000 board feet, and
those of white pine 15,183,000,000 board feet. The
merchantable saw timber of broad-leaved species

is estimated to include 15,981,000,000 board feet

of poplar, 9,817,000,000 board feet of yellow
birch, and 5,818,000,000 board feet of maple.
More than 90 per cent, of the total forest area

in Canada is owned by the Dominion and the Prov-
inces. The Dominion and provincial governments

spend some $7,000,000 a year in administering,

protecting and developing forest resources. They
receive as forest revenue about $17,000,000 an-

nually, exclusive of the revenue from fish and
game.

METALIZED WOOD

AMETHOD of impregnating wood with metal

has been worked out during the past few
years by the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for

Iron Research at Dusseldorf, Germany. The
treatment yields a product whose characteristics

may be said to combine those of both components.

The method consists essentially in placing the

wood under pressure in a container filled with

molten metal. The completeness of the process

depends on the time, temperature, and pressure.

Under the best conditions the wood is complete-

ly impregnated with metal; insomuch as not only

the inter-cellular spaces and conducting tissues

(pores) but even the interior of the tracheid cells

are completely filled with metal. The medullary

rays and cell walls, on the other hand, absorb no

metal, but remain unchanged, whereby the charac-

teristic structure of wood is still retained. By
this method it has been found possible to com-

pletely impregnate pieces of wood 16 in. x 2.6 in.

X 1.2 in. in a few minutes. It is also possible to

limit the metallic impregnation to a certain por-

tion of the trees and in this way a strong metal-

ized surface can be obtained while the heartwood

remains unaffected.

Metalized wood can be worked in the same way
as ordinary wood. On the other hand, this treated

wood has the advantage of being less inflammable

and less subject to expansion and contraction due

to changes in moisture content. It is expected

that metalized wood will find use especially in

decorative effects for interior finish, wood carv-

ing, and bric-a-brac. Experiments are also under

way to determine the value of this product for

use in acoustic apparatus, and it is believed with

the proper choice of metal it can also be used for

bearing parts in machinery.—Translated from
Swedish Forestry tJounial Skogen, by Geo. S.

Perry.

The new Clark-McNary law, signed by Presi-

dent Hoover on June 2nd, continues the authori-

zations for land purchases in the eastern states of

$3,000,000 a year for two years. Thus far no ap-

propriations under the Woodruff law have exceed-

ed $2,000,000, but efforts are being made to secure

the full $3,000,000.
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FALL ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION

In the Name and by Authority of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania. Governor's Office

PROCLAMATION

Whereas, Pennsylvania has been endowed with
an unusual wealth of unsurpassed forests; and
Whereas, The original forests were of surpass-

ing beauty, variety, abundance, and usefulness

and so* contributed to the support and pleasure of

the people; and
Whereas, Trees are an essential factor in pro-

tecting the streams of the Commonwealth and fos-

tering a rich bird, aninuil, and plant life; and
Whereas, Our State is rapidly building up an

extensive domain of forest lands for the benefit

not only of those who are now here but for the

generations that r-hall come after; and
Whereas, The value and benefits of onr forests

depend not merely upon the continuous and scien-

tific attention of the State, acting through its For-
estry Department, but upon the care, assistance,

and protection of all good citizens as well.

Notv, Therefore, I, John S. Fisher, Governor
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do hereby

designate and proclaim Friday, October 24, 19.']0,

as Fall Arbor and Bird Day.
At this time particularly may I urge the teach-

ers and students in all our schools to give especial

thought to the care of the forests, trees, and birds,

and to recount the many blessings they bestow
upon us; to become acquainted with the meaning
of trees, their habits and yearly transformation

;

to consider what trec^s do for man in his home,

industrial, and community life; what rich shelter

they provide for bird life, and how important

bird life is to the trees, orchards, forests, and vege-

tation. Let it be remembered that appreciation

for these benefits should not be confined to the

schools alone. Our forests and the wild life which

they shelter deserve an important place in the

interest and constructive thought of all the people

of the Commonwealth.
Given under my hand and the Great Seal

of the Commonwealth at the City of

Harrisburg, this third day of Septem-

ber, in the year of our Lord one thous-

and nine hundred and thirty and of
the Commonwealth the one hundred
and fifty-fifth.

By the Governor,

John S. Fisher.
James A. Walker.

Secretary of the Commonwealth,

POCONO KNOB TOWER REBUILT

THE thousands of people who have enjoyed
the view from the tower on the peak on the
Knob Road, Mt. Pocono, will be glad to

know that the building, permitted to get into a

bad state of repair, has been rebuilt and is now
perfectly safe and strong and will continue to be
a center of attraction for the throngs who an-
nually visit the Poconos.

Owen M. Bruner, a member of the Council of
the Pennsylvania Forestry Association, who oc-

cupies a cottage on the Knob Road for the sum-
mer, noted the condition of the tower and started

a movement for rebuilding it. In this he was suc-

cessful, due to the support and assistance given
him and it is now in splendid condition. While
every one is welcome to use the tower, especial re-

quest is made that there be no smoking in it or
near it, due to fire danger.

On economic grounds alone we may call. upon
the self-interest of our people and justify all the

time and the energy that is expended in a con-

servation movement.

We have depleted our forests without restora-

tion. Millions of acres that ought to be growing
timber for our country's needs, while providing

sanctuary to wild life and playgrounds for our

people, lie bare and useless. Other millions of

acres that once grew trees and that ought to be

growing them today have been turned into infer-

tile and unprofitable farm land to compete with
more suitable areas and to add to the agricul-

tural problem.

The whole of our business life takes root in

Nature. All of our progress and prosperity is

predicated on the abundance of our natural re-

sources, and the manner in which we develop them
for man's use.

—

Charles G. T>nwes,
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REFORESTATION OF POOR LAND URGED
BY FARM BOARD HEAD

REFORESTATION of the woodland to the

American farm was urged by Alexander

Legge, Chairman of the Federal Farm

Board, in a network radio address. He said

;

"It should require no great amount of argu-

ment to convince the grower that if a somewhat

reduced production would result in bringing him

more money than he now is getting with a larger

production, it would be foolish for him to ex-

pend the time and labor and to exhaust the fer-

tility of his soil in producing that excess Avhen

the result of such excess production would be

only to bring him a lower financial return than

he might have had by adjusting his production

downward to a point where the consuming de-

mand would absorb what he grows at a reasonable

price.

"The percentage of decrease in production of

most commodities, if properly distributed—that is,

if the reduction were made by all producers

—

would not be sufficiently large to seriously change

the farmer's present operations. Furthermore, in

cases where by the development of new foreign

markets or expansion of existing markets abroad

as a result of an increase in the purchasing power

of consuming countries, it is found possible to

dispose of an increased quantity of a commodity,

the board hopes to give the farmers this informa-

tion early enough for them to take advantage of

the changing conditions in the planting of their

crops.

"Meanwhile, we are immediately confronted

with what use to make of the present cultivated

acreage that would not be required in such a

modified program. Many good suggestions have

come to the board on this subject. * * * I wish

to offer one that seems to meet with very general

approval—namely, reforestation.

"Most people think of a reforestation program
along the lines of large areas, commonly accepted

in terms of the future t.^mber supply, but there is

another kind of reforestation that is equally im-

portant—in fact, more important to agriculture

—

and that is the reforestation of the so-called

^woodlot.' In the past the woodlot has played an
important part in the prosperity of a large per-

centage of our farmers. It has furnished shade

for livestock in summer and shelter in winter,

posts for fences, firewood for the houses, and in

other ways been useful to the farmer.

"In many areas this woodlot is disappearing.

Why not restore it? In doing so we would only

l>e following the example of many of the older

nations that in the past have had to meet a simi-

lar situation as that now confronting us. If every

American farmer were to devote 5 per cent, of his

present acreage to this form of reforestation he

would have gone a long way toward meeting the

problem of excess production and at the same time

have added materially to the future value of his

farm.

"The different States have a very important

part to play if any campaign to restore the wood-

land to the American farm is to be successful.

That is in the matter of taxation. Some States

have already passed legislation exempting from

taxation land that is planted for the purpose of

reforestation. Other States should do so, being

specific to make such exemption apply to the

woodland as well as land planted to timber on a

strictly commercial basis.

CERTIFIED STATEMENT ABOUT FOREST
YIELD

A STATEMENT on forest yield submitted by

District Forester Zerby, oE Clarion, Pa., is

as follows:

"About 1872 I worked in the lumberwoods for

Lathrop, who owned 4,000 acres in Heath Town-

ship, Jefferson County. That year the river got

loo low to raft so Lathiop put us to hoeing pota-

toes. I bought this tract in 1896 and in 1901 cut

timber off piece that was in potatoes in 1872. The

piece was 1% acres and cut 65 M. of white pine

that grew up naturally. I received $16.00 per M.
for this timber in Pittsburgh. I built 40 boats

that year and shipped about 2 million feet of sawn

lumber and round timbers to Pittsburgh, among
which was this white pine. The pine was cut into

2x4, 4x4, 4x6, 6x6, 8x8, 10x10, each 8-16 feet long.

"I never, saw a nicer piece of timber. Some of

the trees were so close together we could hardly

saw them down. They were 25 feet or more in

height without noticeable taper, 60 or 70 feet tall.

"These trees grew so fast because they were

on small level area between two streams which fre-

quently overflowed the site. The steep hills

formed a deep pocket for this pine which caused

it to grow tall and straight. If it hadn 't been for

the abundant moisture over half of the trees would

have died out.

"This statement is true to the best of my be-
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WHY LEAVES TURN COLOR IN AUTUMN

lief and knowledge.'*

(Signed) J. M. Buzard.

AN interesting technical papei recently came
to our attention entitled, "Some Light Re-
flecting Properties of Flowers and Foliage."

The author is Samuel G. Hibben, manager of com-
mercial engineering, the Westinghouse Lamp Com-
pany, Bloomfteld, N. J.

How the leaves of the tree take on different

hues in the autunm is a question that may start

our minds journeying along various paths of ex-

planation. Such thoughts bring with them a de-

gree of gratification, in that a better knowledge
of nature and of man's every-day surroundings

increases our admiration for the wonderful opera-

tions of growing things.

Different theories have long existed to explain

the phenomenon of autumnal coloration. The
popular conception that frost plays the major
role has long been discounted by scientific investi-

gation. Different botanists and plant physiolo-

gists claim that it is through the abrupt check to

the vitality of the leaves that early frosts help the

coloring, though they do not cause it, as popularly

believed. Ganong, in his excellent "Textbook of

Botany for Colleges," says that "The foundation

for autumnal coloration of foliage lies in the fact

that with waning vitality, brought on by old age

or the coming of autunm, a leaf makes no more
chlorophyll. What chlorophyll is already pres-

ent fades rapidly away, permitting other colors

which are present to show, and likewise some new
ones to form under the altered conditions." Manv
authors have shown that anv cause which hastens

the waning of leaf vitality brings on the color-

ation moit' quickly. Thus with cur maples, the

l>artial /splitting away of a branch, an injury to

the bark, or infection by disease, will often pro-

duce the red coloration in the leaves of the in-

jured branch while the remainder of the tree is

still green.

Mr. Hibben's investigations emphasize the im-

portance of light reflection in bringing about and

hastening autumnal coloration. He presents spec-

tial studies of the changing colors of autumn
foliage and has worked up a series of graphs plot-

ted of representative trees to depict their increas-

ing reflecting properties and their autumnal color

characteristics. He says that "Anyone observing

an autumn landscape, particularly the woods when
the foliage has turned color, will be impressed with

the apparent brightness of the leaves. Not only

do the leaves change in their apparent color, but

they change greatly in their ability to reflect light.

Under much the same amount of incident illumi-

nation, they have a much higher intrinsic bril-

liancy during the autunmal season that in the

spring and midsummer. The surface of the

normal green leaf in midsummer reflects between
10 and 15 per cent, of sunlight. When nature

begins to paint the forests, first with touches of

light yellow, later growing to a mosaic of red,

golds and browns, the foliage actually shines with

a brightness easily twice and in many cases three

times that of midsummer."
Continuing further, Mr. Hibben raises the ques-

tion, "Might it not be reasonable to presume that

this increase in reflection properties is synonymous
with a decrease in the absorption of light energy

by the foliage, and, of course, is accompanied by
a cessation of carlx)n fixation and of growth? In

the process of . bringing about the coloring of

foliage, there is probably a series of quite com-

plicated changes in the composition of the leaf.

The green chlorophyll that gives characteristic

hue to the leaf in midsummer and which appar-

ently absorbs the solar energy and brings about

growth through the carbon fixation, is apparently

absorbed or oxidized to other combinations." His

concluding statement is that, "It is an interesting

thought to conceive of the process whereby as the

intensity and duration of sunlight decreases, the

plant concurrently through an increase in its re-

flection co-eificients, further reduces the amount
of luminous energy absorbed and the leaves liter-

ally shut out the light before falling to sleep."

Mr. Hibben's paper was presented before the

Twenty-third Annual Convention of the Illuminat-

ing Engineering Society of Philadelphia during

September 24-27, 1929. His detailed investigative

report lends a novel explanation tc the phenomen-

on of autumnal coloration. Although his expla-

nation is not an original conception, it makes a

valuable contribution in support of a theory that

has long been suggested by botanists and plant

physiologists.

Eveiybody knows that autumnal coloration is

far more brilliant in some climates and some sea-

sons than others, thus showing a marked sensi-

tiveness to external conditions. Something de-

pends on the kind of plants which constitute the

flora, for plants differ in their susceptibility to

the color changes. Again, the coloration is notable

only in those regions where the transition from

summer to autumn is rather abrupt, and the vi-

tality of the leaves is suddenly checked while they

are still full of sap. Autumn coloration is rela-

tively poor in places of gradual transition from

summer to autumn where the leaves lose their sap

before dying. The conditions of the preceding

summer, whether dry or wet, play also some minor

part, through influence on leaf vitality. Ganong
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says that, "In general, other conditions being

equal, the brightness of autumn coloration in any

given region is proportional to the clearness of

its autumn climate, while its brightness in any

given season is proportional to the clearness that

year." This importance of light explains why the

color is more vivid in climates like that of Penn-

sylvania, where the autumnal skies are prevail-

ingly bright, than it is in England, for example,

where autumn is a season of moisture and cloud.

It is doubtful if a more beautiful, varied, and bril-

liant autumn coloration than that enjoyed by

Pennsylvanians can be found anywhere in the

world.

EFFECTS OF DROUGHT ON FOREST TREES
IN SOUTHERN PENNSYLVANIA

By Chester A. Ooover, Pennsylvania Forest
Research Institute

THE unusual dry period of the summer of

1930 has been one of the most severe ex-

perienced in southern Pensylvania, according

to the records of local weather stations. The
normal precipitation at Chambersburg in Frank-
lin County for the month of July since 1860 is

3.28 inches. This year we received about one-

third of the normal July precipitation. In two
previous years, in 1885 and 1894, records show
less precipitation for July than docs the current

year.

This dry spell began July 2nd, following a

period characterized by an extreme deficiency of

rainfall, and has continued up until September 1st

with only .96 inches rainfall. For thirty-two con-

secutive days of this period there was but one

faint trace of rain recorded. The weather records

of the Forest Research Institute show only 1.8

inches of precipitation for the months of July and
August, as against the normal of 7.52 inches for

this period. This condition accompanied by high

temperatures and scorching dry winds not only

wrought serious damage to farm and agriculture

crops, but also injured forest trees.

It should not be assumed, however, that all dead
and dying tree foliage is directly due to drought,

as a dry season of this nature is extremely favor-

able for the activities of various insects including

bark beetles. For example, the oak leaf miner
has been responsible for most of the dead and
dying rock oak leaves within eight feet of the

ground. The oak prunor and oak and hickory
bark beetle have been numerous and active this

year, inflicting more damage than is ordinarily

observed. Such injury cannot be directlv at-

tributed to the drought, but to increased activity

of insects and other tree pests.

Members of the Pennsylvania Forest Research
Institute at Mont Alto, who have been collecting

data on the injury of trees by drought, have found
unusual conditions. Hickory and white oak, de-

spite their habit of rooting deeper than other for-

est trees, show considerable injury; red maple
shows equally as much injury, but as it is a shal-

low rooter, this is to l)e expected. Scarlet oak
apparently surpasses all the oaks in its ability to

resist drought injury, followed in order by rock,

red, black, white and pin oaks.

Black locust shows high resistance to drought.

No tree of this species growing naturally in the

forest showed any apparent injury from drying

though it is shallow rooted and has rather tender

foliage.

Among the hickories considerable variation in

drought resistance is met. Pignut hickory seems

to be the most resistant, followed in order by the

shellbarks and mocker nut hickory; bitternut

hickory is the least resistant.

The pines, and conifers in general, show less

injury than broadleaf trees, though smaller white

and scrub pines have suffered damage on exposed

slopes and ridges. Many ornamental arborvitae

have been seriously injured, and the spruces have

suffered in exposed places. The larches, too, have

been injured by the drought, though the actual

damage may not be as serious as present con-

ditions indicate, since the larches are often able

to renew their foliage. The Japanese larch has

suffered more than the European larch, as indi-

cated by the number of trees on which the foliage

has been killed or discolored.

Table mountain pine is apparently the only ab-

solutely drought resistant tree in the forest. It

showed no effects of the prolonged drying even on

the most adverse sites.

Less drought injury to trees has been observed

on dry, sandy, stony mountain soils than on the

shale hill soils and fertile agricultural areas. The
only injury found on the sandy, stony mountain
soils is where reflected and radiated heat has

burned the foliage. The water content of clay

and loam soils is always greater than that of

sandy, stony mountain soils, but much of the mois-

ture in the former is held hygroscopically by the

fine soil particles and the roots are unable to ex-

tract it to replace the great loss incurred through

excessive transpiration of the leaves.

For example, ashes and walnuts show injury on

shale hill soils, but apparently none on the sandy
mountain soils.

•

Damage to tree foliage is largely caused by at-

mospheric conditions. High temperatures and
constant drying winds rob the leaves of moisture
faster than it can be supplied by the roots. This
explanation is further substantiated by the fact

that many woodlots show more injury on their

southwestern margins than in the interiors, thougli

the soils are probably drier in the interiors as a
result of root competition and greater transpira-
tion of moisture during the early days of the dry
period. Trees suft'ered greater injury in the upper
and thriftier parts of their crowns than in the

lower and less thrifty portions of the crowns,
v.hich received some protection.

Prolonged droughts enable foresters to gauge
more accurately the adaptations and requirements
of tree species, and to select the best species for

planting and fav(a'ing on particular sites.

The recovery of most forest trees may be ex-

pected. Older and less thrifty individuals will

begin to die at the top and become stagheaded.

Smaller trees are more likely to be killed outright,

and conifers whose buds and leaves have dried up
cannot recover^ However, it will require the in-

vestigations of another year to determine with ac-

curacy the amount of forest tree mortality result-

ing from the drought of the summer of 1930.

40,000 ACRES TO BE PLANTED TO FORESTS
IN RHODESIA

THE Government of Southern Rhodesia has

adopted plans for planting about 40,000

acres of softwoods. At the present time

practically all the softwoods used in construction

work in Rhodesia, South Africa, have to be im-

ported.

As a first step the Government acquired in 1927

an area of 18,420 acres of uncultivate<l land situ-

ated on the highlands of Rhodesia's eastern bor-

der. The tract lies about 30 miles north of Untali

and the location is well suited to afforestation. In

1929 this area was increased to nearly 60,000

acres by the purchase of additional land which

contains a limited stand of indigenous timber that

is now being surveyed. Early in 1928, during the

rainy season, 690 acres of the original tract was
planted with conifers, and in the rainy season of

1929-30 plans called for the planting of about

1,000 additional acres of softwood trees.

The governmental forestry service is also tak-

ing means to determine which of the species that

have developed under natural conditions are the

most hardy. The conifers planted on the original

tract have shoAvn remarkable growth, and several

varieties of softwoods which will grow rapidly are
l)eing developed in these highlands.

—

Forest
Worker.

IMPROVEMENT OF NATURAL FOREST
GROWTH

By Raymond B. Winter, District Forester, Bald
Eagle Forest District

THE forests of Pennsylvania as found by
William Penn have been growing for a long
period of time, and each group of species

had found its ideal place, and was adapted to its

environment in such a way that no artificial im-
provement was necessary.

When the first settlers came to Pennsylvania the

l)est locations were chosen for their homes and
farms, and on these areas the forest growth was
utilized or destroyed. As the population increased

inroads upon the forest became greater and the

best timber was removed. At times forest fires

occurred which killed the weaker and less lire

resistant species, which, together with the cutting

operations, had a marked effect upon the tree

growth and soil humus. Later lumbermen ap-

peared upon the scene and cut practically every

tree of value. Following the lumbermen came
forest fires, which in most cases killed practically

all the tree growth except some hardwood sprouts

which were rooted too deeply for the fire to reach.

On some areas the fertility of the soil had been

destroyed along with the tree growth, and there

was little opportunity for natural reproduction.

On other areas spi'outing species were more plenti-

ful and were not entirely killed, with the result

that they sprouted profusely and we have areas

(m which the sprout growth of hardwoods number
more than 10,000 to the acre. On some other areas

defective conifers and hardwood mother trees were

not cut by the lumbermen, withstood forest fires,

and the seeds and nuts from these contributed

largely to the regeneration of some of our moun-
tain land.

An area on the Bald Eagle District west of the

Voneida State Forest Park shows the possibility

of sprout regeneration following a forest fire.

This area was entirely destroyed by a fire dur-

ing the spring of 1916. Weed cutting was made
in 1918, and another in 1920. In 1923 all the

crowded and poorer trees were removed and the

area improved for park purposes. There are now
300 of these natural hardwood trees on an acre.

The red oak shows a height of 29 feet, with a

diameter of 4.6 inches; the white oaks show a

height of 25 feet with a diameter of 3.7 inches;

I
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and the entire area has an average height of all

species of 27 feet with an average diameter of

3.9 inches. Another area contiguous to the Vo-

neida Park plot was weeded in 1920 and an im-

provement cutting made in 1929. At present there

are 480 trees per acre, with an average height of

23.4 feet and an average diameter of 3.25 inches.

There were a few older trees remaining upon the

area and these no doubt have some influence upon
the height growth.

A study plot of natural hardwood growth on an

area which was neither pastured nor improved

showed that the red oaks had an average height

growth of about 24 feet, with a diameter of 2.4

inches, and the white oaks had a height of 22.5

feet with a diameter of 2.02 inches. The average

height of all species was 23.4 feet, with an aver-

age diameter of 2.25 inches. The area contained

1,400 trees whicli were more than one inch in

diameter.

The area in tlie western portion of Union
County was burned in 1903. During the winter

of 1925-26 an area was thinned and about 600

laggings six feet in length and a small amount of

fire wood obtained from each acre. The net in-

come per acre was about $14. An interesting

feature of this improvement cutting was that the

deer were attracted to the operations and fed every

night upon the newly cut brush. At present there

are about 600 trees per acre, 30 feet in height,

with an average diameter of five inches. The
canopy is unbroken and the floor covered clean. At
present the stand is very healthy and approxi-

mately one-fourth of the trees could be removed
advantageously.

A woodlot in Lycoming County with which I

am very familiar, containing 30 acres, was once a

small part of a great forest area. This particular

wilderness was a great hiding place for the Indians
and in self-defense the settlers repeatedly set Are

to the forest to drive out the enemy. As a result,

much of the original growth was destroyed and
later was burned over repeatedly by the settlers as

many believed Are aided the growth of huckleberry
bushes. Some of the earlier records show that

this particular area was visited by a severe for-

est fire in 1822 and again in 182*7. The indica-

tions were that it was considere<l worthless brush
land and the more desirable species used for farm
purposes. This area was protected from fire from
1876 to 1921, and the windfalls and dead timber
removed periodically. The only timber removed
was such material as was needed to repair farm
buildings. In 1921 and 1922 the chestnut having
been killed by the blight, it was removed together
with the mature and defective oak and pine. The

cut was approximately 12,000 board feet to the

acre. The heavy thinning was made necessary by
the removal of the dead chestnut, as almost two-

thirds of the trees were of this species. During
the autumn of 1929, 45 of the older trees were

blown over as the result of a heavy wind storm.

Five of these trees were selected for study, and
their age was found to be 102 years, with an aver-

age diameter of 19 inches and an average in-

crement growth during the past eight years of

about 50 l)oard feet per tree.

Fair regeneration of both oak and white pine

is present, and some coniferous seedlings have

been planted. By the time the second growth of

hardwood is ready to be harvested, the young
stand will comprise 50 per cent, conifers.

The conclusions reached as a result of this study

are:

1. Frequent weeding and improvement cuttings

greatly stimulate diameter and improve the height

growth. Improvement cuttings also tend to even

up diameter growth and improve the healthy ap-

pearance of the stand generally. Up to certain

limits the more intensive the cutting the greater is

the diameter growth stimulated. Thinnings should

be light so as to prevent excessive storm loss.

2. Improvement cuttings can be made to pay
expenses when stands are more than 20 years of

age. Where wood products can be sold, thin-

nings older than 20 years are a continuous source

of profit and increase the value of the investment.

Without extensive improvement cuttings it will

take over 100 years of protection to produce hard-

wood timber of merchantable size on the burned

areas of central Pennsylvania.

Mr. John C. Wister was recently appointed di-

rector of the Arthur Hoyt Scott Arboretum which

Swarthmore College is establishing on itw grounds

through the instrumentality of the Arthur Hoyt
Scott Foundation. The foundation ha.s received

giitii amounting to $75,000 during the last year.

I can think of no more pleasant way of being

remembered than by the planting of a tree. Birds

will rest in it and fly thence with messages of

good cheer. It will be growing while we are sleep-

ing and will survive us to make others happier.

—

James Russell Lowell.

A true forest is not merely a storehouse full

of wood, but, as it were, a factory of wood, and

at the same time a reservoir of water. When you

help to preserve our forests or to plant new ones

you are acting the part of good citizens.

—

Theo-

dore Roosevelt.

^
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THE STATE FORESTS OF PENNSYLVANIA

THE Department of Forests and Waters has
just brought out a revised and enlarged edi-

tion of Bulletin 37, "The State Forests of

Pennsylvania," by Joseph S. lllick. State Fores-

ter. This publication covers the field beginning

with a historical d(?scription of the formation of

the State Forestry Department and in an interest-

ing and comprehensive manner discusses the vari-

ous features, benefits and problems which are a

part of the State Forests.

The booklet relates how the early settlers found
Penn's Woods nearly covered by more than 28,-

000,000 acres of forests whose use resulted in

Pennsylvania at one time leading all other States

in timber production. But in little more than a

generation the woodlands had been so depleted

that the State had ceased to export lumber and had

begun to import it in quantities which increased

each year.

The pamphlet relates how Dr. Rothrock's his-

toric Michaux lectures in 1877 originated a senti-

ment for forest }>rotection and development; how
in 1886 the Pennsylvania Forestry Association was
organized by far seeing citizens, and that their

magazine is the oldest forestry periodical in the

State. It traces a growth of the movement lead-

ing up to the first State purchase of 17,000 acres

in 1898 and up to the present total of over one

and one-half million acres.

A description with a tabulation and map notes

the location of State Forests in half of our coun-

ties. Another table shows the annual purchases

up to and including 1929 and brings out that in

this year and the one previous more land was

added to the State Forests than during the previ-

ous fifteen years. It is pointed out that large

areas are still available for such use, and states

that the nearer to large cities forests can be es-

tablished the more available will they be for recre-

ation.

The method of land purchase is described and a

special paragraph given to the Cook Forest

which contains 150 acres of original white pine

and hemlock in giant trees. The methods of or-

ganization and administration of the State owned

forests are described as well as the co-operation

with private owners in the growing and protec-

tion of trees.

It is brought out that the State Forests belong

to the citizen and that except for a few game

refuges they are open to the public for their use.

Since the law of 1913 authorized leasing camp

sites, the number of these has grown until in 1930

nearly 2,100 sites Avere leased by citizens at the

modest rental of from $7.00 to $15.00 per year.

The method of obtaining such leases is fully de-

scribed.

The eight State Forest Parks, ranging from 15

to 425 acres, an<l the 48 public camps are de-

scri})ed, in addition to the nine special areas, of

13 to 350 acres which are State Forest Monu-
ments established because of particular conditions

to be preserved there. In the State Lands are more
than 2,200 miles of roads and 2,800 miles of trails,

while for the sportsman there are 33 game refuges

(totaling 50,000 acres) in which animal life can
increase to spread into the surrounding lands.

Last year the State lands were used by 200,000

hunters and 100,000 fishermen.

A map shows the location of fire observation

stations and the work of the department in com-
bating forest fires is described in an interesting

and readable manner. It is worthy of mention to

note that in fifteen years the average size of a

forest fire was reduced from 412 to 45 acres and
the percentage of State forests burned was re-

duced in a nnich greater proportion—amounting
to 15 per cent, annually. In fact, during the last

seven years the total loss by fires has been less

than 1 per cent.

Since the State csta})lished its first forest tree

nursery in 1902 the department has produced and
distributed more than 121,000,000 trees and ex-

pects to ship 10,000,000 more in 1930. While

many of these went to the State lands the sale of

young trees to private owners at cost has recent-

ly been at the rate of 10,000,000 a year. In ad-

dition to trees from its own nurserv the State

has planted others until the total is nearly 39,000,-

000 trees of suitable types. Over 82,600,000 have

gone to private planters.

To insure quality the department collects seed

from superior trees and supplements this by pur-

chases—seeking always the highest quality.

The later portion of the publication relates the

magnitude of the business to care for forested

lands valued at more than $15,000,000 and in-

creasing in worth each year. It also relates how
the land purchased for this pays annually reve-

nues to the local township for schools and roads

and to the county for general expenses, and how
the increasing income from the State forests goes

into the State school fund. The benefits to water

supply are mentioned, and in this connection it is

brought out that 122 private water companies have

planted over 10,000,000 trees on their water sheds.

Finally a description is given of the object les-

sons obtained in practical forestry and of the pro-

I vision made for the study of forest problems.
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DISTRICT FORESTERS' CONFERENCE AND
UNVEILING EXERCISES OF MARKER
ON THE SITE OF THE FIRST PUR-
CHASE OF STATE FOREST LAND.

~"

ACONFERENCE of district foresters and

assistant foresters of the Department was
held at Renovo on September 5th and 6th.

The morning of the first day was devoted to an

inspection tour of the Renovo-Snow Shoe State

Forest Road which gives access to an area of

200,000 acres of State Forest land located be-

tween the Susquehanna River and Beech Creek.

A stop was made at State Camp where an ad-

dress was delivered by District Forester F. L.

Dutlinger. District Forester Dutlinger was lo-

cated in the Sproul Forest District from 1908 to

1927 and was one of the first foresters appointed

in Clinton County. In his address he outlined in

a very interesting manner the forestry develop-

ment in Clinton County and told of some of the

amusing incidents during his early years as for-

ester.

An afternoon tour was made of the Montour's
Run State Forest Road and the abandoned min-
ing town of Bitumen. Montour's Run State For-

est Road is the only means of access to a tri-

angular area of State Forest land comprising

100,000 acres between Kettle Creek on the East,

the Susquehanna River on the South, and First

Fork Creek on the North. The abandoned town
of Bitumen was included among the recent land

purchases by the Commonwealth which added
more than 81,000 acres of State Forest land in the

Sproul Forest District.

An evening session was held at the Renovo Y.
M. C. A., where addresses were made by Secre-

tary Charles E. Dr>rworth, State Forester Joseph
S. lUick, Chief Forest Fire Warden George H.
Wirt, and Chief of the Bureau of Accounts, W. E.
Montgomery.

On Saturday morning an inspection was made
of the Young Woman's Creek State Forest Road.
The unveiling exercises of the memorial marker
commemorating the first purchase of State For-
est land by the Commonwealth, took place at 11
o'clock. The State made its first acquisiticm of
unseated lands sold for the non-payment of taxes
in 1898. A two years* tax redemption clause de-
ferred the passing of title to the Common-
wealth. This purchase was consummated on Sep-
Uinber 6, 1900. A large boulder of native stone,

upon which was placed a bronze tablet, was erected
at the mouth of Bull's Run, a tributary of Young
Woman's Creek. The exercises were in charge of

the State Forest Commission, with Secretary

Charles E. Dorworth presiding. The program was
as follows: Invocation, the Reverend Alexander
Scott, pastor of the Methodist Episcopal Church
at Renovo; "The Sproul State Forest," Charles

II. Hogeland, District Forester of the Sproul
State Forest; Address, Hon. Edward Bailey,

Member, State Forest Commission; Unveiling of

the Marker by Mrs. Mary Flinn Lawrence, Mem-
ber, State Forest Commission; Address, State

Forester Joseph S. Illick. Remarks were also

made by Hon. N. P. Wheeler and Hon. A. J.

Odenwelder, Members of the State Forest Com-
mission, and by Hon. J. Linn Harris, a former
member of the State Forest Commission. Greet-

ings were extended by the Reverend M. T. O'Con-
nor, Hon. Joseph A. Simon, Judge Albert Lloyd

and Judge Frank H. Strouss.

A great deal of local interest was manifested by
the residents of Clinton County, especially of

North Bend and Renovo and the attendance at the

exercises was considerably over 300.

The British Crown early manifested an interest

in the timber and timber-product resources of the

colonies. Connecticut in 1644 granted two men
the privilege of making tar under certain restric-

tions in the colony, although later some of the in-

habitants made a complaint on account of the dis-

agreeable smell of the tar near their homes. Thus
in 1644 began the American naval stores indus-

try. In 1671, Massachusetts Bay Colony granted

a company a ten-year monopoly "to make for

sale pitch, rozin, turpentine, oyle of turpentine of

the pine or cedar trees."

"With a view to establishing a permanent
source of naval citores within its own dominions,

the British Parliament in 1704 passed an act which

placed bounties on tar, pitch, rozin. turpentine,

hemp, masts, yards, and bow-spirits imported from
the American Colonies into Great Britain. For
the preservation of trees fit for production of

naval stores, this act imposed a fine of five pounds
for the offence of cutting or destroying a pitch

pine or a tar tree, under 12 inches in diameter,

three feet from the ground, not within a fence

or an actual inclosure, within the colonies of New
Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode Island,

Connecticut, New York and New Jersey, and fixed

a fine of ten pounds for the offence of wittingly

or willingly firing any woods or forest in which

there were trees prepared for the making of pitch

or tar, without first giving notice to the person

who had prepared the trees for the making of

pitch or tar, in any of the said colonies."

ii*
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Marker on the Site of the First Purchase of Pennsylvania State Forest Land, Mouth of
Bull's Run, Sproul State Forkst, Pa.
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ANOTHER DEADLY DISEASE OF CHESTNUT

By Prof. George S. Perry

IN the hilly country of south and central
1 ranee, the sweet chestnut (Ca^tanea vesca)
has long been an important dual purpose

erop. Thrifty groves of this tree clothed the
slopes and rounded summits Avith pleasing ver-
(lure. In fact, the tree sheltered every honte and
framed every vista. It yielded wood for fuel and
construction, but most important were the nuts.
These were consumed locally in quantity and a
large surplus went out nearly every year to the
U. S. A., Italy and other lands.

Pure chestnut stands were the rule. Most trees
were grafted. In this way every one was made to
yield regular annual crops of uniformly good big
nuts. Trees were commonly jjlanted in furrows
on cleared land, then for 10 to 15 years thereafter
some farm crop was grown between the rows
until the crowns began to close above and shade
the ground. Such a stand was almost eternal if

properly treated. Usually tree crowns became
wide and brittle after 50 to 60 years, so it was
customary to fell the trees at that time and re-
juvenate the area from the vigorous sprouts that
sprang up. One or two of the largest of these
from each stump was chosen for grafting and in a
few years the stand was bearing heavily again.
8uch treatment permitted change of varieties and
the newest improved nuts could be introduced on
an area in that wav.
Today a serious calamity has befallen the chest-

nut forests of France. At the same time our
American chestnut is fighting a losing battle in
the struggle for existence, the European species
also feels the shadow of doom. The luxuriant and
|>roductive groves above described have been large-
ly cut away, or else they stand like wretched rem-
nants—dead or dying. Even where occasional
areas look thrifty at a distance, closer inspection
reveals sickly trees here and there.

The cause of this disaster to the most impor-
tant species of chestnut in the world is the "black
sickness," ( Hle])harospora cambivora). It is ap-
parently a more persistent trouble and just as
deadly as the "blight" or bark disease of ojur

Pennsylvania forests. The fungus is a soil dwell-
ing and root-destroying form. It usually enters
the cambium region of a tree underground where
a root branches off and certain tensions are de-

veloped by wind-swaying and growth processes.
A dense web of mycelia develops between the
bark and wood. Smaller trees may be killed in a
few days, but larger ones are more resistant. The

disease is only active for a few weeks in spring
just before the chestnut starts growth. This en-
ables a large tree to make some progress toward
healing its wounds, but each succeeding year the
trouble spreads and death is the sure final result.
The spores of this dread chestnut destroyer can

be carried long distances in water. The disease
also persists for years in decaying chestnut litter
and even in mineral soil, so an area that has once
become infected can never be safely planted to
chestnut again.

The disease has already been carried to Corsica
and stands as a terrible menace to Italy, where
chestnuts are the daily bread of millions. Re-
search on the trouble in France reveals one hope-
ful fact. The Japanese chestnut (C. crenata) is
very resistant. It will grow well on soils w^here
the native sweet chestnut is quickly killed.

American foresters and forest owners prob-
ably need not fear this scourge, since the fate of
our splendid chestnut ^stands is apparently al-
ready sealed. However, there is a lesson here
for every land and all time. It is the serious
danger inherent with pure or nearly pure stands
over large areas. Such conditions supply the
breeiling centers for epidemics of all sorts, and
are always much more open to disaster when some
trouble besets them than are natural mixed forest
stands.

As part of its eflfort to aid industrial develop-
ment of New York State, companies of the
Niagara-Hudson power system have planted more
than 21,500,000 trees and will plant 5,000,000
more this year, most of them in the Adirondack
region. Watersheds, stripped of trees, cannot hold
the water stored in winter snowfall. Reforesta-
tion, says the utility, helps flood control and hydro-
electric production by providing a more uniform
stream flow, hence a more even production curve.
In addition, it increases timber resources and land
values.—27ie Business Week.

The New York Legislature has proposed a con-
stitutional amendment providing for the appro-
priation of $19,000,000 over a period of 11 years
for establishing forest nurseries and for acquir-
ing land and reforesting it. Suitable lands within
the forest preserve counties but outside the Adi-
rondack and Catskill parks would be eligible for
purchase and reforestation under the proposed
amendment. The proposal will be decided upon
by popular vote if it is approved by the next legis-

lature.
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FOREST FIRES IN THE UNITED STATES
IN 1929

WITH moiv than 31,000,000 additional acres

of land brought under some form of or-

ganized forest fire protection last year,

losses on protected areas in the United States were

held to a fraction of those occurring on unpro-

tected lands, according to a report just completed

by the Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agri-

culture.

The gi*and total of forest fires reported during

1929 on all areas was 134,895 of which 44,076 oc-

curred on protected lands and 90,819 on lands

without organized protection. An increase in the

number of fires caused by smokers, campers, trash

burners, and incendiaries as well as of lightning

fires was shown in the report. Careless smokers
led as a cause of forest fire, accounting for more
than 21 per cent of all the fires reported on pro-

tected areas in the year. Decrease in smokers'

fires in some States indicates a growing public

sentiment toward saving forests and watersheds,

the bureau says.

Deliberate woods burning or incendiarism ac-

counted for 17 per cent, of the forest fires on pro-

tected lands. Other causes of fires were debris

burning, 12.4 per cent.; lightning, 9.8 per cent.;

campers, 8.7 per cent.; railroads, 8.3 per cent.;

lumbering operations, 3.9 per cent.; miscellaneous,

10.4 per cent.; and unknown, 7.9 per cent.

Under agreements between private owners and
the States, with the co-operation of the Federal
Government, protection of State and private for-

est lands is gradually being extended to keep down
fire losses. Foresters' estimates last year placed
the total area needing fire protection in the conti-

nental United States at 589,809,240 acres, an in-

crease over the preceding year accounted for
mainly by the inclusion of certain non-forested
brush lands of watershed value. Of this area,

398,918,960 acres, or approximat^^ly two-thirds of
the total enjoyed some degree of protection last

year, although the protection on many areas was
inadequate.

Although 1929 was burned into the records as a
"bad fire year," it was significant, says the Forest
Service, that nearly 90 per cent, of the area burned
over was unprotected land. As against a loss of
4,876,320 acres in the protected areas, fire burned
over 41,353,000 acres of unprotected land. Esti-
mated damage from forest fires amounted to $14,-
138,550 on protected lands, and $87,916,850 on
lands without protection.

The Southeastern and Gulf States were again
hardest hit by forest fires, having 88.3 per cent.

of the total number of fires recorded in the United
States last year, and 92.8 per cent, of the total

area burned. The Southeastern States, however,
were able to hold the burned area on protected

land to less than 1 per cent, of the total area under
protection, and the Gulf States held the burned
area to 4 per cent. Owing to the prevalence of

woods burning, incendiarism accounted for nearly

35 per cent, of all the fires reported on protected

areas in the Gulf States.

Of the area under organized protection burned
over last year, 855,470 acres were classed as pri-

marily of watershed value. Complete records of

watershed areas burned in unprotected lands are

not available. It is estimated that alK)ut 12 per
cent, of the forest land in protected areas burned
over last year will not restock itself with satis-

factory tree growth by natural regeneration.

The Forest Service's report showed 21 States

with 100 per cent, of their forest lands under some
fonn of fire protection last year. South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Indiana,

Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri, and Arkansas, where
cooperative fire protection is a comparatively re-

cent undertaking, were among the States with the

smallest percentages of their forest lands so far
under protection.

Rutland, Vt., has a city forest of about 3,500

acres, surrounding the small brooks and springs

that are the source of its water supply. The city

entered upon a reforestation program in 1916 and
has now planted 516,000 trees. Cutting operations
are in progress on a portion of the area that was
purchased in 1927. Between November, 1927, and
April, 1929, gross receipts for cordwood and logs

cut were $8,890. The city has erected informa-
tive signs along the nunn State highway, where
planted northern white pines havt» reached heights

of from 25 to 30 feet. Thirty-seven Vermont mu-
nicipalities now have forests, totaling 8,7251/2

acres.

The Game Commission has purchased to date a
total of 183,000 acres of land, according to a
statement by W. Gard. Conklin, Chief of the Bu-
reau of Refuges and Lands. The lands are con-
tained within thirty blocks fairly well distributed

throughout the State. An additional 100,000 acres
are under contract for purchase and being con-
veyed as rapidly as titles are gotten in shape. The
boundary lines surrounding these thirty blocks of
land are first surveyed then they are brushed out
and posted. The total length of boundary lines

surrounding the 183,000 acres is about 600 miles.

FORESTRY AND WILD LIFE

By H. N. Wheeler, U. S. Forest Service

WILD life is dependent upon the forest, but
the forest in a measure is often depend-
ent upon the wild life. Especially is

this true of the birds that consume destinictive
insects. It has been estimated that were the birds
all killed, insects would destroy our forests in nine
years. Such statements may be made too posi-
tive, but certain it is that the birds destroy thous-
ands of tons of injurious insects each year and
help to keep in check this great scourge of the for-
est. We are spraying our shade trees for one
pest or another and treating our forest trees
against destructive beetles, but if our bird popula-
tion were sufficient, many of these pests would be
kept in check by the birds.

In some European countries the production of
food and fur from the wild life is a very material
part of the monetary return from the forest. In
Pennsylvania in 1929, 447 black bear, 22,700 deer
and 3,335 wild turkeys were bagged. When the
forest is destroyed, fishing streams dry up and be-
come muddy, and fish become scarce or disappear.
For many rea^ions it is important that aban-

doned farm land, as well as the cut-over, burned
and denuded timber aieas again raise trees, be-
cause of the need for wood products, for regu-
lation of stream fiow, and prevention of erosion,

and also for recreational i)urposes and the bring-
ing back of wild life. Where such forests or wood-
lands are being handled for the production of
wood only, the big asset of wild life is over-
looked. So nnich is still unknown as to the re-

lation of wild life to the forest that extensive re-

search is needed to find out this relationship, and
how the woods can best be used by the wild life.

Properly handled forests produce a constant max-
imum supply of wood, but all wooded areas should
be so used as to give full consideration to the
care of wild life as an important asset both sum-
mer and winter, and some forests should be set

aside solely for game production.

Wild animals and birds are very attractive to

those seeking rest and recreation, and the game
refuge draws real outdoor men and tourists who
prefer to hunt with the camera or only listen to the

songs of the birds and watch the wild things as

they play about in the forest. Last year the Na-
tional Forests called out 31,750,000 Visitors, and
other State Parks and forests attracted other mil-

lions. It is a great satisfaction to men and women
wearied Avith the excitement and strenuousness of
present day civilization to get out into wooded

places, see wild animals, do a little fishing, get a
real breath of the out of doors, then coming back
to home and business refreshed and rebuilt. Such
people have a memory of a real vacation where
the woods and wild life brought again health and
happiness and a feeling of joy in just living.

BLACK LOCUST, GOOD FOR POSTS AND
POLES, IS PROFITABLE CROP

BLACK LOCUST, because of its high rank
as a durable wood for use in the ground, is

in demand for fence posts, stakes, and
poles, says the Forest Service, U. S. Department
of Agriculture.

Black locust makes rapid growth on good soils

and will grow on poor and dry soils. It is easily
propagated. In good soils or in regions natural-
ly favorable to the tree, plantings of black locusts
have returned substantial net profits in periods of
10 to 20 years.

Its strong spreading root system makes black
locust a valuable tree for checking soil erosion in
gullies and on steep hillsides.

Black locust, however, has a serious enemy
known as the locust borer and the menace of
this insect should be carefully considered before
choosing black locust as a tree to plant, the For-
est Service says. Since the borer is a sun-loving
insect, on good soils or in locations of more vigor-
ous growth, where weeds, underbrush, or other
trees produce sufficient shade on the trunks of the
trees the borer causes little or no injury. No
practical control measure for treating infested
forest plantations is known.
The increasing scarcity of chestnut for posts,

poles, and stakes has done much to stimulate in-

terest in the possibilities of growing and in the
planting of black locust, according to the Forest
Service.

Farmers' Bulletin No. 1628-F, ''Growing Black
Locust Trees," just issued by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, contains data on the profit-

able culture of this species.

The Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company
regularly uses a pay envelope, upon which is in-

scribed "Fires Come, Forests Go; Stop Fires,

Forests Grow."

I
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The forested area of Canada is estimated at

1,151,454 square miles, nearly a third of the total

land area. About 27 per cent, of this is mature
merchantable timber.
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OLDEST KNOWN PETRIFIED FOREST IN
NEW YORK

THE oldest known petrified forest is in New
York State, according to Winifred Gold-

rinjir, associate paleontologist of the New
York State Museum, who tells about its discov-

ery in the August issue of American Forests and
Forest Life, magazine of The American Forestry

Association.

"A few hundred million years ago extensive for-

ests of types of trees unknown anywhere on the

earth today flourished in eastern New York, and
it is known that three such forests have been cut

down by the encroaching sea, buried under the

accumulating sediments, and finally fossilized,"

says Miss Goldring.

Over half a century ago, fossil tree stumps,
which attracted the attention of scientists, were
discovered near the town of Gilboa in the Cats-

kills. In 1897 more specimens were found resting

in a bed of shale, representing the original mud
in which the trees grew, but it was not until 1921,
in the course of quarrying operations, that enough
fossil trees were discovered to give evidence of the

presence of vast forests. The number of stumps
taken from these three primeval forests runs into

hundreds.

**No forest as old and as extensive as this has
been reported anywhere, so New York State pos-
sesses in its rocks the oldest forest in the world
and in its museum a unique exhibit," says Miss
Goldring.

Discovery of seeds, spore-bearing organs, foli-

age, roots and stems in the fine dark shale, has
made possible the classification and restoration of
the seed-fern tree now known as the Gilboa Tree.

This affords an index to the geography of the
western Catskills and the Schoharie Valley during
the late Devonian Period. During these times the
Catskill Mountains formed the low shoreline of
a shallow inland sea, with the continental land ly-
ing to the east and extending far out into the
present area of the Atlantic Ocean. The coasts of
these times were very unstable and thus produced
a swampy shoreline along which grew forests of
these primitive Gilboa Trees. The fact that three
levels of fossil stumps were discovered in the Gil-
boa indicates that three successive forests flour-
ished along these swampy coasts, were submerged,
destroyed and })urie<l.

In general appearance the Gilboa Trees are be-
lieved to resemble the tree ferns of the tropics and
aubtropics, and also of the ancient Carboniferous
and Upper Devonian times. They were probably

from 25 to 40 feet high and bore at the summit
of the trunk a crown of fronds t> to 9 feet long

and bearing at their tips the seeds and spore-bear-

ing organs. The roots are long and strap-like and
radiate from the margin of a bulbous base.

No higher forms of animal life were in ex-

istence, fishes—possible amphibians or salaman-
der-like forms—representing the highest types of
the times. There were no insects.

STATE FOREST PROFITS IN DENMARK

CUT FARM FUEL WOOD TO IMPROVE
TIMBER CROP

THE farmer who can cut his winter fuel

wood from his own farm woodland is lucky,

says the Forest Service, I'nited States De-
partment of Agriculture. He can get his fuel at

low cost and at the same time be improving his

woodland for timber production.

Farm fuel wood is an important farm crop.

About 36,000,000 cords are cut on farms vearlv.

In one year, during the war, only five other crops
exceeded it in value, namely, com, wheat, oats,

hay and cotton.

The cutting of farm fuel wood can be made a
means of getting better and faster gro\vth of the

most valuable trees in the woodland at the same
time that the winter's fuel supply is being laid in.

This is what foresters call "improvement cutting."

Wood should be cut, the Forest Service savs, with
an eye to continuous production on the land. The
aim is to keep the land producing, at the fastest

rate, timber of the best quality. The trees to cut
for fuel wood are not the trees that will make the

fastest growth or produce the best timber, or bring
the highest returns on the market. The straight,

sound, thrifty trees should be left for developing
high-grade and high-priced forest products.

The kinds of trees to use for fuel wood are
soiTnd wood lying on the ground ; head trees which
are sound and still standing; trees rotted, diseased,

or injured by insects so they will probably die;

crooked trees crowding out the straight ones ; large
old trees unsuitable for lumber because of their big
limbs and branched and short trunks; and trees

that shade out numerous smaller ones; small trees

overtopped by large and better ones; and trees

badly fire scarred at the butt.

In many sections where cordwood was plentiful

ten years ago it is now relatively scarce, and de-
mand and prices are correspondingly high. The
sale of cordwood, says the Forest Service, fre-

quently brings a substantial profit for the farm
on an operation that is at the same time improv-
ing the value of the farm woods.

41
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By Geo. S. Perry, Forest Research Institute

WILL forestry pay? Do State owned for-
ests yield a profit in America or else-

where? These and similar questions are
frequently asked. Sometimes the inquirer desires
an answer from a monetary standpoint; some-
times a broader view is taken, and such intangible
or inestimable values a»s pure and reliable water
supplies, protection and increase of birds and
other wild life, sport and recreation, or economic
and national defense considerations are in mind.
No forester or student of the question will hesi-

tate to affirm the tremendous advantages of for-
estry from the broad basis of indirect returns. It
is often not so easy, however, to find figures that
demonstrate unquestionable financial gains from
forestry practice, especially by nation or state.
The facts below from the report of the Director
of State Forestry in Denmark for the fiscal year
1928-29, give an idea of the results of forestry in
that country, where intense methods and painstak-
ing records prevail to an extent probably sur-
passed only in a few localities of France and Cen-
tral Europe.

Danish state forests can be classed as (1) pro-
duction forests on fertile soil, (2) heath land for-
ests, (3) sand dune forests, and (4) parks or
areas for public recreation. The data includes all

these lands except the last and are 168,831 acres
in area. The cut for the year was 8,789,650 cubic
feet, or 52 cu})ic feet per aere. This was 21 per
cent, below the normal prescribed in the working
plans, and was accounted for by poor business
conditions and the very severe and snowy winter
which interfered with woods work and transporta-
tion. Consequently net returns were $14,850 be-
low the preceding year and expenditures were re-
duced $69,120; amounting to $779,014.

Six of the heath forest districts showed de-
ficits for the year, but one with the oldest planta-
tions showed a net income of $1.73 per acre.
Nearly all the forest area in the heath districts has
been planted on very poor and sterile soil. Most
of the stands are still too young for high returns
from quality products.

In spite of all the economic and climatic draw-
backs of the year, the state forests averaged $.54
net income per acre after taxes, overhead and all

expenses were paid. This was only 1.33 per cent,
on their total cost or capital value of $6,844,780.
This income rate i^ low but may be said to repre-
sent Danish forestry at its worst, and largely the

yield of lands that would otherwise be absolute
waste areas.

The tendency of the past few years in Den-
mark has been to use the forests as an economic
balance-wheel—to furnish employment in times
when labor is idle. This has some social advan-
tages but does not tend to obtain highest net in-
comes. All wood from the state forests is cut and
piled at the roadsides by forest employees. The
prices during the year ranged from 5 cents to 10
cents per solid cubic foot ($4.50 to $9.00 per
cord) for wood and bark, depending upon Avhether
the product was of fuel or saw timber quality.
These prices are not very different from those in
the northern United States.

Some of the forest lands purchased by the na-
tion and several of our eastern states are of low
productive capacity. The question of possible di-
rect profits from such areas is much more hope-
ful when we see v/hat Denmark has done on lands
which a thrifty people abandoned as worthless for
hundreds of years. Except for talus rock and
cliff or ledge areas very few sites in humid lands
equal some of the Danish heath lands for utter
sterility and stubborn resistance to the productive
effort of the farmer and forester.

FOREST INSPECTION OF THE VIRGIN
ISLANDS

AT tlie request of the Bureau of Efficiency,

which has been making a study of the Vir-
gin Islands, W. P. Kramer, supervisor of

the Luquillo National Poorest, Porto Rico, was re-
cently detailed to make a repor: on forest con-
ditions there. Mr. Kramer's report gives some
interesting facts about these island possessions.

There are over 100 islands in this group, which
is about 40 miles east of Porto Rico. Most of
them are small and uninhabited. Only three of
the islands are important: St. Croix, containing
53,000 acres; St. Thomas, with 16,000 acres; and
St. John, with 12,000 acres. The topography of
these islands is rolling to rough and their highest
peaks rise to 1,500 feet elevation. The climate,
of course, is subtropical, with a rather even tem-
I)erature, varying between 70 degrees and 90 de-
grees throughout the year. The population ha,s
been steadily decreasing, and is now al)out 20,000.

Originally the islands wiere entirely covered
with a stand of tropical hardwoods, which, how-
ever, have largely been cut and much of the area
is now in a denuded condition. St. John still has
some second-growth timber and a number of
slightly culled virgin areas, but on the other islands
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the forest areas have now been hirgely taken by
brush. St. John is the center of the bay rum in-

dustry for which some bay forests ore bein^ gi'own,

but this industry has been on the decrease in re-

cent years.

The main a^cultural crop is sugfar cane, al-

though a beg^inning has been made in raising vege-

tables and citrous fruits. Cattle raising also as-

sumes some importance. Approximately half of

the islands, or about 40,000 acres, is suitable only

for the production of forest crops. Supervisor

Kramer reports that about 20,000 acres of this

forest land can be brought back by protecting it

against fire and grazing, but the rest must be
planted.

—

Forest Worker,

A Bibliography on Woods of the World, ex-

clusive of the temperate region of North America
and with emphasis on Tropical Woods, has been
published by the American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers.

This brochure was prepared by Major George
P. Ahern and Miss Helen K. Newton, of the
Tropical Plant Research Foundation for the A. S.

M. E. Special Research Committee on Existing
Supplies of Hardwoods.

It states that the total drain on the hardwood
forests of the United States is about 11,260 million

cubic feet annually, while the annual growth is

estimated to be not more than 3,236 million cubic
feet. It is estimated that A>ithin the next two
decades we may be compelled to impoi-t from
three to five billions of board feet of hardwoods
annually to meet our requirements.

Attention is called to the foi-ests of tropical
America which cover nearly 3,600,000 square
miles of territory, of which about 3,000,000 square
miles carry forests of broad leaved species. The
Amazon basin in Brazil and neighboring coun-
tries is estimated to contain 3,400 billion board
feet of standing timber which is undoubtedly the
largest continuous body of timber in the world.
In all tropical America there exists probably not
less than 5,000 billion feet.

These forests are closer to our ports than those
of Africa, Asia or Oceanica. Much original in-
vestigation and exploration is required, but tropi-
cal timbers have been in use for centuries and a
vast amount of literature in regard to them is

extant. This bibliography affords a necessary
foundation for such study.

The catalogue of literature is arranged geo-
graphically, and is most valuable to anyone desir-
ing to learn of the published literature on tropical
hiirdwoods.

CHILE STILL HAS LARGE NATIVE TIMBER
SUPPLIES

ALTHOUGH Chile is importing Douglas fir

and other woods from the United States, it

has extensive forests supporting an im-
portant lumber industry, according to advices
from Assistant Commercial Attache Robert G.
Glover, at Santiago.

The Chilean mills supply the greater part of the
demand in the northern half of the country and
also export funiiture wood to Argentina and ties

to Peru. The nitrate region of the north depends
largely on Douglas fir, and this wood has filled out
the deficiency in native lumber in the south dur-
ing the building boom of the past year. About
70 per cent, of the importations of Douglas fir is

for the account of the large American mining com-
panies operating in the north of Chile.

Chile has hardwoods suitable for general con-
struction, interior finish, furniture and ties. Of
other species, cedar, cypress and a wood similar
to our southern yellow pine arc the most im-
portant. Several of these species are durable.

Chile is almost 3,000 miles in length from north
to south, and since most of the lumber is in the
southeiTi part of the country freight rates form a
large part of the costs. There ar(, relatively few
large and segregated stands of timber that would
justify the expense of installing a large mill; con-
sequently, most of the lumber is manufactured by
portable-type mills. What is now the principal
lumbering section was cnly a few years ago the
southern frontier of the rich agricultural belt in

Chile. Probably 75 per cent, of the hnnber is cut
on the farms.

—

Forest Worker.

The Philippines is preeminently an agi-icultural

country with an area of about 30,000,000 hectares.
Of this amount, only about 3,700,000 hectares are
under cultivation, 18,800,000 hectares are covered
with forests, 5,600,000 are grass and open land,

300,000 are mangrove swamp, and the rest c6n-
sists of the unexplored area. From the forests,

1,443,300 cubic meters of commercial timber were
cut, about one-seventh of which, worth P6,253,000
was exported in 1928, while the rest was consumed
locally. It is estimated that the total stand of
commercial timber in these forests is about 200,-

000,000 board I'eet.

Hurls, knots, worm carved dead timber and freak
tree growths, which w(»re formerly unused and
wnsted, are now marketed to manufacturers of
rustic furniture.
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THE SCRUB OAK PROBLEM

By WiUiam L. Byers, District Forester, Buchanan
Torest District

ONE of the problems that confronts the De-
partment of Forests and Waters today is

that of obtaining a stand of valuable tree
species on vast areas in the State that now have
worthless species growing upon them, such as
scrub oak (Qnercus ilicifolia Wangenheim), and
the scrub chestnut oak {Q. Prinoides Willdenow).
These areas are mostly found on or near the sum-
mit of mountains or ridges where the soil is poor
and thin, and where repeated forest fires have
killed other tree growth. In many instances scat-
tered throughout these scrub oak areas are found
sprout growths of scarlet, white, and rock oak,
locust and occasionally pitch pine. A survey of
the State wa.s made in cooperation with the dis-
trict foresters as to the extent of scrub oak areas,
and it was found that approximately 200,000 acres
of scrub oak areas are located within the State,
55,000 acres on State Forests and 145,000 acres
on private lands. This is a large area of land that
has not, nor is producing a crop of valuable tim-
ber trees. To permit this area to exist means an
economic waste and the elimination of this waste
area is one of the problems! that confronts us at
the present time.

From observations and study I am of the opin-
ion that there are but two solutions to the scrub
oak problem, namely, reforestation and protec-
tion. At different places throughout the State on
State Forests as well as on private forests, an ef-

fort has been made to solve the problem by refor-

estation. Many of these experiments have not
been successful. Approximately 1,500 acres of
scrub oak areas have been planted within the State
Forests and approximately 1,000 acres of private
land. Of the area planted on the State Forests,

300 acres have receive<l treatment after planting.

The species used in this experimental work were
white pine, red pine, pitch pine, jack pine, Scotch
pine, bull pine, Japanese red pine, European
larch, Douglas fir, Nonvay spruce, hard maple,
white ash, black cherry, red oak, shellbark hickory,

and black walnut. In 1911 Robert G. Conklin,

forester at that tiine of the Michaux State Forest,

established an experimental area in which one
acre was cut clear, one acre had sprouts cut off

except one from each stump or stool, and the third

acre wals planted as a check without having re-

ceived any treatment. White pine seedlings were
planted with a spacing of 4 x 4Vi feet. One-half
of the check area was later abandoned. The otlu^r

two acres were divided into four plots in 1922
under the direction of Dr. J. S. Illick, and three
different methods of lil)eration cutting \vere ap-
plied with the fourth plot as a check.
A recent inspection of this area showed that

it was not typical of scrub oak areas in that it was
fairly moist and there were species present which
competed with the scrub oak and which since has
over-topped the scrub oak and the planted stock.
There is very little visible difference in the growth
and persistency of the white pine on any of the
plots other than what may be attributed to the
difference in size and character of the over-story
trees and the soil moisture. On one acre in par-
ticular a dense stand of large-toothed aspen has
developed since the planting and has shaded out
the scrub oak. It is quite apparent, however, that
on two acres there are a sufficient number of white
pine to make an excellent stand if the over-story
shade was gradually removed.

Experimental plantings on scrub oak areas on
the Tuscarora iMountain established in 1914, in
which European larch and Norway spruce were
used, show no satisfactory results. No treatment
was given this area after planting, and only iso-

lated specimens remain on the area.

Three plantations were established in scrub oak
areas in Bedford County during the years 1913,
1914, and 1917. From 2,000 to 2,400 trees were
planted to the acre. The clearing, planting, and
total liberation and removal of all tree growth on
the 1913 plantation amounted to $42.12 an acre.
On the areas upon which the brush was lopped
and allowed to remain on the ground the total cost
was $33.92 per acre. It was planted entirely
with white pine and liberated in 1919. The pres-
ent average growth is six feet with a maximum of
17.1 feet. There are at present 1,150 trees to the
acre. The clearing and planting on the 1914 plan-
tation amounted to $24.25 per acre. No liberation

has been done on this area, and at present the
average height growth of the white pine is 3.5
feet, with a maximum growth of 7.1 feet; the
average height of the Scotch pine is four feet,

with a maximum growth of 10 feet. There are at
present 500 white pine and 300 Scotch pine trees
to the acre. The planting of the 1917 plantation
amounted to $11.25 per acre. No brush was re-

moved from this plantation, no liberation nor
clearing done. The mixture was white pine,
Scotch pine, and pitch pine. The average height
growth of the whit^ pine was 1.5 feet, with a
maximum growth of 2.1 feet; the average height
growth of the Scotch pine was 1.7 feet, with a
maximum growth of 2.6 feet; the average height
growth of the pitch pine was 1.1 feet, with a max-

I
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imuin growth of 1.8 feet. There are at present
450 trees to the acre, of which 250 are white pine
125 Scotch pine, and 75 pitch pine.

'

Other plantations made in the Buchanan Forest
District in 1918 and 1919 have not been estab-
lished long enough to give any definite results
other than it is apparent that liberation cuttin<^s
must be made if the planted trees are to survive!
As a result of experimental plantations in the

treatment of scrub oak areas, we mav arrive at
the following conclusions:

1. Only a very small percentage of the planted
trees will survive if no liberation cuttings are
made.

2. Liberation cuttings can be made five or six
years after planting.

3. Plantations in scrub oak areas that are sub-
ject to deer damage may be relieved bv liberating
a portion of the area every year. The tender
shoots cut oflf will furnish food for the deer and
they will not be so likely to graze upon the
planted stock.

4. If a liberation cutting is delayed too long
the trees will be shaded out and there will not be
a sufficient number on the ground to make a full
stand.

5. Scrub oak is a short-lived species. Some
trees, however reach an age of 30 or more years.
Recent studies conducted by Forester George SPerry of the Forest Research Institute, show
specimens on the Michaux Forest of scrub oak
that were 25 feet in height, with a diameter of 6 6
inches brea.st-high, and 46 years of age. Sonie
scrub chestnut oaks were also found 24 feet in
Height, 4.2 inches in diameter, breast-high, and 46
years of age. ^ '

6. Owing to the high cost of clearing and plant-
ing, It IS doubtful if the planting o? scrub oakareas can be recommended except in some par-
ticular areas where it is desired to secure a standof valuable species in the shortest possible tim

'

So ?"^^J?
'"'^"^ ""^' ^^'^^''«*^^" '^^'^ varv from

1 J r ''''''''' ^"'^ ^^'h^^« only plantin- isdone, from $12 to $18 an acre. The esthna"es f^^nished by district foresters of costs of hbem oneuttmgs, were from $2 to $10 an acre wilh nnaverage of $5.50 an acre. This cost apph^ onlv

ttTrea'^
brush was lopped and not re^fS

Another manner of treating scrub oak areas isby protection from fire. I recentlv counted 500species of scarlet, black, white, and r^ckTk toofon one acre of dense scrub oak «roJh. A„ S^stools were sending up sprouts ^nd in som a

as many as four sprouts to a stool were found.
They were as high and in some cases higher than
the scrub oak growth. If forest fires are prevented
on such areas for a period of 15 to 20 years we
are of the opinion that the scrub oak will be
shaded out.

The opinion seems to be prevalent among the
(lis net foresters of the State that in approxi-
mately /O per cent of the scrub oak areas there
IS present a sufficiont numlyev of other oak sprouts
to crowd and shade out the scrub oak if -iven
proper protection from fire. It must be remem-
bered, however, that the stools producing the pres-
ent sprouts on the scrub oak areas have produced
three and m many cases a greater number of gene-
rations of sprouts. Each time the growth was
killed by fire, and a new sprout produced. As a
result, the stools became much weaker and in manv
instances began to decay. This was very wejl
Illustrated by observations taken in places where
tire trails were mowed repeatedly. The sprouts
became smaller and smaller each year, due to the
decreased vitality cf the stool.

It is quite evident, therefore, that after three
generations of sprouts the stool will be of such
decreased vitality that it will not produce a
healthy, vigorous tree, and ultimately die.

It IS also advisable to select and 'reforest small
areas throughout the scrub oak areai^, with suit-
able tree species, followed by a series of libera-
tion cuttings. These planted areas will in later
years become seed distribution centers. As the
scrub oak is shaded out by the other oak sprout
growth It IS suggested that improvement thin-
ning^ be made and the openings thus created
planted with valuable tree species.

In working out the solution of the scnib oak
problem, it is essential that experiments be con-
ducted to ascertain the best methods of procedure
proper species to plant, and the cost of the opera'
tion. It is not necessaiy, however, that these ex-
periments be conducted in every forest district
that may have scrub oak areas. It would be ad-
visable to definitely locate one or more areas typi-
cal of the conditions found throughout the State
and on these special areas conduct the experi-
ments, and the results made available to the other
districts. This would eliminate the duplication of
oftort at a minimum cost.

As long as these vast areas of scrub oak re-mam with no definite plan for their elimination,
they present a problem in forest management

I

He has but lived in part to whose heart the
mountains have never spoken.— /.^'7?o// Jrff,^,s.

(
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EARLY LUMBER INDUSTRY IN POTTER
COUNTY

HISTORICAL data concerning the early

lumber industry in Potter County, espec-

ially in the vicinity of the town of Austin,
were presented in a very interesting manner by
Mrs. Walter Nuschke before the annual meeting of
the Potter Co. Historical Society. In a paper on
"The History of Austin," concerning the lumber
industry she said: "The big sawmill in Austin
which, at the time was said to be the largest saw-
mill in the world, was finished on September 20,

1886. From that time it was in constant opera-
tion until February 23, 1911, when the mill whis-
tles mournfully blew the announcement that the

last log was being sawn. During this time the mill

suffered no shut-downs and cut 280,000 board feet

every 22 hours. One hundred and seventy-five

men were given employment and the payroll aver-

aged over $8,000 per month.

"Shortly after another sawmill was erected for
the purpose of cutting the hardwoods as the large

mill cut principally pine and hemlock. This mill

was known as the Hardwood Mill and cut 140,000
board feet every 22 hours. Sixty men were given
employment at an average wage of $1.90 a day
and the payroll amounted to approximately $2,600
per month. It took an average of 150 car loads of
logs per day to run these two mills. A kindling
wood factory was started in Austin on July 1,

1886, which employed boys and girls between the

ages of 15 and 20. They were paid 18 cents per
100 bundles, and the payroll amounted to about
$4,000 per month.

"The first chemical plant erected in Austin was
in 1888, with a daily production of 75 gallons of
wood alcohol, 2,000 pounds of acetate of lime and
30 bushels of charcoal. Fifteen men were em-
ployed at the plant with an approximate payroll
of $700 per month."

The wood of the black locust is used chiefly for

insulator pins, wagon hubs, treenails, fence posts,

and mine timbers. For these uses it is admirable
because of its hardness, strength and dura-
bility.

PLANT DISEASES COST UNITED STATES
$1,500,000,000 AiraUALLY

ONE and a half billion dollars annually is the

average amount of damage that plant dis-

eases do in the United States each year,

says Dr. Haskell, plant pathologist of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture, who is in charge of

the plant disease survey of the Bureau of Plant

Industry. Other nations suffer proportionate

losses, although statistical information is lacking

in many countries. In Canada the estimated an-

nual losses average about 15,000,000 English

pounds. England estimates that plant diseases

take an average of 10 per cent, of the value of its

plant products.

Doctor Haskell cites many instances of severe
losses of agricultural wealth as the result of dis-

ease. "It is estimated," he says, "that the United
States wheat crop is reduced by about 97,000,000
bushels a year, on the average, by rusts, smuts,
root rots and other diseases. The com crop is cur-
tailed by approximately 271,000,000 bushels and
white potatoes by about 95,000,000 bushels an-
nually.

He points out that the very foundation of the
banana industry is threatened by a fungus which
causes what is known as the "Panama disease,"
the losses from which runs into the millions. The
cacao industry suffers from the fungous disease
"witches broom"; the rubber plantations of Brit-
ish Guiana aud Surinam from the "South Amer-
ican leaf disease"; and in Peru the stem rust
ravages wheat, and a blight the potato crop.

Rust, he says, which has wiped out the coffee
industry of Ceylon and India, has not yet reached
the American tropics, but in other coffee-produc-
ing regions it has either destroyed the industry or
greatly handicapped it by making it impossible to
grow some of the choicer varieties of the bean. In
India and Ceylon planters have been forced to sub-
stitute tea as a crop in areas affected by the coffee
rust.—From the "Official Record," August 28
1930. .

'
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SOIL FORMATION IN THE FOREST

By Prof. Gearge S. Perry, Pennsylvania Forest
Research Institute

FOREST soils are being given increased at-

tention in European lands. If soils deteri-

orate rapidly under a certain system of

silviculture it must be considered a calamitous

failure, even though it yields high immediate but

temporary wood and money incomes. The fail-

ure of the pure spruce forestry of Saxony in

Germany is an illustration.

Dr. Alex. Stebutt, of Belgrade, Servia, has re-

cently published the results of a soil study that

applies generally to the forests of Pennsylvania

and much of eastern North America. Some of the

major conclusions reached are given below along

with local observations and conclusions.

Soil formation consists of three phases that

tend to be successive. No soil can be said to be

absolutely static. One or more of these phases

of change can be identified in every soil, but the

predominant one always sets its stamp on the

site and is an important factor in productivity.

1. Decomposition of origfinal primary silicates

(Destruction).

2. Union of the decomposition products to form
water retentive clay silicates (Zeolite Formation).

3. Decomposition of these secondary silicates

into free silic acid, finer clays, etc. (Degradation).

Water is the ever active and most important
agency which determines the speed and direction

of soil changes.

In the first stage there are obstacles to the com-
bination of the products that result. Acid humus
is an agent of destruction in cold and temperate
climates, while carbon dioxide is most important
in the warmer regions, and the more rapid the

rate of organic decay the greater the liberation of
carbon dioxide. The earth may therefore be di-

vided into: (1) humid regions with low tem-
peratures, the zone of "Acid humus destruction,"

(2) humid regions with a warm climate where soils

are predominantly the result of "Carbonic acid
destruction" and in between the above extremes is

the (3) zone of "Brown earth" end "Red earth"
soils.

Most of the forest soils of Pennsylvania should
be classed as "brown earth," but where litter de-
cay is hindered by the development of a highly
acid reaction because v>f the low calcium content
of the leaf fall and forest debris, there may oc-
cur a humic acid podsol type of soil with a for-
est hardpan characteristic of much higher lati-

tudes. Then, too, similar causes may bring about

a degeneration of the brown earths, so they show
a marked leached out layer just below the dark

humus or peaty horizon, with a deep yellow or

brownish horizon of deposition below.

The formation of zeolitic compounds, whereby
soluble decomposition products are retained, is an
outstanding and valuable characteristic of brown
earth soils. These compounds are highly depen-

dent upon the concentration of the soil water so-

lution. Too much moisture is unfavorable and
probably means the loss of valuable and irre-

placeable fertility. It is not easy in our present

state of ignorance to judge the development pro-

cesses that are active in soils, as to their tendency
or rate, but iron compounds give the best hints,

since their colors are often plain to the eye and
laboratory determinations are relatively easy.

Leaching is the supreme enemy of forest soil

fertility. The careful and long experiments of

the U. S. Forest Service and Weather Bureau at

Wagon Wheel Gap, Colorado, yielded no more
pregnant lesson than the fact that the constant

loss by solution from the forest soil averaged 135
pounds of solid matter per acre per year with only

20 inches of rainfall. This loss was over 50 times

as great as the erosion from the natural forest and
nearly nine times as great as that after destruc-

tive lumbering. It follows then that moisture in

the forest soil, in excess of the moderate require-

ments of tree growth, may be an actual menace to

continuous and improved forest production, since

on most areas it percolates to deep-lying strata

and carries along a load of soluble fertility, much
of which ultimately appears in the drainage water.

The ashy gray soil layer, or horizon, often seen

in forest soils just below the dark humus, usually

indicates deterioration in proportion to its thick-

ness. Its thickness is more or less closely related

to the amount of water which has percolated

through the soil. When one digs around in the

poorer forest where oaks, chestnut and pitch pine
grow at higher elevations, and show characteristic

raw humus litter with a soil cover of blue-berries,

huckleberries, mountain laurel, sweet fern and
bracken, a plain gray leached layer is sure to be
found. It will usually vary from a half to two
inches thick in open spaces between trees, but
under the roots of large old stumps and at the

base of hypermature trees it may be twice or even
several times as thick, though usually more mot-
tled and less pronounced in color. Water follow-

ing down the tree trunk for centuries has acceler-

ated leaching. Fires, burning bark or debris, and
insect or rodent activities, tend to precipitate some
materials and intermix strata, thus counteracting
leaching to some extent.
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Brown earth soils are formed where litter de-

composition is sufficiently rapid and leaching is

limited. They may be said to result where con-
ditions as to heat and moisture are intermediate.
They are also primarily associated with deciduous
broadleaf forests and demand a certain calcium
content in the litter. The composition of the
original rocks is therefore also of importance.
Brown earth soils may be considered one of the

most productive and the most unstable of the great
soil groups of the world. Their preservation by
proper forest management is the duty of every
forester and forest owner. It can be achieved by
growing mixed stands containing a good represen-
tation of soil improving hardwoods. The birches,

maples, beech, elms, aspen, ashes, tulip poplar,

hickories, and most oaks are all soil builders and
maintainers. The larches and some pines are ac-

ceptable in their effect on the soil. Certain shrubs
are very desirable in the forest understory, among
them the hazelnuts, red bud, dogwood, and service-

berry.

These trees and shrubs are very efficient gather-

ers of mineral fertility and hold it in rapid cir-

culation between their root zone soil, the forest

canopy, and the decomposing litter. Intermixed
with coniferous trees in the forest stand, they
speed up, and render more complete, the decay
of the resistant waxy needle fall.

Forest fires permit the escape of large quanti-

ties of mineral fertility in both surface and sub-

soil drainage, and waste carbon dioxide, as well

as the latent energy contained in the carbohydrate
matter consumed, which might otherwise support
multitudinous soil building and soil improving
organisms. *

PLANTED FOREST TREES GROW AND HOW

A woodland owner in Maryland received an of-

fer of $1,500 for a tract of timber, which he was
inclined to accept as a fair price. Before the sale

was made, however, he asked the State Forester
to estimate the amount and market value of the

timber. The timber was then publicly advertised,

with the result that the man who had previously

made the $1,500 offer raised his bid to $4,500, and
the sale was finally made to another person for

about $5,500. Only three months elapsed between
the date of the first offer and the final sale. Not
only was the original offer increased nearly four
times over, but the tract was also left in excel-

lent condition after the cutting.

^

Longleaf pine on average soils is ready for

profitable turpentining at 25 years.

By District Forester E. F. Brouse, Valley Forge
Forest District

THE popular belief that forest trees grow
slowly appears to be well founded. The
fact that this is true of privately planted

trees is fairly well established. It is little wonder
that the* average person is skeptical about grow-
ing Christmas trees in five years, cross ties and
fence posts in ten years and telephone poles in

fifteen years. This may not be impossible for
single trees but standards as applied by different

persons may not be altogether relative and further-

more tree growth varies widely. The average
growth falls far short of such figures. Foresters
probably well know the rate of growth but are
inclined to minimize the fact, attempt to make
themselves believe that it is not so or make refer-

ence to remarkable growth of different trees under
ideal conditions in a false effort to do them justice.

Private planters, as a matter of course, insist that
trees grow slowly. It is difficult to convince them
otherwise and perhaps they are not far wrong.
The fact is many of them are able to exhibit the
proof by reason of their experience with planted
forest trees.

One of the first questions asked by a prospect-
ive tree planter is, "How rapidly do forest trees
grow?" It is a fair question but in eagerness to
convince the person that a century or two is not
required for them to mature and in order to assure
an application for seedling trees it is believed that
figures usually are given which are somewhat in
excess of the true averages. In doing this the
expected growth is probably more often quoted
than the actual. This is but natural for impres-
sions of the most outstanding plantations remain
with us, which undoubtedly is cause for the ready
reference to the good ones. The informant may be
entirely unconscious of the fact that he is setting
up a goal which the trees are not likely to reach
unless they are much better than the average
private planting.

To know the relative height growth of different

trees is important and is being constantly studied
independently and in connection with other growth
data. Most of this work has been done on pub-
licly owned lands which receive a certain amount
of care. As a rule, such plantations are much
more successful than those made by the individual
whose interest is passive principally because be is

not in the tree growing business. Cooperation by
^*
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the department with the private tree planter has

been greatly extended during the past several years

and as a result we may expect a much higher per-

centage of successful plantations. The cooperative

plan of forest tree distribution was first started

by the Pennsylvania Department of Forests and
Waters in 1910. Under this plan with a few
provisions almost one hundred million trees have

been made available at two dollars or less the

thousand. The trees have -been set out in all parts

of the State, mostly by individuals and mining and
water companies. Much data on the survival and
growth have been collected and the work is con-

stantly going forward.

The following figures on height growth were
tabulated with the idea of showing how fast forest

trees grow instead of how slowly as is the case.

It was the writer's belief that the averages would
be considerably in excess of the actual as shown
in this table. They are as follows

purpose of the original study, nevertheless, it is

accurate in this detail. This will account in part

for the large number of some species measured
and the small number of others. However, the

plantations were taken indiscriminately, conse-

quently the averages may be considered true in

so far as this phase is concerned.

The records show that at the age of ten years

pitch pine leads all of the other kinds listed ; how-
ever, only 12 per cent, were underplanted, whereas
40 per cent, of the red pine were planted among
and under other trees. This growth of pitch pine

probably will not be a surprise to many, but it is

interesting to note that in Pennsylvania it out-

grows Scotch pine and Japanese larch, both usual-

ly rated as exceptionally rapid growers. The red
pine considered only moderately fast-growing but
steady, almost equals Scotch pine and surpasses

the larch. Norway spruce was true to form in

that it bears out the common impression that it is

Average Height
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count, it was found, in realizing the best returns

from farm woods. Marketing lumber has plenty

of pitfalls, as one farmer found who sold a crop

of poles. He underestimated his stand and let it

go for $600, half of what it was worth. Careless

cutting, delayed hauling, and other factors re-

duce the expected returns.

From examination of numerous cases in many
States, it has been found that protecting wood-

lands against fire, thinning stands, and cropping

with a view to permanent income are sound farm-

ing and business principles as well as good fores-

try, the author says. Community as well as family

welfare is directly influenced by local practices in

handling the farm woods.

Miscellaneous Publication 87-MP, Profits from

Farm Woods, may be obtained without charge

from the Office of Information, U. S. Department

of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

FOREST LAW BREAKERS PUNISHED

THE following results in cases brought for

violation of forest protection laws have re-

cently been reported by District Forester

T. I. Shirey, of the Gallitzin Forest District,

with headquarters at Johnstown:

Herman Miers and Robert Miers were each

fined $10.00 and costs for refusal to assist the fire

warden at a fire in Coyle Township, Cambria
County. Their brother, Harvey Miers, was fined

$4.00 and costs in the same offense.

Joseph Schleminger, of Beaverdale, Cambria
County, plead guilty in plea court of that county
to the charge of starting a forest fire. He was
sentenced to pay $25 toward the cost of extinc-

tion of this fire and given a thirty day jail sen-

tence.

J. W. Woods, of Altoona, Pa., was fined $25.00
and costs for refusal to aid at a fire in Gallitzin

Township, Cambria County.
John Saponic, Tony Krugewski and Alex Kruge-

wski were fined $15.00, $10.00 and $25.00 respec-
tively for refusal to aid a fire warden at a forest
fire in Dean Township, Cambria County, on August
8th. The latter in default of paying his fine has
been sentenced to thirty days in jail.

Two transit Hungarians, names unknown, were
each sentenced to six months in jail, a fine of
$100.00 apiece and costs for causing an incendiary
forest fire in Richland Township, Cambria County.

There are also pending in the Blair County
Courts two incendiary forest fire cases instituted
by District Forester Shirey.

ECONOMIO mSTORY OF A GERMAN CITY
FOREST

By Bernard Frank, United States Forest Service

THE city of Villingen, in South Baden, Ger-

many, has a 9,200-acre forest from which it

derives a net annual income of $10.73 per

acre. This income is only 75 or 80 per cent, of

the annual net proceeds of the forest, the difference

representing the value of free wood distributed to

citizens and cash paid to citizens in lieu of wood.

The operating ratio is about 54 per cent. Taxes

compose 8 per cent, of the total expense, as

against 2 per cent, before the war. An analysis

by Forest Supervisor Gayer, of the management
of the forest, based on accounts covering a period

of 90 years, appears in the January-February-

March, 1930, number of Allegemeine Forst- und
Jagd Zeitung.

Conditions on this municipal forest are typical

of the Black Forest highland. Climatic conditions

and other site factors favor the development of

raw humus, and drainage is poor. Spruce, pine,

and fir compose practically the entire stand. A
small quantity of beech is present, which is to be

increased, and larch is to be introduced as a means
of increasing soil productivity. The management
plan was first made in 1837 and has been revised,

every 10 years since except in 1917. Clear cut-

ting was superseded by the selection system in

1880. As a result of early clear cutting the forest

consists mainly of even-aged stands. The oldest

age class occupies 24 per cent, of the area, in

contrast to a normal 7 per cent. This is balanced

by a deficiency in the 61-80 year age class; the

1-60 year classes are normal. Cutting will, for a

time, be concentrated on the surplus growing stock

over 100 years of age and the normally stocked

81-100 year old stands.

A recent stem tally covered 88 per cent, of the

growing stock. This inventory, including compu-
tation, cost 67 cents per acre of measured area, or

0.7 cent per 100 cubic feet of timber.

From 1907 to 1927 utilization is reported to

have averaged 922,000 cubic feet a year. This

corresponds roughly with the average increment

for the period. The average stand per acre in-

creased steadily from 3,725 cubic feet in 1837 to

5,100 cubic feet in 1927. The total growing stock

is now 47,450,000 cubic feet. About 24 per cent,

of the growing stock, or slightly more than the

growth, is to be removed in the decade 1927-1936.

The excess consists in improvement cuttings.

The annual cut has risen from 666,000 cubic

* ^
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feet in the decade beginning with 1837 to 1,065,-

000 cubic feet in 1927. The records show a great

increase in the ratio of saw logs to fuel wood.

Fuel wood distributed free to citizens made up 50

per cent, of the 1870 cut but only 10 per cent,

of the 1927. The steady rise in income per cubic

meter previous to the war, which was paralleled

by a rise in lumber prices, contrasts sharply with

postwar fluctuations. The 1927 price was only

1.56 times the 1907-1913 average price, which in-

dicates that the increase in the price of wood has

not kept pace with the general rise in prices.

Logging costs increased by 79 per cent, between

the period 1907-1913 and the year 1927. They now
compose from 15 to 18 per cent, of the gross in-

come. In 1927 the logging cost per 100 cubic feet

was $2.24 for the main crop and $5.95 for the

intermediate cut. The difference is due largely to

the fact that the main crop was cut on a contract

basis and the intermediate crop on a day-labor

basis. Extension of the logging-road systeqa has

prevented logging costs from rising more than

wages since the war.

Net returns per 100 cubic feet rose from $5.25

in 1877-1886 to $12.10 in 1926 and $15.15 in 1927.

In 1926 by-products yielded 13 cents per acre,

most of which was brought in by the sale of hunt-

ing licenses.

Cultural costs have been high because large

areas have had to be planted. Additional expense

was incurred for drainage as far back as 1837.

The cost for planting, at the rate of 1,550 trees

per acre, including soil preparation and plant pro-

duction, is $27 per acre. The production of 4 and

5 year spruce transplants costs $3 or $4 per 1,000.

The revised management plan effective April 1,

1927, provides for improved methods of bookkeep-

ing which will show the relation between utiliza-

tion, rent, and capital, the changes in the value

of growing stock, the division of outgo into ex-

pense and investment, and the return on the in-

vestment, and will furnish the data necessary to

develop the growing stock to its full earning

capacity.

District Forester V. M. Bearer, of the Forbes

Forest District, with headquarters at Ligonier, re-

ports that a prosecution was brought against Mr.

Homer Baker, Scottdale, for refusing to assist

Fire Warden S. S. Ullery in the extinction of a

forest fire. The case was tried before Justice of

the Peace C. V. Harkcom, who fined him $1.00

and the costs, which amounted to $9.18.

CANADIAN FORESTS

THE forested area has been estimated at

1,151,454 square miles (over 32 per cent,

of the land area of the Dominion), of which

about 27 per cent, carries mature merchantable

timber; 48.2 per cent, accessible young growth

and the balance being at present inaccessible.

The volume of standing timber has been esti-

mated at 224,304 million cubic feet capable of

being converted into 424,637 million board feet of

lumber and 1,121,993,000 cords of pulpwood.

The value of primary forest production in 1928

was over $213 millions, the main items being:

logs and bolts for saw-mills, $76 millions, pulp-

wood for domestic use and export, $75 millions;

firewood, $41 millions; hewn railway ties, $6

millions; poles and mining timber, $6 millions.

In 1928 Canada's lumber industry produced 4,-

337,253 M board feet of sawn lumber, valued at

$103,590,035 ; 908,446 cords of pulpwood, $11,030,-

608; 2,865,994 M shingles, $10,321,341; 1,138,417

M lath, $4,802,616; 6,637,669 sawn ties, $4,301,-

598; as well as large quantities of box shooks,

veneer, pickets, staves, spoolwood, heading and

other miscellaneous products; bringing the total

value of the products to $139,424,754.

Pulp and paper making holds the premier posi-

tion in output value of the Dominion's manufac-

tures, Quebec contributing 56 per cent., Ontario

30 per cent, British Columbia 7 per cent, and

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Manitoba the

balance. In 1928, 73 per cent, of the 3,608,045

tons of pulp valued at $121,184,214 was for use

in 77 paper mills, 24 per cent, was exported to the

United States mainly, and 3 per cent, sold to the

trade in Canada.

The production of paper was 2,849,687 tons,

valued at $184,462,358, newsprint accounting for

over 84 per cent, of the tonnage. Canada ranks

second in paper output, but first in newsprint, the

exports of the latter—almost all to the United

States—being greater than those of all other coun-

tries combined.

Timber culture, like the growing of farm crops,

is necessarily governed in any country by soil

and climate, by the requirements of native forest

trees, and by local economic circumstances. Profit-

able methods of growing timber, particularly

under the wide range of forest types and economic

conditions in the United States can be worked out

only from our own experience and investigation,

region by region.
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WOOD FROM RUSSIA

By Prof. George S. Perry

IN the midst of the hottest weather of the year
our statesmen in Washington were confronted
with the fact that Russian pulpwood, suitable

for manufacture of news-print paper, was enroute
to the United States in considerable quantity. On
the basis of reports that this wood was cut for the
Soviet government l)y convicts and conscript labor,

the State Department forbade its entry, but later

modified and will certainly finally withdraw the
embargo, since it is unlikely that convicts have
much if any part in getting this wood out of the
forest. Conscripting labor is merely a form of
taxation, once commonly resorted to for road-
building and maintenance in Pennsylvania and
many rural localities in America. It has always
proven inefficient and there exists no reason in
justice or fact for discrimination against wood
cut by that means.

The facts that can be sifted from the mass of
reports, charges and wild statements about Rus-
sian wood are about as follows : That vast repub-
lic, probably second only to our own in resources
and power, has the world's great virgin reaches of
softwood forest, especially adapted to the manu-
facture of paper pulp. Russia is a heavy buyer
of tractors, harvesting machinery and many other
American manufactures. The mechanism of inter-
national exchange therefore encourages return
sales of some product or other and paper wood is

most logical for Russia, as our great mills near the
Atlantic seaboard annually import millions of cords
from Canada. The present Russian contract calls
for the importation of about a half million cords
of spruce wood for mills located mainly in north-
em New York, and owned by one of the big-
gest paper making and spruce forest land owning
corporations in America.
The Russian wood must be floated a hundred

miles or more before it reaches Archangel on an
arm of the Arctic Ocean and can start its long
sea voyage to this country. When it arrives here
the cost is said to be nearly two dollars per cord
greater than the price for domestic spruce wood.
The higher price is supposedly justified by a
greater yield of pulp per cord than can be se-
cured from American wood. This is open to ques-
tion unless our domestic wood has much balsam
flr intermixt, especially if there is truth in the
claim that the Russian wood is largely derived
from tops and limbs of trees out for lumber,
as that sort of material is inferior to bole wood in
yield, and European spruce wood has never proven

any better than American when grown and
handled under comparable conditions.

The gfreatest reason for our imports of spruce
paperwood is political. It gives the owners of
paper mills in the United States a good concrete

argument to call to the attention of Canadian law-
makers, when they assemble with a Conservative
majority committed to trade retaliation against the

United States for recent tariff increases on nearly
all their products. For many years past, our
northern neighbors have mourned when they saw
their spruce forests being depleted to supply raw
materials for paper mills down in the United
States, which were thereby enabled to compete
with their own rapidly expanding pulp and paper
industry; especially as this thriving industry
promises to badly need said raw material for its

own existence in a few decades.

From the above circumstances, it appears that
Canada will be the chief sufferer from imports of
Russian paper wood into the United States, al-

though such importation will also possibly tend to

hold down the price of similar domestic wood. This
last should be but a minor iiardship, as most of
the rapidly dwindling spruce stumpage in the
eastern United States is owned by the large pulp
and paper mill interests anyhow. It would be
well if some of this were carried along as a re-

serve, while a new crop of spruce paperwood is

being grown on our northern mountainsides. Prob-
ably Canada, as well as everyone concerned here,

would rather see Russian paper wood brought in

to keep our hungry mills going, instead of shutting
this wood out and thereby force the Soviet gov-
ernment to build vast paper-mills at Archangel to
flood the American market with news print paper
at prices quoted regardless of production costs. It

must also be forever remembered that no political

party, rabid though it may be for high tariffs, will

ever dare lay a rate on newsprint paper. An out-
raged press would rise almost unanimously to the
defense of free trade, in this item, even if consum-
ers of others must suffer in silence.

12,000,000-YEAR-OLD LOG IDENTIFIED
AS SEQUOIA

APIECE of a 7-foot tree estimated to be
12,000,000 years old, which was found 150
feet below the bed of the Yakima River in

Washington, has been identified by Arthur Koeh-
ler, wood identification expert of the United States
Forest Products Laboratory, as a species of
Sequoia.

This ancient wood was taken from a log en-
countered when a United States Reclamation Ser-

r
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vice tunnel was being driven under the river, and
was in solid basalt believed to have been poured
out of one of the Columbia Plateau volcanoes 12,-
000,000 years ago.

"The wood is too friable to be sliced thin for
microscopic examination," Mr. Koehler says, "but
examination of the whole piece with a hand lens
leaves no doubt of its close kin->hip with Sequoia
scmpervirens, the redwood of to-day."
"The redwoods have not always been confined

to a narrow strip in California, but throve at one
time throughout what is now the United States,
Canada, Alaska, Greenland, Europe, and northern
Asia. Fossil Sequoia cones were found in rocks
and swamp deposits in Europe in the nineteenth
century before the only living representatives of
the species were known to the white man."

FLEXIBLE WOOD

REAL wood which can be cut with scissors

and bent almost double without breaking
is offered in a new product which com-

bines the texture and attractiveness of natural
wood with the workability of heavy cloth. It is

made by cutting a thin veneer, l-60th to l-120th
inch in thickness, which is glued to a paper or
cloth backing; after being dried it is flexed by a
mechanical process. It may be applied to walls
by paperhangers and finished with sandpaper,
shellac and wax. Although the decorative features
and economy of thin veneers have been known
and used for many years, it is only recently that

they have been made available on a large scale.

The new product can be applied to plaster,

metal, wall board, or cheap grades of wood, which
makes it adaptable to a wide variety of uses.

One of the most popular is as a wall covering in

place of ordinary wood panelling, for which there

is a growing vogue. The appearance is said to be

duplicated at one-half to one-third the cost, pro-
viding a finish which should be readily acceptable
in high class homes, hotels, clubs, libraries, stores

and executive pffices. Since the appearance of

wood finishes is generally preferred to that of

metal, this new flexible wood may soon be used
to cover metal in furniture, office equipment, Pull-

man car interiors, and elevator cabs, and, although
the cost is higher it may supplant to a large ex-

tent the unconvincing use of painted imitations

of wood grain.

—

Chemists-Engineers-Mcmagers.

The modern airplane requires from 250 to 2,000

B. M. of lumber, besides veneers and plywood in

its construction.

FERTILITY OF NURSERY SOIL

By William F. Dagne, District Forester,

Mashannon State Forest
"

1

THE study of soils in relation to nursery prac-

tice is one of the richest in facts and poor-

est in comprehension. Leibig has truly said

:

"Facts are like grains of sand which are moved
by the wind, and later these same grains may be
cemented into rocks." There is no study of greater
importance in the raising of forest tree seedlings
than that of soil fertility. In order that nursery
practice may be made a success it is not enough
that we raise seedlings and trees, but it is also

necessary that they are raised so that the crop may
be worth more than the money expended, and that
the fertility of the soil is permanently maintained.
The nurseryman cannot be satisfied with the sim-

ple statement of facts in regard to the handling
of soils, but he must have absolute proof of the
correctness of such statements before he is will-

ing to make changes from practices based on long
experience.

Perhaps no industry that deals with soils, due
largely to the long period of time required and
costly operations to produce nursery crops, has
suffered more from the practice of adapting par-
tially developed facts and theories as well as

quantitative deductions and specific conclusions
drawn from qualitative data, together with general
observations, than has the nursery practice.

There are four fundamental facts pertaining to

plant nutrition which have been recognized and
have met all the tests. These are

:

1. Senebier's Proof of the Fixation of Carbon,
Oxygen and Hydrogen by Photosynthesis.

2. deSaussure's Discovery of the Proof and Ab-
solute Necessity of Natural Plant Food.

3. Lawes and Gilbert^s Proof That the Soil

Must Furnish the Nitrogen for Most Plants.
4. Helleriegel's Discovery of the Fixation of

Free Nitrogen by the Bacteria of Legumes.
The general term "fertility" means productive-

ness, or capable of producing. Soil fertility is

usually understood as a soil capable of producing
a crop, but the full meaning is not as easily ex-
pressed, since many conditions are involved which
exert more or less influence on the fertility of the
soil. There are 15 elements which are involved in
soil fertility, all of which are commonly found in
plants and largely constitute soil, air, ocean and
the common things of the earth. Of these 15 ele-

ments, ten are known to be necessary to plant
growth. Carbon and oxygen are obtained from the
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air, and hydrogen from water. These three ele-

ments form more than 95 per cent, of the seedling,

and the other elements less than 5 per cent. Thus

the soil requirements that must be supplied are

mainly the three elements, nitrogen, phosphorus

and potassium. Virgin soils may contain for a

time, sufficient amounts of these three elements for

plant growth, n)ut as they naturally contain a

small amount compared to the amount required by

the plant, the supply is apt to become exhausted

and must later be supplied through fertilizers.

The experiences of the older sections of our

country can teach us many lessons with regard to

soil fertility and from which we as nurserymen

may profit. The rich virgin soil seemed unlimited

and produced for a time without decrease in fer-

tility. Later the crops began to diminish and at

last yields become so small that they no longer

paid for the cost of labor or cultivation. This

condition is more apparent where the same kind

of crops, such as forest tree seedlings, are grown

continuou&ly on the same area, and the whole crop

including the stock and root is removed.

Fertility is not measured alone by the full sup-

ply of fertile elements in the soil, but associated

with them are other influences such as heat, light,

moisture, tillage and acidity. Water is the most

important of the factors which influence nursery

soil fertility, as it dissolves the plant food in the

ground and thereby makes it available. Heat and

light influence the assimilation of carbon and large-

ly determine the length of the growing season.

Tillage grinds, breaks, and mixes the organic and

mineral matter in the soil, allows aeration, and

thus permits a g^eat surface for the roots and

moisture to come in contact with the food of the

plant.

The acidity of nursery soil can be regulated

where requirements of the plant are known. Usual-

ly conifers require a neutral to slightly acid soil,

and hardwoods a slightly alkaline soil. These in-

fluences must be understood and regelated if the

nursery soil is to produce its maximum fertility.

Even if these influences are controlled and proper-

ly handled, a constant supply of manure or fer-

tilizer must be added from time to time to main-

tain the soil fertility. The chief functions of

manures and fertilizers is to furnish nitrogen,

phosphoric acid, and potash to the soil. Manure
possesses two functions, one to supply the essen-

tial constituents for plant growth, and the other

to assist the plant growth by improving those al-

ready in the soil. Fertilizers, as a rule, possess

only one function, and that is furnishing plant
food. It might appear that soil fertility is brought

about only by the application of manures and fer-

tilizers containing food elements, but the results

of an application of manure in one form may

differ greatly from the results obtained by the

application of manure containing the same food

elements in other form or in compounds.

One of the best and cheapest ways of maintain-

ing nursery soil fertility and assuring healthy

seedling growth is green manure, which is secured

by turning under a leguminous crop. This is ac-

complished with no harm to any of the tree species

where sufficient water is used, and organic matter

and nitrogen are added to the soil. The fertility

of the soil can be further increased by adding

barnyard manure to the leguminous crop in the

amount of about ten tons to an acre of soil. This

not only increases the supply of nitrogen, phos-

phorus, and potash to the soil, but when thorough-

ly broken up and mixed with the soil, aids in the

action of bacteria which create energy for aeration,

prevents leaching by loosening clay soils, and tends

to firm sandy soils.

When soils thus treated are seeded, the seedling

growth is superior in size, tissue is firmer, buds

ripen more quickly, and the seedlings have a

healthier appearance than those grown on similar

areas which are untreated. A disadvantage of

barnyard manure is the possibility of adding

weeds to the soil. This is especially true of poultry

manure. Barnyard manure is well adapted to

nursery soils, is easily applied, and there is very

little danger of injuring the seedlings, provided

it is well mixed with the soil with the proper

moisture content. This form of fertilizer is one'

of the most common and is used more extensively

singly and in connection with commercial fertiliz-

ers. It may not contain the food elements in as

concentrated form as our commercial fertilizers,

and for this reason requires a greater length of

time to become available as plant food. This,

however, is an advantage rather than a disadvan-

tage, as the seedlings require a certain number of

seasons to complete their growth and the slower

rate by which the food elements become available

provides continuous food during the entire grow-

ing period. On the other hand, the food elements

in the super phosphates are made available im-

mediately, which gives the seedlings an unusual

start during the first season. After that time the

foods may be leached away unless there is suffi-

cient humus in the soil to hold them.

Excellent results can be obtained in the growth

of seedlings by the application of five tons of

chicken manure to an acre of soil. For nursery

purposes chicken manure may be improved and

.1
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the weed seeds eliminated by composting with
sod and acid phosphate. The sod is covered to

a depth of four inches with a layer of chicken

manure and then sprinkled with acid phosphate
to the amount of 2000 pounds to a ton of
chicken manure, and left for a season. It should
then be thoroughly mixed and applied to the soil.

Sheep manure is very valuable, is free from
weed seeds, but the price demanded seems very high
in proportion to its food value. Barnyard
manures are valuable for increasing nursery soil

fertility, and the amount of plant food is variable.

A ton of fresh poultry manure contains 32 pounds
of nitrogen, 30 pounds of phosphoric acid, and
16 pounds of potash. In contrast to the price of

commercial fertilizer, with nitrogen at 25 cents

a pound, phosphoric acid 1^4 cents a pound, and
potash 5 cents a pound, a ton of fresh poultry

manure is worth $10.68. A ton of sheep manure
contains 16.6 pounds of nitrogen, 4.6 pounds of

phosphoric acid, and 13.4 pounds of potash. By
the same comparison the value would be approxi-

mately $5.10. Horse manure contains 11.6 pounds
of nitrogen, 5.6 pounds of phosphoric acid, and
10.6 pounds of potash, with a value of $3.78.

At one time the New York State Forest Tree

Nurseries applied only barnyard manures,

thoroughly rotted in concrete pits. When their

nurseries were first started they also plowed under

leguminous crops. They have sandy soil and must

have humus to hold the fertility. This is also

largely the case with our commercial nurseries, but

of late years they are using peat for humus mixed

with commercial fertilizers. Raw ground bone

meal is more extensively used by commercial

nurserymen than any fertilizer, and it contains 5

per cent, nitrogen and 25 per cent, phosphoric acid.

Steamed bone meal usually contains 3 to 5 per

cent, more phosphoric acid, but does not contain

nitrogen. The nitrogen escapes in the process

of manufacture. Raw bone meal takes a longer

time to act than steamed bone meal, and may be

considered more valuable in seedling and tree pro-

duction, but not as valuable for a one-season crop.

It is also easily applied without injury to seed,

seedlings or trees.

Hardwood ashes have been used for many years

both by agriculturists and nurserymen. They are

rated high in plant food, but contain only 5 per

cent, nitrogen and 5 to 12 per cent, potash. They

also contain 30 to 35 per cent, calcium oxide and

3 to 4 per cent, magnesium oxide. When applied

to seedling beds or scattered around ornamental

plants they produce a noticeable increase in

growth. They can be purchased from $15 to $25

per ton.

Because of the scarcity and high price of barn-

yard manures and fertilizers obtained from organic

materials, high grade phosphates and super-phos-

phates are coming into use. Nitrate of soda con-

tains 15 to 16 per cent, nitrogen, which in a com-

mercial state contains 95 to 97 per cent, nitrate and
is difficult to apply to nursery soil without injury

to seed and seedlings. Possibly this is due to the

fact that .5 per cent, to 1.5 per cent, sodium chlor-

ide is left in the fertilizer after manufacture. The
best way that nitrogen in this form can be applied

to nursery soil is in small quantities, from two to

four pounds to each one hundred square feet of

area, and applied two weeks prior to seeding. The
soil should also be kept moist. Nitrate of soda
tends to change acid soils to alkaline soils, but
where humus is lacking there is also a tendency to-

ward baking.

Acid phosphate has been used extensively by
nurserymen, but care should be taken that it is

applied evenly on the beds, a week or ten days
prior to seeding. The reason for this is that cer-

tain impurities, such as sulphuric acid, often re-

main in the manufactured product.

Sulphate of potash, which is free from chlorides,

is well adapted to nursery soils. It contains about
47 per cent, of potash, and has very little sodium
chloride. Muriate of potash has a higher per-
centage of actual potash, but also contains 7 to 21
per cent, sodium chloride, while the sulphate of
potash contains only about 1 per cent.

Fertilizers obtained from organic materials, such
as dried blood, tankage and fish are better and
easier applied to nursery soil than the concentrated
fertilizers, and are to be preferred to the mixed
fertilizers. However, they are somewhat costly

when we consider the actual plant food value.

Mixed fertilizers are costly compared to concen-
trated super-fertilizers and are hard to apply un-
less it is definitely known where the food elements
are obtained. An area in the Clearfield Forest
Tree Nursery was prepared for red pine trans-

plants and was fertilized at the rate of 1,000
pounds to the acre with vigro, a Swift & Co. pro-
duct which was highly recommended by horti-

culturists, and contained a mixture of 4-12-4. The
nitrogen was supposed to have been obtained from
dried blood, and for this reason little caution was
used in applying the fertilizer. The results were
that we lost more than half of the seedlings

planted.

There are other ingredients that may be applied

^
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to soils to correct certain conditions, and yet not

contain any plant food. Charcoal acts in loosen-

ing clay soils and absorbs heat and moisture. Peat

absorbs moisture and prevents leaching, and also

loosens clayey soils and firms sandy soils.

In conclusion, it is quite evident that one must
keep in mind that the food elements are only a

part of the process of maintaining a fertile nur-

sery soil. The porosity must be cared for so that

the roots may not be checked, and plenty of mois-

ture must be present so that the food elements

may be held in solution and passed through the

plant. Proper tillage of soil is necessary and the

soil must be drained so that there is no stagnant

water. There must be sufficient humus in the soil

to prevent leaching, the proper acidity of the soil

must be maintained, the cultivation must be at-

tended to at the proper time, and such indirect

fertilizers applied as the specific cases may war-

rant.

SOIL REQUIREMENTS OF FOREST TREES*

AN EAST AFRICAN ESTIMATE OF FOREST
INFLUENCES ON CLIMATE AND

WATER SUPPLY

By E. N. Miinns, United States Forest Service

DURING the past quarter century there

seems to have been a marked let-down in

the interest felt by American foresters in

forest influences as contrasted with forest prod-
ucts. In the early days of forestry in the United
States the former aspect of the subject had as

strong a hold on the interest of the profession as
the latter; in fact, forestry in America was found-
ed principally on the belief that forests play a
vital part in the regulation of stream flow, in the
amelioration of climate, and in the prevention of
erosion. Nowadays these considerations seem to
be greatly overshadowed, in the interest of the
average American forester, by the potentialities

of the forest as a source of lumber for our houses,
pulp for our newspapers, and cellulose for our
stockings. It is therefore doubly interesting to
come upon such a lively argument in support of
the earlier faith as that which J. W. Nicholson,
Forest Adviser to the Governments of Kenya and
Uganda, East Africa, presents in a bulletin recent-
ly published by the forest department of the
former colony.

It has been known for about 25 years that im-
pregnating wood with sugar reduces its tendency
to shrink and swell with changing moisture con-
tent.

By Herbert M. Nichols, District Forester

SITE quality is the relation between productiv-

ity and the conditions unde« which the vari-

ous tree species and types are growing. In

this way reference is made to Site Quality I, II,

III or IV for white pine, according to the adapta-

bility of this species to its chosen habitat. In

most cases we make such classification on the

basis of results obtained from experiences in the

successes and failures of certain species under

varying conditions and without due regard to the

circumstances or phenomena which contribute to

the successes or failures.

There are two general classes of soil materials,

namely, rock and organic matter, the bulk of

which is rock. Three general types of soils may
be considered:

1. Physical—depending on the size and shape of

soil particles, movement of air and water,

and other physical properties.

2. Chemical—composition of particles and or-

ganic matter.

3. Biological—minute forms of soil life.

All three of these types contribute to the general

make-up of the soils of the forest, and for the

most part their work is closely inter-related. Of
the factors affecting the soil biologically, fungi are

probably of greater importance than bacteria,

since the former find more favorable conditions

under a forest cover with its greater shade and
more uniform moisture, thereby taking more
active part in humus formation. Their actual

value to the tree in forming mycorrhiza and there-

by assisting in nitrogen fixation has not been
satisfactorily established. It is safe to say, how-
ever, that this biological activity is governed in a
natural manner by the forest itself, and would re-

sult advantageously in consequence of such soil

cover.

Since soil is originally the product of weather-
ing the rock surface of the earth, we may look to

some extent to this rock strata or formation for
the resultant chemical composition of the soil.

However, it is authoritatively claimed that weather-
ing eventually tends to reduce all soil to a more
or less common type.

The ten elements considered essential as food
for plant growth and development are carbon,
oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, phosphorus, potas-
sium, calcium, magnesium, iron and sulphur. These

*Presented at Foresters' Conference, Mont Alto, Pa.
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elements may be found in different soils in vary-
ing proportions. In the case of farm crops, phos-
phorus, potassium and nitrogen are the three ele-

ments most likely to be missing, and together with
calcium are sometimes considered the limiting fac-
tors in plant development. Various examples have
been cited to show that one or another of these
elements is the deciding influence on forest pro-
ductivity. However, in connection with these
theories, it must be realized that forest trees are
not near so exacting in their demand on plant
food as are the various farm crops. Calcium has
received the most consideration in these theories,

possibly due to its known importance in the propa-
gation of farm crops.

Research Forester George S. Perry, of the
Pennsylvania Forest Research Institute, in an
article on "The Role of Calcium in Soil Forma-
tion and Productivity Under Forest," advances
the theory that by intermixing such species as
birch, beech, elm, hazel, larch, aspens, and alder,

or with periodic exposure of the forest floor to

sunlight, it is possible to bring about a gradual
change in the upper forest soil toward decreased
acidity.

Prof. J. T. Auten, in his survey and study of
the soils of the Mont Alto Forest, states: "It is

very doubtful considering acidity and lesser per-
centage of calcium in the coves where growth is

greater, that calcium as a factor accounts for this

much greater volume of wood produced. Nor does
it seem reasonable that phosphorus is the cause
of the greater growth in the coves." This same
survey showed that every foot of the Mont Alto
Forest is acid. This but emphasizes the claim that
the weathering processes by which forest soils are

developed in this region operate in an acid medium.
(The soil solution under forest stands re-acts acid

containing crenic acid, the deeper layers or horizon
down to a certain depth being leached of their

lime carbonate.)

It was shown at the Mont Alto Forest Nursery
that application of lime in any form increased

damping-off losses many fold especially for such
species as red pine (Pinus resinosa)^ pitch pine
(P. rigida)y shortleaf pine (P. echinata), white
pine (P. Strobus)f hemlock (Tsuga sp.), larches

(Larix sp.)y and tulip poplar (L. tulipifera). Even
though these species are doing well when planted
on limestone soil, it seems that an acid condition
is best, for because of the damage from damping
off it is doubtful if they could reestablish them-
selves naturally.

However, it would be presumptive to assert that
soil chemistry does not play an important role in

forest productivity. Just how important its place

is can only be determined by more intensive re-

search.

Probably the physical phase of the soil is the

one mostly considered by foresters in a determi-

nation of site quality. It is also highly probable
that this, criterion is the logical one as most adap-
table and practical. In any event, until consider-

ably more is known about the soils of the forest,

we must be content to choose by those facts with
which we are acquainted. Of those factors af-

fecting the soil physically, moisture and tempera-
ture are by far the most important. Regardless
of the cause of forest productivity, moisture may
be considered as an indicator of growth possi-

bilities. Choice of tree types then should be more
or less determinate on the moisture conditions, with
due regard to the factor of temperature.

Temperature as affected by climate is, of course,

very determining. This has been shown by exper-
ience with several species in Pennsylvania, notably
shortleaf pine (P. echinata). This tree when
planted in the northern portion of the State was
a total failure. Its distribution by the Pennsyl-
vania Department of Forests and Waters has now
been limited to southern Pennsylvania. As a re-

sult of his studies on black walnut (Juglans nigra)

Forester LeRoy Frontz states that it should not
be planted outside of its natural commercial range,

which includes the fertile agricultural valleys of
southwestern, eastern and central Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania holds the unique position of hav-
ing a common meeting ground of many northern
and southern types. Undoubtedly this should be
considered in a plan for forest planting when the

choice of species is made.
Soil temperature is of especial importance dur-

ing the growing season. Ordinarily, a slope at right

angles to the sun will receive the most heat from
this source. Consequently, a southeastern slope
will receive the greatest heat in the early season,

a southern slope during mid-season, and a south-
western slope during fall. This may or may not
be of special importance in a consideration of
those species showing detrimental effect from
early or late frosts. Ordinarily optimum mois-
ture encourages optimum soil heat.

As a result of texture studies on the Mont Alto
Forest conducted by Prof. J. T. Auten, it was
found that there is very little difference between
the soil on the ridges, slopes, and coves, with the
exception of considerably more bowlders and larger
fragments intermixed with the ridge soils. These
larger stones may be of considerable importance
to tree growth as evidenced by a plantation on
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Big Shiney Mountain, Lackawanna County, where

1,000 pitch pine (P. rigida) were planted at an

elevation of 2,320 feet during the spring of 1929.

In spite of a severe drought during their first

summer, these trees showed a 95 per cent, estab-

lishment at the end of the year, as against serious

losses for the average plantation on lower and

presumably more favorable sites. Undoubtedly,

the stones served as a mulch, thereby preventing

surface evaporation.

It has been estimated that a growing forest will

pass two and one-half to four million pounds of

water per acre through the trees annually. This

would be the equivalent of 12 inches of water, and
g^ves some idea of the moisture requirements of

forests. Moisture affects tree growth both physio-

logically and by increasing the ability of the tree

to secure greater assimilation of carbon dioxide

and increased elaboration of carbohydrates. In-

vestigations of the past few years tend to show
that available moisture may be a greater influence

in vigor and growth than light. The amount of

soil moisture available for tree growth is greatly

increased by the elimination of root competition.

Dr. Ian J. Craib, in his article on "Some As-

pects of Soil Moisture in the Forest," in Bulletin

No. 25, Yale University, states that studies con-

ducted with trenched quadrants showed that the

amount of available moisture during extremely

dry periods was from two to nine times as great

in the first six inches of soil in the trenched quad-

rants as in the untrenched check quadrants. He
concludes that this is significant in accounting for

the lack of survival in reproduction beneath a full

canopy. Both the trenched and untrenched quad-
rants were under the same canopy, differing only

in that in the first, root competition was elimin-

nated. Further studies with these same plots

showed that a greater number of seedlings resulted

in the trenched quadrants.

This shows that the benefits derived from thin-

nings are those resulting from an increase in the

moisture available to the remaining trees rather

than from external factors. It would naturally

follow that the density of a stand is to a great
extent dependent on the moisture content. As one
leaves the wetter sites going to a drier condition,

fewer trees are found per unit of area. This is

of value in planning a thinning, for it is apparent
that wider spacing may be allowed where the soil

is less moist, without increased danger of an over-
abundance of weed species coming in. Likewise,
where moisture conditions are exceptionally good,
a heavy thinning will permit the development of

a considerable number of undesirable plants with-

out producing the benefit that was intended by

the thinning.

In order to secure a natural succession of species,

root competition must be eliminated to the point

of allowing seedling development. By a proper

selective system of silviculture, root competition

is best controlled by allowing a normal seedling

development. It can be seen, however, that the

severity of cutting must have in mind the indi-

vidual moisture requirement of the species being

dealt with, which is often referred to as toler-

ance.

The theory of tolerance as a light requirement

was first advanced by Dr. G. Heyer in 1877. He
stated that light-requiring species are able to

grow in shade if moisture conditions are favor-

able. Tolerance, then, of a species, seems to be
generally dependent on moisture requirements.

In northern Pennsylvania we have two species

which merit considerable attention, namely, the red
pine (Pinm resmosa) and the red spruce {Picea
rubra). The spruce is generally regarded as a
swamp tree, due to being found so frequently
under such conditions. However, it is well known
that there were magnificent stands of spruce in

northern Pennsylvania growing on sites now
covered to a great extent by hardwoods. Increment
borings show these stands of spruce are practical-

ly at a standstill. The question has often been ad-
vanced as to why these trees are not producing
valuable timber when their predecessors were of
such great commercial importance. Unquestion-
ably, natural competition is the cause of these

species being forced back into such habitats as are
not adaptable to their best development.
The propagation of these seedlings in our State

Forest Tree Nurseries for planting in northern
Pennsylvania would be a worth while experi-

ment.

A similar condition exists to a lesser extent with
red pine. This species appears sporadically
throughout northern Pennsylvania. In view of the
fact that the Pennsylvania Department of Forests
and Waters is distributing this species in great
numbers, the question has been advanced as to

whether red pine will be able to reproduce itself,

and if so, why it is not a more abundant forest

tree in the part of the State where it is native?
A study of red pine in Susquehanna County,
Pennsylvania, showed that under a dense canopy
of a pure red pine stand, no seedlings of this

species were found, although various hardwood
seedlings were present. On the other hand, in

I

an adjoining abandoned field innumerable red pine
were found in various stages of development and
in excellent condition. It was interesting to learn

that the mature red pine trees were seeded into an
open field, and that upon cutting of their prede-

cessors the stand gave way to a hardwood growth.

It may readily be seen that without the adjacent

open field the red pine would disappear with the

cutting of the present mature stand. It is appar-
ent that with both the red pine and the spruce,

root competition was too great to allow repro-

duction, while other species with less demands for

moisture were able to take their place. A se-

lective system of cutting would allow favoring

these species in such a way as to secure their

natural regeneration.

The site on which the various species are foimd
growing when considered alone, is no index of the

individual requirements of that tree. When, how-

ever, a study is made of the relative growth rates

of that particular species under these varying con-

ditions, some idea is secured of its optimum growth

requirements.

There is some difference in the species as to their

ability to secure a sufficient share of the available

moisture under conditions of intense competition.

This is often noticed under a pure stand where all

of the young regeneration will be of a different

species from the trees that make up the overstory.

Summary.—1. The chemical composition of the

soil is of lesser importance as an index to forest

productivity. This is demonstrated by a study of

the soil types of Pennsylvania which shows that

they have very little effect on the tree distribution

and its growth.

2. Consideration is necessary before recommend-
ing planting a species in the northern or southern

portion of the State when it is originally not a

native in the range in which planting is intended.

The results in the case of shortleaf pine and wal-

nut are particularly pertinent in this sense.

3. The effect on tree growth by the texture and

structure of the soil is of consequence only inso-

far as the soil moisture is concerned. That this

element is not so infiuencing as with farm crops

is partially due to tendency of all forest soils to

form a pea or nut structure.

4. Moisture seems to be the g^-eatest factor in

controlling forest productivity. Its effect is both

physiological and as an agent in increased assimi-

lation of carbon dioxide and elaboration of carbo-

hydrates.

5. If the beneficial effect of thinning is the re-

sultant increased moisture available rather than

the factor of light, the severity of thinnings must

depend on the species being dealt with, and would

vary under similar conditions with different forest

types.

6. A selective system of silviculture is desirable

in securing natural regeneration with those species

of low competitive ability in regards to soil mois-

ture.

7. The common habitat of a species does not

limit its growing possibilities, since it is often com-

petition that placed it there. Proper silvicultural

management can give a valuable tree a chance to

establish itself often to the advantage of the forest

capital. In this respect our native red spruce

might be experimented with in northern Pennsyl-

vania.

8. The average tree will make its best growth

on moist soils. However, since some species will

form a satisfactory cover on the wetter or drier

conditions, choice of species must depend on the

adaptability of the species to the poorer site con-

ditions.

9. There seems to be a marked difference in the

species in their ability to compete for available

moisture. This is undoubtedly influenced by the

root system.

THE SWISS NATIONAL PARK

IN the Engadine, the Alpine valley that the

Swiss call "The Roof of Europe," Switzerland

has a national park of 35,500 acres. Some 30

years ago Swiss naturalists, alarmed by the way
in which the spread of railways and industries was
threatening the beauties of their country, organ-

ized a society for the protection of nature and
became active in persuading local bodies to frame
rules to protect wild flowers and certain small

areas. Soon they began to work toward the reser-

vation of the Scarl Valley, which lies in the Enga-
dine some 15 miles east of St. Moritz. By 1913

the society^s membership had grown to 24,000, a

remarkable number for so small a country. Still

private subscriptions were not sufficient, for the

area of reservation contemplated had spread to

cover the whole of the present park. In 1914 the

Swiss Government agreed to pay an annual sub-

sidy of 30,000 francs toward the expenses and a

99-year lease was drawn up with the communes
concerned. The park is now controlled by a com-

mission to which members are appointed both by
the Government and by the society. The society

is responsible for carrying out definite research

work and issuing an annual report. All plant and
animal life is protected and no commercial use of

timber or forage is permitted.

fe^
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Lying: in the southeast corner of Switzerland be-

tween the River Inn and the Italian border, this

park is the meeting place of the flora of the west-

em and that of the eastern Alps. The climate is

comparatively dry, with an average annual rain-

fall of less than 28 inches. Winds from the south-

west generally reach the Engadine as desiccating

winds, having dropped most of their moisture in

the French Alps. The park lies between altitudes

of 4,500 feet and 10,400 feet. Its valleys are not

deeply cut. On a high-lying plateau of this kind

the variation between the mean summer and winter

temperatures is bound to be great on account of

the increased insolation in summer and the intense

radiation in winter. This southeast comer of

Switzerland is mostly Triassic Dolomite. The jag-

ged tooth-like peaks into which dolomite (magnes-
ium limestone) weathers, with masses of debris on
their slopes, together with the results of a thrust

from the southeast in the Tertiary period, that

folded parts of the country like a tiled roof, give

the mountains a wild character unusual in Europe.
All the important tree species of Switzerland

can be seen in this park except the yew, for which
it is too high, and the silver fir, for which it is too

dry. The "mountain" zone of vegetation, charac-

terized in Central Europe by mists and fogs and
heavy fir forest, is not found in the park. The
next higher zone, the "subalpine," which generally
starts at an elevation of more than 5,000 feet, is

well represented. A subalpiue zone indicates much
drier conditions than a mountain zone, for it lies

above the line of mists and fogs. Strong insola-

tion by day, low temperatures (especially of the
soil) at night, and frequent strong drying winds
produce a habitat distinctly xerophytic (suited for
plants having low moisture requirements). In this

park the scarcity of moisture is intensified by the
prevalence of the dolomite, which like all lime-
stones produces a poor, thin soil.

The chief trees of this zone are Pinus silvestris

and its local variety Engadinensis, Pinus montana,
spruce, larch and the arolla pine. Pinus silvestris

does not grow above 5,000 feet. This is said to be
due to the fact that its tapering root can not get a
hold on rocky ground. It does not like drought,
but is indifferent to the composition of the soil. It
is found nearly always in mixture with the larch,
spmce, or mountain pine. The variety Engadi-
nensis is more abundant m the park than the
typical species, for with its more slender crown it

can better resist snowbreak. It is to be distin-
guished by its thinner and less jagged bark and
its cones, which are fixed horizontally. Pinus
montana, which is more xerophytic than P. silves-

tris, grows up to 6,000 feet. It can thrive on the

dry barren limestone soil and often on rocky
slopes, and is resistant to wind and frost. It is a

pioneer species and very long lived, and is here

characteristic of dolomite soil. Spruce is common
in the park, and forms characteristically dense

silent jungles. It does not grow much above 5,000

feet. As a rule it prefers well-drained slopes fac-

ing west, avoiding dry locations. The larch, the

most beautiful tree of the Engadine, is well repre-

sented. Being deciduous, it can withstand the

drier conditions and the damage from snow and
is consequently well adapted for the subalpine

zone.

Most interesting of the trees in the park is the

arolla pine (Pinus cembra), which is called "the

cedar of the Alps," and grows up to about 5,700

feet. Typical of the granite and gneiss soils, it

forms only open forest, generally with an under-
growth of rhododendron. The isolated trees to-

ward the higher limits of the species are stem,
robust, majestic specimens, torn, twisted and bent
by the severity of the winds. This pine is often

found in mixture with the larch, and, like it, is a
pioneer species at these higher elevations.

Advancing from the subalpine to the alpine

zone, we leave the forest to enter the high-lying

pastures. Here we are amongst the vivid alpine

flowers. As regards pasture grasses, it seems that
with the decrease in grazing their condition is de-

teriorating and inferior grasses are getting a hold.

Above the alpine zone come the "debris" and
"rock" zones, with their scanty yet distinctive vege-

tation ; and then the line of permanent snow, which
in the park is at about 6,400 feet.

The Middle Ages saw the reindeer, elk, bison,

and wild ox disappear in Switzerland. The ibex,

which is the favorite emblem on the coats-of-arms
of many Engadine families, followed in the be-
ginning of the nineteenth century. By the end
of that century the beaver, wild boar, bear, lynx,
wolf and lammergeier had become extinct. The last

l>ear in Switzerland was killed about 1900. Under
protective measures enforced by the park commis-
sion good increases have been made in the park
by the red and roe deer, the snow partridge, and
the capercaillie. An increase has been shown also
in the number of chamois, which in 1927 stood at

1,512. Eight ibex brought from Italy, where a
herd of more than 2,000 is kept in the royal Grand
Paradis Reserve, were introduced into the park in

1923 and by 1927 had increased to 17.—From an
article by G. D. Kitchingman, Indian Forest Ser-
vice, in the Quarterly Journal of Forestry, (Lon-
don.)
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